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Annual Report of the
Division of Intramural clinical and Biological Research

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
October 1, 1992 - September 30, 1993

Markku Linnoila, M.D., Ph.D., Scientific Director

In FY 1993 the NIAAA Intramural Research Program (IRP) has been under severe
strain. The program lost its allotted space (17,500 sq ft) in the Silvio O.
Conte Research Building on a very short notice. It was compensated inadequately
by a small amount (8,000 sq ft) of off campus space. These administrative
decisions by NIH leadership have led to the loss of both talented investigators
from the program and cancellation of certain potential recruitment actions

.

Severe overcrowding in the laboratories of the IRP will continue for the
foreseeable future. Despite these administrative setbacks, the IRP has been very
productive and several of the senior investigators have solidified their
positions as internationally recognized leaders . This is true not only in
alcohol research but also in fields such as human behavioral genetics, nutrition
and fatty acid metabolism, basic electrophysiology, animal modeling of human
behavioral disorders and impulse control.

Collaboration with other IRPs on the NIH campus has been very active in the areas
of human molecular genetics, brain imaging, nutrition, glucose metabolism, liver
disease and cognitive neuroscience research.

The major research themes of the IRP in FY 1993 have included brain imaging using
positron emission tomography (PET) to quantify neuronal activation within
anatomically well-defined brain areas as determined by magnetic resonance
imaging, molecular genetic mapping of candidate vulnerability genes within well
defined alcoholic families, investigations on effects of alcohol on ion channel
and receptor functions and gene expression.

Studies on effects of ethanol on cell membrane receptors; ion channels, and
expression of genes coding for these important proteins are yielding intriguing
insights into basic mechanisms of ethanol 's action. Combined with studies on
region specific effects of ethanol on the release of neurotransmitters, these
investigations will elucidate how ethanol produces reward, dependence, tolerance
and brain damage. Behavioral studies on specifically bred or genetically altered
whole animals, using primarily mice and monkeys, combined with molecular genetics
and behavioral manipulations during development, examine important protective and
causal factors for alcohol abuse and dependence. These investigations have
already pinpointed developmental factors in rhesus monkeys which are conducive
of alcohol abuse in this species.

The Intramural Research Program is a creative, vibrant, internationally known and
highly productive research center which conducts studies at the cutting edge of
science in several fast developing fields.
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Annual Report of the
Laboratory of clinical Studies

Division of Intramural clinical and Biological Research
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
Michael J. Eckardt, Ph.D., Chief

Introduction

During Fiscal Year 1993, investigators in the Laboratory of Clinical studies
(LCS) continued conducting the projects outlined in previous annual reports and
initiated a number of new studies . New projects were initiated on determining
the mechanisms associated with cognitive functions expressed in detoxified
alcoholic patients after relatively long periods of alcohol abuse, in response
to acute effects of alcohol and other drugs, and in individuals that may be at
risk for excessive alcohol consumption. Biomedical consequences of cessation of
excessive alcohol and cigarette consumption are being studied, along with the
characterization of long-term physiological readjustments that accompany
protracted withdrawal from alcohol. Other new initiatives concern the
development of a novel positron-emitting tracer in order to measure the local
distribution and accumulation of brain serotonin and a large clinical study
designed to determine cerebral metabolic correlates of aggressive and addictive
behavior

.

The past year continued to be one of administrative transition. The Laboratory
has maintained research productivity, initiated a number of new studies, and has
commenced long-range planning.

I. Section of Cognitive Neurosciences

The objectives of the research program of the Section of Cognitive Neurosciences
is to define the distinctive mechanisms of cognitive operations that involve
control and awareness from those operations that are carried out without
conscious control or awareness. Ongoing studies are concerned with changes in
cognitive functions, with and without awareness, in response to drugs such as

alcohol and benzodiazepines, and in alcoholic patients as well as those
individuals that may be at risk for alcoholism. Findings are used for the
development of models of normal and impaired cognitive functioning, the
development of better diagnostic procedures for identifying forms of cognitive
impairment and new treatment strategies for altering patters of behavior that
result in alcohol abuse.

Drugs such as benzodiazepines and alcohol are used to model the cognitive
impairments that are expressed in amnestic disorders (AMD) and in alcoholic
patients. Following the administration of benzodiazepines or alcohol, subjects
are able to effectively process information, and can access their knowledge base
and remember implicitly remember implicitly (without awareness). In contrast,
explicit memory, self-monitoring functions (including the ability to judge the
accuracy of memory performance and source of memory (reality monitoring) , are
impaired. A similar pattern of cognitive changes also occurs in attention in
drug-treated normal volunteers . The extent to which alcoholic patients are
impaired in their ability to identify the source of remembered information
appears to be correlated with glucose metabolism of the left prefrontal and the
left anterior temporal regions of the brain.

In AD, memory failure is not attributable to impairments in awareness, but
appears to be determined by an erosion of the knowledge base, which in turn,
results in disruptions in encoding functions . This effect can be modeled in

elderly subjects by administration of a cholinergic antagonist. changes in
access to information in knowledge memory may be an early specific diagnostic
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synptom of AD (as UMasured by the ability to generate exemplars of closed or open
categories). However, metamemory functions are generally spared in AD patients,
at least in the early and middle stages of this disease. Recent studies have
also demonstrated that cognitive monitoring functions are relatively independent
of processes that are involved in remembering events in normal controls, in the
elderly and in several other clinical populations of patients.

Some types of memory failure following the administration of alcohol and
benzodiazepines appear to be retrieval-context dependent "forgetting". The
context in which knowledge of recent events is retrieved is important in defining
what aspects of knowledge can be retrieved and used. Some aspects of knowledge
are inaccessible when retrieval from memory is attempted under conditions that
are very different from those that existed at the time these experiences were
stored in memory. Subjects that report different autobiographical experiences
in different states may be particularly susceptible to failures to remember
recent events under retrieval conditions that are very different from the state
in which they acquired that information. The phenomena of state-dependent access
to both recent and autobiographical information in long-term memory has important
implications for the development of patterns of alcohol abuse and its treatment.

II . Section of Brain Electrophysiology and Imaging

Investigators in the Section of Brain Electrophysiology and Imaging conduct
sophisticated electrophysiological, neuropsychological, and brain imaging studies
on alcoholics, individuals at risk, and carefully-matched controls.

Over the past year the section has focused on two areas of brain electro-
physiology. The first has been an attempt to define electroencephalo-graphic
phenotypes for use in genetic studies of alcoholism and related disorders. These
studies have been conducted in collaboration with Dr. David Goldman of the
Laboratory of Neurogenetics and have demonstrated that low voltage alpha EEG
activity is transmitted as an autosomal dominant in certain families. we are
currently attempting to determine if phenotypes related to evoked potential
latencies or aunplitudes can also be identified. The second area has been the
development of new techniques for localization of cortical sources of brain
electrical activity. These techniques involve the use of Laplacian
transformations to measure surface current density over the scalp. Current
density measurements provide much greater spatial resolution than can be obtained
with traditional evoked potential measurements. This new technique should be
useful in exaunining differences cimong cortical electromotive generations of
alcoholics, normals and individuals at risk for alcoholism. In addition to
electroencephalographic techniques the section has also begun to investigate eye
movements as a way of examining brain function in alcoholics and individuals at
risk for alcoholism.

In the area of brain imaging we have made progress in both clinical studies
directly related to alcoholism as well as in more basic work of technical
development. At rest, young, healthy alcoholics with no evidence of cognitive
impairment or structural brain damage demonstrate a significant reduction in
glucose utilization over several regions of the frontal and cingulate cortices.
Since there is considerable evidence that the neurotransmitter serotonin is
involved in the regulation of impulsive behavior, we have examined the effects
of m-CPP, a serotonin agonist, on cerebral glucose metabolism. m-CPP
administration increases glucose utilization in prefrontal cortex, cingulate,
thalamus, and left anterior temporal lobe. In addition to these new results, we
have completed our study of cerebral glucose metabolism in individuals with
alcohol related organic brain syndromes and found decreased glucose metabolism
in frontal and cingulate cortices but an increase in cerebellum.

Work on the development of advanced image analysis for the PET, CT, structural
and functional MRI has continued. Methods to implement the 3-D registration of
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PET images with structural MRI have been completed as have techniques to segment
CSF, white and gray matter on CT images. New methods of determining the
statistical significance of pairs of grouped images are being developed. These
include methods spatial frequency decomposition as well as wavelet analysis

.

III. Section of Clinical Science

The major objectives of research conducted in the Section of Clinical Science are
to (1) characterize the role of various neurotransmitter systems in the etiology
of alcoholism by utilizing cerebrospinal fluid metabolite determinations,
pharmacological challenge paradigms, and PET studies; (2) explore possible
biochemical determinants that might differentiate subtypes of alcoholic patients;
(3) describe and understand the behavioral and biochemical interactions among
alcoholism, panic disorder, and depression; (4) explore gender differences in
alcoholism by using a serotonin challenge paradigm; (5) investigate the role of
diet, and carbohydrate consumption in particular, as possible determinants of
alcohol consumption; (6) use procaine as a probe for limbic system function in
alcoholics with and without panic disorder; (7) introduce new pharmacological
interventions for long-term treatment of alcoholism; (8) study the psychological
and biological effects of smoking cessation in detoxifying alcoholics; and (9)
characterize the concept of "losing control" as it relates to violent behavior
and alcoholic drinking.

Results from pharmacological-challenge paradigms have been particularly
interesting. Administration of the serotonergic partial agonist,
m-chlorophenylpiperazine (m-CPP) to detoxified alcoholics resulted in different
responses from early-onset (Type II) and late-onset alcoholics (Type I), with
early-onset alcoholics more likely to report a "craving" for alcohol, while the
late-onset alcoholics reported more anxiety. Possible differences in
serotonergic functions between subtypes and alcoholics was substantiated by
cerebrospinal fluid determinants. Abstinent alcoholics who had the onset of
alcoholism before the age of 25 had lower 5-HIAA concentrations compared to
patients who had the onset of alcoholism after the age of 25. Administration of
either 5-HTP or L-DOPA compared to placebo had no effect on the length of time
between detoxification and relapse to alcohol consumption. Results from other
challenge paradigms suggest that there may be other biological differences
between alcoholics and controls . Following the administration of the
physiological stressor 2-DG, alcoholics showed an exaggerated ACTH response
compared to controls. Both baseline insulin as well as insulin release (AUC)
following 2-DG, showed a significant positive correlation with the quantity of
alcohol consumed per occasion during the last six months . Administration of
sodium lactate to detoxified alcoholics with panic disorder resulted in a lower
frequency of panic attacks compared to panic patients without alcoholism. This
difference was not explained according to whether the panic disorder started
before or after the onset of alcoholism. Administration of dextrose in lactate
decreased the likelihood of panic subjects experiencing a lactate-induced panic
attack. IV administration of the local anesthetic procaine resulted in an
increased frequency of panic attacks in panic patients (with and without
alcoholism) compared to alcoholics and controls. Those patients having a panic
reaction had a greater rise in pulse and epinephrine release compared to those
not having a panic attack.

Preliminary results indicate that most alcoholics are able to successfully be
withdrawn from nicotine while being treated for alcoholism in a controlled
environment. Physiological results from an idozaxan challenge shows little
evidence to suggest altered 03 receptor activity during smoking withdrawal

.

Characterization of individuals who "lose control" and become physically violent
have an increased prevalence of panic disorder/attacks and alcoholism/abuse
compared to the general population. Approximately one-half of those studied
experienced a sense of "losing control" and/or fear of becoming violent during
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a lactate challenge study. Three out of four patients who had a PET scan,
demonstrated a decrease in glucose metabolism in the orbital-frontal brain
regions.

IV. Section on Neurochemistry and Neuroendocrinology

The Section on Neurochemistry and Neuroendocrinology has continued research on
biochemical concomitants of violent behavior in alcoholics and on variables
associated with increased vulnerability of developing alcoholism-related
behavior. The major focus of this research has remained the serotonergic system.
Interesting insights have been gained into regulation of serotonergic neuronal
networks, developmental and genetic influences on serotonin functions, and
serotonergic regulation of energy metabolism and excessive alcohol consumption.

V. Section of clinical Assessment and Biological Correlates

The Section of clinical Assessment and Biological Correlates clinically evaluates
subjects for genetic, physiological and biochemical studies conducted by other
investigators in the Laboratory as well as studies within the Section itself.
Research currently in progress includes studies comparing different subgroups of
alcoholics, both men and women, in order to elucidate risk factors for alcoholism
and impulsive behaviors such as suicide attempts, physical violence and drug
abuse. There is an additional focus on clinical personality traits within these
subgroups. A study comparing offspring of middle-class. Black and Caucasian
alcoholics and those of nonalcoholics is in progress. The Section is also in the
process of assessing psychiatric diagnoses and characteristics of alcoholism in
American Indians, Blacks and Caucasians (including Finns); collaborations with
other groups is predominant.

Developmental studies involving aggressive, impulsive and conduct-disordered
children are underway, both within the Laboratory and in collaboration with
Laboratory of Developmental Psychology, NIMH.

This Section has initiated the use of computer-assisted programs in diagnostic
assessments of both adults and children.

VI

.

Unit of Pharmacokinetic Studies

Research efforts of the Unit of Pharmacokinetic studies primarily focused on the
development of appropriate kinetic models to describe and quantify the movement
of various tracers to be utilized in positron emission tomography (PET) studies.
a-Methyl-L-tryptophan is being developed as a serotonin PET ligand that will be
used to determine differences in the activity of the serotonergic system in
aggressive and non-aggressive non-human primates and humans.

Research concerning the determination of the kinetics of new therapeutic agents
that are being evaluated as treatments in non-human primates for anxiety-mediated
and/or stress and non-stress conditions is also being pursued.

Another area of concern is determining how the acute and chronic effects of
alcohol alter P450 mechanisms. Initial research has focused on cytochrome P450
isozymes and membrane structure in rats during chronic ethanol exposure and
during acute and protracted withdrawal. Animal studies will guide the
development of human research protocols.
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Male and female alcoholics are being evaluated repeatedly during the course of
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hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA) functioning, immunocompetency, brain
structure, cognition, magnesium, zinc, and activity levels.
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Obiectives:

The intent of this project is to characterize the pathophysiologic concomitants
of withdrawal from alcohol in individuals that do not require medication. Males
and females will be studied repeatedly over an 8-week period in order to
determine the time course of recovery. Specific attention will be focused on
brain neurotransmitters and neuropeptides, hypothalcunic-pituitary-adrenal axis
functioning, immunocompetency, brain structure, cognition, magnesium, zinc, and
activity levels.

Methods Employed :

Male and female patients admitted to the study meet DSM III-R criteria for
alcohol dependence and have consumed alcohol within the past 48 hours. Patients
with severe cardiovascular, kidney, liver, gastrointestinal or endocrine disease
are excluded from the study. Patients with organic brain syndromes or a history
of substance abuse/dependence or major psychiatric disorder are also excluded.

Patients follow a low monoaunine diet throughout the study and mood and craving
analogue scales are administered daily throughout the 8-week study. CSF seunples
are obtained on admission and 1 and 6 weeks later; levels of neurotransmitters
and neuropeptides are determined. Magnesium levels are determined at admission
and at 1 and 4 weeks later. Activity levels are measured on admission and 1 and
6 weeks later. Volumes of brain and adrenal gland are determined by MRI on
admission and after 6 weeks. Cortisol levels (plasma and urine) are determined
for 48-72 hours on admission, 1 and 6 weeks later. Electrical activity of the
brain (EEG and event-related potentials) and cognition are evaluated at admission
and 4 weeks later. Lastly, ACTH and oCRH challenges are conducted during the 7th
week

.

Major Findings ;

The project has just started.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

Alcohol withdrawal and recovery to normal functioning have not been well
characterized quantitatively. It is important to establish the time parameters
required to return to "normal" in order to develop new cost-effective treatments
to accelerate recovery. In that only patients who do not require medication to
treat withdrawal signs and symptoms will be studied, the present project also
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provides a description of social detoxification. Because there are few
facilities that are able to study patients for extended periods of time, this

study offers unique promise.

Proposed Course ;

Data will continue to be collected.

Publications ;

None.
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Behavioral deficits in alcoholics have been conceptualized in terms of two
neuropathologically distinct syndromes: alcoholic dementia and Korsakoff's
psychosis (alcohol amnestic disorder). Alcoholic dementia is characterized by
diffuse cortical damage primarily related to the neurotoxicity of alcohol;
Korsakoff's psychosis is associated with subcortical lesions due to nutritional
(thiamine) deficiency. Severe memory impairment with relative sparing of other
intellectual functions distinguishes Korsakoff's psychosis from alcoholic dementia
(which may be clinically indistinguishable from the most common cause of dementia,
Alzheimer's disease). We have reported that sleep in Korsakoff patients is

characterized by a reduced REM latency compared to normal volunteers, whereas
Alzheimer patients have normal latencies. Furthermore, delta sleep is reduced in

Alzheimer's disease, but is normal in Korsakoff's psychosis. Most patients with
demonstrated reduced daily excretion of the major urinary metabolite of melatonin,
hydroxmelatonin, present with Korsakoff's psychosis. This finding is suggestive of
impaired pineal function. Genetic differences in thiamine metabolism may
predispose patients to develop Korsakoff's psychosis. Most patients with
Korsakoff's psychosis whom we have studied have had a transketolase with reduced
affinity for thiamine pyrophosphate. Modifying activation and arousal by

pharmacologic modulation of neurotransmitter systems may be effective in treatment
of Korsakoff's psychosis, whereas alcoholic dementia may require treatment
strategies similar to those in Alzheimer's disease. This protocol is intended to

utilize clinical, neuroradiological, physiological, and neuropharmacological
studies to differentiate these two pathologic entities, to follow a longitudinal
course, and to relate variables in treatment protocols to outcome.
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;
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objectives ;

Chronic organic brain syndromes due to alcoholism constitute the second most
common cause of dementia in adults (approximately 10 percent), ranking next to
senile dementia of the Alzheimer's type (40-60 percent). Currently, a large
proportion of dementing illness can be diagnosed with certainty only by examining
the microscopic structure of the brain at autopsy. The cross-sectional clinical
picture of alcohol-related cognitive decline may be difficult to distinguish from
that of the more prevalent primary degenerative dementia (Alzheimer's disease).
Chronic alcohol abuse may lead to two clinically and neuropathologically
distinguishable syndromes: alcoholic dementia and alcohol amnestic syndrome (also
called Korsakoff's psychosis). These two organic brain syndromes may represent
extremes of the spectrum of cognitive impairments related to chronic alcoholism.
Alcoholic dementia is characterized by global intellectual decline, whereas the
salient clinical feature of the alcohol amnestic syndrome is a severe and
persistent memory deficit with relative sparing of other intellectual functions.
The majority of alcoholic patients have aspects of both syndromes; presumably the
midline subcortical lesions due to thiamine deficiency may explain the amnestic
component, where the diffuse bilateral cortical damage resulting from alcohol
neurotoxicity explains the global cognitive loss. It has been postulated that
polymorphisms of thiamine-requiring enzymes may influence which clinical
syndrome predominates. Most of the patients with Korsakoff's psychosis in whom
we have studied fibroblast transketolase have had an elevated K\i for thiamine
pyrophosphate in comparison with the Kv^ derived from normal controls. We have
found that patients with relatively "pure" amnestic characteristics have
demonstrated episodic memory impairments that resemble those found in depression
and Parkinson's disease and are distinguishable from the semantic or knowledge
memory deficits found in Alzheimer's disease. Furthermore, we have demonstrated
significant differences in the pattern of sleep EEG abnormalities in Korsakoff's
psychosis patients compared with those with Alzheimer's disease. The sleep of
Korsakoff patients resembles that of patients with depression (increased arousal
and shortened REM latency) . we postulate that treatment strategies directed
toward modifying activation and arousal by pharmacologic modulation of
neurotransmitter systems may be effective in treatment of the alcoholic amnestic
syndrome. This situation is analogous to the benefits derived form
pharmacotherapy on depression and Parkinson's disease, whereas alcoholic dementia
requires treatment approaches similar to those in Alzheimer's disease.

Methods Employed :

We will study two groups of controls (healthy nonalcoholics and alcoholics
abstinent for at least six months) and four groups of patients (detoxified
alcoholics who have been abstinent from alcohol for at least one week; alcoholics
withdrawn from alcohol who have been abstinent for at least three weeks; alcohol
amnestic patients; and alcoholic dementia patients), using the following
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clinical, physiological and neurochemical tests: 1) neuropsychological
evaluation of patients to determine whether they are predominantly amnestic or
demented (in collaboration with Dr. Weingartner) ; 2) norepinephrine response to
orthostasis; 3) dose-response to norepinephrine infusion 4) norepinephrine and
endocrine responses to insulin tolerate test; 5) catecholamine and neuropeptide
metabolism in cerebrospinal fluid versus plasma and urine; 6) vasopressin
response to hypertonic saline infusion; 7) thyrotropin-releasing horroone and
gonadotropin-releasing hormone stimulation tests (in collaboration with Dr.

Gold); 8) circadian rhythms of melatonin, body temperature, and activity; and 9)

sleep EEC.

Major Findings ;

A number of potentially important findings have emerged. These are as follows:
1) In the saline infusion (vasopressin test), it appears that middle-aged
alcoholics have blunted responses of vasopressin to the saline infusion. In
other words, the normal age-related increase in vasopressin response to saline
is considerably less in alcoholics. This would suggest damage to central
hypothalamic mechanism, possibly as a result of drinking, since the young
alcoholics do not show a similar pattern. 2) The previously reported blunting
of response to the low rate of norepinephrine infusion was confirmed. since
plasma norepinephrine concentrations did not differ between these two groups, we
conclude there is a subsensitivity in the alcoholics. However, the importance
of this is hard to determine since, with the higher rates of infusion, alcoholics
behave much as controls. Analysis of heart changes during the norepinephrine
infusion suggests that central baroreceptor mechanism are not altered in young
alcoholics. 3) The insulin challenge test has demonstrated that amongst the
alcoholic population there are two groups. One shows enhanced responsiveness to
insulin, i.e. increased medullary responses, while the other shows a blunting of
this response. Analysis of the pituitary hormone response to insulin-induced
hypoglycemia is still pending. 4) Analysis of the pituitary response to the
TRH/LHRH infusion has suggested that a number of alcoholics may be borderline
hypothyroid. 5) The CRH challenge showed clearly that in alcoholics given CRH
one week after withdrawal, the majority had markedly blunted ACTH responses.
This may reflect adrenal hyperplasia in alcoholics, possibly secondary to the
effects of withdrawal. In those subjects in which testing was performed after
a long period of sobriety (up to several years in one patient), a consistent
increase in ACTH responses to CRH was observed. This suggests that alcohol has
a profound attenuating effect on hypothalamic responsiveness to CRH and that many
years may be necessary before full return to normal function is accomplished.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

Chronic organic brain syndromes due to alcoholism are responsible for
approximately 10 percent of dementia in the adult population. The fact that only
a small population of alcoholics develop complications of alcoholism suggest the
importance of predisposing factors. We will attempt to identify genetic factors
that may be predictive of which individuals will develop the alcohol amnestic
syndrome if they abuse alcohol. We plan to develop a clinical, physiological,
and biomedical classification system of alcoholism-associated chronic organic
brain syndromes; this system will have diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic
applications

.

The findings of abnormal peripheral sympathetic responsiveness, especially that
of the adrenal gland in young alcoholics may help us understand the damage
produced by alcohol. However, they may also reflect a trait predisposition in

alcoholics which could conceivably be a biological marker for the risk of

alcoholism and be related to the etiology of alcoholism. clearly, we need to
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study nonalcoholic adult children of alcoholics to determine whether similar
abnormalities exist, and thus to establish or refute whether this represents an
inherited contribution to the disease. Further findings suggest that in most
recently abstinent alcoholics, the total ACTH response to CRH stimulation is
decreased, and that this resp>onse tends to "normalize" over time. Changes in the
correlation between baseline Cortisol levels and HPA axis responses to CRH were
evident even in alcoholics with greater than six months" abstinence. This
suggests that alternations in HPA axis functioning may persist for prolonged
periods following cessation of drinking. It is not clear from this study if
these findings are due to chronic effects of ethanol or to effects of the
subsequent withdrawal syndrome.

Although elevated baseline-free Cortisol levels were not observed in any of the
alcoholic groups studied, Cortisol response to CRH stimulation was
proportionately greater in the one week- and three week-abstinent low ACTH
responders compared to controls. This observation is compatible with the
development of hyperplasia and hyperresponsiveness of the adrenal cortex, which
is known to occur after even a few days of stimulation with exogenous ACTH or
with the application of experimentally-induced stress. As the group of
alcoholics we tested at one week- and three week-abstinence had experienced no
more than mild withdrawal symptoms, were in relatively good health, and were not
tested until one week following their last drink, the findings reported are most
likely quite subtle compared to the changes one might observe in a poorly
nourished alcoholic following delirium tremens. Our observations may, therefore,
suggest that pituitary responsiveness may be severely impaired for a prolonged
period of time following abstinence in more severely impaired alcoholics and
could contribute to the medical and psychological problems seen in this group.

Proposed Course :

A number of components of the projects have now been completed. A detailed
analysis of the CSF variables with correlations being made with plasma and urine
monoamine concentrations will be accomplished over the next year. These will be
examined for relationships to drinking history and age of onset of alcoholism.

Publications;
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The purpose of this study is to examine the neuropsychological performance of

several clinically defined populations of detoxified alcoholics. Comparisons will

be made among detoxified alcoholics with clinically defined chronic organic brain

syndromes, dementia or amnestic syndrome, less cognitively impaired alcoholics who

are in alcoholism treatment programs, and nonalcoholic controls.
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Objectives ;

Chronic alcohol abuse may lead to two clinically and neuropathologically
distinguishable syndromes: alcoholic dementia and alcohol amnestic syndrome
(called Korsakoff's psychosis), which together constitute the second most common
cause of dementia in adults (approximately 10%). These two alcohol-related
organic brain syndromes may represent the extremes on a cognitive dysfunction
scale with alcoholic dementia characterized by a global intellectual decline,
whereas alcohol amnestic syndrome can be characterized as a severe and persistent
eunnesia with a relative sparing of other intellectual functions. The majority
of alcoholic patients in clinical practice fall somewhere in between. In the
present study, we used a comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tests to
differentiate alcoholic dementia from alcohol amnestic syndromes. Less
cognitively impaired alcoholics and normal, age-matched volunteers were evaluated
similarly. Comparisons among these groups will lead to a better characterization
of cognitive simil^u:ities and differences in these groups.

Methods Employed :

Two clinically defined groups of alcoholics will be evaluated: participants in
an alcoholism treatment program and those with sufficient, clinically defined,
cognitive impairment so as to be judged as not likely to benefit from treatment.
The latter group will be separated by neuropsychological performance into those
with alcoholic dementia and those with alcohol amnestic syndrome.

It has been shown previously that the neuropsychological performance of
neurologically impaired alcoholics with dementia can be differentiated from that
of alcoholics with amnestic syndrome, we plan to use a more comprehensive and
sensitive test battery to better understand this differentiation.

The neuropsychological test battery is designed to obtain a global assessment of
cognitive skills, an in-depth examination of memory functions, and an assessment
of alcoholism-related cognitive decrements. The examination will take about 12
hours to complete. The battery consists of Halstead-Reitan Battery including
Trails A and B; Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; Wechsler Memory Scale;
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; and selected memory tests designed to compare
episodic versus semantic learning, automatic versus effortful learning, and
language versus non-language learning.

Data were also collected on socioeconomic status, personality, childhood history
of attention deficit disorder and hyperactivity, and drug use history, including
alcohol.

Major Findings ;

Data have been collected and final analysis has began.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

It has been well documented that alcoholics have impaired brain function. The

present study is designed to better characterize the cognitive deficits observed
in alcoholics so that more appropriate pharmacological intervention will be

possible.

Proposed Course ;

AS analyses are completed, the results will be published in appropriate
scientific journals

.

Publications ;

weingartner H, Eckardt M, Molchan s, Sunderland T, Wolkowitz o. Measurement and
interpretation of changes in memory in response to drug treatments,
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1992;28; (Suppl 4)331-340.

Weingartner H, Eckardt M, Grafman J, Molchan S, Putnam K, Rawlings R, Sunderland

T. The effects of repetition on memory performance in cognitively impaired
patients. Neuropsychology, 1993;7;385-395.
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SUMMARY OF WORK {Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

This series of studies is concerned with cognitive function in detoxified male
alcoholics. Recent and chronic alcohol consumption variables were found to
interact with each other and with age and education in a non-linear fashion in
predicting neuropsychological performance. Increased consumption predicted
decreased performance, even on tests whose mean scores were in the normal range.
Little or no improvement in performance was demonstrable with short-term abstinence
(14-20 days), although long-term abstinence (7 months) was associated with
improvement. Similarly, hepatic and hematologic characteristics of long-term
abstainers improved, whereas these systems functioned abnormally in people who
continued to consume alcoholic beverages, albeit at significantly reduced levels
Increased risk of relapse was associated with excessive drinkers who were
relatively early in their alcoholic careers as assessed by years of abusive
drinking and accumulated lifetime exposure to alcohol. Although statistically
significant relationships were observed between scores on certain neuropsycho-
logical tests and post-treatment alcohol consumption, neuropsychological evaluation
was determined to be of limited clinical utility.
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Objectives ;

The present series of studies was designed to document the presence of cognitive
impairment in male alcoholics, discern possible etiological factors related to
this impairment, and determine whether improvement in function is associated with
subsequent abstinence. Additional questions concern whether treatment should
commence immediately after detoxification, relationships between cognitive
function and treatment outcome, and neuropsychological consequences of post-
treatment alcohol consumption.

Methods Employed ;

A battery of 24 neuropsychological tests was administered to drug-free alcoholic
inpatients (n=91) within 7 days of their last drink and again 17 days later. To
control for practice effects, a nonalcoholic medical control group (n=20) also
took the test battery twice, with approximately the same interval elapsing
between administrations. Another group of alcoholic inpatients (n=32) took the
tests only once, 14-31 days after their last drink. After patients completed the
21-day treatment progreun, they were contacted on a monthly basis to determine
drinking behavior. At the end of 7 months, they returned to the hospital.
Before testing, a breathalyzer and/or clinical laboratory determination of blood
alcohol level was carried out in an attempt to ensure sobriety during testing.
The 24 cognitive tests were then administered in a random order. Self-
administered questionnaires were used to calculate post-treatment frequency of
drinking alcohol and quantity consumed per occasion. Patient-supplied
collaterals were then contacted to verify the patients' self -reports

.

Approximately 24 months after entrance into the treatment program, 17 of the
original 91 patients were located and agreed to take the entire battery of
neuropsychological tests again.

Major Findings ;

Cognitive performance in drug-free alcoholic men is significantly predicted by
chronic and recent drinking practices. Furthermore, it appears that certain
patterns of consumption may accelerate the alcohol-induced decline of brain
function. Little or no improvement in cognitive performance was demonstrable
with short-term abstinence when controls were included for the effects of
repeated testing. Continued alcohol consumption by recovering alcoholics is
associated with reduced cognitive performance, while those who abstained have
improved test scores. Neuropsychological performances determined 24 months after
entrance into the program were at the same levels as at 7 months after entrance.
Similar findings were observed in clinical laboratory tests, with long-term
abstainers (7 months) having improved hepatic and hematologic functioning in
contrast to the continued abnormal functioning observed in those people who
continued to drink, albeit at significantly reduced levels. Further analysis of
these clinical laboratory tests revealed widespread and persistent alcoholism-
related alterations in organ system functioning, even after long-term abstinence
(7 or 24 months)

.
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Male alcoholics ' pre-treatment levels of alcohol consumption were found to be
related statistically to post-treatment levels of consumption with an increased
risk of relapse associated with excessive drinkers who were relatively early in
their alcoholic careers, as assessed by years of abusive drinking and accumulated
lifetime exposure to alcohol.

Statistically significant relationships were observed between neuropsychological
test scores and post-treatment alcohol consumption determined eight months after
completing treatment for 72 alcoholics. These results, however, were influenced
by the particular measure of post-treatment consumption evaluated, type of
statistical analysis, and whether the entire sample of 72 or a sub-sample of 55
with consistently reported drinking information was used. Scores of tests most
consistently showing relationships were often counter to the notion that
increased neuropsychological performance predicts more favorable treatment
outcome. Discriminant analysis resulted in 70 percent correct classification,
with chance being 50 percent. It is concluded that neuropsychological evaluation
is of limited clinical utility in predicting post-treatment alcohol consumption.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Recent and chronic drinking practices appear to have adverse effects on brain
function in male alcoholics. Insofar as decisions about the initiation of
therapeutic interventions which rely on cognitive processes are based on
neuropsychological performance, we conclude that treatments may commence as soon
as the clinical symptoms associated with acute withdrawal have subsided.
Continued alcohol consumption by recovering alcoholics might serve to maintain
cognitive performance at reduced levels, and this possibility should be
considered in determining appropriate treatment goals for alcoholic patients.
Neuropsychological evaluation is of limited clinical utility in predicting post-
treatment alcohol consumption. However, it may be of value in assisting
treatment staff in obtaining cognitively appropriate post-treatment employment
for patients and in more effectively individualizing treatment, but this remains
to be demonstrated.

Proposed Course ;

Data analysis will be continued, and the results will be published in appropriate
scientific journals.

Publications ;

None

.
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Determinants of impaired memory and related cognitive functions are different in

alcohol amnestic disorder patients (AMD), affective disorder patients (depression),
panic disorder, early and middle stage Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients, and in

elderly normal controls. Patients with alcohol amnestic disorder (AMD) appear to
demonstrate selective impairments in memory that requires subjects to be aware of

the source of their memory and cognitive control functions (meta-cognitive
operations necessary for judging and predicting the quality of one's own cognitive
performance) but not for memory that is part of knowledge in long term memory or

for memory that is reflected in performance where subjects need not be aware of the

source of their memory. This failure in exploit memory may be important in

maintaining craving and patterns of alcohol abuse. Impairments in frontal lobe

functions may determine some of the cognitive change induced by the acute and

chronic effects of alcohol. In contrast, AD patients demonstrate impaired recent
memory that is directly tied to their inability to make use of their knowledge base

for encoding and organizing their experience. This feature of AD impaired

cognitive functioning may prove to be both a sensitive but also a specific early

symptom of this disease.

How memory fails in different populations of cognitively impaired nueopsychiatric
patients provides an important framework for defining the mechanisms of

acquisition, retention, consolidation and retrieval functions that are important

defines memory.
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Objectives :

The aim of this project is to understand the mechanisms of impairments in
cognitive functioning in neuropsychiatric disorders, particular in syndromes that
are associated with alcohol abuse. Of particular interest are the distinctive
mechanisms of cognitive operations that involve control and awareness from those
operations that are carried out without conscious control or awareness. Findings
are used for the development of models of normal and impaired cognitive
functioning, the development of better diagnostic procedures for identifying
forms of cognitive impairment and new treatment strategies for altering patterns
of behavior that result in alcohol abuse.

Methods Employed :

Laboratory tests and procedures that assess different components of cognitive
functions, (emphasizing types of memory processes and cognitive operations that
involve monitoring and control functions) are administered and related to other
measures of brain function including neuropathological findings and patterns of
brain activity as assessed by imaging and evoked response methods.

Major Findings :

Memory impairments in alcoholic amnestic disorder patients are restricted to
those functions that require awareness of the source and veracity of knowledge
while aspects of cognitive functioning that can be accomplished without awareness
and control are unimpaired in these patients. A similar but blunted form of this
type of memory impairment (a form of memory dissociation) is apparent in some
detoxified alcoholics. In these patients the impairment in memory requiring
awareness of the source of remembering is correlated with glucose metabolism in
left prefrontal lobes and the left anterior temporal lobe. Normal controls,
treated with benzodiazepines and alcohol demonstrate a pattern of cognitive
deficits that mimic those seen in many alcoholic patients. The ability to
remember is independent of the accuracy with which subjects can track or monitor
cognitive functions that are important in memory. While impairments in cognitive
control functions and meta-memory appear to be of some importance in the
alcoholic patient, this is not the case in cognitively impaired Alzheimer's
disease (AD) patients or in the elderly.
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AD patients, unlike alcohol amnestic disorder patients or alcoholic patients
during periods of absence, can not benefit from multiple opportunities to encode
and rehearse to-be-remembered information. The memory failure in AD is, to a
large extent, due to an erosion of knowledge base which is used in all facets of
information processing including memory and perception. A loss of information in
long-term memory appears to be a particularly early symptom of AD. This is
apparent even before a diagnosis of AD is possible (based upon current standard
criteria for probable AD). Cholinergic antagonists in the elderly simulate many
of the features of cognition as expressed in AD. However, a long history of
problem drinking may also be reflected in impairments in semantic memory (as is
the case in AD) starting in the seventh decade of life. Depressed patients are
unimpaired in accessing knowledge memory, but are impaired in implicit memory
functions. This is the mirror image of the memory changes that are expressed in
amnestic patients and in benzodiazepine and alcohol treated normal controls.
Understanding how memory fails in different populations of cognitively impaired
patients provides useful information about the determinants that are important
in the acquisition, retention, consolidation and retrieval of information in
memory

.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

These findings and methods can be used to define how memory fails in different
populations of cognitively impaired patients. These results are therefore
directly applicable in the diagnosis of neuropsychiatric disorders in general and
disorders that are related to alcohol abuse in particular. Similarly these
findings are of value in evaluating the effectiveness of treatments designed to
attenuate, or reverse cognitive impairments. These results are also important in
the development of psychobiological models of memory.

Publications ;

Weingartner H, Herrmann D, Wolkowitz OM. Clinical and pharmacological
perspective for treating memory failures. In: Herrmann D, Weingartner H,
Searleman A, McEvoy C, eds. Memory Improvement: implications for theory. New
York: Springer Verlag, 1992,-21-42.

Molchin SE, Hill A, Weingartner HJ, Mellow JL, Vitello B, Martinez R, Sunderland
T. Increased cognitive sensitivity to scopolamine with age and a perspective on
the scoplomine model. Brain Research Review 1992;17:215-225.

Martin A, Weingartner H. Modules, Domains and Frames: Towards a neuropsychology
of intelligence. In: Determan DK, ed. Current Topic in Human Intelligence.
Norwood New Jersey: Ablex Publishing Company, 1992 ; 17-139

.

Weingartner H, Eckardt M, Grafman J, Molchan S, Putnam K, Rawlings R, Sunderland
T. The effects of repetition on memory performance in cognitively impaired
patients. Neuropsychology, in press.

Weingartner H, Giambra L, Kawas C, Rawlings R, Shapiro M. Changes in semantic
memory in Alzheimer's disease patients. The Gerontologist, in press.

Wolkowitz OM, Reus V, Manfredi F, Ingbar J, Brizendine L, Weingartner H.
Ketoconazole administration in hypercortisolmic depression, Amer J Psychiatry,
in press.

Sunderland T, Molchan S, Martinez R, Vitiello B, Putnam K, Martin A, Weingartner
H. Functional cholinergic receptor sensitivity: The role of drug probes.
Pharmacological basis of cholinergic therapy in Alzheimer's disease, in press.
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Wolkowitz OM, Weingartner H, Rubinow DR, Thompson K, Brier A, Reus V, Pickar D.

Steroid modulation of human memory: biochemical correlates. Biological
Psychiatry, in press.

Szostak C, Lister R, Weingartner H. Dissociative effects of mood on access to
memories in Psychological Concepts and Dissociative Disorders. In: Miller R,

Doane B, eds. Multiple Personalty. Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc. Inc., in press.

Szostak C, Lister RG, Weingartner H. Implicit memory functions in depression.
Biological Psychiatry, in press.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Drugs that alter activity in different neurotransmitter systems can also have
highly selective effects on memory and related cognitive functions that model the
types of memory impairment expressed in amnesia such as in alcohol amnestic
disorder (AMD) and Alzheimer's disease (AD). Drugs, such as alcohol, can induce
specific deficits in the acquisiton, retention, and retrieval of information as
well as dissociative effects (where what is remembered may be drug and mood state-
dependent). Benzodiazepines and alcohol disrupt explicit memory functions and meta
memory processes (both of which require cognitive control and awareness). These
effects are independent of the sedative effects of benzodiazepines. In contrast,
implicit memory functions, those that do not require awareness and access to
previously acquired knowledge are unaltered. Cholinergic drugs disrupt memory by
impairing the ability of subjects to make use of previously acquired knowledge and
therefore compromise the ability of subjects to encode and elaborate to-be-
remembered information. These drugs can be used as provocative drug challenges to
help substantiate the diagnosis and to identify individuals at risk for the
development of alcholism. Treatments that reverse the congitive impairments of
these drugs may prove useful in treating the cognitive impairments. These drugs
have also been used as tools for understanding the mechanisms involved in different
types of memory functions.
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Objectives ;

The three broad objectives of this project are to 1) define the neurochemical
mechanisms that mediate different types of memory functions; 2) use this
knowledge in the development of models that would account for how memory is

impaired in neuropsychiatric disorders in general and in syndromes associated
with alcohol abuse in particular; and 3) develop strategies for treating
impairments in cognitive functioning.

Methods Employed ;

Laboratory tests and procedures that assess different components of cognitive
functions, along with related measures of brain function (including brain imaging
methods), are used to evaluate how drugs alter cognition in unimpaired subjects
as well as in cognitively impaired patients.

Major Findings :

Drugs such as benzodiazepines and alcohol have been used to model the type of

cognitive impairments that are expressed in amnestic disorders (AMD) and

cognitive functioning of alcoholic patients. We would characterize the memory
impairment produced by alcohol and benzodiazepines, and the nature of the
cognitive impairment seen in alcohol amnestic disorders as an example of a memory
dissociation where knowledge in memory guides behavior but is not under a

subjects control (is outside of awareness). Following the administration of
benzodiazepines or alcohol subjects are able to effectively process information,
and can access their knowledge base and can also remember implicitly (without
awareness). In contrast, explicit memory, self-monitoring functions (including
the ability to judge the accuracy of memory p>erformance and source of memory
(reality monitoring), are impaired. Neither objective nor subjective sedative
effects of alcohol or benzodiazepines account for the cognitive effects of these
drugs. It has been also shown that subjects treated with benzodiazepines and
alcohol are unable to track the extent to which they are sedated. This effect
appears also to be a direct consequence of the effects of these drugs on neural
systems that are involved in awareness. A similar pattern of cognitive changes
also occurs in attention in drug treated normal volunteers. That is, attentional
processes that require cognitive control are impaired following benzodiazepine
treatment but attentional processes that are carried out automatically are not
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altered by this drug. The extent to which alcoholic patients are impaired in
their ability to identify the source of remembered information is highly
correlated with activity of the left prefrontal lobes and the left anterior
temporal lobe (based upon measures of glucose metabolism of these brain regions)

.

Some types of memory failure that occur following the administration of alcohol
and benzodiazepines appear to be retrieval-context dependent. The context in
which knowledge of recent events is retrieved is important in defining what
aspects of knowledge can be retrieved and used. Some aspects of knowledge are
particularly likely to be inaccessible when retrieval from memory is attempted
under conditions that are very different from those that existed at the time
these experiences were stored in memory. For example, judgements about the source
and veracity of what is remembered is particularly disrupted when the state of
remembering is very different from the one that was present when information was
first processed by subjects. Subjects that report rather different
autobiographical experiences in different states may be particularly susceptible
to failures to remember recent events under retrieval conditions that are very
different from the state in which they acquired that information. State-dependent
retrieval effects are more pronounced in alcoholic patients than in normal
controls treated with a benzodiazepine. The phenomena of state-dependent access
to both recent and autobiographical information in long-term memory has important
implications for the development of patterns of alcohol abuse and its treatment.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

These findings are important in understanding the mechanisms that account for
normal memory as well as forms of impaired memory functions. This research also
serves as a basis for the development of drug and behavioral treatments of
cognitively impaired patients and addictive behavior.

Publications :

Molchin SE, Hill A, Weingartner HJ, Mellow JL, Vitello B, Martinez R, Sunderland
T. Increased cognitive sensitivity to scopolamine with age and a perspective on
the scopolamine model, Brain Research Review 1992;17:215-26.

Weingartner HJ, Eckardt M, Molchan S, Sunderland T, Wolkowitz O. Measurement and
interpretation of changes in memory in response to drug treatments,
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1992 ,-28: (4) 331-40.

Danion JM, Weingartner HJ, File SE, Jaffard R, Sunderland T, Tulving E, Warburton
DM. Pharmacology of human memory, J Psychopharmacology, in press.

Hommer D, Weingartner HJ, Brier A. Dissociation of benzodiazepine induced
amnesia from sedation, Psychopharmacology, in press.

Lombardi W, Weingartner HJ. Pharmacological treatment of impaired memory
functions. In: Baddeley A, Wilson B, eds. Memory disorders. Oxford University
Press, in press.

Sunderland T, Molchan S, Martinez R, Vitiello B, Putnam, K, Martin A, Weingartner
H. Functional cholinergic receptor sensitivity: The role of drug probes.
Pharmacological basis of cholinergic therapy in Alzheimer's disease, in press.

Weingartner HJ, Joyce EM, Adams CM, Eckardt M, George T, Lister RG. Effects of
the benzodiazepine triazolam on different on different forms of memory and
sedation, J Psychopharmacology, in press.
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Wolkowitz OM, Reus V, Manfredi F, Ingbar J, Brizendine L, Weingartner HJ.
Ketoconazole administration in hypercortisolroic depression, Amer J Psychiatry,
in press.

Weingartner H. Evaluating the cognitive response to drug treatments in cognitive
function measures: applications in patient studies. Pharmacodynamics and
pharmacokinetics. Vol. 4. In: Eldin M, Fleishaker J, Garzone P, eds. Drug
treatments of memory impairments. Cinn. Ohio: Harvey Witney Press, in press.
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This research is designed to determine neuroanatomical and neurochemical correlates
of addictive and aggressive/impulsive behavior in human subjects. The principal
focus of these studies is the measurement and correlation of regional cerebral
glucose metabolic activity, using positron emission tomography (PET), cerebrospinal
fluid metabolites and measures of impulsive/aggressive behavior and excessive
alcohol consumption.

Past studies have correlated decreasing cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of 5-

hydroxy-indoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) with increasing lifetime histories of
aggression. We demonstrated that decreased rCMRglu in the orbital-frontal and
right temporal regions of the brain is associated with increased lifetime history
of aggression. We have also shown differences in orbital-frontal glucose
metabolism between men and women; similar gender-related differences in CSF 5-HIAA
have been documented. The intent of the present project is to correlate CSF 5-HIAA
levels and rCMRglu in the orbital-frontal and right temporal regions with
impulsive/aggressive behavior. Subject accrual continues. Scan data comparing
alcoholics and normal volunteers is under analysis. When a statistically
significant number of research subjects have completed the study, CSF samples will
be analyzed in one batch.
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Objectives ;

The aim of this research is to study neuroanatomical and neurochemical correlates
to addictive and aggressive/impulsive behavior in human subjects. A primary
focus of these studies is the measurement and correlation of regional cerebral
glucose metabolic activity and cerebrospinal fluid metabolites with measures of
impulsive/aggressive behavior and alcohol addiction using positron emission
tomography (PET). Regional cerebral glucose metabolism (rCHRglu) studies measure
localized brain glucose utilization in varying degrees of health and disease.
In this manner, further correlations of structure and function of the human brain
with the relationship to aggression, violence, and addictive behavior can be
explored.

Methods Employed :

Measurements of rCMRglu are made via the 2-deoxyglucose method using '*F-2-f luoro-
2-deoxyglucose as a PET tracer. PET scanning will be done on the Scanditronix
2048-158 camera in the Nuclear Medicine Department of the Clinical Center of NIH
(NIHCC). This scanner provides 5 mm in-plane and 5 nnm z-axis resolution.
Patients and controls will also have high resolution MRI of the brain performed
for volumetric analysis of brain structure and MRI-PET co-registration. This
will provide more precise anatomical definition of regional metabolic activity.
MRI scans will be performed on the Signa 1.5 tesla MRI scanner in the in vivo MRI
research center at the NIHCC. Scans will be analyzed by both region of interest
(ROI) analysis and pixel by pixel subtraction of averaged group scans.
Regression analysis will correlate scores from the Brown-Goodwin Lifetime
History of Aggression Scale and Hostility and Direction of Hostility
Questionnaire (HDHQ) with orbital-frontal and right temporal regions of interest
and CSF 5-HIAA.

CSF analysis will be performed on patients and volunteers on the 3BN patient care
unit at NIHCC. All subjects will be maintained on a low monoamine diet at least
three days prior to the lumbar puncture (LP) and PET scan as CSF 5-HIAA levels
change with dietary tryptamine intake. Clinical CSF fractions
will be analyzed by the central labs for clinical care purposes. Research CSF
fractions will be frozen and analyzed blindly and simultaneously by the NIAAA
research labs.

We wish to examine the effects of pharmacologically induced changes in
aggressive/impulsive behavior on rCMRglu. Lithium carbonate has been shown to
decrease "rule-breaking" in samples of prison inmates in double-blinded, placebo-
controlled studies. For this reason, a selected group of patients and volunteers
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will undergo treatment with lithium carbonate to reach a serum lithium level of
0.8meg/l. This will be maintained for three months, following which the patients
will undergo repeat PET scanning, LP, and clinical ratings for aggression. This
will not only allow us to see the effects of lithium carbonate on brain
metabolism, but will help correlate changes in rCMRglu with changes in aggressive
behavior.

Major Findings ;

1) PET rCMRglu findings in personality-disordered patients with aggressive/
impulsive behavior: In this study, patients with symptoms of increased
impulsive/aggression were scanned using FDG-PET. Patients were also rated with
the Brown-Goodwin Lifetime History of Aggression Scale. These patients did not
meet criteria for drug or alcohol addiction or axis I DSM-IIIR psychiatric
disorder. These patients met criteria for various axis II DSM-IIIR personality
disorders (PD) including antisocial PD, borderline PD, dependent PD, and PD not
otherwise specified. It was found that decreasing orbital-frontal and right
temporal glucose metabolic rates correlated with increasing lifetime history of
aggression regardless of the PD diagnosis.

2) Gender-related rCMRglu differences as measured by PET: In this study male
and female normal volunteers were scanned as controls for several clinical
projects. Few high resolution PET data on gender related rCMRglu differences
exist. It was found that absolute and normalized orbital-frontal rCMRglu was
significantly higher in women than in men as was global gray glucose metabolism.
This PET finding was hypothesized due to findings that women have higher CSF 5-
HIAA levels than men.

3) Bulimic patients, who impulsively binge eat, show decreasing normalized
orbital-frontal rCMRglu with increasing obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Previous
studies have shown increasing orbital-frontal rCMRglu in patients with obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD). OCD patients are classically behaviorally inhibited
while bulimics are dysinhibited with regard to eating behavior. Since increasing
OC symptoms correlate with decreasing orbital-frontal activity in bulimics, we
hypothesize that the orbital-frontal region serves as a center for behavioral
inhibition.

4) Alcoholic patients who receive the serotonin agonist meta-
chlorophenylpiperazine (mCPP) experience self-reported changes in mood and
cognition. mCPP increases cerebral glucose metabolism generally and specifically
in the left anterior temporal lobe, the cingulate region, and the frontal cortex.

5) When performing sequential PET studies using H2'^0 there is no difference in
initial and subsequent resting absolute or normalized blood flow scans if a sham
scan is performed prior to true scanning. Kety et al., and others using less
sensitive methods, observed decreases in cerebral blood flow from initial to
subsequent scans if no sham scan was performed. This provides evidence that
order effect due to scan sequence alone will not be a factor in pharmacologic or
behavior challenge paradigms using PET to monitor brain activity if a sham scan
is performed to habituate the subject to the study environment.

Publications :

Andreason P, Altemus M, Zametkin A, King AC, Licino J. Regional cerebral glucose
metabolism in bulimia nervosa, Amer J Psychiatry, 1993;149:1506-13.
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Mattew E, Andreason P, Carson R, Herscovitch P, Pettigrew K, Cohen R, King C,

Johansen C, Paul S. Reproducibility of resting cerebral blood flow measurements
with H;'*0 positron emission tomography in humans, J Cerebral Blood Flow and
Metabolism, in press.
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Brain Serotonin Synthesis in Patients with Addictive and Aggressive Behaviors
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR IList other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator,) (Name, title, laboratory, and

Senior Clinical Investigator
Section Chief
Chief
Acting Section Chief
Section Chief
Scientific Director
Physicist
Senior Staff Fftllow

PI: P. Andreason
Others: G. Brown

M. Eckardt
D. George
D. Homme

r

M. Linnoila
D. Rio
S. Shoaf

affiliation)

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
T.CS. NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if anyl

Nuclear Medicine Department, NIHCC (W. Eckelman, B. Schmall); LCM,
Doudet

)

NIMH, (D.

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies

Section on Brain Electrophysiology and Imaging
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

2.0

PROFESSIONAL:

1.0 1.0
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXIES)

D (a) Human subjects

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human tissues H (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK {Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.}

This project is designed to develop and implement a novel positron emitting tracer
11-C-alpha-methyl-tryptophan (CAMT) in order to measure the local distribution and
accumulation of brain serotonin in patients with alcoholism, varying degrees of
aggressive/impulsive behavior, and normal volunteers.

CAMT is currently not approved for human use in the United States. In order to
develop CAMT for humans, we must provide toxicology and dosimetry data that fulfill
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Radiation Safety Committee guidelines,
gather kinetic data in higher animals, and modify the synthesis to produce the L-
form of CAMT.

The Request for Proposal (RFP) will be released in the Commerce Business Daily in

early fall. The RFP calls for completion of the project within four months after
award of contract. This will give toxicology information necessary for FDA
approval of alpha-methyl-tryptophan in humans. Concomitantly, Dr. Schmall will
synthesize CAMT to measure organ dosimetry in Rhesus monkeys. After these data are
acquired, application for use of CAMT in humans will be submitted to the FDA.

Dr. Shoaf is determining pharmacokinetic, distribution, and enzyme kinetic
properties in Rhesus monkeys so that these data may be used to calculate values for

serotonin synthesis in both monkeys and humans.
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Project Description !

Investigators :

P. Andreason
G. Brown
D. Ooudet
M. Eckardt
D. George
S. Goodson
w. Eckelman
D. Homme

r

M. Linnoila
D. Rio
U. Ruttiman
s. shoaf
B. Schmall

Obiectives

:

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCM, NIMH
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NMDCC, NIH
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NMDCC, NIH

Senior Clinical Investigator
section Chief
visiting Scientist
Chief
Acting Section Chief
Senior Staff Fellow
section Chief
Section Chief
Scientific Director
Physicist
Biomedical Engineer
Acting unit chief
Research Chemist

The aim of this research is to determine the neuroanatomical distribution of
serotonin activity in patients with addictive and aggressive/impulsive behavior.
This will be accomplished by developing and implementing a novel positron
emitting tracer "c-alpha-methyl-tryptophan (CAMT) to measure the differential
distribution and accumulation of brain serotonin in patients with alcoholism,
varying degrees of aggressive/impulsive behavior, and normal volunteers. In
order to develop CAMT for human use, we must provide toxicology and dosimetry
data that fulfill Food and Drug Administration and Radiation Safety Committee
guidelines, gather kinetic data in higher animals to confirm that the lumped rate
constant does not very significantly across species, and modify the synthesis to
produce the L-form of CAMT.

Methods Employed :

CAMT is a substrate for the enzymes in the serotonin synthetic pathway. CAMT is
taken up by serotonin neurons via the aunino-acid transport system and converted
to alpha-methyl-serotonin (AMS) by the action of tryptophan hydroxylase and
aromatic amino-acid decarboxylase. AMS is accumulated preferentially in the
presynaptic terminals of serotonin neurons. when it is released by the
presynaptic terminal, it is either taken up by presynaptic terminals or slowly
diffuses away. It is not a substrate for monoamine oxidase and, therefore, is
not metabolized. This property makes CAMT uniquely suited for noninvasively
imaging presynaptic serotonin activity in the human brain via positron emission
tomography.

CAMT is currently not approved for human use in the united states. Kinetic
studies of CAMT have only been published for rodents. Dosimetry data for CAMT has
been acquired in Canada but not yet published. Published synthesis methods for
CAMT produce a racemic mixfure while the eyizymatic substrate is the L-form. A
combined rate constant (or lumped constant ) must be known in order to calculate
the rate of formation of serotonin using CAMT; this has been measured in rats,
but it has yet to be confirmed that this rate constant is the same across
pecies.

1) Synthesis of stereospecif ic L-CAMT. Although the original synthesis method
as described by M. Dicksic at McGill University was reported to be
stereospecif ic, other laboratories have only been able to produce the racemic
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compound. L-CAMT will provide the highest specific activity (signal-to-noise
ratio) . D-CAMT would not be taken up by the serotonin neurons and would be

imaged along with tissue-free L-CAMT. L-CAMT will be obtained from the racemic
mixture via a chiral column.

2) Toxicology studies. These studies will be performed on a contract basis,
synthesis of non-radioactive CAMT is adequate for the toxicology studies,
calculations for the amount of CAMT needed to provide the adequate specific
radioactivity are being performed by w. Eckelman in the NMDCC. NMDCC will
provide cold CAMT for the contractors to administer to mice and rabbits

.

3) Determination of pharmacokinetic, tisgue distribution and enzyme kinetic
differences. A combined rate constant (or liunped constant ) must be determined
in order to calculate the rate of formation of serotonin using CAMT. Three
variables which must be measured for the calculation of the lump constant are the
pharmacokinetic, tissue distribution and enzyme kinetic differences between
tryptophan and CAMT. We will use monkeys to determine these differences in lieu
of human subjects as these differences cannot be determined without destructive
sampling. Dr. Shoaf and her laboratory will write the protocol and perform these

animal studies

.

4) Radiation dosimetry data. Rat dosimetry data will be provided by M. Dicksic
at McGill University and will be used to calculate a millicurie/kg dose that will

be within the safety guidelines of the Radiation Safety Committee. Two monkeys
will then receive this dose and undergo total-body scanning on the Posicam
scanner in the NMDCC. Raw count data will be used to calculate radiation
dosimetry that will be more representative for human subjects.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

CAMT PET scanning will provide a means to measure the contributions of serotonin
synthesis and storage to addictive and aggressive/impulsive behavior in humans

to be studied. Past work has linked serotonin to aggressive /impulsive and
addictive behaviors, but the techniques used to measure serotonin activity in

past in vivo studies has been indirect. CAMT PET scanning, once developed, will

provide a non-invasive, direct technique to measure serotonin synthesis and

storage in the human brain.

Major Findings ;

Total arterial tryptophan (TP) concentrations in normal rhesus are 9.2 +

mg/ml. Free TP concentrations are 2.5 + 0.6 mg/ml or approximately 26%.

At concentrations of 500 ng or less, alpha-methylTP is 98% unbound.

Following a bolus dose of 50 mcg/kg of alpha-methylTP to four anesthetized
monkeys that were observed over a 4 hour period, the kinetics of alpha-methylTP,

were best described by a 3 compartment open model.

Publications

;
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PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00250-10 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT (80 charBCters or less. Title mast fit on one line between the borders.)

Electrophysiological Studies of Acute and Chronic Alcohol Consumption
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR ILJst other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: M. Eckardt Chief LCS, NIAAA

Others: C. Adams
M. Linnoila
D. Rio

IRTA Fellow
Scientific Director
Physicist

LCS , NIAAA
NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS Irf any)

Department of Psychiatry, Washington University (J. Rohrbaugh) ; Department of

Psychology, Catholic University (R. Parasuraman) ; Department of Electrical

Rnyineering. University of Nebraska (J. Varner> ___
LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Brain Electrophysiology and Imaging
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

3.2

PROFESSIONAL:

1.2 2.0

CHECK APPROPRIATE B0X(ES1

Kl (a) Human
D (al) Minors

D (a2) Interviews

n (b) Human n (c) Neither

SUMIVIARY OF WORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

The aim of this study is to detect covert brain processes that underlie cognition

and performance in human subjects, and the acute and chronic effects of ethanol

upon such processes. Included is an extensive study in which we are examining

brain processes in individuals with different family histories of alcoholism. A

principal focus of these studies is the measurement of brain electrical potentials,

which provide information regarding the timing and character of the constituent

sensory, cognitive and motor elements that are the mechanisms underlying observable

behavior. The study of the brain potentials also allows inference of the specific

brain regions affected by alcohol. The brain electrical potentials are studied

within a broad context provided by performance and psychometric data, and

measurement within other psychophysiological response systems.

We have obtained data which document a large number of acute and chronic effects of

alcohol on specific brain functions, ranging from sensory input to motor control

functions. Of particular interest is a finding that brain electrical and autonomic

signs of alerting and orienting are enhanced by alcohol, in contrast to its

depressant effect on most other functions. A similar effect was observed in a

sample of chronic alcoholic, organic brain disorder patients. Such findings

suggest that alcohol intoxication and alcoholic organic brain disease may be

associated with a disinhibition or deregulation of orienting processes.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

M. EcJcardt
c

.

Adajns
M. Linnoila
R. Parasuraman

D. Rio
J . Rohrbaugh

J . varner

Chief
IRTA Fellow
Scientific Director
Professor

Physicist
Associate Professor

Associate Professor

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA
catholic Univ.,
Washington, DC
LCS, NIAAA
Washington Univ.,
St. Louis, MO
Univ. of Nebraska
Omaha, NE

Objectives ;

This research aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the effects of alcohol,
both acute and chronic, on sensory, cognitive and motor systems. A primary focus
is on event-related brain electrical potentials (ERPs), elicited in response to
environmental stimulation, and extracted by computer from the on-going EEC. The
electrical responses are studied in various tasks and under various conditions
for information about the contributory neural processes and possible disturbances
associated with alcohol consumption. Measurement of the brain electrical
potentials is accompanied by simultaneous measurements of psychophysical
judgments and autonomic and somatic system responsivity

.

Methods Employed :

Brain electrical activity and other psychophysiological responses are measured
from surface electrodes using conventional EEG and polygraph instruments,
allowing data to be acquired simultaneously from as many as 40 channels. The
responses are analyzed with respect to wave form and sensitivity to experimental
variables using multivariate techniques. Topographic distributions of the
responses over the scalp are studied for evidence of neural sources of the
electrical activity, using scalp mapping and dipole inference techniques.

Sensory functions are evaluated separately for visual, acoustic and somatosensory
systems using clinically validated techniques, visual stimulation and recording
techniques permit evaluation of function in retina, optic nerve and tract, and
cortical centers. Similarly, auditory and somatosensory techniques permit
examination of function in peripheral, brainstem and cortical areas, cognitive
function is assessed by examining responses that are related to attention and
judgment using paradigms in which information content and relevance are
manipulated.

Noteworthy progress has been made on two methodological problems. One is the
development of methods for objective classification of EEG phenotypes, using a
parametric method of estimating frequency composition based on autoregressive
filtering. This method is currently being expanded to allow for assessment of
both temporal and spatial EEG nonstationarities, for possible genetic analysis.
A second area of notable progress is in the installation and application of
computer software for analysis of electromotive sources of brain electrical
signals. This software is being elaborated to provide objective criteria for
estimation of the number of contributory sources.
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Major Findings ;

1) Genetics of human EEG and ERPs. This study is conducted with Dr. D. Goldman
from the Laboratory of Neurogenetics and has entailed the acquisition of EEG and
ERP signals under various conditions from a preliminary sample of more than 16

individuals drawn from more than 40 different families. In accord with previous
findings, a number of distinctive EEG phenotypes have been identified and
distributions of these phenotypes in other family members are being studied. A
number of families have been identified in which specific phenotypes appear to
be segregating. In addition, we are proceeding with the development of
alternative schematas for the identification and classification of EEG and EEG
phenotypes, including the objective method described above.

2) ERP signs of orienting in alcoholic organic brain syndromes (OBS). In a study
of the wave to infrequent visual and auditory stimuli, it was found that the

wave was markedly enhanced in groups of patients diagnosed with Korsakoff '

s

syndrome and alcoholic dementia, in comparison to a group of age-matched normals.
A simple measure based on wave amplitude correctly classified more than 90% of
the normal and patient subjects. The enlarged wave in the patients was
accompanied by exaggerated heart rate responses, particularly the acceleration
component peaking at about 2 seconds post stimulus. The wave enlargement is

similar, although of less extent, to that previously observed by us in normal
subjects during light sleep. These data are interpreted in terms of inadequate
control over the orienting response, perhaps reflecting a frontal lobe deficit.
Consistent with this hypothesis, the wave amplitude is highly correlated with
performance scores on standardized neuropsychological tests of frontal lobe
function. In addition, it has been determined that wave amplitude is highly
correlated with memory performance. The relationship with memory performance
appears to be specific to the alcoholic OBS patients, since no wave enhancement
has been obtained in a recently-begun study of Alzheimer • s dementia patients

.

3) Relationship of EEG to Positron Emission Tomography (PET) measures in
alcoholic chronic OBS. A PET study of alcoholic OBS patients has revealed a
number of subtle differences between patients and age-matched normal subjects.
We have recently completed an analysis of the EEG data obtained simultaneously
during the 40-minute isotope uptake period. Whereas spectral estimates of EEG
frequency and amplitude are not greatly different if averaged over the entire 40-

minute period, analysis of shorter epochs within the period reveals significant
differences between normals and OBS patients. The normal subjects show a

pronounced depression of EEG amplitude during a ten-minute epoch immediately
following injection. This transient depression is not apparent in the records
from OBS patients. These EEG differences suggest the presence of differences in
global response to the PET injection procedures, which may contribute to the
observed PET differences in cerebral glucose utilization.

4) ERPs in normal and in Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder children. An
experimental protocol has been developed to provide a battery of behavioral and
electrophysiological measures of attentional performance in children. An initial
finding with a group of normal children indicates that the wave in children is

substantially larger than in adults.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Measurement of brain electrical activity permits studying information-processing
mechanisms that occur in milliseconds and is outside of awareness. Moreover,

distributional patterns of electrical activity enables localization. In that the
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!ctivitv"'*El?''«nH%»Vl*''l' °^ *^*;°^°^ *" "^""^ ^° ^1^^^ brain electrical
J^chlniLs n5

^"J,E^^^«chniques afford unique research opportunities to studymecnanisms of dysfunction and remediation. ^

Proposed Course ;

Data will continue to be collected and analyzed.

Publications :

None.
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Brain Imaging in Alcoholics with Organic Brain Syndromes
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PI: M. Eckardt Chief LCS, NIAAA

Others: M. Linnoila Scientific Director NIAAA
R. Rawlings Mathematical Statistician LCS, NIAAA
D. Rio Physicist LCS, NIAAA
U. Ruttimann Biomedical Engineer LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS lit any)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Brain Electrophysiology and Imaging
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

1.0

PROFESSIONAL;

0.5 0.5
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ESI

Kl (a) Human
D (a1) Minors

Kl (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human n (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Various in vivo imaging methods are being used to study the brains of alcoholics

with organic brain syndromes. These techniques enable comparisons of gross anatomy

( CAT-Computed Axial Tomography; MRI - Magnetic Resonance Imaging) of the brain with

electrical activity (EEG - electroencephalography; ERPs - Event-Related Potentials)

and rate of glucose utilization in specific regions (PET - Positron Emission

Tomography). From a clinical perspective, these techniques, in association with

other diagnostic tests, enable qualitative judgments to be made as to the anatomic

and physiologic integrity of the brain.
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Project Description ;

Investigators

:

M. Eckardt Chief LCS, NIAAA
M. Linnoila scientific Director NIAAA
R. Rawlings Mathematical Statistician LCS, NIAAA
D. Rio Physicist LCS, NIAAA
U. Ruttimann Biomedical Engineer LCS, NIAAA

obiectives :

Our goals are to determine the structural-functional relationships in the brains
of alcoholics with organic brain syndromes and compare them to those observed in
age-matched normal volunteers.

Methods Employed ;

carefully selected samples of patients with alcohol amnestic disorder, commonly
called Korsokoff "s psychosis, and dementia associated with alcoholism have been
studied with PET, CAT and/or MRI, and the electrical activity of the brain
determined; these values are being compared to siinil2u: parameters obtained in
age-matched normal volunteers.

All data obtained from the scanners axe processed and displayed on our own image-
processing system enabling us to analyze basic pixel data instead of post-
processed images. Individual brain slices are oriented in three dimensions and
displayed as stacked three-dimensional data or as surface contours. Using these
methods, it is possible to display and calculate regional volumes and superimpose
data from CAT, PET, and MRI, as well as other sources. This will insure that a

regional alternation in glucose utilization corresponds to a particular anatomic
location.

A critical review of the raw and reconstructed data obtained from PET, CAT, and
MRI is carried out to insure that sources of noise inherent in each technique are
taken into account, thereby insuring that artifacts will be correctly eliminated
and confidence intervals may be more accurately estimated, leaving only
statistically significant differences.

Resulting data are analyzed with mathematical techniques used in image
processing, pattern recognition, and spectral analysis, i.e., by representing the
spatial data in frequency space. Rigorous statistical tests are then used to
study differences between various clinical populations.

Procedures have been developed to calculate and display scalp-monitored
electrical potential fields and to estimate the position and distribution of
electrical sources in the brain producing these potentials. This enables us to
correlate anatomic or metabolic changes in the brain with modifications of
cognitive processes as represented by changes in evoked responses.

Major Findings ;

Data for this study have now been collected and are currently being analyzed.
In a preliminary analysis, localized cerebral utilization rates for glucose
(CMRglu) were determined in 10 detoxified patients with alcoholic organic mental
disorders and in 7 age-equivalent normal volunteers using ( 18F]2-f luoro-2-
deoxyglucose positron emission tomography. Although gray and white matter CMRglu
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were not significantly different, normalized CMRglu was increased in the left

cerebellar and parietal cortical regions and decreased in the right posterior

white matter and anterior temporal regions of alcoholic patients, and the pattern

of regional CMRglu differed between the two groups. The results suggest

functional disruption of right-sided and frontal brain regions and hyperactivity
of cerebellar-cortical connections in alcoholic chronic organic mental disorders

.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the institute ;

Establishing structure and function relationships among various areas of the

brain is a crucial step in determining mechanisms. The approach advocated in the

research described herein emphasizes 1) detailed and intensive assessment of

relatively few, carefully selected patients, thereby reducing heterogeneity in

patient characteristics and enabling a convergence of information, and 2)

comparing three-dimensional PET, CAT, and MRI images with each other and with
electrical sources derived from scalp-monitored EEG and ERPs. such studies have

yet to be reported in the literature. Successfully combining these techniques

will be a significant accomplishment with obvious applicability to other studies

of brain structure and function.

Proposed Course ;

Data collection has been completed and analyses are currently being conducted.

As analyses are completed, the results will be published in appropriate

scientific journals

.

Publications

;
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PROFESSIONAL:
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K! (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues
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D (a2) Interviews

n (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

The Study of human eye movements provides an extremely useful approach to the
examination of a variety of cognitive functions. It is obvious that the latency
and goal saccadic eye movements are related to attention. What is not so obvious
is that other aspects of cognition such as short term memory, preparatory set, and

inhibition of context inappropriate responses can also be assessed using eye

movement techniques. Short term memory, preparatory set, and inhibition of context
inappropriate responses constitute core functions of the prefrontal cortex, the

brain region most involved in the control of higher order cognitive processes. We

have used a number of different tasks to elicit saccades. Primary among these have

been a variety of delayed response tasks. These tasks allow us to independently

assess core functions of the prefrontal cortex by measuring the accuracy and

latency of memory guided saccades, as well as the frequency of context

inappropriate saccades that interrupt the delay period. Using these tasks we have

demonstrated that schizophrenics are impaired in all three core aspects of

prefrontal cortex function while children with ADHD are impaired in only their

ability to inhibit context inappropriate saccades. Studies of alcoholics and

children at risk for alcoholism are planned.
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IProiect Description :

Investigators :

D

.

Hoiimer
M. Israel
R. Litman
A. Radant

Section Chief
Psychologist
Senior Clinical Investigator
Psychiatrist

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
ETB, NIMH
VAMC, Seattle

Objectives ;

The purpose of this project is to characterize the saccadic and smooth pursuit
eye movements of alcoholics and children at risk for the development of
alcoholism. Our hypothesis is that eye movements that are dependent on function
of the prefrontal cortex and associated basal ganglia thalamocortical circuits
will be selectively impaired while those types of eye movements that are not
dependent on prefrontal cortex will be normal in alcoholics and children at risk.
Eye movements dependent upon the prefrontal cortex are those eye movements that
must be triggered, guided or inhibited on the basis of an internal representation
of target position in time and space. Eye movements that can be programmed
entirely on the basis of external visual stimuli do not require the prefrontal
cortex for their accurate execution and should be normal in alcoholics and
children at risk for the development of alcoholism. We plan to examine
predictive and visually guided smooth pursuit eye movement as well as a variety
of internally and externally guided saccades. In order to determine if children
at risk for alcoholism show abnormal eye movement we will also need to determine
the sequence of normal development for each of the various types of eye movements
studied.

Methods Employed :

Eye movements will be measured using infra-red reflection oculography. Eye
position data is recorded at a rate of at least 400 hz. and stored digitally for
Bubsecfuent analysis. The data is analyzed using a group of computer algorithms
which automatically divide the eye/target position record into a series of short
segments that can be characterized as saccades, smooth pursuit, fixation or
artifact. These segments are further characterized in terms of their amplitude,
velocity, jseak velocity, initial and final distance from target, as well as their
function (eg. corrective saccade, intrusive saccade, square wave jerk, etc.).
Targets are displayed on a video monitor in an otherwise completely dark room.
In this way we can be sure that only the target or an internal representation of
the target are available to guide eye movements.

Maior Findings ;

Since the principal investigator came to NIH during this fiscal year all findings
are from the results of analysis of data collected prior to his arrival at NIH.

1) Several aspects of oculomotor behavior are mature by age 8. These include:
the basic sensory-motor transformations used to match eye velocity to target
velocity (open loop smooth pursuit) and the increase in peak saccadic velocity
as a function of saccade amplitude. Other aspects of oculomotor functions such
as saccadic reaction time in response to visual targets and the ability to
inhibit context inappropriate saccades reach adult levels by age 12 to 15. In

contrast, the ability to accurately track a rapidly moving target does not reach
adult levels of performance until after age 15. Children with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder perform as well as normal children on eye movement tasks
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that require only visual guidance; however, during an oculomotor delayed response
task children with ADHD made significantly more frequent context inappropriate
saccades than age match controls. Other aspects of prefrontal cortex function
assessed by eye movement were intact.

2) Schizophrenics have abnormal smooth pursuit tracking. This has been known
for many years; however, we have been able to demonstrate that the impairment in
smooth pursuit is a product of two dissociable deficits. One of these deficits
is in the smooth pursuit system itself and involves a mild impairment in the
initial matching of eye velocity to target velocity combined with a larger
impairment in maintaining pursuit velocity over time. The other deficit is a
failure to inhibit context inappropriate saccades that intrude on ongoing smooth
pursuit. We have also used a variety of delayed response and step ramp eye
movement tasks to isolate aspects of oculomotor behavior dependent on prefrontal
cortex function. On the basis of these studies, it appears that all three
aspects of prefrontal cortex function are impaired among schizophrenics.
However, the ability to inhibit context-inappropriate saccades is the most
consistently and profoundly impaired.

Significance to Biomedical Research of the Program of the Institute ;

Since there is considerable knowledge regarding the functional neuroanatomy of
the types of eye movements being studied, it will be possible to place any
abnormalities of oculomotor control found in either alcoholism of among children
at risk for alcoholism within a larger neurocognitive framework. Furthermore,
since versions of all the eye movement tasks employed in this project have
already been implemented in nonhuman primates, it may be possible to develop
animal models for human eye movement dysfunctions in alcoholism and risk for
alcoholism. Finally, eye movement dysfunctions may be useful as genetic markers.

Proposed Course ;

After initial studies among alcoholics and children at risk for the development
of alcoholism are completed we plan to combine eye movement recording with
electroencephalographic techniques. We plan to use Laplacian analysis combined
with dense electrode arrays to compare the scalp current distribution over the
frontal and parietal lobes preceding memory-guided and visually-guided saccades.
Through these approaches, we hope to confirm what has been suggested on the basis
of lesion studies in non-human primates, namely that memory guided saccades
require greater activation of prefrontal cortex than visually guided saccades.
We also plan to use '^O PET and functional MRI techniques to characterize the
distribution of cerebral blood flow during eye movement tasks thought to be
dependent on prefrontal cortex activity.

Publications ;

Radant AD, Hommer DW. A quantitative analysis of saccades and smooth pursuit
during visual pursuit tracking: a comparison of schizophrenics with normals and
substance abusing controls. Schizophrenia Research, 1992;6;225-235

.

Litman RE, Hommer DW, Radant A, Clem T, Pickar D. Quantitative effects of
typical and atypical neuroleptics on smooth pursuit eye tracking in
schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Research, in press.

Ross RG, Radant AD, Hommer, DW. A development study of smooth pursuit eye
movements in normal children from 8 to 15 years. Journal of the American Academy
of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, in press.
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Ross RG, Radant AO, Honvner DW. Open- and closed-loop smooth pursuit eye
movements in normal children: An analysis of a steop-rarop task. Developmental
Neuropsychology, in press.

Ross RG, Radant AO, Hommer DW. Saccadic eye movements in normal children from
8 to 15 years of age: A developmental study of visuo-spatial attention. Journal
of Autism and Developmental Disorders, in press.
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The long-term objective of this research is the quantification of acute and chronic
effects of alcohol on electromotive generators in the brain, and the determination
of relationships of abnormal generators and predisposition to excessive alcohol
consumption.

Research integrates the development of high-resolution EEG methods to localize and

study electromotive generators of brain processes with various electrophysiological
models, both computational and theoretical, to validate the methods and test
hypotheses of suspected generators. This integrated procedure is used to determine
how, when, and where alcohol alters mechanisms which process sensory input, respond
to input, and store and retrieve information. Event-related brain electrical
potentials (ERPs), which provide both spatial and temporal information about these
mechanisms, and nonstationary EEGs, which provide a measure of the brain's dynamic
interactions, are used in this investigation. A physical, artificial head model is

also used to study the inhomogeneous and anistropic nature of volume conduction in

the head.

Methods have been developed that improve the spatial resolution of current EEG

methods by a factor of three. Preliminary findings suggest that temporal

resolution is improved as well. These methods have been shown to provide better

estimates of underlying brain processes than present techniques and are more

insensitive to electrophysiological artifacts, such as eye blinks. These new

techniques are currently being used to analyze EEG data of individuals with

different family histories of alcoholism.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

s. Law
C

.

Adams
M. Eckardt
J. Goble

E. Halgren

P. Nunez

J. Rohrbaugh

B. Roth

Staff Fellow
IRTA Fellow
Chief
visiting Asst. Professor

Professor

Professor and Director

Associate Professor

Biomedical Engineer

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
Renssalaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY
INSERM CFS 90-12 Rennes

,

France, Brain Research
Institute, UCLA
Los Angeles, CA
Brain Physics
Group, Tulane University
New Orleans, LA
Washington Univ.,
St. Louis, MO
Biomedical Engineering
and Instrumentation
Branch, NIH

Objectives ;

This research is designed to: (1) develop accurate spatial and temporal
resolution EEG methods to localize and characterize electromotive generators of
underlying brain processes. EEG spatial resolutions on the order of magnitude
of HRI data (1-2 mm) that can be assessed with data derived from other imaging
modalities (PET, MRI, MEG, MRS) are sought; and (2) develop electrophysiological
models which can be used to study how the brain processes information.

Methods Employed ;

Theoretical high-resolution EEG models and methods are developed using known
electrophysiologic transmission characteristics of the human head that best
account for its inhomogeneous and anisotropic nature. Current-density methods
are employed because, unlike potential-based methods, they are severely affected
by volume conduction distortion. Current density is not dependent on volume
conduction effects and enhances local activity while minimizing global
contributions at a given electrode.

Three methods are employed to study the variational aspects of volume conduction
in the human head. First, conductance studies of human bone are used to estimate
the conductances over various regions of the human skull. Second, physical human
skull models, constructed with materials of known electrical conductivity, are
used to study the geometric properties of current flow in the human head (in
collaboration with P. Nunez and J. Goble) . Previous studies used dried human
bone that may not reflect physiologic values. Third, scalp and intracranial EEG
data, from electrodes which are applied during surgical treatment of intractable
epilepsy (in collaboration with E. Halgren), are used to obtain local tissue
resistances. The results of these studies provide parameters that account for
local variations in current flow.

Computational models are used to study how signals from electromotive generators
are transmitted from the brain, through the skull, to the scalp. Analytic
models, such as the 3-sphere model of the head, are used to provide a first
approximation. Complex models based on realistic head shape and tissue
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components are then applied to obtain a more accurate model. Data from MRI and
CT are used to construct these models. Three volume-conduction models are to be
used: a Finite Element Model (FEM) developed by the Tulane Brain Physics Group
(P. Nunez), a Boundary Value Model developed by B. Roth, and a Finite Difference
Model (FDM) developed by the Rennes group (E. Halgren) in collaboration with this
Section. All models have been validated analytically and are currently in the
process of incorporating data from MRI and CT.

Brain electrical activity and other psychophysiological responses are measured
from up to 48 surface electrodes using conventional EEG instruments. Both ERP
and nonstationary EEG are recorded and utilized. The ERPs are analyzed with
respect to wave form and sensitivity to experimental variables using
multivariate techniques . Nonstationary EEG is analyzed with respect to coherence
and other measures of dynamic processes. Topographic distributions of the
responses over the scalp are studied for determination and identification of
neural sources of the electrical activity using scalp mapping and dipole
inference techniques. These results are then compared with the computational
models to estimate and test likely locations of electromotive generators

.

In summary, development and improvement of high-resolution EEG methods is
accomplished through application of algorithms which take into account the
electrophysical nature of the human head and the incorporation of parameters
which account for local variations . The findings from these studies are used to
construct and improve electrophysiologic models of brain processes. The results
from both simulated and human data are used in hypothesis testing to localize
and characterize how, when, and where alcohol alters mechanisms associated with
information processing and cognition in the brain.

Major Findings ;

The new models developed using high-density electrode arrays have shown that
spatial resolution of scalp-recorded EEG can be improved by a factor of three
over current techniques . Application of these techniques has also shown that
temporal resolution is significantly improved. Additionally, these methods have
been demonstrated to be less sensitive to volume conduction artifacts, such as
eye blinks, associated with scalp-recorded EEG. Preliminary results of the
computational models show good correlation to human data. The use of realistic
head shapes over the 3-sphere model have improved accuracy of source localization
by 20 percent.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

The ability to determine accurately electromotive generators in the brain is of
great significance because it will allow investigators to localize dynamic
processing of information. once this is accomplished, the acute and chronic
effects of alcohol consumption on the processes can be studied.

Proposed Course ;

Data will continue to be collected.

Publications ;

Law SK, Nunez PL. High resolution EEG using spline generated surface Laplacians
on spherical and ellipsoidal surfaces, IEEE Trans Biomed Eng, in press.
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Law SK, Rohrbaugh J», Adams CM, Eckardt MH. Improving spatial and temporal
resolution in stationary EEG using spline generated surface Laplacians,
Electroenceph Clin Neurophys, in press.

Law SK. Thickness and resistivity variations over the upper surface of the human
skull. Brain Topography, in press.
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SUMMARY OF W/ORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Traditional methods to analyze image data from PET, CT and MRI have proven only
partially successful. Our goals are to reformulate, extend or develop new
techniques, which are mathematically and statistically well founded, that can be

easily and clearly applied by a researcher or clinician to analyze these data. A

review of the data-processing path from image acquisition to final analysis has

been completed, resulting in the identification of a number of important areas

which are currently under investigation: (1) correction of image distortion, (2)

problems with traditional region of interest (ROI) analysis, (3) superposition of

functional and structural images, and (4) operator supported and fully automated
data extraction from images.
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Proi«ct Description ;

Investigators ;

D. Rio
P. Andreason
M. Eckardt
D
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Hommer
J. Hsiao
R. Momenan

R. Rawlings
U. Ruttunan

Physicist
Senior clinical Investigator
Chief
Section Chief
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Research Engineer
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Objectives ;

Traditional methods to analyze image data from PET, CT and MRI have proven only
partially successful. This is due in part to the inherent biological variability,
physical limitations of the acquisition instrumentation and mathematical
algorithms applied to reconstruct the image data, but it also reflects the
inadequacy of the computational, mathematical and statistical methods employed
in analysis of this data. Our goals are to reformulate, extend or develop new
techniques, which are mathematically and statistically well founded, that can be
easily and clearly applied by a researcher or clinician to analyze this data.

Methods Employed ;

Three related areas are currently under investigation: (1) image distortion
(both spatial and grey scale) for PET, CT and MRI data produced by the
acquisition technique and reconstruction algorithms applied are being
investigated and used to both limit and extend current image analysis techniques.
A review of models used for digital image processing and analysis is underway
with special emphasis on their application to analysis of group image properties
(associated with similar images across subjects); (2) development of spatial
measures in 2- and 3-D for the purpose of image averaging across subjects and the
creation of difference images between group averaged images. This is being used
to both augment and support "traditional" ROI analysis as well as to replace this
type of analysis. In conjunction with these techniques appropriate morphometric
measurements of anatomic structures are being derived; (3) verification and
precision of multimodality 3-D superposition of functional and structural images.

Image data acquired by PET, CT and MRI have numerous sources of distortion.
Depending on the imaging modality, these appear as spatial distortions, decreases
in signal-to-noise ratio, modification of image values and increased spatial
correlation. PET data can be "improved"' by using appropriate models to restore
and analyze the reconstructed image. Thus a review of appropriate models is
being carried out. Modifications to existing Fourier image decomposition
techniques are being reviewed within this context and compared to wavelet
decomposition techniques. Statistical techniques applied within the frequency
or spatial domain based on specific image models which incorporate information
about the scanner performance characteristics can provide a better measure of
functional information and improved spatial resolution. Methods to measure and
correct spatial and grey scale values in MRI image are also being investigated.

Traditional ROI analysis has a number of problems, not the least of which are
localization, reliability and consistency of interactive region placement.
Furthermore, ROI data is often analyzed as proportional or normalized data (i.e..
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as ratios of one region to the sum of all regions) with statistical techniques
which are inappropriate. A number of methods to improve the reliability of this
type of analysis have been developed. They include the following: (1) Brain image
rescaling, consisting of multi-dimensional brain-shape standardization has been
implemented, in order to enhance image information within and across groups of
subjects. This enables the use of spatial averaging and signal extraction
techniques in both the spatial and frequency domain to systematically analyze
group differences. (2) Multivariate statistical methods have been applied to
absolute and proportional data. In particular, proportional data has been
analyzed with methods developed especially for data of this type. This approach
uses information from local and integrated ROIs to produce measures of size and
shape for the particular image which can be analyzed using appropriate
statistical methods

.

Spatial superposition/registration of PET functional data with MRI anatomic data
is currently under investigation using established and enhanced methods to match
PET and MRI data acquired from the same subject. In particular, these
registration methods incorporate a number of techniques which include the
following (1) application of algorithms at multiple spatial resolutions, (2)
multiple surface matching (including the midbrain fissure), (3) direct "active"
calculation of the transformation parameters from the data, and (4) use of a
surface-weighted registration criteria. These techniques are being evaluated
along with previously developed registration techniques to establish a benchmark
for registration. Simulated data is being created to establish the limitations
of these various methods . Additional verification of these methods will be
accomplished by comparison with external fiducials placed on the subject during
scanning and specifically designed to allow direct spatial registration. This
will be used to study possible sources of error in 3-D graphical matching methods
solely based on image data without fiducials.

Major Findings ;

The application of deblurring techniques to individual images and analysis of
group data, both carried out in the frequency domain, where the measures are
statistically independent, has proven very successful. That is, artifacts in the
deblurred images have been greatly reduced without lost of data integrity and
elucidation of group difference between alcoholics and normal volunteers have
been greatly enhanced and simplified. In order to understand the assumptions and
limitations of both the traditional method of ROI placement and PET data analysis
based on spatial deformation for group averaging and analysis, the following
experiment was performed. spatial deformation of brain images to a reference
image were carried out and then averaged. These techniques were applied to
patients with alcoholism-associated organic brain syndrome and normal age-matched
controls using flurodeoxyglucose. An experienced PET researcher was asked to
perform a "traditional" ROI analysis on the individual images and also to place
the same configuration of ROIs on the group-averaged image. The ROIs placed on
the averaged image were then back-transformed to all the individual images. This
resulted in two complete sets of ROI data for each group. This procedure was
performed again a few weeks later, resulting in four sets of ROI data for each
group. Comparisons of spatial position and glucose activity were then performed
between all the sets. In general, ROI placement varied by 2 mm between the
"traditional" ROI placement and 2,8 mm between the researcher and semi-automated
placement with no major changes in glucose activity.

Integration of many novel mathematical applications and image processing
techniques has provided an elaborate set of tools to superimpose functional and
anatomic images in 3-D as well as measure there effective registration error.
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These have been used to superimpose metabolic regions of interest derived from
group averaged images onto MRI anatomic images. These images are currently being
ua«<i by clinical rasearcher in a number of studies.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

clarification and verification of analysis technique as applied to the study of
brain images of function and structure is critical. Establishing correct and
reliable methods in this area of study will provide a cornerstone for further
study Within this field as well as allow integration of this data with electrical
sources derived from scalp-monitored EEG and ERPs and
psychometric data. Success combining these areas is a crucial step in determining
brain mechanisms.

Proposed Course :

Images will be acquired during challenge conditions. MRI functional images will
play a greater role within the context of our multimodality analysis technique.
As these analyses are completed, the results will be published in appropriate
scientific journals.

Publications

:
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In order to achieve three-dimensional co-registration of images acquired with
different technologies, corresponding landmarks must be identified in the
respective images. The scale and orientation differences associated with image
representations from different scanners present a major obstacle in this task
Visual identification of corresponding regions introduces subjectivity and
inconsistency, and may become too laborious for large study series. Therefore, the
aim of this research is the development of semi- or fully-automated computer
methods for the identification and delineation ("segmentation") of important areas
and landmarks (e.g. skull, gray and white brain matter, CSF, pathologic tissues) in

brain images derived from different modalities. A fully-automated ("unsupervised")
procedure to segment CT images into regions of bone, brain parenchyma, and CSF has

been implemented. Calibration of this procedure with a CT image of an

anthropomorphic phantom demonstrated unbiased segmentation. Its application for

the segmentation of CSF spaces in alcoholic and normal subjects yielded results
consistent with a subjective segmentation. For the purpose of enabling the

registration of images that represent local glucose utilization (PET) with
structural images (MRI or CT) , algorithms for the detection of anatomic landmarks

in PET slices were developed. Reliable automated detection of the outlines of the

skull and the midlines in each slice was achieved, demonstrating suitability of

these landmarks for registration.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

U. Ruttimann Biomedical Engineer
P. Andreason Senior Clinical Investigator
D. Hommer Section Chief
D. Rio Physicist

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

Objectives ;

An important step in the identification of neurologic mechanisms is the
establishment of associations between structure and function among various areas
of the brain. Since the acquisitions of either functional or anatomic images
rely on different physical principles, different scanner technologies are
involved, which produce images at different spatial resolutions and orientations,
as well as different temporal resolutions. These scale and orientation
differences are major obstacles in the identification of corresponding regions
in different image modalities. Hence, this research is directed to the
implementation of semi- or fully-automated methods for images acquired with a
variety of modalities.

Methods Employed ;

Image segmentation is problematic because it implies "recognition", which is

quantitatively poorly understood for tasks of real-world complexity.
Consequently, "correct" measures of region homogeneity and thus, theoretically
best methods to gauge performance in practical implementations are lacking,
leading to task-specific, heuristic approaches only loosely guided by general
principles. However, for traditional reasons as well as mathematical
tractability, mean-square metrics are most often used in developments and
evaluations of segmentation performance, while manual outlining is considered
the gold standard, it suffers several disadvantages because it depends on the
operator's expertise, dexterity and consistency, and tends to be slow, very
tedious and fatiguing. Most importantly, perceived boundaries depend on the
display level settings of the monitor, giving rise to reproducibility problems.

In the registration of cross-modality images, the delineation of outer contours
of the brain or skull is of particular interest. Skull contours are particularly
useful for that purpose because of their mechanical rigidity and independence
from brain function variations. Another useful land-mark that can be reliably
detected in both physiologic and anatomic images in the "midline" in each slice.
In addition to the outlining of anatomic features, the certainty with which each
point on that outline can be deteirmined is of interest. This ancillary
information can be used to derive appropriate weighing factors indicating the
confidence in the location of each boundary point to be used in three-dimensional
registration algorithms. Measures of location certainty under investigation are
derived from local differential geometry and signal-to-noise ratio.

An issue related to the precision of anatomic localization is the effect of head
movement during scan acquisition, and in particular between repetitive scans
obtained under different states of stimulation within a subject. Head movement
results in loss of registration accuracy, resulting in misregistration artifacts
and thus loss of sensitivity to detect between-scan differences of biological
origin. Hence, it is the interest to quantify head movements and assess their
impact on scan registration.
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Major Findings ;

1) computer programs have been developed that automatically segment CT slices
into regions of bone, brain parenchyma, and CSF. Global segmentation thresholds
for bone identification are computed by linear discriminant analysis, and local
thresholds separating CSF from brain tissues are based on maximum-entropy
principles, as reported last year. The performance of these methods was
evaluated with an anthropomorphic phantom built to duplicate beam-hardening
artifacts and the x-ray attenuations in skull, brain tissues and CSF. cross-
sectional fractions of simulated sulcal and ventricular CSF were determined with
an error of 3% and 0.2%, respectively, of the known fractions. The results of
automated determination of CSF fractions in various regions of interest (ROIs)
from samples of Korsakoff patients and normal volunteers were also compared to
the same data obtained by manual segmentation. Both methods identified the same
ROIs with statistically significant between-group differences. However, the
manual method underestimated in both subject groups the sulcal CSF fractions by
20-70%. Measurements acquired by both methods from the brain phantom indicated
that interference with beam-hardening artifacts was the most likely cause for
this underestimation.

2) Segmentation methods developed by CT images have been extended toward
application of MRI images. The challenge with this modality is that image
contrast of the different tissues changes or even reverses with different
weightings of the Tl and T2 signal components. Automated outlining of the scalp
based on maximum-entropy principles has been implemented and found satisfactory
in a preliminary evaluation. Separation of gray from white matter, and from CSF
based on the same principles appears also feasible in Tl-weighted images produced
by 1.5 Tesla scanners. However, problems related to magnetic field
inhomogeneities need to be overcome first to achieve unsupervised, global
segmentation.

3) Segmentation methods for PET images representing local glucose utilization
have been developed to enable three-dimensional co-registration with CT or MRI
scans. The scalp signal indicating the outlines of the skull is considered a
function-independent anatomic landmark. In general, the signal-to-noise ratio
in these images is low, with the noise displaying large, structured components
appearing as radial streaks . Taking into account this particular noise
structure, noise suppression is attained by a combination of morphological image
openings and linear filtering in directions tangential to the skull. The skull
outline is detected by radially-oriented edge-enhancement and finding a closed
path of maximum integrated edge strength. The normalized edge correlation values
at the pixels on this outline is used as the measure of location certainty.

The midline in the slices was selected as a second registration landmark.
Algorithms for detection of this feature have been developed that are based on
three different techniques of assessing line-by-line differences between the left
and right sides of the brain: a) phase differences of the Fourier transforms, b)
mean absolute differences of axial-symmetric pixels, 3) maximum number of zero
crossings in the left-right difference signal. Location certainty is expressed
by the ratio of observed feature intensity at the stimated location to the
variance of the strength at neighboring locations. Method a) performed best with
mean displacement and rotation error of the detected midline of about 1mm and
0.5°, respectively, compared to midline placement by a human observer.

4) For measurement of head movement during PET acquisition, an optical lever
system has been developed involving a laser mounted on the scanner table that
directs a beam on a mirror rigidly coupled to the subject's dentition by
individually-molded occlusion casts. The reflection of this beam to a wall of
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the scanner room produces a light-spot whose horizontal and vertical deflections
enable determination of head "tilting" and "nodding", respectively. Measurements
in 15 subjects indicate that tilting and nodding of up to 2.4' and 4.1° occurred,
respectively, giving rise to axial slice displacements of 5 and 12 mm on extreme
lateral and frontal brain locations.

These movements are in the order of the nominal interslice separation (4mm) and
slice thickness (12mm). Although retrospective "correction" by 3D affine
transformations of the stack of slices to compensate for the measured head
motions did reduce misregistration artifacts in the corresponding PET subtraction
images, the development of proactive head-motion detection and compensation
systems, or the use of extracranial fiducial markers to enable motion tracking
and retrospective image realignments is nonetheless warranted.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the institute :

This project is part of the general research aimed at the understanding of
associations of brain function with structure and their possible alterations in
alcoholic individuals. This requires the three-dimensional spatial superposition
of information acquired by different imaging modalities, for which segmentation
is to central importance. Its automation will increase the objectivity of the
mensuration processes, enable feasibility of large scale-studies, and improve
sensitivity for detection of image differences between subject groups or between
functional states in challenge paradigms.

Proposed Course ;

Problems associated with magnetic field inhomogeneities in MR images will be
investigated and methods for their amelioration developed. The midline detection
method developed for PET images will be applied and evaluated for MR images. The
automated outlining of the scalp signal in PET images requires further
improvement and subsequent evaluation in applications for co-registration to MR
images

.

Publications ;

Ruttimann UE, Joyce EM, Rio DE, Eckardt MJ. Fully automated segmentation of
cerebrospinal fluid in computed tomography. Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging
1993;50:101-19.
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The project has been terminated.

Publications :

George DT, Lindguist T, Rawlings RR, Eckardt MJ, Moss H, Mathis C, Martin PR,

Linnoila M. Pharmacological reduction of alcohol consumption in alcoholic

patients: No evidence for efficacy of 5-hydroxytryptophen or L-dopa, Clinical
Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 1992;52:553-60.
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Previous studies show that the administration of procaine to bipolar and borderline
patients gives rise to a diversity of behavioral responses ranging from euphoria to
dysphoria. Since procaine is believed to selectively stimulate the limbic
structures of the brain, it is reasoned that these behavioral differences might
result from neuroclinical differences in these regions of the brain. To test the
hypothesis that alcohol might alter limbic function we administered procaine to
alcoholics, patients with panic disorder, panic patients with alcoholism and

controls. Our results show that patients with panic disorder were more likely to

experience a panic attack following procaine than were controls. Preliminary
analysis of our results suggest that changes in vagal tone do not completely
explain the rise in pulse frequency seen during a panic attack.
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Investigators :

D. George Acting Section Chief LCS, NIAAA
R. Coppola Engineer CBDB, NIMH
M. Linnoila Scientific Director niaaa
R. Post Chief BPB, NIMH

objectives ;

The present study will address the hypothesis that abstinent alcoholics who have
experienced a number of withdrawal bouts might have abnormalities of limbic
function that will be revealed by procaine infusion. In addition, it is possible
that temporal lobe dysfunction and kindling processes may occur in patients with
panic disorder. In our experience, a large number of alcoholics have had panic
attacks. We shall, therefore, study a group of alcoholics who have panic
disorder as well as alcoholism. To eliminate the possibility that any changes
found might reflect predisposition to alcoholism, a sample of adult nonalcoholic
offspring of alcoholics will also be recruited and tested. These will comprise
a group that have had panic attacks and a group that is free of them.

Methods Employed ;

Prior to participation in the study, all subjects will be carefully evaluated to
assure they are in good physical health and conform to predetermined diagnostic
criteria. During the study, subjects receive placebo followed by two intravenous
doses of procaine hydrochloride. Individuals are then carefully monitored for
drug-induced changes in physical measures (pulse, blood pressure, vagal tone),
mood, hormones (prolactin, ACTH, Cortisol) and EEG activity.

Major Findings :

To date, 14 alcoholics, 13 controls, 11 alcoholics with panic disorder, and 9

subjects with panic disorder but without alcoholism have been studied.
Preliminary results indicate that there is a statistically significant difference
in the behaviorally-induced effects of procaine between the groups. Panic
disorder patients were more likely to experience a panic attack following
procaine than were alcoholics without panic disorder or controls. There was no
significant difference between groups in vagal tone or maximum heart rate
following procaine. However, when subjects were grouped according to their
response to procaine, those having a panic reaction had a greater rise in pulse
and plasma epinephrine concentrations compared with those who did not panic.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

our results suggest procaine may be a useful probe to characterize CNS panic
differences between subjects with panic disorder and controls. Preliminary
analysis of our results suggest that changes in vagal tone do not totally explain
the rise in pulse frequently seen during a panic attack. Rather, there appears
to be an interaction between an increase in epinephrine and a decrease in vagal
tone. The issue of kindling will be addressed when the EEG data are analyzed.

Publications ;

None.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) is a glucose analog which competitively inhibits glucose-6
phosphate dehydrogenase and leads to intracellular glucoprivation. In previous
studies, 2-DG has been used as a stressor to activate both the hypothalamic
pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the sympathetic adrenal axis and stimulate the

appetitive centers of the hypothalamus. Our interest in this paradigm was
generated by the clinical observation that alcoholics frequently consume increased
amounts of carbohydrates following cessation of drinking. In order to explore
possible hypothalamic abnormalities in patients with alcoholism, we administered 2-

DG to abstinent alcoholics and measured the resulting behavioral and physiological
changes arising from the 2-DG challenge. We postulated that a 2-DG induced

glucoprivic response would give rise to both neuroendocrine and behavioral changes

that might elucidate mechanisms of alcohol's action in the hypothalamus. Analysis
of the results show alcoholics consume less calories than controls following both

2-DG and placebo administration. Conversely, alcoholics show an exaggerated

hypothalamic, ACTH response to glucoprivation.
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D. Pickar
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staff
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Chief
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Wash, D.C.
NIAAA
CNSB, NIMH

Hospital

,

objectives ;

The study is designed to develop a specific chemical-stress paradigm that will
allow us to study the effects of glucoprivation on behavior and neuroendocrine
control. Clinical experience suggests that upon cessation of ethanol ingestion
many alcoholics exhibit an increase in carbohydrate ingestion. In this regard,
since alcohol is also a carbohydrate, it is possible that alcohol may be
substituted for conventional carbohydrates. In this protocol, we are interested
in determining whether intracellular glucoprivation may serve as a internal "cue"
that triggers an "urge to drink" alcohol.

Methods Employed :

Prior to participation in the study, all subjects are carefully evaluated to
assure they are in good physical health and conform to predetermined diagnostic
criteria. During the study, subjects receive placebo and two intravenous doses
of 2-DG in random order. The subjects are carefully monitored for drug-induced
changes in physical measures (pulse, blood pressure, vagal tone), mood, and
hormones (prolactin, ACTH, Cortisol).

Major Findings ;

Data has been collected on 26 alcoholics and 17 normal volunteers. Results show:
(1) Alcoholics consumed less calories than controls following placebo and 2-DG;
(2) behaviorally, alcoholics reported greater sadness and confusion on visual
analog scale; (3) all groups reported an increased desire to consume alcohol
following the highest 2-DG dose; (4) physiologically, both groups showed an
increase in plasma glucose at the highest dose of 2-DG; and biochemically,
alcoholics showed a greater rise in ACTH and Cortisol compared with controls.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

There is a literature that suggests carbohydrate consumption may play a role in
mood regulation. In this protocol, we explore the possibility that changes in
intraneuronal glucose concentrations may trigger an urge to consume alcohol in
patients with alcoholism. The augmented ACTH response to 2-Ix; demonstrated in
alcoholics suggests that they may respond differently to metabolic stress.

This finding is particularly interesting given a literature that states that
alcoholics frequently drink to alleviate stress.

Publications ;

None.
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studies suggest that the pathophysiology of alcoholism may differ significantly
between men and women. To explore this possibility, we have employed several
pharmacological challenge paradigms to compare the behavioral and endocrine
responses between male and female alcoholics. Preliminary analysis of our results
show that the m-CPP gives rise to minimal behavioral effects in women. This

corresponds to the responses obtained from Type I male alcoholics (late onset)

demonstrated in a separate study. In contrast, none of the women experienced a m-

CPP induced "desire to drink" response demonstrated to occur in approximately 40%

of the Type II (late onset) male alcoholics.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

D. George Acting Section Chief LCS, NIAAA
P. Ragan Senior Clinical Associate LCS, NIAAA
M. Linnoila Scientific Director NIAAA

Objectives ;

In the past, many of the conclusions derived from alcohol research have either
been based on male populations or have not specifically analyzed the data
according to gender. However, it is becoming increasingly clear that alcoholism
in women may have a different clinical course compared to that in men. For
example, population studies show women develop problem drinking later in life
compared to men, while at the same time experiencing many of the complications
of alcoholism, i.e. cirrhosis and malnutrition, at approximately the same age as
men. These differences highlight the need to study alcoholism specifically in
women

.

Methods Employed ;

Prior to participation in each study, all subjects were carefully screened to
assure good physical health and conformance to predetermined diagnostic criteria.
The following paradigm has been employed: m-chlorophenylpiperazine (m-CPP)
challenge: m-CPP is a relatively selective serotonin agonist which we have been
studying on our research ward. In males, m-CPP gives rise to a "high" and an
"urge to drink" in approximately 40% of the Type II alcoholics, but rarely in
Type I alcoholics. We are investigating effects of m-CPP in female alcoholics.

Major Findings ;

To date, we have administered m-CPP to 10 women with alcoholism. Behaviorally,
the women described mild anxiety symptoms which were similar to those described
by Type I male alcoholics. No one described a "high" or "urge to drink" which
have been described by approximately 40% of Type II male alcoholics.

Significance to Biochemical Research and the Program of the Institute :

By comparing parameters related to serotonin function in men and women, such as
carbohydrate metabolism and hypothalamic control, we hope to gain new insights
into the pathogenesis of alcoholism in women.

Publications

:
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Domestic violence involving both children and adults is a problem of growing
national concern. Both our clinical experience, and a published report indicate
that a significant number of subjects who perpetrate these abusive acts may have an

underlying diagnosis of panic disorder. We postulate that the mental state of

"being out of control", frequently described by these individuals during the
abusive act, is linked to the pathophysiology of panic disorder. To test this
hypothesis, and to elucidate unique psychological and biological characteristics of
patients who perpetrate abusive acts, we will compare subjects who have panic
symptoms (e.g. "loss of control") and become aggressive with (1) panic subjects who
don't become aggressive; (2) subjects who are aggressive but don't have panic
symptoms; and (3) normal volunteers. These comparisons will consist of

psychosocial and family histories, pharmacological challenge studies, and
determination of cerebral spinal fluid metabolites, as well as a careful analysis
of the precipitating events associated with the violence.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

D. George Acting section Chief
G. Brown Section Chief
H. Eckardt Chief
M. Linnoila Scientific Director
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LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

Objectives :

In the United states there is an increasing awareness and concern about domestic
violence. It is estimated that at least 3 million women each year are victims
of violence perpetrated by their male companions. This estimate is probably low
since most violent incidents occur in the privacy of the home and many are not
reported to authorities. Statistics involving female perpetrators are even less
well delineated. Also of great concern is the increasing number of reports of
physical and sexual abuse of children. For example, one study noted that there
were 6,000 reports of children being abused in 1976 and 100,000 in 1984.

There is an historically recognized relationship between alcohol abuse and
violence. For example, 59% of offenders convicted of violent crimes used alcohol
just before the offense. According to a study by Schuerger, more than 60% of men
who battered women were alcohol abusers. When alcohol abuse and physical abuse
occur concomitantly, alcohol consumption is thought to disinhibit social
restraints and facilitate aggressive acts. while this may be true in some
situations, it is possible that for some individuals alcohol serves to self-
medicate affective states which in themselves may give rise to abusive behavior.
For example, we have studied several alcoholics with panic disorder who give
accounts of using alcohol to feel "in control" and dampen feelings of anxiety.
Many of these individuals described aggressive behavior toward family members
during periods of both sobriety and alcohol ingestion. Treatment with
antidepressants resulted in a decrease in both fear and aggressive symptoms.

Methods Employed :

Both men and women who have a history of inflicting physical abuse are eligible
to participate in the protocol. Prior to participation in the study, all
subjects will be carefully evaluated to assure they are in good physical heath
and conform to predetermined diagnostic criteria. Specific components of the
protocol include; complete psychiatric evaluation including a SCID I and II; a
battery of psychological tests; lactate infusions, lying/standing NE
determination; and lumbar puncture.

Major Findings :

Eleven subjects have been enrolled the protocol to date. Diagnostically , six
patients fulfilled criteria for either panic disorder /attacks, six for
alcoholism/alcohol abuse and eight borderline personality. Clinically, patients
described a number of physical symptoms (palpitations, shortness of breath,
shaking, sweating) as well as cognitive symptoms (losing control,
depersonalization, fear) prior to "going off" and becoming violent. Following
lactate administration, six patients described feeling fearful and/or aggressive
and three patients requested that the infusion be stopped. Preliminary results
(n - 2) from the PET scan data show a decrease in glucose utilization in the
orbitttd-frontal brain region.
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Significance to Biochemical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

If it is possible to link panic disorder through biological mechanisms or
psychosocial histories to violent behavior, then it is probable that
pharmacological interventions (such as antidepressants which have been useful in
treating panic disorder) may also be efficacious in preventing or attenuating
violent acts among this subgroup. Used as an adjunct to traditional behavioral
interventions , the combination of pharmacotherapy and behavioral intervention may
prove to be synergistic in preventing future family violence. It is also hoped
that the information generated by this research will provide a basis for
development of prevention strategies for this important subgroup of perpetrators
of violence.

Publications

;
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Alcoholics are more likely to smoke cigarettes than individuals without a drinking
problem. The nature of the interaction between smoking and drinking alcohol is

poorly understood and raises important questions about 1) advisability of giving up
two addictions at one time and 2) effects that continued smoking may have on the
rate of relapse in patients with alcoholism. In this protocol, we are studying the
psychological, pharmacological, and physiological effects of smoking cessation in

patients with alcoholism. This will lead to a better understanding of chemical
dependency in general, and to more effective treatment methods for both nicotine
and alcohol dependency. Preliminary results demonstrate that alcoholics are able
to successfully abstain from both alcohol and nicotine simultaneously in

controlled environment. Specific psychological and biological measures that
characterize withdrawal await statistical analysis.
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Objectives ;

Alcoholism and nicotine dependence have an extremely high rate of comorbidity.
Studies indicate that 70% to 97% of alcoholic patients smoke cigarettes. This
link between nicotine dependence and alcoholism is reinforced by studies showing
a positive correlation between alcohol ingestion and increased smoking. Alcohol
abuse is strongly associated with an increased number of cigarettes smoked per
day, higher potency of cigarettes, and an increase in the inhalation volumes.
Yet, in spite of these findings, cigarette smoking is rarely addressed in the
context of alcohol treatment programs. This arises from the following widely-
held beliefs: 1) alcoholism is a more severe problem than nicotine dependence;
2) it is too difficult to give up two addictions simultaneously; and 3) cessation
of both may increase the risk of relapse to drinking.

The need to address the issue of smoking withdrawal in the context of alcohol
treatment is highlighted by studies showing that the successful cessation of one
drug may be related to the successful cessation of another drug. For example,
alcoholics who successfully quit smoking show a higher rate of abstinence than
alcoholics who continue to smoke. Furthermore, relapse to smoking may be related
to a relapse to drinking. Thus, treatment programs that address both addictions
may yield synergistic effects.

In this protocol, we are primarily concerned with characterizing the effects of
smoking cessation in alcoholics recently detoxified from alcohol. Specifically,
we are asking the question: Do alcoholics who abstain from alcohol and nicotine
simultaneously experience significantly more withdrawal symptoms than alcoholics
who continue to smoke? To answer this question, we propose to study a number
alcoholic patient groups and compare psychological variables, autonomic
reactivity, changes in central nervous system metabolism, caloric consumption,
and immunological competency.

Methods Employed :

Prior to participation in this study, all subjects are carefully evaluated to
assure they are in good health and conform to predetermined diagnostic criteria.
Alcoholic subjects are then acclimatized to the unit for approximately one week
prior to the start of biological studies. After being advised of the protocol,
alcoholic subjects who smoke are asked to participate in a randomizing process
which assigns them to either a "smoking cessation" or "continue smoking group."
Alcoholics subjects who don't smoke are also asked to participate in the
protocol, smokers not willing to enter the randomizing process are not eligible
for participation.

All subjects participate in a number of procedures eg. calorie counts, lumbar
puncture, lying/standing norepinephrine determination, and idazoxan infusions
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aimed at understanding how smoking cessation and alcoholism ultimately effect
caloric consumption, central nervous system neurotransmitters and autonomic
nervous system reactivity.

Major Findings ;

To date, 31 alcoholics have been randomized to either stop smoking (17) or to

continue smoking (14). Of those randomized to stop smoking, five relapsed to

smoking within the first week of the study; an additional three relapsed at the
conclusion of the study. Preliminary data analysis shows: (1) at baseline,
alcoholics consumed more calories over a 36 hour period than controls. This

resulted from increased fat and protein consiamption . Alcoholics who stopped
smoking had increased calorie consumption compared to those who continued to

smoke. (2) Physiological data acquired during and after the idazoxan infusion

showed no difference in heart rate between alcoholics who stopped or continued
to smoke. This is in contrast to systolic BP (AUC) which was greater in

alcoholics who stopped smoking. Biological parameters will be analyzed when the

study is completed.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

It is hoped that by studying the psychological and biochemical effects of smoking

cessation in alcoholics, we can gain a better understand of chemical dependency
which, in turn, will lead to more effective treatment methods for both nicotine

and alcohol dependency.

Publications

;
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D (a) Human subjects
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Increased alcohol preference and consumption, depressed mood, and impulsive
aggression are thought to be linked in part through decreased central serotonergic
{5-HT) activity. In agreement with this postulate, certain agents which increase
central serotonergic neurotransmission (5-HT precursors, 5-HT uptake inhibitors, 5-

HT receptor agonists) attenuate ethanol intake, improve memory function in
intoxicated patients, and may improve memory functions in patients with Korsakoff's
psychosis. Recently, a possible pattern of atypical glucose metabolism has emerged
in alcohol abusing, impulsive violent offenders with apparent central serotonergic
dysfunction. In a group of impulsive offenders, hypoglycemia was noted during an
oral glucose tolerance test. The observed hypoglycemia was possibly due to
increased insulin secretion. It is possible that a relative hypoglycemic state or
abnormal insulin levels may contribute to violent, aggressive behavior in violent
offenders with apparently reduced central 5-HT activity; however, this hypothesis
awaits substantially more scientific verification. Although appropriate animal
studies have not been performed which demonstrate a cause and effect relationship
between altered central serotonin activity and abnormal glucose metabolism, there
is overwhelming evidence that appropriate glucose levels are maintained through a

complex feedback system which involves the sympathoadrenalmedullary system through
the glucose mobilizing hormone epinephrine and the endocrine pancreas via insulin

and glucagon secretion.
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

R. Eskay
T. chautard
M. Durcan
M. Linnoila
M. Torda
K. Wozniak

Research Physiologist
visiting Fellow
visiting Associate
scientific Director
visiting Scientist
Visiting Scientist

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

Objectives ;

The objectives of these studies are to demonstrate that if central serotonin-
containing neurons are to be considered a significant central cell type which
either respond directly to energy substrate changes or act as transneural
mediators of such changes, the distribution of central 5-HT cell bodies and their
projections or nerve terminal should be consistent with the purported areas of
the CNS, particularly the ventral hypothalamic region, which historically have
been shown to play a role in the control of feeding behavior and energy
metabolism. Secondly, the central administration of selective serotonergic
agonists and/or antagonists to intact animals or animals with discrete anatomic
lesions or widespread 5-HT neuronal destruction should evoke consistent acute
changes in either insulin which tends to inhibit glucose mobilization from the
liver or glucagon, epinephrine, or norepinephrine, which promote hepatic glucose
output.

Methods Employed ;

In an attempt to understand the possible involvement of central serotonin in the
regulation of peripheral glucose metabolism, a series of studies are underway in
unrestrained, conscious adult male rats containing an indwelling jugular cannula
and a chronic intracerebroventricular cannula for the peripheral and/or central
administration of serotonin agonists/antagonists and to profile the changes in
plasma glucose, insulin and c-peptide. Representative members of the various
serotonin receptor subtype specific agents (5-HT lA, IB, IC, ID; 5-HT 2; 5HT 3)

are being given centrally and/or peripherally and the changes as outlined
previously will be followed.

Major Findings :

The infusion of the prototypic 5-HT lA subtype receptor agonist 8-OH-DPAT, at a
dose which is inactive when administered intravenously, into the lateral
ventricle of the conscious freely moving rats with a jugular cannula in place,
clearly elevated blood glucose, insulin and C-peptide levels. Although there are
no selective 5-HT l/\ antagonists currently available to test the specificity of
this response, certain purported specific antagonists are being evaluated.
Furthermore, representative members of the other 5-HT receptor agonists are being
evaluated. At this time it appears that activation of 5-HT-2 and 5H-T-1D
receptors also effect peripheral glucose metabolism, whereas 5-HT-3 receptors
do not

.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

The continued exploration of the involvement of serotonin in the central
regulation of peripheral glucose metabolism will further our understanding of the
role that central serotonin may play in the etiology and/or continuation of
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alcoholism and certain forms of depression and violent behavior. These studies
in turn may hasten the development of effective therapeutic approaches and agents
to treat these seemingly diverse dysfunctions

.

Proposed Course ;

The approaches and methods, as outlined, will continue with the intent to
establish the CNS anatomic site and or serotonergic pathways and receptor
subtypes which mediate our observations to date.

Pub1ications

:
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SUMMARY OF WORK /Use standard unreduced Type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Consumption of ethanol (Et) alters certain regulatory aspects of the hypothalamic-
pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) . Because the integrity of this system depends on the
coordinated synthesis and secretion of specific regulatory substances at the
hypothalamic [(e.g., corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) ; vasopressin (AVP);
biogenic amines)], pituitary-gland [(e.g., beta endorphin (BE); ACTH) ] and adrenal
gland (e.g., catecholamines; glucocorticoids) level, we have been evaluating the
impact of Et at each level of the HPAA. Activation of the HPAA or hypercortisolism
accompanies both short- and long-term consumption of Et and the Et withdrawal
syndrome. Alcoholics often present with a pseudo-Cushing' s syndrome in which some
17-40% of alcoholics do not respond to the dexamethasone suppression test during
the first week of abstinence. Since a relative state of elevated glucocorticoids
(chronic continuous or chronic intermittent) can lead to neural changes and even
cell death, particularly in the hippocampus, the progressive loss of cognitive
capacity in many alcoholics may indeed be due in part to hypercortisolemia and
subsequent irreversible neural damage in the hippocampus and other areas of the

central nervous system. Furthermore, armed with the concept of the bidirectional
communication between the HPAA and the immune system. We are exploring whether or

not certain immune system-derived cytokines may be ameliorating or accelerating
neural death through endocrine or paracrine actions. Certainly cytokines stimulate
diverse cell types in an attempt to repair cellular damage through intracellular
signal amplification which could in concert with Et and glucocorticoids

overstimulate selected neural populations leading to their demise.
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Proiect Description ;

Investigators ;

R. Eskay
T. Chautard
L. Eiden
E. Mezey
M. Palkovitz
M. Torda

Research Physiologist
Visiting Fellow
Unit Chief
Guest Researcher
visiting Scientist
Visiting Scientist

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCB, NIMH
LCB, NIMH
LCB, NIMH
LCS, NIAAA

Objectives :

The ongoing aims of these studies are: 1) to profile ethanol-induced changes
in the HPAA and immune system with a particular emphasis on the immune system
derived cytokines which alter stress axis function, 2) to understand the
sequence of events in these systems from membrane-receptor to intracellular-
messenger systems to gene activity to physiological responses, 3) to determine
the concentration-dependent and time-dependent effects of ethanol on the various
cellular events as outlined in 1 and 2, and 4) to elucidate the consequences of
ethanol 's indirect effects on the HPAA and immune system, which may be mediated
through elevated glucocorticoids and altered cytokine levels, respectively.

Methods Employed ;

In an attempt to understand the precise mechanism or site of Et ' s activation of
the HPAA, a series of studies were initiated in unrestrained, conscious adult
male rats containing an indwelling jugular cannula for blood saunpling and an
indwelling intragastric cannula for ethanol administration. Animals received
either a single infusion of a moderately high dose of ethanol (3.2gm/kg) or were
continuously (0.5, 1, 3, 7 days) exposed to an ethanol/liquid diet via
intragastric intubation in which blood ethanol levels were maintained between
150-300 mg% and compared to non-ethanol isocaloric control animals.

Major Findings ;

Clearly, single-dose Et challenge of naive rats activates the HPAA, as indicated
by the rapid elevation of plasma ACTH, BE, corticosterone (Cs), and catecholamine
concentrations. Passive immunoneutralization of AVP or removal of the adrenal
medulla prior to Et challenge revealed that neither adrenal medulla-derived
epinephrine nor AVP was a significant regulator or coregulator of corticotrophin
secretions following a moderately high, single-dose administration of Et.

When animals were continuously exposed (.5, 1, 3, 7 days) to Et/ liquid diet via
intragastric intubation in which blood ethanol levels were maintained between
150-300 mg % and compared to non-Et isocaloric control animals, we observed
interesting HPAA changes. In short, plasma levels of Cs remained elevated during
the first 3 days. Consistent with a strong activation of the stress axis by Et,
at least during the first day, paraventricular (PVN) CRH messenger (m) RNA was
dramatically elevated following 24 hrs of Et exposure. It returned to control
levels by 3 days. In contrast to the observed CRH mRNA changes in the PVN, which
is the primary source of CRH-containing cell bodies that project to the median
eminence, CRH mRNA-containing neurons intrinsic to the olfactory bulb, cingulate,
insular and parietal cortex regions demonstrated dramatically elevated CRH mRNA
content only after 7 days of Et exposure. Although the functions of extra-
hypothalamic CRH neurons are not fully understood, this novel finding indicates
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that chronic Et exposure may enhance the functional activity of extra-
neuroendocrine CRH neurons independent of the activation of the traditional
stress axis.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

The continued exploration of the effects of Et on fundamental physiological
systems, such as the stress axis and immune system, should provide additional
understanding of multiple, ethanol-induced pathological perturbations of cellular
events that are associated with alcoholism. This, in turn, will hasten the
development of effective therapeutic agents to treat patients with alcohol-
related dysfunctions.

Proposed Course :

Although activation or disruption of the HPAA axis through Et abuse results in

hypercortisolemia and/or diminished Cortisol rhythms, just how this contributes
to CNS dysfunction is not clear. Since the hippocampus appears to be
particularly sensitive to one of the consequences of Et consumption, namely
elevated glucocorticoids, we will profile the effects of Et exposure on

hippocampal function. Furthermore, the likelihood that cytokines like IL-1 and
TNF participate in normal physiological events such as modulation of the stress

axis, in addition to their known roles in inflammation and host defence are being
explored

.

Publications ;

Eskay KL, chautard T, Torda M, Hwang D. The effects of ethanol on selected
regulatory aspects of the HPAA axis. In: Zakhari S, ed. Alcohol and the

endocrine system. Research Monograph No. 23. Bethesda, MD, 1993; 3-19.

Eskay RL, Hsu CM, Eiden L. lnterleukin-1 alpha and tumor necrosis factor-alpha

differentially regulate enkephalin, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide,
neurotensin and substance P biosynthesis in chromaffin cells. Endocrinology,
1992;130:2252-58.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Three isoforms of the alpha ("catalytic") subunit of Na+, K+-ATPase, derived from
distinct genes, have been identified in the central nervous system by others.
While these findings suggest that brain homeostasis is dependent on multiple
functions of Na+, K+-ATPase, the inability to distinguish the activities of all
three isoforms, in a crude preparation, has precluded a precise examination of this
hypothesis.
As demonstrated by others, we have distinguished two components of ouabain
inhibitable K+ uptake into crude nerve-ending (synaptosome) preparations at

physiological levels of K+ (5 mM) . Specifically, Na, K-ATPase activities which
were sensitive (S; IC50=10-6 M) and relatively insensitive (I; IC50= 10-4 M) to

ouabain could be defined under these conditions. Recently, we have demonstrated
that reduction of K promotes the binding of low concentrations of ouabain and

facilitates the distinction of a third Na, K-ATPase activity which is very

sensitive (VS; IC50 less than 10-7 M) to ouabain.
Differential functions of all three Na, K-ATPase isoform activities have been
defined based on differences in brain region localization and in responses to K+

and neurotransmitters. Under physiological conditions, VS is apparently an

inducible pool of Na, K-ATPase and has been found to be selectively activated by

Noradrenaline {EC50= 10-9 M) and pharmacological ethanol (EC50 = 3.3 mM)

.

Present work involves 1) the further characterization of the function and

regulation of Na, K-ATPase isoform activities, 2) the potential role of Na, K-

ATPase in alcoholism and other behavioral disorders, 3) the identification of the

genetic basis (isozyme) for the activities of VS, S and I and 4) the

characterization of endogenous "ouabain-like" regulators of Na, K-ATPase activity.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

T. Foley
K. Linnoila

IRTA Fellow
Scientific Director

LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA

Objectives ;

To define the heterogeneity of Na*, K*-ATPase in the central nervous system so
that the function and regulation of this enzyme can be examined more precisely
under conditions relevant to the existence and treatment of alcoholism and other
neuropathological disorders.

Methods Employed :

1) Subcellular fractionation of brain tissue.

2) Radioligand tracer studies for the analysis of ^*Rb uptake, 'H-ouabain binding
and ^T) labeling.

3) Innnunoprecipitation.

4) Western blot analysis.

Major Findings;

1) Reduction of K* facilitates the observation of a third Na*, K*-ATPase isoform
7activity in a crude synaptosome preparation which is very sensitive (VS; IC5o< 10'

M) to inhibition by a ouabain.

2) VS can be activated selectively by catecholamines and by pharmacological
concentrations (EC5o= 3.3 mM) of ethanol . VS may represent a reserve pool of Na*,
K*-ATPase activity.

3) Differential sensitivity of the three Na*, K*-ATPase isoforms to ouabain (and,
presumably, an endogenous ouabain-like inhibitor) may be regulated by
intracellular calcium.

4) Pharmacologically active concentrations (0.1-1 mM) of lithium may block
individual and diurnal variations in the binding of ouabain to the S isoform.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

This work demonstrates that all three na*, K*-ATPase activities in the central
nervous system can be studied simultaneously in crude brain preparation which
approximates the in situ environment. This has allowed for the identification
of the ethanol inducible Na*, K*-ATPase isoform. The unfolding specificity and
sensitivity of these responses implicates Na'^, K*-ATPase in alcohol-related
disorders and bipolar psychosis, respectively. The importance of obtaining a
precise understanding of the basic mechanisms underlying these pathological
states is evident.

Proposed course ;

The regulation of Na*, K^-ATPase isoforms in the central nervous system and the
nature of the interactions with ethanol and lithium will continue to be
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characterized. Ouabain-dependent phosphorylation coupled to immunoprecipitation
with antibodies to various Na"^, K'''-ATPase alpha subunits will be employed to

identify the genetic basis for vs, S and I. The use of specific neuronal
populations and/or transfected cell lines may be used as a more controlled
environment for the study and manipulation of isozymes of interest.

Publications ;

Foley TD, Linnoila M. Identification of a third isoform of Na"^, K*-ATPase

activity in rat brain synaptosomes, Life Sci 1993;52:273-78.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

During the past year, our research has included studies of: (1) Etiological
mechanisms underlying individual differences in alcohol consumption including the
effects of age, alcohol exposure, setting, sex, and paternal genetic contributions;
(2) The effect of early experience on the development of the nervous system and on
the acquisition of social competence and aggressive behaviors; (3) The relationship
between serotonin (5HT) and aggression in laboratory and free-ranging rhesus
macaques. To obtain a subject pool of aggressive rhesus macaques, we continued to
investigate free-ranging adolescent males drawn from a subject pool of 4500 free-
ranging rhesus macaques; (4) Developmental patterns of rhesus macaques selectively
bred for extremes in CSF 5-HIAA. A major part of the past year has involved the
continued investigation of the infants (now in their late childhood) that were
selectively bred for extremes in CSF 5-HIAA concentration. Both parents and the
infants have been carefully assessed to investigate parental genetic contributions
to excessive aggression and alcohol consumption; (5) Continued use of the PET scan

paradigm developed over the past two years to assess neurobiological differences in

aggression in intact subjects.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

J. Higley Senior staff Fellow
L. Akhtar Chemist
D. Goldman Chief
A. Lilly IRTA Fellow
M. Linnoila Scientific Director
D. Nielsen Senior Staff Fellow
S. Shoaf Senior staff Fellow
M. Champoux Staff Fellow
T. King Technician
J. Newman Section chief
S. Suomi Chief
D. Doudet Staff Fellow
M. Heyes Visiting Scientist
A. Dodson Vet Technician
P. Mehlman Facility Scientist
D. Taub Facility Scientist
R. Poland Professor
M. Raleigh Professor

Obiectives:

LCS, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCE, NICHD
LCE, NICHD
LCE, NICHD
LCE, NICHD
LCM, NIMH
LCS, NIMH
AC , Ebon
LABS
LABS
UCLA
UCLA

This project is concerned with the development of primate models investigating
excessive alcohol consumption, anxiety, and excessive aggression. Principal
research centers on the effect of developmental experience and genetic influences
on alcohol consumption, anxiety, and aggression. This research is performed by
tracing developmental pathways in nonhuman primates exhibiting temperamental
differences, assessing the effect of early rearing, genetic background, and
stability of interindividual differences in behavioral styles and central nervous
system function. Behavioral, hormonal, and neurotransmitter measurements, genetic
probes, and psychopharmacological manipulations are its major tools.

Methods Employed ;

Rhesus monkeys are studied longitudinally from birth through adulthood either in
naturalistic settings or in well-controlled laboratory settings to assess their
potential for excessive alcohol consumption, anxiety, and aggression. Those
reared in the laboratory are selectively bred for excessive alcohol consumption
or diminished CSF 5-HIAA concentration. They are then reared either as a control
group in a setting approximating normative rhesus monkey social organization or
in anxiety producing peer-only groups. As young adults, they are provided access
to ethanol . Rates of alcohol consumption are linked to psychobiological
variables and carefully controlled genetic and rearing backgrounds. In both
feral and laboratory environments, as the young nonhuman primate develops, its
behaviors are systematically sampled across major developmental phases.
Differences in anxiety, aggression, social competence, and alcohol consumption
are linked to individual differences in CNS functioning using measurements of
hypothalamic-adrenal-pituitary activity and neurotransmitter system activity as
assessed via CSF monozunine concentrations, and positron emission tomography
(PET) . Parents are studied to assess correlations between parental and offspring
behaviors. Because infants are reared either with or without parental exposure,
genetic and environmental contributions can be assessed and understood.
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Major Findings ;

1) Etiological mechanisms underlying individual differences in alcohol
consumption in rhesus monkeys, with an emphasis on paternal genetic
contributions

.

In previous studies of rhesus monkeys, we found that early experiences influence
later alcohol consumption in young adults, with rearing conditions such as peer-
rearing which increase anxiety and fearfulness producing excessive alcohol
consumption. However, independent of rearing there are widespread inter-
individual differences, and we hypothesized that these individual differences
were at least, in part, genetically mediated. During the past year we have
increased our sample size to a sufficient number that we can now perform
traditional statistical analyses of paternal genetic contributions to offspring
alcohol consumption by the fathers of the infants. In addition, other variables
affecting alcohol consumption rates such as rearing background, alcohol exposure
setting, sex differences, and age have been tested. As with humans, analysis of
these variables show that young adult nonhuman primates consume more alcohol than
aged nonhuman primates, and male primates consumed more alcohol per kilogram body
weight than female nonhuman primates. In addition, the social setting in which
alcohol is dispensed plays a major role in the rate of alcohol consumption, with
nonhuman primates living in large social groups drinking less than monkeys living
in pairs, and subjects living in both social settings drinking less than monkeys
living in cages. This appears to be at least in part due to the stress provoking
experience of single cage living, as monkeys taken from their social groups and
placed in single cages increase their rate of consumption relative to their
social group consumption pattern. Last year we reported that individuals removed
from their biological mothers at birth and reared by unrelated adult females
showed increased CSF MHGP, 5-HIAA, and plasma Cortisol, suggesting possible
effects on development from temperamental mismatches between mother and
offspring. Interestingly, as young adults, these same subjects that were adopted
in infancy, show increased alcohol consumption, with rates similar to those
exhibited by peer-reared monkeys.

2) The effect of early experience on the development of social competence and the
nervous system.

We continued to longitudinally assess nonhuman primates reared under different
conditions . Comparisons between the peer- and mother-reared nonhuman primates
indicate the importance of early experience on the developing primate nervous
system. Paralleling the negative relationship between aggression and serotonin,
data analyzed this year indicate that under conditions of chronic stress, peer-
reared monkeys, who are more likely to be removed from their social group for
excessive aggression, exhibit lower CSF concentrations of the major serotonin
metabolite 5-HIAA. In addition, as young adults, the peer-reared monkeys show
diminished plasma and CSF concentrations of quinolinic acid relative to mother-
reared subjects. Female rhesus monkeys exhibited significantly lower kynurenic
acid and nearly significant lower concentrations of plasma quinolinic acid than
their similarly-reared male counterparts. Analyses of the cholesterol
concentrations of the peer- and mother-reared subjects indicate no difference at

birth, but by 15 days of age, the peer-reared subjects exhibited lower total
cholesterol and LDL cholesterol. Similar differences were present at 30-days of

age.

Continued study of these peer-reared subject indicate that there are behavioral
difference which parallel the central nervous system deficits. During their
second year of life after the mother-reared subjects are removed from their
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mothers and placed with the peer-reared subjects, the peer-reared subjects show
evidence of diminished social competence, exhibiting decreased social dominance
status, and spending less time in complex social play. When their social status
was challenged, the peer-reared subjects were more likely to withdraw from the
social challenge and mother-reared subjects were more likely to defend their
social status, whereas the juvenile mother-reared monkeys were likely to exhibit
adult-like social behaviors, the juvenile peer-reared subject were more likely
to engage in infant-like vocalizations and ventral clinging with each other. To
investigate the potential mechanisms producing the peer-reared behavioral and CNS
deficits, we designed a nonhuman primate test to measure the security of early
attachment relationships. The paradigm we used to test nonhuman primate
attachment relations is based on a widely used 5 episode procedure design by Mary
Ainsworth to measure mother-infant attachment in human children. During this
test paradigm, when they were compared to the mother-reared subjects, the peer-
reared subjects exhibited significantly more nonsecure attachment behaviors such
as distress cries, close proximity to their attachment source, and diminished
exploration of their environment. This indicates that the deficits in social
behavior and emotional regulation seen in the peer-reared subjects may be at
least in part a result of dysfunctional early attachment relationships.

3) The relationship between serotonin and social behavior in laboratory and
feral-living nonhuman primates.

A second series of studies investigated the role of serotonin in social behavior.
A number of human and animal studies have shown an association between decreased
5-HIAA and increased aggression, and increased norepinephrine and timidity, our
findings reported the last two years showed similar parallels in rhesus monkeys.
Thus this year, our extensive investigation of ferally living rhesus monkeys
living on an island in South Carolina continued. Because highly aggressive
monkeys are difficult to maintain in the laboratory, they are seldom encountered.
This scarcity of aggressive laboratory dwelling nonhuman primates has made the
Morgan Island project crucial to identify highly aggressive and submissive
monkeys from which we could obtain CSF and blood plasma Seunples . To assess
behavioral differences, the Morgan Island subjects from which we obtained CSF
samples were radio collared and marked for easy identification.

Earlier studies by Dr. G.L. Brown demonstrated that human males with diminished
CSF 5-HIAA described themselves as loners and exhibited inappropriate aggression.
Paralleling Dr. Brown's findings in human adult males, we found increased
aggression and diminished CSF 5-HIAA in the feral-living subjects. These same
subjects also spent less time in close proximity and social interactions and more
time alone than subjects with higher CSF 5-HIAA. In a recent publication by Dr.
Linnoila and Dr. Russel Poland of UCLA, they found that rates of aggression were
positively correlated with CSF testosterone concentrations. In collaboration
with Dr. Poland, we measured testosterone concentrations in the CSF of these
aggressive subjects. Paralleling Dr. Linnoila's findings in human males, CSF
testosterone concentrations obtained from these subjects in the fall, spring, and
early summer were positively correlated with overall rates of aggression from the
previous summer. To date all of our studies of feral-reared rhesus macaques have
been on males. A major initiative for next year will be an investigation of 48
females that have been removed from the island.

4) Developmental patterns and predictors of rhesus monkeys selectively bred for
extremes in CSF 5-HIAA.

On the basis of our findings showing genetic contributions to excessive alcohol
consumption and interindividual differences in CSF 5-HIAA, a major initiative
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during the past year involved continued selective breeding of nonhuman primates
for extremes in alcohol consumption and CSF 5-HIAA concentration. To date 52
infants have been born from this initiative. In collaboration with Dr. Champoux,
infants born to these parents have been removed from their mothers at birth and
placed in the neonatal nursery to carefully control their rearing and to remove
parental environmental influences. Parents have been carefully assessed to
investigate potential parental genetic contributions to excessive aggression and
alcohol consumption. The parents were assessed before and during pregnancy for
levels of aggression and concentrations of CSF monoamines and plasma hormone
concentrations. The infants were assessed using a battery of variables including
neonatal temperament ratings, sleep and state measures, monthly CSF monoamine and
plasma hormone samples, heart rate, distress vocal call changes, and systematic
samples of social behavioral. Some findings have begun to emerge from these
investigations. In the neonatal nursery, subjects selectively bred for
diminished CSF 5-HIAA were more likely to bite the investigator, exhibit
irritable and fearful temperaments, exhibit less mature sleep patterns, and
limited orientation to interesting stimuli. This condition was particularly
present in a strain of rhesus macaques that exhibit extremely low CSF 5-HIAA
concentrations. Once during each of the third, fourth, and fifth months, these
subjects are separated from their attachment source for one hour to
systematically obtain vocalization and heart rate recordings . Data obtained from
a subset of these 52 subjects indicate a positive correlation between rates of
distress screams and heart rate, and a negative correlation between coos and
heartrate. Five of these selectively bred infants have died during the first or
second year of life from hydrocephalus, a rarely occurring condition (less than
1/1000 in the general population) . We were unable to assess the underlying cause
in the first three subjects, however, pathology reports of the last two infants
indicate that the condition is congenital, suggesting the potential of a nonhuman
primate model of naturally occurring hydrocephalus.

5) Genetic differences in the serotonin system using molecular genetics
techniques

.

In collaboration with Dr. Goldman's laboratory, studies were continued to assess
etiological mechanisms producing genetic differences in CSF 5-HIAA. Under the
direction of Dr. Nielsen, continued investigation of the differences in the
tryptophan hydroxylase gene was assessed in rhesus macaques possessing higher or
lower than average CSF 5-HlAA. Dr. Nielsen found a unique polymorphism in the
region of the gene coding for tryptophan hydroxylase. investigations of
polymorphisms in the SHT^a gene indicated unique polymorphisms exist in some of

the macaque subjects. Subsequent investigations are underway to link CSF and
behavioral differences to these polymorphisms

.

6) Continued investigations using a PET scan to assess neurobiological
differences in aggression in intact nonhuman primates.

In collaboration with Dr. Doudet, PET scans on aggressive and nonaggressive
rhesus male monkeys were continued. To complete our assessment of serotonin and

aggression in male macaques differing in their rates of aggression and in CSF 5-

HIAA, baseline PET scans were performed on two additional rhesus monkeys. The

two monkeys rated as low in aggression, also exhibiting increased CSF 5-HIAA, had

higher rates of deoxyglucose uptake in their medial-frontal cortex and in the

caudate areas of the brain the four monkeys rated as high in aggression.

Continued assessment of aggressive primates using PET scans is planned as a major
initiative over the next year.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

our discovery of a primate model of excessive alcohol consumption allows the
development of etiological models and specific treatments of human alcoholism.
He have begun to test specific hypotheses concerning the etiology of human
alcoholism and its treatment. In terms of biological links to aggression, given
the problems in the studying aggression in humans, nonhuman primates are ideal
candidates to test the correlation between serotonin and aggression and to
provide treatments for low serotonin mediated aggression. In addition, as this
nonhuman primate model is adopted by others, researchers will be able carefully
control rearing histories, data collection, and test psychobiological mechanisms
in a manner that is impossible in humans.

Publications :

Higley JD, Suomi SJ, Linnoila M. A longitudinal study of CSF monoamine
metabolite and plasma Cortisol concentrations in young rhesus monkeys: Effects
of early experience, age, sex and stress on continuity of interindividual
differences, Biol Psychiatry 1992;32:127-145.

Higley JD, Hopkins WD, Thompson WW, Byrne EA, Hirsch RM, Suomi SJ. Peers as
primary attachment sources in yearling rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), Dev
Psychol 1993;28:1163-1171.

Higley JD, Thompson WT, Champoux H, Goldman D, Hasert MF, Kraemer GW, Suomi SJ,
Linnoila M. Paternal and maternal genetic and environmental contributions to CSF
monoamine metabolite concentrations in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Arch Gen
Psychiatry 1993;50:615-623.

Higley JD, Suomi SJ, Linnoila M. Developing social competence: Experiential and
Genetic contributions to the expression and inhibition of aggression in primates.
In: Ammerman RT, ed. Handbook of aggressive and destructive behavior in
psychiatric patients. New York: Plenum Press, in press.

Higley JD, Suomi SJ. Reactivity and social competence affect individual
differences to severe stress in children: Investigations using nonhuman
primates. In: Pfeffer CR, ed. Intense Stress and mental disturbance in
children. Washington DC: American Psychiatric Press, Inc., in press.

Mehlman PT, Higley JD, Faucher I, Lilly AA, Taub DM, Suomi S, Linnoila M. CSF
5-Hydroxyindoleacetic acid concentrations are related to aggression and impulse
control in free-ranging nonhuman primates (Macaca mulatta), in press.

Suomi SJ, Rasmussen KL, Higley JD. Primate models of behavioral and
physiological change in adolescence. In: McNarney ER, Kreipe RE, orr DP,
Comerci GD, eds . Textbook of adolescent medicine. Philadelphia: WB Saunders,
1992;135-140.
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NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00238-11 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less. Title must fit ort or>e line between the borders.)

CSF Neuropeptides in Alcohol Withdrawal and Brain Disease
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR IList other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator. I IName, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: M. Linnoila Scientific Director NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS lif any)

VA Medical Center, Washington, D.C. (J. Hawley) ; Department of Psychiatry, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA (C. Nemeroff); Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC,
(G. Bissette).
LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Neurochemistry and Neuroendocrinology
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS: PROFESSIONAL:

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

D (a) Human subjects

D (al) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human tissues H (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Severity of withdrawal symptoms from alcohol was quantified in alcoholics admitted
to the Neurology Ward of the Washington, DC VA Hospital. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

samples were repeatedly obtained early during withdrawal after all symptoms had
subsided. Concentrations of the monoamine neurotransmitter norepinephrine and its

major metabolite MHPG were measured at NIH. Significant positive correlations were
observed between indices of elevated norepinephrine turnover and several signs of

alcohol withdrawal. We are currently measuring peptides known to be released in

synapses simultaneously with norepinephrine. We are have completed our sample
collection and are analyzing the data.

This project has been terminated because Dr. James Hawley has left the Washington
V.A. Medical Center. A manuscript is in preparation.
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NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00258-09 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT 180 chaiactem or less. Title must fit on one line between the borders.)

Violent Behavior, Neurotransmitters, Glucose Metabolism and Alcohol Abuse
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) ff^me, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: M. Linnoila Scientific Director NIAAA

Other: D. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS Of any)

Department of Psychiatry, University of Helsinki (M. Virkkunen)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Neurochemistry and Neuroendocrinology
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

0.4

PROFESSIONAL:

0.2 0.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ESI

Ki (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

We have investigated neurotransmitter metabolites and glucose metabolism in
incarcerated violent offenders, arsonists and healthy volunteers. We have found
that low cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA)
concentrations and hypoglycemia during oral glucose tolerance tests are associated
with each other and impulsive violent acts and fire setting. In a follow-up study,

we found that a low blood glucose nadir and low CSF 5HIAA concentration were
powerful predictors of recidivism among impulsive violent offenders and fire
setters. We are currently collecting lymphocytes for molecular genetic studies

from violent offenders, their family members and appropriate controls.
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Project Description :

Investiqatora :

H. Linnoila
D. Goldman
M. Virkkunen

Scientific Director
Chief
Senior Lecturer

NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
Univ. of Helsinki,
Finland

Obiectivea :

To investigate psychobiological and genetic variables associated with impulsive
and violent behaviors as well as alcohol abuse in humans.

Methods Employed :

Cerebrospinal fluid neurotransmitters and neurotransmitter metabolites have been
quantified in samples obtained from violent offenders, arsonists and healthy
volunteers. The subjects have been administered oral glucose tolerance tests and
MMPI's, and they have undergone careful forensic psychiatric examinations. A
follow-up study on recidivism has been completed using the criminal register of

Finland to detect repeat crimes. Lymphocytes are currently being collected from
violent offenders and their families to be used for genetic linkage studies.

Major Findings :

Compared to healthy volunteers, violent offenders have low cerebrospinal fluid
5HIAA and 3-methoxy-4-hydrophenyl glycol concentrations. Eleven of twenty
arsonists became hypoglycemic. Psychobiological variables classified correctly
84% of subjects into the recidivist and nonrecidivist categories.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

Alcohol abuse is associated with large proportion of violent offenses and arsons.
It has also been associated with low cerebrospinal 5HIAA concentration. We have
demonstrated clear associations between low cerebrospinal fluid 5HIAA
concentration, alcohol abuse and violent behavior. Furthermore, we have found
in arsonists, associations between low glucose metabolism and alcohol abuse.
These findings, if replicated by others, can form a rational basis for treatment
interventions in these heretofore dif f icult-to-treat individuals.

Proposed Course :

We are collecting lymphocytes in a new sample of subjects to relate the described
findings to possible Y-chromosome and serotoninergic gene abnormalities. We are
enlarging our sample to blood relatives of the index individuals and appropriate
controls to investigate the heredity of these conditions. We have underway a

study on circadian rhythms in violent offenders because of their frequent
complaint of insomnia.
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Publications ;

Virkkunen M, Kallio E, Rawlings R, Tokola R, Poland R, Guidotti A, Nemeroff C,
Bissette G, Kalogeras K, Karonen S, Linnoila M. Personality profiles and state
aggressiveness in Finnish violent offenders, impulsive fire setters, and healthy
volunteers. Arch Gen Psychiatry, in press.

Virkkunen M, Rawlings R, Tokola R, Poland R, Guidotti A, Nemeroff C, Bissette G,
Kalogeras K, Karonen S, Linnoila M. CSF biochemistries, glucose metabolism, and
diurnal activity rhythms in violent offenders, impulsive fire setters, and
healthy volunteers. Arch Gen Psychiatry, in press.
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NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT
PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00070-02 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less. Title must fit on one line between the borders)

The Neuronal Circuitry Involved in Regulation of the Serotonergic system
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Pnncipal Investigator.) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: K. Wozniak Visiting Scientist LCS, NIAAA
Others

:

M. Linnoila scientific Director NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

Biological Psychiatry Branch, NIMH (A. Pert)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical studies
SECTION

Section of Neurochemistry and Neuroendocrinology
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS; PROFESSIONAL:

.6

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

n(a) Human
n(a1) Minors

D(a2) Interviews

n(b) Human tissues (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

This project has been terminated because Dr. Krystyna Wozniak has become Assistant

Professor of Pharmacology at Bovman Grey school of Medicine in Winston Salem, North

Carolina. A manuscript is in preparation.
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NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00289-03 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or /ess. Title must fit on one line between the borders.)

The Effects of Ethanol on Central Dopaminergic Function
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Ust other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.] (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation}

PI: K. Wozniak Visiting Scientist LCS, NIAAA
Others:

M. Linnoila Scientific Director NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS lit anyl

Biological Psychiatry Branch, NIMH (A. Pert, )

.

LftB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Neurochemistry and Neuroendocrinology
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS;

.2

PROFESSIONAL;

.2

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES|

n (a) Human subjects

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human tissues (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF V\^ORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.}

This project has been terminated because Dr. Krystyna Wozniak has become Associate
Professor of Pharmacology at Bowman Grey School of Medicine in Winston Salem, North
Carolina.
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NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00233-11 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT (SO characters or less. Title must fit <

Family Studies of Alcoholism
f line between the bonders.)

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR IList other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator. I (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: G. Brown Section Chief LCS, NIAAA

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
T.CS, NTAAA

Others: I. Culver Psychologist
L. Doty Social Worker
S. Goodson Senior Staff Fellow
C. Jones Psychology Technician
V. Moore Social Worker
M. TriiriTio Sorial MnrVpr

COOPERATING UNITS lif any)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies

Section of Clinical Assessment and Biological Correlates
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

7

PROFESSIONAL:

5.5 1.5
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

iXl (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues D (c) Neither

B (a1) Minors
E (a2) Interview/s

SUMMARY OF WORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

The Section of Clinical Assessment and Biological Correlates has two major
functions (1) to recruit and assess alcoholics, controls and their families, for
various investigators within the Laboratory of Clinical Studies; and (2) to conduct
psychosocial and psychobiological studies of alcoholic families and their
individual members. The Section staff continues to focus on coding and entering
into a computer database the data collected since the inception of the Laboratory
Section has developed new methodology for computerized administration of the SCID I

& II and the DICA (C/A & P) . A double blind-rating system was also established. A
series of correlational studies comparing suicidal versus non-suicidal alcoholics
on clinical, psychosocial and family variables has been carried out. In addition,
the Section has collected data on the adult offspring of alcoholics and non-

alcoholics, black and white, respectively; pilot efforts for a follow-up of matched
black and white former patients of our inpatient unit has begun. Studies utilizing
the database focusing on alcoholism in women hav also been initiated. Also, the

section does diagnostic assessments on American Indians and Finns. Section staff

has also been collaborating with the Laboratory of Neurogenetics in identifying and

phenotyping several pedigrees for linkage analysis. Clinical expertise in the

psychiatric assessment of children is critical for studies now completed and

ongoing; specific studies on conduct disorders in children, utilizing the

computerized DICA, have assessed frequency and condordance differences in symptoms

reported by child and parent on the same child subsect.
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

G

.

Brovm
I

.

Culver
L. Doty
s. Goodson
c. Jones
V

.

Moore
M. Trunzo

Section Chief
Psychologist
Social Worker
Senior staff Fellow
Psychology Technician
Social Worker
Social Worker

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

Objectives ;

To accumulate and evaluate clinical and genetic data through comparative studies
of alcoholic and normal control patients and their respective family members
including children. To investigate the role of genetic and environmental
influences through: (1) studies of multigenerational families, family process,
and family systems, and their relation to the maintenance of abusive and
addictive drinking behavior; (2) phenomenological studies of subgroups of
alcoholics (women and blacks); (3) comparisons between different alcoholic
populations (i.e., those who attempt suicide vs. those who do not; those who
become violent associated with alcohol vs. those who do not); (4) longitudinal
studies of children at risk, focusing on predictive factors and early detection,
as well as the study of children with disruptive behavior disorders; and (5)
systematic studies of outcome.

Methods Employed :

Assessment and data collection methodology includes use of the following: SADA-L,
SCID, SCID II, DICA-C/A, DICA-PRDC-F, MMPI, Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test,
and Races-Ill (Olsen), as well as other instruments which will enable us to
quantify psychosocial and psychobiological characteristics. Expertise has been
developed with software for computer-assisted interviews for the SCID I 4 II and
the DICA-C/A & DICA-P of the above clinical diagnostic assessments.

Major Findings :

Previous work has included studies of Type I and Type II alcoholics, comorbidity
of alcoholism and major depressive disorders and suicidal behavior, and
correlations studies with cerebrospinal fluid metabolites. Current work in
progress includes childhood psychiatric assessment, EEG variables and personality
traits and Axis II diagnoses in adults. Populations now having studied include
american Indians and Finns. We are also studying and have presented early
findings related to alcoholism and women, viz. early vs. late onset of
alcoholism. Early pilot attempts to match black and white former inpatients has
demonstrated the difficulty of locating and securing the cooperation of patients
who have not been seen for several years. Many investigators in the NIAAA
intramural program who make use of clinical variables obtained directly by
interview or self-administered clinical or behavioral instruments are
collaborators with this Section. Most of the publications in which we
participate are reported by other laboratories and sections within the NIAAA
intramural program. All data are now preliminary. Our own efforts in assessing
clinical characteristics of the offspring of alcoholics and the use of computer-
assisted diagnostic interviews of children and adults are the subject of
presentations

.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

By using our extensive demographic and clinical data base, we hope to expand our
ability to classify alcoholics into meaningful subgroups. Such classification
will hopefully allow us to develop hypotheses related to the etiology and
pathophysiology of alcoholism as well as more specific and efficacious treatment
approaches. Further, careful clinical assessments are critical for studying
relationships of behaviors /emotions to biological variables. Relating clinical
concerns to basic biological science is one of the major foci of NIAAA-

Publications ;

Brown G, Albaugh B, Robins R, Goodson S, Trunzo M, Wynne D, Goldman D.

alcoholism and substance abuse among selected Southern Cheyenne Indians,
Culture, Medicine & Psychiatry, 1993:16;531-542.
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NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00257-09 LCS

PERIOD COVERED
October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less. Title must fit on one line between the
Neuroendocrine Studies in Offspring of Familial Alcoholics
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personne/ below the Principal Investigator.) {Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiriationj

PI: G. Brown Section Chief LCS, NIAAA

Others; S. Goodson
M. Linnoila

Senior Staff Fellow
Scientific Director

LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS lif any)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Clinical Assessment & Biological Correlates
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

0.5

PROFESSIONAL:

0.25 0.25
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

Kl (a) Human
K] (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human D (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK {Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Responses of thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) to thyrotropin releasing hormone
(TRH) have been studied in the offspring of familial alcoholics and age, sex, and
past alcohol exposure matched control children. Sons but not daughters of familial
alcoholics were found to have exacerbated TSH responses to TRH infusions.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

G . Brovm
s . Goodson
M. Linnoila

Section Chief
Senior staff Fellow
Scientific Director

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA

Obiectives ;

We are investigating the persistently blunted TSH response to TRH infusions in
long-term abstinent alcoholics, described by Larsen and Prange, as a possible
genetic marker for vulnerability to alcoholism.

Methods Employed :

In the preliminary study, 15 sons and 15 daughters of familial alcoholics and 30
matched control children received i.v. infusions of TRH while at bed rest in our
outpatient clinic. Triiodothyronine, thyroxine, and TSH concentrations were
quantified. The sample has been expanded to 77 subjects at the present time.
We are aiming at a sample of 120 subjects to provide a definitive finding. This
sample size was deemed necessary by statistical power calculations.

Major Findings ;

sons, but not daughters, of familial alcoholics had markedly higher TSH responses
to TRH than their matched controls. No differences were found in prolactin
growth hormone and T3 responses between the children at risk for becoming
alcoholics and controls.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the institute ;

This is potentially the first male-limited neuroendocrine abnormality described
in children of feunilial alcoholics. If confirmed in further studies, an
exacerbated TSH response to TRH infusions may become useful for identifying
individuals at a high risk of becoming alcoholics. Furthermore, the finding may
be indicative of a primary serotonergic deficit in boys at high risk of becoming
alcoholics

.

Proposed Course ;

Through a new group of children is potentially available, medical staff has not
been available this year for completion of project. The problem of lack of staff
continues

.

Publications

:
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SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00276-05 LCS

PERIOD COVERED
October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less. Title must fit on one line between the
Psychobiology of Aggression and Suicide in Adults and Children
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) INanrte, title, laboratory, and institute affiliationj

PI: G. Brown Section Chief LCS, NIAAA

Others: S. Goodson
M. Linnoila

Senior Staff Fellow
Scientific Director

LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if anyl

Laboratory of Developmental Psychology, NIMH

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Clinical Assessment S Biological Correlates
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

3.0

PROFESSIONAL:

2.0 1.0
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXIESI

Kl (a) Human
K3 (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human D (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Studies that relate human aggression (including Disruptive Behavior Disorders in

children) and suicide to various behavioral and biological factors have been
ongoing. The most significant finding is a trivariate relationship among history
of aggressive behavior, history of suicidal behavior, and low cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA). The data indicate that certain
aggressive, impulsive, and depressive characteristics in childhood are inversely
related to CSF 5HIAA measured during late adolescence; family instability
(particularly alcoholism in a parent) during childhood is also associated with an

increased likelihood of aggressive and suicidal behavior in adolescence. Offspring
of parents with major affective disorders are more likely to manifest suicidal
behavior as adolescents than offspring of control parents. These data, along with
the work of other investigators studying aggressive and depressive behavior in

childhood, indicate the possibility of traits associated with disordered serotonin
metabolism; further, the consistent relationship between lower CSF 5HIAA and

suicidal behaviors and aggressive behaviors, may indicate that some suicidal

behaviors are a self-destructive manifestation of a more basic destructive
(aggressive/ impulsive) trait. A new focus has included the study of early onset

substance abusers, both male and female with anti-social characteristics; these

studies have now included American Indians and Finns.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

G . Brown
s. Goodson
M. Linnoila

Section chief
Senior staff Fellow
Scientific Director

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA

Objectives ;

The objective is to gain new knowledge of the central nervous system (CNS) of
children, adolescents, and adults with reference to maturational changes and
neuropsychiatric disorders as they relate to aggression and suicide.
Alterations in neurotransmitter metabolism have been proposed for children and
adolescents who have psychiatric diagnoses within the DSM-III-R Disruptive
Behavior Disorder (DBD) group, viz. DMS-III-R diagnoses: Attention Deficit
Disorder [ADD]; Conduct Disorder [CD]; and Oppositional Defiant Disorder [ODD].
Searching for interrelationships between neurochemical functioning and repeated
behavioral patterns including substance abuse may be as important as searching
for biochemical traits related to traditional diagnoses. Direct human data can
be valuable in assessing differences and similarities between humans and animals.
Data now relate CNS function to some behaviors associated with trait disorders;
i.e., aggressive-impulsive, obsessive-compulsive and substance abuse.
Aggressive/impulsive characteristics have been linked to a genetic predeterminant
of suicidal behavior independent of psychiatric diagnosis. Animal data strongly
suggest relationships between aggressive behavior and neurotransmitters,
particularly (5HT). A purpose of this ongoing interest is to extend studies of
CNS amines into larger and more diverse groups.

Methods Employed ;

In- and outpatient progr2uns have involved children and adults (including American
Indians and Finns), offspring of normal parents and parents with a history of
affective disorder have been studied; offspring of parents with a history of
alcoholism are being studied. Children have been evaluated medically,
psychiatrically, and psychometrically . Details can be found in NIMH protocols
#85-M-115 and #79-M-123. Previous NIMH-NNMC studies have been described (ZOl MH
00092-11 BP) . Among individuals incarcerated for murder on whom baseline
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is available, psychological responses to the glucose
tolerance test will be assessed by the Thematic Apperception Test; measures of
Y-chromosomal material are being studied (Linnoila et al.). These studies have
been extended to children and families including the assessment of the genetic
regulation of tryptophan hydroxylase, a rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of
5HT. Collaboration with PET studies in aggressive adults are ongoing (Andreason
et al.)Further, areas of behavioral disturbance thought to be associated with 5-
HT dysfunction in children and adolescents are being assessed, e.g. aggressive/
impulsive behavior, sleep disturbance, suicidality, and substance abuse.
Computer-assisted diagnostic interviews of children has been employed as an
innovative way of assessing DBD. SCID-II diagnoses are now being determined.

Major Findings ;

A negative correlation exists between CSF 5-HIAA and childhood problems
associated with ADD/CD, aggression, depression and headaches. Lower CSF 5-HIAA
has now been found in DBD vs. OCD children. In late adolescents those with
higher scores for aggressive/impulsive behaviors had greater mean scores on items
related to family instability, lower levels of CSF and a greater incidence of
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suicide attempts compared to those with lower scores for aggressive/impulsive
behavior. Disturbed family history per se was not related to levels of CSF 5-
HIAA, possibly indicating various kinds of disturbed personality and behavior not
of an aggressive and/or suicidal nature, which may not be associated with lower
CSF 5HIAA. These findings support an inverse relationship between
aggressive/impulsive behavior or behavior thought to indicate dyscontrol and
disinhibition as trait characteristics and CSF 5-HIAA. Further, evidence seems
to support impulsive/aggressive behavior being more clearly related to 5-HT than
a history of suicide attempts; suicidal behavior may be a form of aggressive
behavior. Psychopathology in parents, particularly major affective disorder is
associated with an increase in suicidal behavior in adolescent offspring vs. the
offspring of control parents. There are indications that serotonergic traits,
as described above, are more prevalent in the offspring of psychiatrically
disturbed parents . studies in American Indians indicate a high frequency of
severe alcoholism and substance abuse with an early onset, particularly in males.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

CNS functioning has been somewhat less studied in some major groups of
psychiatric patients; viz., personality disorders, alcoholics, and borderlines
vs. affective and schizophrenic disorders, studies of animal models, ADD/CD, and
prisoners suggest a relationship between central neurotransmitter systems and
aggressive behavior. These studies may contribute to identification of risk
factors for anti-social, suicidal behaviors and substance abuse behaviors and the
possible alteration of those behaviors through neuropharmacological
interventions; these studies may also lead to a further understanding of
molecular genetics contribution to the regulation of 5-HT.

Proposed Course ;

Preparation for NIMH-NNMC collaborative project began in January 1973. Though
active data collection of the original NIMH-NNMC project is not now in process,
this collaboration continues to be of mutual benefit to NIMH, NIAAA and NNMC.
Collaboration continues also with NIMH (LDP) : the project is proposed for three
more years.

Publications ;

Brown GL, Goodson SG, Linnoila M. Dopamine, serotonin and alcoholism, Duphar,
in press.

Brown GL. [Commentary]. In: Pohorecky LA and Brick J, eds. Symposium on alcohol
and aggression. Suppl, J Alcohol studies, in press.
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Black and White Offspring of Alcoholic vs Nonalcoholic Parents
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: V. Moore Social Worker LCS, NIAAA
Others: G. Brown Section Chief LCS, NIAAA

I. Culver Psychologist LCS, NIAAA
M. Linnoila Scientific Director NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Clinical Assessment and Biological Correlates
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

.30

PROFESSIONAL:

.25 .05

CHECK APPROPRIATE B0X(ES1

Kl (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues

n (al) Minors
B (a2) Interviews

D (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

This Study compares Black and White adult offspring from middle class families with

parental alcoholism (SADS-L) (ACOA - adult children of alcoholics) and without
parental alcoholism (ACONA - adult children of non-alcoholics ) with age, sex, and

race similar controls. Findings include a greater frequency of alcoholism in ACOA

when compared with ACONA. Males are at higher risk for alcoholism whether ACOA or

ACONA. No racial differences are apparent. Sex of alcoholic patient appears not

to be predicative for offspring. Negative family history for both first degree and

second degree relatives is most closely associated with no alcoholism or other

psychiatric disorder in index offspring.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

V. Moore
G

.

Brown
I. Culver
M. Linnoila

Social Worker
Section Chief
Psychologist
Scientific Director

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
NIAAA

Objectives ;

Though some studies of the offspring of alcoholics have been published, none have
controlled or differentiated age, sex, and racial (black/white) variables in the
same way as this study. Particularly of interest are differences in psychiatric
diagnoses, personality characteristics and manifestations of hostility. Research
on the risk for development of psychopathology in children of alcoholics has
focused on three major areas: genetics, teratogenic factors during pregnancy,
and environmental factors. One important question generated from past research
is whether the risk for developing psychopathology is the same for adult
offspring of parental alcoholics (AOPA) vs. parental non-alcoholics (AOPNA)

.

Common familial transmission of alcoholism, depression, and antisocial
personality and the separate transmission of these disorders in families have
been demonstrated in several studies. This preliminary report compares
psychiatric diagnoses of AOPA vs. AOPNA taking into consideration age, sex, and
race with the coincidence of alcoholism with other psychiatric diagnoses.

Methods Employed ;

Black and white subjects of approximately equal numbers were of similar age (both
mean and distribution), same sex and equally distributed among AOPA and AOPNA.
All groups were predominantly middle class. Either one or both parents had
received a diagnosis of alcoholism at NIAAA. Psychiatric diagnosis for both
parents and offspring were determined by doubly blind-rated, SADS-L interviews,
corroboration by relatives and/or other external sources (i.e., medical records) .

Prior to formal clinical assessment, telephone screenings by social workers and
psychologists were also completed. Exclusion criteria for proband, but not for
offspring, were 1) less than 18 years old, 2) regular drug use; more often than
once a week and/or i.v. use, 3) major medical problems; 4) an acute episode of
severe antisocial behavior. SADS-L interviews were done by social workers,
clinical psychologists, student interns under supervision, or staff
psychiatrists. All interviewers' techniques were supervised by an experienced
clinical psychologist or psychiatrist. These assessments have occurred over six
years ( 1984-1990) .

Major Findings ;

Alcoholism, is more likely to occur in AOPA than in AOPNA with men (no race
differences) accounting for disproportionate share of the alcoholism in both
groups. Both black and white AOPNA men drink more than black and white AOPA
women, raising the possibility that the sex differences may be more important
than parental drinking history. AOPNA women drink the least of any group. No
racial differences are apparent. Drug abuse and anti-social personality have
high coincidences with alcoholics, particularly in alcoholic males under age 25
whether or not the subject is AOPA or AOPNA. Those AOPNA with second degree
relatives who are alcoholic have a significantly greater incidence of alcoholism
and other psychiatric disorders than those AOPNA with no second degree relatives
who are alcoholics.
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Significant to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

This preliminary report indicates that both parental drinking history and sex are
risk-factors for the development of alcoholism. Among the subjects studied here,
race does not appear to be a particular risk-factor. Furthermore, since all
subjects within race and across-race were of similar social class, with similar
distribution, these findings of risk factors for alcoholism and psychiatric
diagnoses, appear not to be confounded by social and cultural factors. These
data do not make any distinction between genetic and learning influences on AOPA
or AOPNA. Coincidence of alcoholism with other psychiatric disorders appears to
be in agreement with the literature except for the low coincidence of major
psychoses and axis II behavioral disorders particularly anti-social personality.
This low incidence may be explained by the exclusion of these disorders in the
parents of the offspring studied.

Proposed Course;

Initial clinical reports have been presented at meetings . Additional patients
have been studied and acquisition of data for analyses is in progress on
psychiatric diagnosis, co-morbidity, personality profiles and manifestations of
hostility. Further biological assessments are also anticipated.

Publications

;
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Development of a-methyl-L-tryptophan for Use as a Tracer of Brain Serotonin
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR lUst other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: S. Shoaf Senior Staff Fellow LCS,NIAAA

Other: P. Andreason
M. Eckardt
M. Linnoila

Senior Clinical Investigator LCS,NIAAA
Chief LCS, NIAAA
Scientific Director NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

Nuclear Medicine Department NIHCC (W. Eckelman, B. Schmall); Dept. of Medicine,
Univ. of British Columbia (D. Doudet)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Unit of Pharmacokinetic Studies
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

1.0

PROFESSIONAL:

1.0 0.0
CHECK APPROPRIATE B0X(ES1

D (a) Human subjects

D (al) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human tissues H (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF W/ORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

A protocol has been approved by the NIAAA Animal Care and Use Committee.

An HPLC method to separate the chiral forms of a-methyltryptophan has been
developed. A tryptophan hydroxylase enzyme assay was used to determine the order

of elution.

50H-tryptophan, a-methyltryptophan, serotonin, a-methylserotonin, tryptophan,

a-methyltryptophan can now be detected by HPLC with electrochemical detection.

Pharmacokinetic studies following a bolus dose have been completed. The plasma

free fraction of tryptophan and a-methyltryptophan have been determined. An HPLC

method to separate the chiral forms of a-methyltryptophan is being evaluated.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description !

Investigators :

S. Shoaf
P. Andreason
D. Doudet

M. Eckardt
B. Eckelman
H. Linnoila
B. Schmall

Senior Staff Fellow
Senior Clinical Investigator
Asst. Professor

Chief
Chief
Scientific Director
Chemist

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
Dept

.

of Medicine
Univ. of Brit. Columbia
LCS, NIAAA
NMDCC
NIAAA
NMDCC

objective :

This research is designed to determine the rate of serotonin synthesis in various
regions of the primate brain and is intended to provide the pharmacokinetic
foundation for the development of a human positron emission tomography (PET)
ligand (see annual report entitled "Brain serotonin Synthesis in Patients with
Addictive and Aggressive Behavior"). It is planned that a-( *'c)methyl-L-
tryptophan will be administered in tracer quantities and the accumulation of
radioactivity in brain tissue will be followed by use of PET. The use of
a-( "c)MeTrp as a tracer for tryptophan (Trp) requires that the pharmacokinetic,
enzyme kinetic and distribution differences of these compounds be known. Monkeys
will be used to determine these differences in lieu of humans as there is no way
to determine them without destructive sampling. Cold a-MeTrp will be
administered as the kinetic/distributional differences will be much greater than
the isotope effects.

Methods Employed :

Determination of pharmacokinetic and distribution differences: Monkeys will be
anesthetized and then administered a bolus dose of a-MeTrp. Arterial and venous
blood samples will be taken and analyzed, by HPLC, to determine the kinetics of
a-MeTrp. These data will then be used to determine an adjusted-rate infusion
schedule that will allow steady-state concentrations to be attained quickly.
After at least two weeks, the same monkeys will again be anesthetized and infused
until the time that steady-state has been theoretically calculated to occur. At
this time, arterial and venous blood will be collected, the animal will be
euthanized and the brain removed. Various brain regions will be dissected and
samples assayed, by HPLC, to determine the levels of Trp, serotonin (5HT),
a-MeTrp and a-methylserotonin (a-Me5HT); these data will allow determination of
the differences in the distribution of these compounds.

Determination of the enzyme kinetic differences: Samples of the dissected brain
regions from monkeys will be immediately assayed in an in vitro system for Trp
hydroxylase enzyme activity using both a-MeTrp and Trp as substrates; this will
allow determination of the kinetic differences towards the rate limiting enzyme.

Major Findings :

This project has recently been initiated. A review of the literature has
indicated that a-MeTrp is a specific tracer of the serotonergic system. Attempts
to reproduce a published synthesis method for the L isomer of a-MeTrp have not
been successful. Rapid separation of the isomers from a racemic mixture with
HPLC appear to be feasible.
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significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

It has been reported that low levels of the serotonin metabolite 5-hydroxy-
indoleacetic acid in the cerebral spinal fluid are correlated with increased
aggressive/impulsive behavior of patients. Determining the kinetic and
distribution differences between Trp and its tracer, ot-MeTrp, will allow for the
quantitative determination of the neuroanatomical distribution of serotonin
activity in patients with addictive and aggressive/impulsive behavior.

Proposed Course ;

Higher concentrations of a-MTP are needed to enable V^ax determinations for the
tryptophan hydroxylase assay. Further concentrating steps of the HPLC eluate are
being investigated.

Adjusted rate infusion schedules will be determined so that steady state studies
can begin.

Publications ;

None.
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Mechanisms of Altered Drug Metabolism Following Withdrawal from Ethanol
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR IList other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) IName, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: S. Shoaf Senior Staff Fellow LCS, NIAAA

Other: C. Niebylski
B. Song

NRC Fellow
Section Chief

LMBB, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS lif any)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Unit of Pharmacokinetic Studies
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

2.5

PROFESSIONAL:

2.0
CHECK APPROPRIATE 80X(ES1

D (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues

D (a1) Minors

D (a2) Interviews

H (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK {Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.}

Alcohol exposure decreased essential fatty acid (20:4n6m arachidonic acid) and
increases nonessential fatty acids (18:1).

PHS 6040 IRev. 5/92)
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

S. Shoaf
C. Niebylski
B. Song

Senior Staff Fellow
NRC Fellow
Section Chief

LCS, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA

Obiectives ;

To determine the mechanisms responsible for the altered metabolism of therapeutic

agents following ethanol withdrawal. Animal studies will be used to guide the

development of human research protocols.

Initial studies will measure cytochrome P450 levels and activities, in vitro , and

membrane lipid composition and fluidity in the rat following chronic ethanol
exposure and at various times following the withdrawal of ethanol. Although the

physiological changes that occur during the development of dependence are well

characterized, there are few if any studies that have examined P450 activity or

changes in membrane lipid composition during and after acute withdrawal.

Methods Employed ;

Rats will be administered ethanol as part of a liquid diet; the Lieber-DeCarli
diet, 36% of calories as ethanol, will be given for 21 days. Exposed and control

animals will be pair-fed with the control diet isocalorically supplemented with

dextrin-maltose. An inhalation exposure model will also be tested for its

ability to induce metabolic changes similar to the liquid diet. Inhalation
exposure would avoid the necessity of pair feeding and allow us to explore how

different diets alter the effects of ethanol. Microsomal preparations will be

made from rat tissues. Rats will be killed immediately after the last feed

period and at various times following ethanol withdrawal.

The activity of various cytochrome P450 isozymes will be measured in vitro using

microsomal enzyme assays. By following the formation rate of a metabolite that

is formed via the action of a single cytochrome P450 isozyme, the activity of

that isozyme can be characterized. For example, acetanilide hydroxylation is

mediated by the P450IA2 isozyme. The demethylation of nitrosodimethylamine at

low concentrations is mediated by P450IIE2 (the cytochrome P450 induced by

ethanol). P450IIE also largely mediates the hydroxylation of p-nitrophenol
(>90%) .

Antibodies will be used to immunoquantitate the amount of specific P450 isozymes.

Western blots with computerized densitometry as well as immunoprecipitation and

radioimmunoassay may be utilized.

Changes in membrane composition will be determined by extracting lipids and

analyzing the fatty acid distribution using gas chromatography with

f lame-ionization detection.

The fluidity of microsomal preparations will be determined by incubating
microsomes with lipophilic, fluorescent probes such as 1 , 6-diphenyl-l , 3, 5-

hexatriene (DPH). The fluorescence depolarization of the probe will be measured
using both steady state and time resolved fluorescence anisotropy with a Photon
Technologies International (Princeton) LS-lOO Spectrof luorimeter

.
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Major Findings ;

Alcohol exposure decreased the amount of essential fatty acid (20:4n6,
arachidonic acid) present in liver microsomes and increased the level of
nonessential fatty acids (18:1). Withdrawal from alcohol caused further
decreases in 20:4n6 and increases in 18:1.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

It has been reported that the efficacy of some psychotropic agents is lower in
abstinent alcoholics compared to controls. It has been proposed that therapeutic
concentrations are not obtained in abstinent alcoholics when they are dosed at
levels normally given controls. The mechanism responsible for the lowered
steady-state concentrations is proposed to be an increased rate of metabolism.
It is important to understand the physical mechanisms underlying altered drug
metabolism so that appropriate adjustments can be made in the dosage regimens of
therapeutic compounds used for the treatment of abstinent alcoholics.

Proposed Course :

Further investigations are underway to correlate these structural and
compositional changes during withdrawal to liver function, as indicated by
possible changes in the activities of various P450 isozymes.

Publications ;

Shoaf SE, Linnoila M. Interaction of ethanol and smoking on the pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics of psychotropic medications, Psychopharmacology Bulletin
1991;27:577-94.
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Annual Report of the
Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics

Division of Intramural clinical and Biological Research
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
Norman Salem, Jr., Ph.D., chief

Introduction

The Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics (LMBB) has now completed
its second year of existence. The lab was created to focus upon the role of
lipids and essential fatty acids in cellular function and their alteration by
ethanol

.

During 1993, the Section of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance has been upgraded with
three new professional personnel and has begun its mission of investigating the
mechanisms responsible for polyunsaturated phospholipid function in biological
membranes. Dr. Burton Litman has been recruited to head the Section of
Fluorescence and will come on board in the beginning of fiscal year 1994 and
begin recruiting postdoctoral staff. The Section of Mass Spectrometry has been
staffed with the addition of a Visiting Fellow due to start shortly. The office
of the chief now has a Clinical Associate and this has enabled the LMBB to carry
out much of the clinical work involved in human protocols within its own staff.

NIAAA did not receive laboratory space in Building 49 on the Bethesda Campus as
planned. Therefore, a portion of LMBB moved to DANAC #4 in Rockville and the
remainder of the lab will move from Building 10 to this site after extensive
renovations are completed in 1994. The provision of laboratory space for the
LMBB has been a persistent problem that has now been addressed in division plans
but has not as yet been solved as 1994 is expected to entail frequent laboratory
moves

.

Research Summary ;

Major advances have been made with respect to the understanding of the
relationship of alcohol abuse and essential fatty acids as well as in the
development of animal models for their study.

The lab has now amassed several fold more human data with respect to in vivo
essential fatty acid metabolism than exists in all of the scientific literature.
The in vivo method that takes advantage of non-toxic, stable isotope labeled
fatty acids such as linoleic (18:2n6) and linolenic (18:3n3) acids given orally
and deuterium labeled metabolites analyzed in plasma by GC/MS/NCI has been
previously described. This approach has now been used to show that humans are
capable of elongation, desaturation and export of both n-3 and n-6 fatty acids
in the liver as metabolic end products such as 20:4n6, 22:5n6 and 22:6n3
incorporate deuterium from their 18-carbon precursors. As we observed in studies
of cats and rhesus monkeys, the addition of long chain essential fatty acids, as
in a high fish diet, leads to a decrease in the levels of deuterium labeled
products such as 20:4n6. This was correlated with a decrease in plasma 20:4n6
after three weeks of the fish based diet. A beef based diet produced similar
results to the ad lib diet in our normal volunteers. This study has laid the
groundwork for the testing of in vivo metabolism in alcoholics which will begin
in the next reporting period.

Progress has been made in developing a model of alcoholism that combines a
"barely adequate diet" with respect to polyunsaturate status with a chronic
alcohol challenge. Rhesus monkeys and domestic cats are fed an olive oil or 1

wt% corn oil diet as the fat source and in some cases, antioxidant vitamins are
lowered to remove the "safety factors." It hypothesized that a diet low, but not
inadequate, in 18-carbon essential fatty acids leads to a stressed system that
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is not able to withstand a repeated alcohol challenge to its acyl composition.
He have recently demonstrated that cats given oral doses of ethanol for six
months on such a diet have significant decreases in 22:6n3 in their brains and
retinas. There is a compensatory increase in 22:5n6 leading to the suggestion
that the alcohol exposed brain resembles that of the n-3 deficiency syndrome seen
in early neural development when 22:6n3 supply to the fetus or newborn is
inadequate. Their livers are also depleted of many long chain essential fatty
acids

.

Rhesus monkeys who drank alcohol for twelve months on an ad lib basis also have
significant losses in liver and plasma long chain polyunsaturates, especially
22:6n3. In one individual who we had an opportunity to evaluate, the brain and
retina also showed a decrease in 22:6n3 and an increase in 22:5n6 relative to
chow fed controls thus confirming the feline data.

The inhalation model for rat exposure to alcohol has been improved with the use
of a 12 hr/day cycle rather than continuous exposure. This allows for a better
survival, longer term exposure and fewer complications but still provides for a
high blood alcohol level and behavioral indications of withdrawal similar to but
less intense than those in the continuous exposure model, comparable losses of
20:4n6 were found in the liver total lipid extracts after one month of alcohol
exposure using these two protocols.

Progress has been made in developing rapid methods of n-3 deficiency induction
in animals in vivo as well as in cell culture. The Y-79 retinoblastoma cell is
capable of the complete spectrum of elongation and desaturation reactions and may
provide a model wherein cellular and membrane functions associated with 22:6n3
depletion in the nervous system may be easily studied, similarly, the artificial
rearing method is used together with purified diets with defined fatty acyl
compositions so that, for example, n-3 fatty acids may be removed from the
artificial milk given to rat pups. A significant decline in brain 22:6n3 can be
achieved in as little as seven days of early development under these diet limited
conditions. It is hypothesized that such deprivations may be found in women who
abuse alcohol during pregnancy and further that nutritive factors related to
maintaining 22:6n3 status in the brain may be crucial determinants of the fetal
alcohol syndrome.

Spectroscopic studies of liposomes composed of phospholipid molecular species
have begun so that the influence of chain length and the number and positions of
double bonds upon biomembrane physical properties and structure may be
determined. In this way, a long-term commitment to discerning the specific
critical cellular function of 22:6n3 and other polyunsaturates has been made.
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Physiological Functions of Lipoxygenase Products
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Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics
SECTION

Office of the Chief
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 12501 Washington Avenue, Rockville, MD 20852
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

1.2

PROFESSIONAL:

1.0 0.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE B0X(ES1

D (a) Human subjects H (b) Human tissues

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

n (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF V\/ORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Mammalian platelets contain an active lipoxygenase and are capable of enzymatically
producing a number of n-6 and n-3 hydroxy fatty acids. Sub-micromolar levels of
the n-3 hydroxy fatty acids specifically antagonize both the contractile effects of
a thromboxane mimetic, U46619, and its platelet aggregating effect. In addition,
OH-22:6n3 reduces thromboxane-induced increases in cerebral blood flow of the rat.

The hydroxy fatty acids specifically interact with the thromboxane receptor in both
platelet and smooth muscle. Analysis of binding parameters indicates these
derivatives induce a marked decrease in the affinity of the receptor for
thromboxane with a mild change in the number of receptor sites. Moreover, these
metabolites stimulate the production of lipoxygenase products from airway tissue,
neutrophils and monocytes in a dose-dependent manner. Hydroxy-induced contraction
of the airway smooth muscle is, in part, due to the endogenously produced
contractile leukotrienes. The 22-carbon n-3 hydroxy fatty acids are the most
potent biologically in comparison to the n-5 hydroxy fatty acids and their parent
fatty acids. Both dietary fish oil and short-term ethanol exposure increase the
production of these n-3 metabolites and correlate with a decrease in platelet and

vascular smooth muscle function. Chronic ethanol exposure depletes the content of

parent fatty acids and the capacity to produce these n-3 derivatives. Dietary

enrichment with the n-3 fatty acids counters the effects of long-term ethanol
exposure. These permutations modify the hydroxy fatty acid profile and correlate
with changes in thromboxane-mediated responses.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Descriptiona ;

Investigators ;

J. Karanian Research Physiologist LMBB, NIAAA
I. Horvath Visiting Fellow LMBB, NIAAA
J. Polling IRTA Fellow LMBB, NIAAA
N. Salem Jr. Chief LMBB, NIAAA

Obiectives ;

(i) To characterize the physiological functions of lipoxygenase products of n-3
and n-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids. (ii) To study the modification by ethanol
of the function of these metabolites in the cardiovascular system as well as
other organs and cells.

Methods Employed ;

Synthesis of Hydroxylated Fatty Acids

Washed human platelets were prepared in a Tris-EDTA buffer and incubated for 20
min at 37°c with 1-200 pM 22:5n6, 22:5n5, 22:5n3 and 22:6n3. In some cases, rats
were exposed to ethanol by the inhalation method for 1, 7, 14, 28 or 56 days. The
effects of ethanol on the yield of the hydroxylated products was studied
following the addition of the precursor fatty acids to the platelet suspension,
in vitro . The metabolites were then extracted twice with equal volumes of
dichloromethane

.

The positional isomers were separated using an HP-1090 HPLC equipped with a diode
array UV detector (235 mn) . A 4.6 x 25 cm Axxichrom ODS column (5 mm) was used
with a flow rate of 0.8 ml/min and a solvent system composed of 100 mM ammonium
acetate and methanol. In some cases, the hydroxy fatty acids of interest were
collected and methylated using diazomethane in order to analyze and further
purify these hydroxy fatty acids. In some cases, radiolabeled 20:4n6 or 22:6n3
was used and the eluant was passed through a radioactivity detector.

Incorporation, Extraction and Analysis of Fatty Acids

Fatty acid was incorporated into both platelet and aortic tissue phospholipid
pools. Briefly, fatty acids (18:2n6, 20:4n6, 20:5n3 and 22:6n3) were dried under
nitrogen in 1 ml glass vials and resuspended in a 0.9% PBS (0.1 M albumin + 0.32
M sucrose, Ph 7.4). Aliquots of the fatty acid emulsion were administered to the
platelet and aortic tissue suspensions (1-100 uM final concentration in Tris-HCl,
pH 7.4) immediately prior to the incubation period. The tissue suspensions were
incubated with the fatty acid/albumin or albumin alone solutions for 0, 30, 60
or 120 min at 37 "c with gentle shaking. Lipids were extracted from the
suspensions using the Bligh Dyer method. Aortic tissue were homogenized in Tris-
HCl buffer using an Omni 2000 hand homogenizer. Lipids were extracted from aorta
and platelets according to the method of Bligh and Dyer. The antioxidant BHT was
added to each sample (50 pg). In some cases, the tissue suspensions were
acidified to pH 6.4 and centrifuged for 10 min at 900 x g. The surface of the
tissue pellet was rinsed with buffer and the pellets were finally resuspended
into working buffer (without albumin) for binding and functional studies. Fatty
acids were transmethylated according to Morrison and smith and analyzed by
capillary gas chromatography.
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Bioassays and Radioimmunoassays

Rats were used as a source of aortic rings and whole blood was obtained from the
rat and hiaman. Rats were killed by decapitation, the aorta trimmed at 4''C and
incubated in a Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer. changes in tension were
monitored by use of force-displacement transducers. Human and rat platelet
aggregation was evaluated using a chronolog Whole Blood Impedance Aggregometer

.

Changes in aggregation were expressed as changes in the slope of aggregation
(Ohms/cm/min) . In addition, the effect of OH-22:6n3 on cerebral blood flow (CBF)
and U46 6 19 -induced changes in CBF of the rat was determined according to the
method of Kety and Schmidt. Human PMNs were obtained from whole blood using the
Histopaque gradient method and human monocytes were obtained by elutriation. The
effect of A23187, various precursor fatty acids and hydroxy fatty acids on the
production of lipoxygenase metabolites was compared. The incubation medium was
assayed for leukotriene C4 and leukotriene B4 levels using specific
radioimmunoassay antibodies. In some cases, the cyclooxygenase/lipoxygenase
production profile was determined using RP-HPLC.

Binding studies

Platelet suspensions (4 - 8 x 10^ platelets/ml) were incubated with [%]-U46619
(5 nM) either alone or with 1000-fold excess unlabelled U46619 (800 ul) . In
order to prevent platelet activation , PGI2 (270 nM) was added one min prior to
incubation. Following a 5 min incubation period, platelet suspensions were
filtered through Whatman GF/C filters and rinsed five times with 3 ml of ice-cold
Tyrode-Hepes buffer. Data were expressed as CPM specifically bound per 10°

cells. For saturation binding studies, the platelet suspensions were incubated
with 10 nM [%]-U46619 either alone or with increasing concentrations of

unlabelled U46619 (50 - 750 nM) . specific binding was defined as total binding
minus binding activity that could not be competed for by 10 uM unlabelled U46619.

Inhalation Studies

Groups of rats were placed in inhalation chambers for 1, 7, 14, 28 or 56 days
either in the presence or absence of ethanol vapors . Truncal blood was collected
in acid: citrate: dextrose buffer (5:1) and washed platelet preparations were
incubated with various precursor fatty acids. Following extraction, the hydroxy
fatty acids were quantified using a RP-HPLC system. In some cases, whole blood
was collected in citrate (3.8%) for assessment of platelet aggregation and aortic

rings were prepared for vascular contractility studies. In addition, the

inhalation system was recharacterized utilizing a 12 hr exposure cycle. The
ethanol vapor concentration and blood ethanol level over a 24 hour period, animal

body weight, attrition, withdrawal symptoms and liver fatty acid content were

assessed in comparison to a continuous ethanol exposure period.

Major Findings ;

Hydroxylated fatty acids were enzymatically produced in platelets from 22:5n6,

22:5n3, 22:5n5 and 22:6n3. As previously reported, human platelets are capable

of hydroxylating 22:5n6 at position 14, 22:5n3 at positions 11 and 14, and 22:6n3

at positions 11 and 14. In addition, we report the hydroxylation of 22:5n5 by

human platelet at the 14 position. The structure of these hydroxy compounds has

been confirmed by UV and GC/MS analysis.

The airway, vascular and visceral smooth muscle preparation contractile responses

to the thromboxane-mimetic U46619 were markedly attenuated by pretreatment wxth

the OH-22:6n3. The 22-carbon n-3 and n-6 hydroxy fatty acids were effective at

luM, however, the 14-OH-22:5n3 and 14-OH-22:6n3 were effective inhibitors at sub-
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Bucromolar concentrations (0.25 and 0.5 uM) . The efficacy of OH-22:6n3
(IC25«l.luM) was compared to other n-6 hydroxy fatty acids in the rat aortic ring
preparation. The OH-22:6n3 was significantly more potent with the exception of
OH 22:5n3 ( IC26=1 . OuM) . The rank order of their potency was 14-OH-22 : 5n3>14-OH-
22:6n3>17-OH-22:6n3>ll-OH-22:6n3>ll-OH-2 2:5n3>12-OH-2 0:5n3>12-OH-20:4n6>14-OH-
22:5n6>13-OH-18:2n6>14-OH-22:5n5. The inhibitory effect of the hydroxylated
fatty acids was observed solely for thromboxane (U46619).

In addition, human platelets were preincubated with 0.25 uM of the various OH-
22:6, OH-22:5 derivatives, and other hydroxy fatty acids in order to determine
their effect on arachidonic acid-induced (0.25 mM) platelet aggregation. All the
hydroxy fatty acids tested reduced the slope of aggregation for arachidonic acid:
14-OH-22:6n3 (-68%) > 14-OH-22:5n3 (-43%) > 12-OH-20:4n6 (-21%) > 12-OH-20:5n3
(-14%) > 14-OH-22:5n6 (-11%). Preliminary studies indicate that 0.25 uM of the
ll-OH-22:5n3 and ll-OH22:6n3 positional isomers are effective inhibitors of
arachidonic acid-induced platelet aggregation although wea)cer than the 14-OH n-3
positional isomer.

These functional changes may be directly attributed to antagonism at the vascular
smooth muscle cell or platelet TXA2/PGH2 receptor. A dose-dependent inhibition
of 'H-U46619 binding has been observed in platelets exposed to 14-OH-22:6n3 with
an IC50 of 0.94 uM. A dose-dependent inhibition of ^H-U46619 binding was
observed in platelets incubated with 14-OH-22 :6n3 . Inhibition of binding was
observed at concentrations as low as 0.1 uM with an IC25 of 0.3 uM and an IC50
of 0.9 uM. The IC50s for the 14-OH-22 : 5n3, 12-OH-20:4n6 and 14-OH-225n5 were
2.2, 4.3 and 5.5 respectively. The IC50 for the ll-OH-22:6n3 and ll-OH-22:5n3
positional isomers were 2.4 and 3.2 uM, respectively. The 14-OH 22-carbon n-3
positional isomers were most potent in this regard. In addition, the effects of
14-OH-22:6n3 on 'H-U46619 binding parameters was evaluated. Scatchard analysis
revealed that there was a 2-fold increase in the Kd for •'H-U46619 with a small
reduction in the Bmax (22%), compared to the control response. These data
indicate that OH-22:6 alters the affinity and, to a lesser degree, the number of
thromboxane receptor sites. These data correlate with changes in platelet
function. In the concentration range evaluated (0.1 - 50 uM for 14-OH-22 :6n3)

,

there is a direct relationship between the inhibition of thromboxane receptor
binding and inhibition of U46619 induced platelet aggregation (r=0.82, p<0.001).

The hydroxylated fatty acids antagonize U46619-induced contractions and
aggregation but the fatty acid precursors do not. The 22-carbon hydroxylated
metabolites of the n-3 parent fatty acids were the most potent inhibitors. The
addition of the hydroxy function and/or the presence of a conjugated diene may
be required in order to mimic thromboxane actions. Also, since the 14-hydroxy
derivative is more active than the ll-OH-22-carbon n-3 positional isomers in the
smooth muscle system as well as in the platelet aggregation studies, the position
of this moiety appears crucial. These results argue for a relatively specific
anti-thromboxane activity of these lipoxygenase products.

The 22-carbon n-3 hydroxylated fatty acids are effective antagonists in vivo.
U46619 (est. 100 nM) was shown to decrease cerebral flood flow (CBF) by more than
50% in the rat in vivo, whereas in the presence of 14-OH-22:6n3 (est. 260 nM) ,

the U46619-induced decrease in CBF was less than 20%.

The OH-22:6n3 positional isomers are also capable of inducing a concentration-
dependent contractile response in the guinea pig lung parenchymal strip at sub-
micromolar concentrations. OH-22:6n3 may act in part through stimulation of
leukotriene production as an increase in peptidyl-leukotriene levels (LTC4, LTD4
and LTE4 ) occurred during the OH-22 :22 : 6n3-induced contraction in this
preparation. Both 5-lipoxygena8e inhibitors (caffeic acid, 20 uM and NDGA, 50
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uM) and a leukotriene receptor antagonist (FPL55712, 20 uM) significantly
inhibited the contractile response. Moreover, the OH-22:6n3 positional isomers
induced a concentration-dependent increase in LTB4 and LTC4 production in the
guinea pig chopped lung preparation and human PMNs. Data indicate the OH-22:5
compounds also have lipoxygenase stimulating properties similar to that of the
OH-22;6 analogues but less potent. In the guinea pig chopped lung preparation
14-OH-22:5n3 increased the production of LTC4 by 70% from 25ng/g wet wt/30 min
to 42 ng/g wet wt/30 min. other hydroxylated fatty acids and the parent fatty
acids which were tested ( 12-OH-20:4n6, 5-OH-20:4n6, 12-OH-20:5n3 and22:6n3) did
not significantly contract the guinea pig airway smooth muscle preparation or
alter leukotriene production. The hydroxylated 22:6n3 metabolites may modulate
airway smooth muscle and PMN function in part through the release of
leukotrienes

.

Hydroxy fatty acid production in platelets (n-6 and n-3), platelet and vascular
smooth muscle responses to thromboxane, and thromboxane binding in platelet were
evaluated in vitro following ethanol exposure in vivo by the inhalation method
for 1, 7, 14, 28 and 56 days. The mean blood ethanol concentration was greater
than 90 mg% in all groups studied. Hydroxy fatty acid production from exogenous
substrate (50 uM) was significantly decreased in platelets obtained from rats
exposed to ethanol for 14, 28 or 56 days. Following 56 days of continuous
ethanol exposure, production of 14-OH-22:6n3 was reduced by 84% and production
of 12-OH-20:4n6 was reduced by 49%. Production of 12-OH-20:4n6 was not altered
following 1 and 7 days of ethanol exposure, however, the 14-OH-22:6n3 metabolite
was elevated by 71% and 114%, respectively.

Contractile responses to the thromboxane mimetic (10"^M) were significantly
reduced following 7 or more days of ethanol exposure. The response decreased by
24%, 31%, 45% and 54% after 7, 14, 28 and 56 days of ethanol exposure,
respectively. Platelet aggregation to arachidonic acid (0.25 mM) was
significantly reduced at all time points studied. In general, the reduction in
platelet aggregation correlated directly with the length of ethanol exposure.
The slope of aggregation decreased by 22%, 38%, 54%, 75% and 82% following 1, 7,
14, 28 and 56 days of ethanol exposure, respectively. changes in thromboxane
receptor binding correlated significantly with the observed decrease in
arachidonic acid (thromboxane) -induced aggregation (r=0.66, p<0.01). The percent
of control binding was 93%, 84%, 77%, 36% and 38% for %-U46619 following 1, 7,
14, 28 and 56 days of ethanol exposure, respectively.

Preliminary data indicate that incorporation of 22:6n3 into rat platelet and
aortic tissue phospholipid is both dose- and time-dependent. As the dose was
increased there was a progressive increase in the total fatty acid incorporated
from control levels of 1.2% and 2.2% (wt%) to as much as 7.3% and 8,7% for
platelets and aortic tissue, respectively. Similarly-treated platelets and
aortic tissue are being evaluated for their aggregatory and contractile responses
to thromboxane and their ability to bind thromboxane. It appears that both
platelet aggregation and aortic ring contractions to thromboxane decrease in
tissue with greater 22:6n3 levels compared to controls. Preliminary findings
suggest that thromboxane binding is reduced in these platelets

.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

The biological properties of additional n-3 and n-6 hydroxy fatty acids have been
characterized and compared to the 22:6n3 hydroxy fatty acids. The 22-carbon n-3
hydroxy fatty acids are the most potent biologically with regards to their
inhibition of thromboxane-induced platelet aggregation and vascular contraction.
Both dietary fish oil and short-term ethanol exposure are known to increase the
production of these n-3 hydroxy fatty acids and correlate with a decrease in
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platelet and vascular smexsth muscle function. In contrast, long-term ethanol
exposure depletes both the membrane content of the parent fatty acids and the
capacity to produce these n-3 metabolites in platelets. However, enrichment of
the n -3 fatty acids in the diet has been shovm to counter the effects of ethanol
on fatty acid content and metabolism to the n-3 hydroxy fatty acids in platelet.
Nutritional modification of the hydroxy fatty acid profile in platelets may
eventually offer clinical applications in the control of thromboxane-mediated
responses related to thrombosis and hemostasis. The lipoxygenase stimulating
properties of 22-carbon hydroxy fatty acids in parenchymal tissue, neutrophils
and monocytes suggest a modulatory role in cell-cell interactions in the
circulation.

Proposed Course ;

The biological activities of the n-6 and n-3 hydroxy fatty acids will be further
characterized and compared in vitro and in vivo. Emphasis will be placed on the
ability of these lipoxygenase products to alter cell functions and the mechanisms
by which this may be accomplished. The effects of the 22-carbon parent fatty
acids and the hydroxylated positional isomers on fatty acid content eicosanoid
metabolism, eicosanoid receptor binding parameters and cell function will be
determined. In addition, their modulation by ethanol will be described.

Publications ;

Karanian JW, Salem Jr. N. Biological role of hydroxylated fatty acids in
platelet and vascular smooth muscle function. in: Yasugi T, Nakamura, Soma M,
eds . Advances in polyunsaturated fatty acids. Excerpta Medica 1993;1:169-72.

Karanian JW, Kim H-Y, Salem Jr. N. Physiological functions of hydroxy-
docosahexaenoic acid. In: Sinclair A, Gibson R, eds. Essential fatty acids and
eicosanoids. champaign: Amer Oil Chem Soc 1993; 142-4.
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The essential fatty acids (EFA), linoleate (18:2n6) and linolenate (18:3n3), are

desaturated and elongated to arachidonate (20:4n6) and docosahexaenoate (22:6n3),

respectively. A stable isotope gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) method

is being used to examine these processes in vivo . Studies in mice, rats, cats,

rhesus monkeys and humans have suggested that all mammals have elongation and

desaturation capability and that their products may be monitored in the blood. In

general, ethanol consumption lowers the levels of 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 in the blood

cells and livers of animals. We have shown that the mechanisms underlying the

disruption of the essential fatty acid levels in these tissues are, in part, due to

the inhibition of the elongation/desaturation of 18-carbon essential fatty acids by

alcohol. A study in felines given alcohol for six months showed marked reductions

of 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 in the liver and blood compared to controls. In the brain and

retina the levels of 22:6n3 decreased, however, 20:4n6 levels remained unchanged.

In a rhesus monkey study where the diet contained low but adequate amounts of

essential fatty acids and minimal levels of antioxidants, 12 months of alcohol

exposure led to sharp declines in the level of 22L6n3 in the liver and plasma. The

level of 20:4n6 in the plasma also decreased by about 50%. The levels of 22:6n3 in

the brain and retina of an alcohol exposed monkey were much lower relative to chow

fed animals. It is suggested, therefore, that chronic alcohol exposure causes an

EFA deficiency in animals which leads to lower amounts of 22:6n3 in the nervous

system. A related study in felines indicated that the maintenance of neural long

chain polyunsaturates is necessary for the proper development of retinal function.
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Objectives ;

To: (i) examine dietary factors which may regulate desaturation/elongation of
essential fatty acids (EFA) in vivo in mammals; (ii) analyze the role of ethanol
in altering the biosynthesis and catabolism of 20- and 22-carbon polyunsaturates;
(iii) investigate the relationship between tissue lipid composition and
physiological function in the nervous system.

Methods Employed ;

Adult Feline Alcohol Study

Seven adult male cats were acclimated for two months to a purified diet
containing 10% fat (9:1 hydrogenated coconut oil:corn oil) with no 20- or 22-
carbon polyunsaturates. The other macro nutrients consisted of rice flour and
casein. The vitamin and mineral contents were similar to other cat chows.
Desaturation/elongation activities were determined by the appearance of the
deuterium-labeled products in tissues following orals doses of deuterium-labeled
18;2n6 and 18:3n3. Four of the cats were given oral doses of ethanol ( 1 . Ig/kg,
using gelatin capsules containing a 95% alcohol solution) for six months. The
plasma and tissue fatty acid compositions were obtained using gas chromatography.
The liver status was assessed using both CBC blood panels and liver
histopathology from specimens obtained through needle punch biopsies. In
particular, blood alanine transferase (ALT) and alkaline phosphatase levels were
monitored. During the last 10 days, the animals were dosed each day with 10 mg
each of the deuterated fatty acids. The animals were euthanized with an overdose
of sodium pentobarbital and organs removed. The deuterium-labeled metabolites
and lipid composition of the brains, liver, testes and retinas from alcohol and
control groups were analyzed using gas chromatography and GC-MS and the results
from the two groups were compared.

Feline Early Development Study

A study was carried out in felines in order to assess the effects of dietary
levels of EFAs on neural lipid composition and its function during early
development. Females were maintained on one of six diets that contained
different amounts of EFAs throughout pregnancy and lactation. Four of the groups
were maintained on diets containing no long chain polyunsaturates. The fat
content of these diets consisted of corn oil (CO) and hydrogenated coconut oil
(HCO) in ratios of 9:1, 6:4, 3:7, and 1:9. The long chain polyunsaturate
supplemented groups were given either a diet having a 9:1 ratio CO: HCO
supplemented with 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 or a meat-based chow diet. At age seven and
one-half weeks the electroretinograms (ERG) were acquired, from which A- and B-
wave latencies were determined for each individual after dark adaptation. At
eight weeks the animals were given a lethal injection of sodium pentobarbital and
the brains, livers, and eyes were removed for analysis of the lipid composition.
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Primate Alcohol and Diet Study

The study's objectives are to determine the effects that a diet that is low in
essential fat with minimal levels of the "antioxidants", vitamins E and c (40
lU/kg and 250 mg/g) , and alcohol exposure, has on the development of alcoholic
liver disease, polyunsaturate metabolism, and brain lipid composition.
Initially, desaturation in chow-fed animals was compared to desaturation in the
same animals when they were maintained on a diet containing 6% fat: 4% olive oil
and 2% hydrogenated coconut oil. After three months on the diet, a sweetened,
6% alcohol solution was made available to the animals on an ad lib, self-select
basis for 12 months. Alcohol consumption was monitored by using blood alcohol
level assays and drinking records. Liver status was evaluated using a
combination of CBC blood panels and liver histopathology. The plasma lipid
compositions were assessed bi-monthly. During the course of the year, one of the
animals died as a result of a liver biopsy. The lipid compositions of the brain,
liver, and retina of this animal were analyzed and the results were compared to
the tissue compositions from healthy chow-fed animals of a similar age.

Analytical Procedures

Tissue and plasma samples were extracted using the Bligh and Dyer total lipid
extraction method. The fatty acids were derivatized to the either their PFB or
methyl esters using pentafluorobenzyl bromide containing diisopropylethylamine
in acetonitrile (1:10:1000) or BF3 in methanol (14% w/v) . Fatty acid PFB esters
were analyzed on a 0.25 mm X 30 m DB-FFAP capillary column using splitless
injection with an oven temperature program of 80°-185°e20°/min, 185°-240°@10°/min
and held for 30 min. The source temperature was 150° and pressure (99.99%
methane) was 4 x 10-4 torr. The PFB esters were analyzed as the M-PFB ion in
selected ion mode using a Hewlett Packard 5989 mass spectrometer operated in the
negative chemical ionization mode. PFB derivatives of the fatty acids were
characterized with regard to their elution time, their major ions occurring in
the mass spectra, and by comparison with authentic fatty acid standards. The
deuterixim-labeled products were quantified using relative response factors for
the individual analytes and an internal standard, 23:0.

Fatty acid methyl esters were analyzed by GC-FID using split injection with a
10:1 ratio on a 0.25 mm X 30 m DB-FFAP capillary column using split injection.
The oven temperature program was 140°-180@4°/min-210°@l°min-245°/30°miiand held for
19 min. Fatty acids were quantified from the addition of a known amount of an
internal standard, 23:0.

Major Findings ;

Adult Feline Alcohol Study

The organs from the alcohol and control groups of felines at necropsy were
indistinguishable, except for two minor stomach ulcerations and the noticeably
paler livers of the alcohol group. Liver histopathology indicated only mild
amounts of fat infiltration in the alcohol exposed animals. During the alcohol
exposure period, the blood ALT levels in the animals were elevated up to 4-fold
above those of the controls. Plasma fatty acid analyses showed that mean 18:1

levels were 30% higher compared to controls and 20:4n6 levels had decreased by
15%. Notably, the level of plasma 20:3n6 in the alcohol group had increased by

50%. This suggests that alcohol may inhibit delta-5 desaturase and thereby block
the formation of 20:4n6 from 20:3n6. The mean plasma levels of 22:5n3 and 22:6n3

had both decreased by 90% compared to controls. In the liver, the levels of

14:1, 16:1, and 18:1 were moderately elevated compared to the control group and

20:4n6 levels had decreased by 60%. Both 22:5n3 and 22:6n3 had decreased by 9 0%
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in the alcohol group relative to the controls, however, liver 18:3n3 levels were
about the same in both groups. In the brains, the only polyunsaturate to
significantly decrease in the alcohol exposed animals relative to the controls
was 22:6n3. A decrease by 20% of this fatty acid was offset by a similar
increase in 22:5n6 in the alcohol exposed animals. The levels of 20:4n6 and
22:4n6 were similar in the brains and retinas of both groups. In the retinas,
the level of 22:6n3 of the alcohol exposed animals had decreased by 16% relative
to controls with a compensatory increase in the 22:5n6 levels which were 3-fold
higher in the alcohol group. Analysis of the deuterium-labeled metabolites from
the brains indicate that formation of the 22-carbon polyunsaturates is 3- to 4-

fold higher in the alcohol exposed animals relative to the controls. This
suggests that the alcohol induced loss of 22:6n3 in the brain may be due to the
increased catabolism of this fatty acid relative to other polyunsaturates.

Feline Early Development study

of the seven animals born to mothers on the 1% corn oil diet group, only two
survived and one of these kittens could not use its rear legs. In general, the
animals from either of the long chain EFA supplemented groups had the shortest
A- and B-wave latencies (both groups averaging about 17.3 msec for A-wave
latency). Also, animals from these groups had the highest concentrations of
22:6n3 in their retinas (11 and 15% for the chow-fed and DHA/AA supplemented
group, respectively) . Animals from the unsupplemented groups had longer
latencies (which ranged from 18.2 to 20.0 msec for A-wave latencies). The longer
A-wave latencies were associated with lower amounts of polyunsaturates in the
retina membrane and in the diets. The levels of 22:6n3 in retinas of the corn
oil-fed animals ranged from 3-4%. In contrast 22:4n6 and 22:5n6 levels were
generally higher in these groups relative to the supplemented groups. In the
corn oil-fed groups, the 18-carbon essential fatty acids in the diet were
correlated with the ERG latencies.

Primate Alcohol and Diet Study

Dietary long chain n-3 fatty acids were found to inhibit the production of 22:6n3
in the liver of rhesus mon)ceys . when the animals were fed an olive oil-based
diet long chain EFAs were produced from their 18-carbon precursors.

During the alcohol exposure period, the blood ALT levels were elevated.
Histopathological analyses revealed that during alcohol exposure the liver was
infiltrated with low to medium amounts of fat. The plasma 18:1 and 16:1 levels
were elevated in the alcohol exposed animals and 20:4n6 levels had decreased by
40%. More significantly, the plasma 22:6n3 levels had decreased by as much as
70% compared to their pre-exposure levels in the same individuals.

After 12 months of alcohol exposure, one of the animals died as a result of
complications from a liver biopsy. The lipid composition of its liver, brain,
and retina were compared to those from chow-fed rhesus mon)ceys. Liver 20:4n6
levels were similar in both the alcohol exposed and the chow-fed animals,
however, the level of 22:6n3 was selectively affected in the alcohol exposed
animal as it was about 80% lower relative to chow-fed animals. In the brain,
20:4n6 levels were similar in the two dietary conditions. Notably, the level of
22:6n3 in the brain of the alcohol treated animal was 70% of the cimount observed
in the chow-fed animals, similarly, lower iunounts of 22:6n3 were found in the
retina of the animal undergoing alcohol treatment. The levels of 22:5n6 in the
brain and retina were higher in the alcohol exposed animal compared to the chow-
fed animals.
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Significance to Biomedical Research and to the Program of the Institute ;

The development of a non-invasive and highly sensitive method for the
determination of essential fatty acid elongation and desaturation based on stable
isotope technology has been implemented for both human and higher mammal studies

.

Animal studies are being used to determine the relative contributions of the
amounts and types of fatty acids in the diet and alcohol exposure to EFA
deficiencies. The alcohol-induced loss of tissue polyunsaturates through the
inhibition of desaturation /elongation or through increased catabolism/oxidation
may provide an explanation for some of the pathological consequences of alcohol
abuse. The finding that prolonged alcohol exposure in animals induces the loss
of 22:6n3 in the brain and retina where it is normally maintained at high levels
is of potential physiological importance. In animal studies, it appears that
alcohol more specifically affects the level of long chain n-3 polyunsaturates
with respect to the long chain n-6 polyunsaturates. This suggests that dietary
n-3 EFA supplementation may be necessary to reverse the alcohol effects in
recovering alcoholics.

Proposed Course ;

In order to evaluate the effects of fetal alcohol and marginal EFA diets in early
development, we will carry out trials in pregnant felines. The effects of
alcohol on the lipid composition of the brain and liver and retina will be
assessed. The ERGs or visually evoked potentials (VEPs) will be used to evaluate
the relationship of lipid composition and retina function. We will implement the
use of behavioral tests for assessing developmental skills or learning related
tasks in order to evaluate the effects that alcohol may have on higher order
functions in the developing animals

.

We are continuing our investigations into the long-term effects of alcohol on the
development of alcoholic liver disease and its effects on EFA metabolism in
rhesus monkeys. An additional four animals will be added to the study to assess
the dietary effects on brain composition by means of brain biopsies.

Publications ;

Pawlosky RJ, Sprecher H, Salem Jr. N. A high sensitivity negative ion GC-MS
method for the detection of desaturated and chain elongated products of

deuterated linoleic and linolenic acids, J Lipid Res 1992;33:1711-7.

Pawlosky RJ, Barnes A, Salem Jr. N. The metabolism of 18 carbon essential fatty
acids in mammals. In; Sinclair A, Gibson R, eds. Essential fatty acids and
eicosanoids. champaign; Amer Oil Chem Soc 1992; 26-30.

Pawlosky RJ, Salem Jr. N. The metabolism of essential fatty acids in humans; GC-
MS studies on the effects of dietary fats on the conversion of deuterivun labeled
18:3n3 and 18:2n6 to long chain polyunsaturates, Annales de Biologie Clingue
1993;51:3-5;86.
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complete spectrum of essential fatty acid metabolism and that polyunsaturates in

the diet regulate the activity of this pathway.
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objectives ;

To test the hypothesis that (i) ethanol exposure leads to alterations in lipid
and essential fatty acid composition and, in particular, a loss of
polyunsaturates from membrane phospholipids (ii) that the combination of chronic
ethanol consumption and a marginal diet with respect to polyunsaturate level
maintenance may lead to adverse consequences for organ function, particularly
with reference to the brain and liver, and (3) that an alteration in the
polyunsaturate composition of the diet with respect to polyunsaturate status may
be used to reverse or prevent losses in membrane polyunsaturates.

Methods Employed :

Lipid Extraction

Lipids were extracted from brain, liver, heart, aorta, platelets and plasma
according to the method of Bligh and Dyer using chloroform-methanol-water in the
ratios of 1:2:0.8. Erythrocytes were extracted using the method of Reed. A
small amount (50 mg) of the antioxidant, BHT was added to each sample. Tissues
were homogenized using a Polytron (Brinkman) cavitation type instrument and then
one volume of chloroform and water was added to partition the mixture into two
phases. Lipid extracts were subjected to a solid phase extraction method
developed in our lab when composition of lipid subclasses was desired. In some
cases, phospholipid classes were separated by thin layer chromatography using the
method of Rouser and coworkers; the solvent system employed was chloroform-
acetone-methanol-acetic acid-water (5:2:1:1:0.5). The gel containing individual
phospholipid classes was scraped off of the plates and directly transmethylated,
as described below.

Fatty Acid Analysis

Portions of these total lipid extracts were evaporated under a stream gf nitrogen
and transmethylated with 14 wt% BF3 in methanol for 2 hrs at 100 C using a
modification of the method of Morrison and Smith. Hexane was used in place of
benzene as a cosolvent in order to minimize exposure of lab personnel to the
latter agent. It was observed in studies of fish oil, plasma and brain samples
that this substitution produced no observable losses in any of the component
fatty acids. The methyl ester derivatives were extracted into hexane and
evaporated under nitrogen for injection into an HP-5880A gas chromatograph
equipped with a flame ionization detector. A 30 m x 0.25 mm ID fused silica
capillary column (J t w Scientific) was used with hydrogen as carrier gas at a
linear velocity of 50 gm/sec. Injector, detector and initial column temperatures
w^re 240, 240 and I30 C, respectively. The oven tempejrature rose at a r^te of
4 c/min. until 175 C and thereafter at a rate of 1 c/mitj. until 210 C w^s
reached. Finally, the oven temperature was increased at 30 c/min. until 240 C
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was reached and the remainder of the run was at this temperature, samples were
injected by means of a 7673A autosampler with a split ratio of 10; 1. Fatty acids
were identified by comparison to primary and secondary standards and by electron
impact mass spectrometry on an HP-5970 mass selective detector.

Dietary studies

Juvenile rats (about 70 g) were first acclimated to eating a powdered diet for
5-7 days prior to presentation of the experimental diets. The diet used for this
purpose was standard 10% rat chow pellets that had been pulverized or an olive
oil-based diet. The diets were then switched to a purified diet similar in
composition to the AIN-76 formulation except that the fat content was raised to
10 wt%, sucrose was reduced to 50 wt% and replaced with corn starch, Teklad
vitamin mix (#40060) was used in place of the AIN mix, and calcium carbonate was
increased to 0.43 wt%. The caloric density of the diets was adjusted by a factor
of 1.07 in order to match that of the AIN recommended diet. The stock diet was
made up to 1 wt% corn oil in order to supply the essential fatty acid, 18:2n6.
The other oils, menhaden, corn, olive and bprage oil, were added as needed to
make up the remaining 9 wt% and stored at 4 c under nitrogen and for not more
than two weeks in order to prevent oxidation of the unsaturated acids . All oils
contained both TBHQ (0.02 wt%) and vitamin E (0.3 wt%) and were balanced in this
regard. In some experiments, a rat chow diet, e.g., NIH-007, was used as a
reference point.

Rats are exposed to alcohol using a variety of models for alcoholism including
continuous or 12 hr per day ethanol inhalation or by means of a liquid diet after
Lieber-DeCarli

.

Human Protocol

A study was initiated to investigate the extent and dietary regulation of human
essential fatty acid metabolism. The in vivo metabolism of deuterate 18:2n6 and
18:3n3 was investigated in normal volunteers on their usual diets or in the third
week of a controlled diet served on our ward. These diets consisted of a beef-
based or a fish-based diet; the beef diet closely resembled the traditional
American diet whereas the fish diet was high in long chain polyunsaturates
including 20:4n6, 20:5n3 and 22:6n3. Each subject was thus evaluated three times
in a sequential fashion. Food records were kept for two weeks while patients
were on their ad lib diet so that a nutrient analysis could be calculated. Blood
samples were withdrawn after 0, 8, 24, 72, 96 and 168 hrs after a single oral
dose of the two deuterated fatty acids. Plasma samples were prepared for fatty
acyl compositional analysis and for GC/MS/NCI analysis of the amounts of each n-3

and n-6 metabolite of 18:3n3 and 18:2n6, respectively.

Artificial Rearing

when control of the fatty acyl composition of the diet during early development
in the rat is required, animals are artificially reared on a purified diet.

Four-day-old Sprague-Dawly or Long Evans rat pups are gastrostomized and raised
until day 21 of life using the "pup in a cup" method. Milk formulas with varying
levels and ratios of 18:2n6 and 18:3n3 and with or without long chain n-3 and n-6

polyunsaturates are pumped into their stomachs. one group was fed on an n-3

deficient diet and protein and other nutrient sources were carefully chosen and

analyzed to ensure very low levels of fat and of n-3 fatty acids were present.

Before weaning, the pups undergo sensorimotor development testing including such

variables as righting from an inverted position, time of eye opening, development
of fore- and hind limb grasping responses, and development of integrated
locomotor coordination. After weaning, young rats are assessed on spatial.
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operant, and latent learning tasks. The spatial tasks will include the Morris
water maze task and a spatial learning task involving habituation to olfactory
cues in an open field. The operant tasks involve a step-wise development of bar
pressing responses for food rewards, beginning with shaping of the bar-pressing
response and left-right and brightness discrimination and leading to more complex
tasks such as delayed responding and matching to concurrent fixed and variable
ratio schedules of reinforcement. Latent learning tasks involve the learning of
food preferences through olfactory cues from conspecif ics. Long chain
polyunsaturates in brain and retina will be analyzed and correlated with indices
of brain function as measured by these behavioral endpoints

.

Major Findings ;

Rodent Studies

The influence of various types of fatty acids in the diet in combination with
alcohol inhalation were tested on the fatty acyl composition of the major lipid
classes in rat liver. It was observed that there was relatively little effect
of alcohol on the triglyceride or nonesterif ied fatty acid fractions. The
changes observed in the liver total lipid extract were accounted for mainly by
the phospholipid and cholesterol ester fractions. The phosphatidylcholine (PC)
but not the phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) showed a significant loss of 20:4n6 in
the olive oil group (38%) which did not occur in the borage oil group (7%).
There was a curious increase in 22:6n3 only in the borage oil fed group when
exposed to alcohol that was accentuated in platelets and liver phospholipids and
triglycerides. The level of 22:6n3 was at least doubled in the liver total
phospholipids as well as in the PC and PE . However, in the olive group, alcohol
exposure led to a decrease in cholesterol ester 22:6n3. This decline was not
observed in the fish oil fed animals.

In general, polyunsaturates such as 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 were depressed in the olive
oil group when the animals had alcohol exposure, especially in the cholesterol
ester fraction. This is interpreted to be due to the low levels of 18:2n6 and
18:3n3 in olive oil. However, when n-6 or n-3 fatty acids were supplemented in
the borage oil or menhaden oil diets, respectively, alcohol exposure had little
or no effect on the levels of these fatty acids. It was apparent that alcohol
had exerted its effect on specific pools of lipids within the liver and in other
tissues and that dietary supplementation with specific essential fatty acids had
prevented the declines within these pools.

Efforts were made to improve upon the inhalation model of alcoholism for rodents
by using a 12 hr per day exposure period rather than continuous exposure. This
allowed for fewer complications, better weight gain or maintenance, a lower death
rate and made possible longer and more physiologically meaningful exposure
periods, e.g., 1-3 months. Peak blood ethanol levels were comparable and both
groups exhibited withdrawal symptoms although they appeared to be more pronounced
in the continuously exposed animals. One month of ethanol inhalation in rats fed
a chow diet lead to reductions in liver 20:4n6 in the total lipid extracts which
were significant and which were comparable in the two schedules of exposure.

Human Studies

In our previously described study of alcoholics, we found that there was a
decrease in platelet 18:0, 20:4n6-PE and a compensatory increase in the non-
essential species di-18:ln9-PE at admittance. similarly, in the erythrocyte
phospholipids, there was a decrease in 18:0, 18:2n6-PE and 16:0, 20:4n6-PS in the
cells from alcoholics. The non-essential species of PE, 16:0, 18:ln9 and 18:0,
18:ln9 both increased in compensation. However, there were other species of
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20:4n6 that increased in the erythrocytes of alcoholics including the 18:0 alkyl
and the 16:0 acyl-PE's. Further analysis of data indicated that the preexisting
molecular species asymmetry within the erythrocyte phosphatidylethanolamine was
increased in the cells from alcoholics for most of the molecular species. This
was the first such study of phospholipid membrane domains in cells of alcoholic.
These findings suggest rather complex alterations in essential fatty acid and
phospholipid metabolism and membrane fine structure in alcoholics.

Within the last year, a human protocol has been initiated that attempts to
determine whether humans can elongate and desaturate and export linoleic (18:2n6)
and linolenic (18:3n3) acids in the liver. The regulation of this activity by
various diets where the fatty acyl composition is altered has also been
investigated using three diets including ad lib, beef-based and fish-based, given
in that order; the latter two diets were given for three weeks with the
assessment of in vivo metabolism during the third week. This initial study will
form the basis for the investigation of in vivo fatty acid metabolism in
alcoholics under withdrawal and with controlled diets.

The results thus far have been:

(1) Humans do elongated, desaturate and export both 18:2n6 and 18:3n3 as long
chain PUFA containing deuterium as 20:4n6, 22:5n6 and 22:6n3 are observed in
plasma.

(2) The variability between individuals in metabolism does not appear to be
appreciably decreased with the beef diet in comparison to the ad lib diet.

(3) The elevation of long chain PUFA in the fish diet led to a decrease in the
formation of 20:4n6 in the plasma, but not of 20:5n3. The formation of 22-carbon
n-3 PUFA was diminished by the fish diet but this effect has not yet reached
significance (n=9).

(4) One individual out of eleven normal volunteers so far screened appeared to
have a deficiency in metabolic capacity indicating that such enzyme deficiencies
may not be uncommon.

A new model of n-3 deficiency is being developed in which the maternal transfer
of n-3 fatty acids in the milk is prevented during the first three weeks of life
by artificially rearing the pups on an artificial milk containing purified
components with very low levels of 18:3n3 and no long chain n-3 fatty acids.
Preliminary experiments showed that a significant decline in brain 22:6n3 can be
achieved in 10-day-old rats using this approach. This should provide an
excellent and fast model of n-3 deficiency with which the consequences of the
effects of alcohol on the nervous system can be evaluated. A cell culture model
of n-3 deficiency is also under development using a human retinoblastoma cell
line. These cells have been successfully grown in fat-free media and the
polyunsaturates were substantially depleted in this way. current studies are
attempting to supplement 18:2n6 which will be incorporated and metabolized to
22:5n6 by the cells in order to make the same substitution that is observed in
the retina and brain after several generations of deficiency.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

These dietary studies have established that alcohol can produce abnormalities in
lipid compositions in various tissues in both animal models of alcohol abuse and
in alcoholic patients. They have also clearly shown that the composition of
these tissues is potently influenced by the type of fats in the diet.
Furthermore, supplementation of the diet with n-3 or n-6 polyunsaturated fat can
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prevent some of the alcohol-induced alterations in the liver. The losses of
polyunsaturates along with the resulting changes in their membrane functions may
provide a mechanism for many of the pathological changes observed in the organ
systems of alcoholics. Dietary therapy may, therefore, be indicated in order to
restore pools of tissue polyunsaturates in recently abstinent alcoholics.

Proposed Course ;

Further dietary studies are needed in order to delineate both the restorative and
preventive effects of various classes of dietary fatty acids in alcohol exposed
animals. Brain composition must be analyzed in much greater detail in alcohol
exposed animals on n-3 and n-6 supplemented diets as alterations in n-3
metabolism may be found. Future studies will attempt to extend our dietary
protocols developed in the laboratory to determine if they can more quickly and
effectively restore a proper level of polyunsaturated lipids in the tissues of
alcoholics. It will first be necessary to understand the dose-response
relationship of dietary fat type and the reversal of ethanol-induced lipid
compositional effects. The in vivo metabolism of essential fatty acids in
alcoholics will, for the first time, be investigated in the coming year.

A second major line of investigation that is being actively pursued is to use a
"barely adequate diet" in animals exposed to alcohol in order to better simulate
what is believed to be the case in many alcoholics. This model attempts to lower
essential fatty acids to levels that are considered to not induce any overt
clinical symptomology and to remove the "safety factors." In some cases,
antioxidant vitamins and minerals are also treated in the same way as they may
also prevent some of the deleterious effects of alcohol abuse when their levels
are elevated in the diet. This model will be extended to encompass neural
development with an alcohol challenge in cats to simulate the fetal alcohol
syndrome

.

Publications :

Salem Jr. N, Ward G. The effects of ethanol on polyunsaturated fatty acid
composition. In: Ailing c, sun GY, eds . Alcohol, cell membranes and signal
transduction in brain. Plenum Press, in press.

Salem Jr. N, ward G. Are omega-3 fatty acids essential nutrients for mammals?
Simopoulos AP, ed. World Rev Nutrition & Dietetics. S. Karger, Basel:
1993;72:128-47.

Di Martino A, Safar J, Callegaro L, Salem Jr. N, Gibbs CJ. Ganglioside
composition changes in spongiform encephalopathies: Analyses of 263K scrapie-
infected hamster brains, Neurochem Res 1993;18:907-13.

Simopoulos AP, Salem Jr. N. Egg yolk as a source of long chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids in infant feeding, Amer J Clin Nutr 1992;55:411-4.
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Alcohol-induced depletion of polyunsaturated lipids alters the physical and
functional properties of biological membranes. Chronic alcohol exposure is known
to cause resistance to ethanol-induced membrane disordering measured in vitro .

Fluorescence studies in our laboratory confirm that this response recovers 2 to 3

days post-withdrawal in rat liver microsomes. Bulk membrane "fluidity"

measurements with DPH detect no difference in basal membrane order between controls
and liver microsomes from the withdrawal group. However, a localized membrane
probe, TMA-DPH, detected a significantly higher basal membrane order in the 24

hours post-withdrawal group. Motions of fluorescent probes localized in specific

areas of these bilayers suggest that alcohol-induced changes in lipid composition

affect membrane organization in very distinct lipid domains. Furthermore, our

laboratory has shown that alcohol depletes the long chain polyunsaturated fatty

acids such as 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 from membranes. We hypothesize that there is a

specialization in the localization and function of the 22 : 6-phospholipids in

biological membranes. To test this hypothesis, the physical environment of 22:6n3

and other polyunsaturated phospholipids have been studied using fluorescence

anisotropy and differential scanning calorimetry of membrane preparations. We have

found that under defined conditions, bilayers containing 22:6n3 species become more

highly packed than bilayers containing species with fewer double bonds. However,

correlation times of the same labeled samples indicate that the local environment

along the fatty acyl chains becomes increasingly disordered with increasing

unsaturation.
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Objectives ;

To (i) test the hypothesis that ethanol exposure leads to alterations in lipid
bilayer organization at the level of membrane domains, in particular, changes in
polyunsaturated structures; (ii) characterize the unique structural properties
of polyunsaturated lipids in bilayers and their propensity to form ordered
structures; (iii) evaluate the influence polyunsaturated lipids have on the
function of biological membranes and membrane proteins; (iv) test novel
fluorescence techniques and probes for their ability to quantify lipid domains
in heterogeneous membrane bilayers; (v) collaborate with other LMBB sections and
NIAAA laboratories in multidisciplinary studies of the effects of alcohol on
biological systems.

Methods Employed :

Liver Microsome Preparation

Fresh rat liver samples were immediately placed in an ice-cold buffer of 0.25 M
sucrose and 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, until homogenization. Sample were weighed
then ground with a smooth Teflon pestle in a chilled tissue grinder with 3 ml of
buffer per gram of liver. The grinding tube was kept in an ice bath during
homogenization. The homogenate was spun first at 9,000xg for 20 min. and the
resulting supernatant was then spun at 105,000xg for 1 hr. The supernatant
fraction was discarded and the pellet was resuspended in an equal volume of
buffer and spun once more at 105,000xg for 20 min. The resulting pellet was
resuspended in 2 times the original weight of a second buffer, 20% (v/v) glycerol
and 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.4. Aliquots of this liver microsome preparation were
stored in 2 ml polyethylene cryovials at -20''C overnight, and then at -SCC until
analyzed.

Purification of Cis-Unsaturated Fatty Acids

Separation of synthesized cis and trans isomers of docosapentaenoic methyl ester
was accomplished using reverse phase HPLC. Docosapentaenoic acid in organic
solvents was methylated at the carboxyl end using BF3 (14% w/v) . A modified
reverse phase procedure of Jordi (J. Liq. Chrom.,1: 215-230, 1978) was followed.
A Nova-Pak C18 4 m, 3.9 x 300 mm column was used with a gradient from 80%
acetonitrile/H20 to a final 100% acetonitrile at 1 ml/min. Purity of the all-cis
22:5 fraction was assured using gas chromatography equipped with either FID, MSD,
or IRD detectors. Peak concentrations of 22:5 were collected at 21 min. GC and
NMR analysis confirmed the purity of the all-cis fraction. A preparative size
LC will be employed to increase the efficiency of purification. Thus far, a gram
of purified acid has been prepared for synthesis of mixed acid phospholipids
containing 22:5 at the sn-2 position of PC, PE and PS species.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry of Membrane Preparations

All phospholipids were obtained from either Avanti Polar Lipids (Birmingham, AL)
or Matreya, Inc. (Pleasant Gap, PA) in chloroform or chloroform and cyclohexane
(1:1) and stored under nitrogen at -20°C or -80°C. Differential scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) was accomplished using a Mettler DSC-30 calorimeter which
includes a nitrogen dewar/heater temperature controller for controlled
heating/cooling between -110°C and 600°C. Samples were prepared by placing 4 to
10 mg of lipid in organic solvent in an aluminum sample crucible and drying under
nitrogen. An excess of water (5 1) was then added and the crucible sealed.
Analysis involved repeated heating and cooling scans from -40°C to 40''C at rates
from CS^/min to lO^/min. Best results were obtained for 2°/min scan rates.
Resulting melting/freezing peaks were integrated and the temperature and enthalpy
of the gel to liquid-crystalline transition were recorded.

Small Unilamellar Vesicle Preparation

vesicles were made fresh daily, 100 g of lipid in solvent was added to a round
bottomed flask containing 1 ml of chloroform at 35°C. The appropriate fluorescent
probe was added (1:500, probe: phospholipid molar ratio) and the mixture was dried
under N2. Degassed phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) without Ca"*"""" and Mg"''"'"

at 37°C was added to each flask to make a SOxlO'^M lipid solution and vortexed
vigorously for 5 minutes followed by ultrasonication for at least 10 min. or
until the mixture became clear. Stock solutions of phospholipids were routinely
checked for purity by thin layer chromatography, vesicle samples were also
occasionally checked for lipid peroxidation after fluorescence analysis by
observing the second derivative of the UV absorbance between 190 and SOOnm,
oxidized species appear at >230nm.

Fluorescence Analysis of Membrane Structure

Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropies (TRFA) of the probes were measured using
an LS-lOO Fluorescence Spectrometer (PTI, Photon Technologies International,
London Ont.) employing the single photon counting method. A thyratron gated arc

lamp containing 50 kPa of 30% nitrogen/ 70% helium was pulsed at 25 KHz. The
samples were excited with the 337nm nitrogen line using an excitation grated
monochromator while the 426nm emission was selected using an emission grated
monochromator . The emission photomultiplier ' s discriminator detected on average
the first photon to be emitted. Data were acquired at a rate no greater than 1200

cps to prevent "data pileup" . Glan-Thompson type polarizers filtered the

polarized excitations and emissions. Grated monochromators were employed to

select the excitation and emission wavelengths. Decay curves were collected with
the polarizers in the W and VH positions while the lamp background was collected
in the w position by detecting the light scatter through a dilute solution of

latex beads (36 0nm excitation and 360nm emission) . The lamp profile was typically
2.5-3.5 nsec wide at half maximum. Curves were collected with at least 5,000

counts in the peak channel. Data were acquired using an analog to digital
conversion card in an Intel-80386 personal computer. Background subtraction,

shift correction, deconvolution, curve fitting and analysis were all performed

with PTI acquisition and analysis software. TRFA decay curves were fit with the

following function:
D(t) =

( S aiexp{-t/rj} )( S bjexp{t/0j} + c)

In most instances, two lifetimes (Lj), one correlation time {<p-.) and a time

independent anisotropy term (c=limiting anisotropy, ro^) were solved for each

anisotropy decay curve. Statistical analysis of the curve fit guaranteed an

acceptable fit if the Chi square was <1.2 and the Durbin-watson parameters were

>1.75.
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Steady-state anisotropy was measured using the PTI LS-lOO in the steady-state
mode, samples were excited with a SOW Hg-Xe lamp pulsing at lOOHz. Excitation and
emission wavelengths were selected with grated monochromators and intensities
measured with Glan-Thompson type polarizers in the w and VH positions
(excitation and emission polarizers, respectively). Steady-state polarization
values were determined using the following equation:

P = Iv\' - 0(1^11) /I^r^-* G(lvii) where G = HV/HH
At least 5 measurements were averaged for each sample, steady-state values were
measured both before and after time-resolved anisotropy experiments.

Fluorescence lifetime measurements were measured using the same time-resolved
method employed for measuring anisotropy with the exception that no polarizers
were used and a single lamp and decay curve were collected. Following iterative
reconvolution of the lamp curve from the data curve, the resulting decay was
analyzed for multiple lifetime components using two methods. (1) The decay was
fit with the equation: D(t) = Z, a,exp{-t/r|)
where the lifetime may include one to four terms. Statistical tests for best fit
include Chi-square, Durbin-Watson test, covariance matrix, runs test and
autocorrelation function. (2) The Maximum Entropy Method employs the same fitting
function to fit up to 100 fixed lifetimes in order to recover the best lifetime
distributions resulting in the maximal entropy (J.Phys.chem 94:1661). The
heterogeneity of membrane fluorescent probe lifetimes are indicative of the
dynamics of bilayer structure.

Major Findings ;

In an animal study in collaboration with Dr. Susan Shoaf , Laboratory of Clinical
studies, /NIAAA the effects of alcohol withdrawal on a variety of biological
functions were studied. Rats were pair-fed alcohol using the Lieber-Dicarli
liquid diet method for 28 days or were pair fed a calorically matched diet.
Animals were then allowed to withdraw for 0, 1, 2, 3, or 7 days and sacrificed.

Our section measured fatty acid composition and the order parameters of different
fluorescent probes in liver microsome preparations. Alcohol exposure decreased
the amount of essential fatty acid (20:4n6, arachidonic acid) present in liver
microsomes and increased the level of nonessential fatty acids (18:1). withdrawal
from alcohol caused further decreases in 20:4n6 and increases in 18:1 which were
maximal at the 24 and 48 hour post-withdrawal time points. Partial reversal of
this altered composition was attained 168 hours post-withdrawal. A non-specific
membrane probe, 1, 6-diphenyl-l , 3, 5-hexatriene (DPH), was employed to measure bulk
membrane order. Using DPH, no difference in membrane order between controls and
animals at any time during withdrawal was detected. However, DPH was sensitive
to the control liver microsomes ability to disorder upon acute exposure to IBOmM
ethanol (7.3% decrease in polarization values). Exposure to 50mM ethanol induced
significant changes in some controls while others exhibited only a marginal
increase in disorder. Membranes prepared from chronically exposed animals
exhibited the classic resistamce to acute ethanol-induced disordering. Acute
exposure to 150mM ethanol resulted in percent changes of control DPH polarization
values of 0.3%, -0.9%, -2.8%, -4.2%, and -6.7% for 0, 1, 2, 3, and 7 days post-
withdrawal from alcohol, respectively. These results indicate that the resistance
to disordering was lost 48 to 72 hours post-withdrawal. Recovery of 20:4n6 levels
at 3 days coincided with the loss of microsomal membrane tolerance to an acute
exposure to ethanol. A headgroup localized fluorescent probe, l(4-tri-
methylammonium-phenyl )6-phenyl-l , 3, 5-hexatriene (TMA-DPH), also detected this
resistance to disordering, though to a lesser degree than DPH. For DPH and TMA-
DPH, no difference was seen in baseline polarization values between control and
alcohol exposed microsomal membranes, except for TMA-DPH at the 24 hour time
point. TMA-DPH had an 11.1% higher polarization value in chronic exposed
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membranes at 24 hours post-withdrawal as compared to controls (n=9) . DPH detected
no such difference in membrane order. TMA-DPH is believed to be localized
exclusively in the fatty acyl bilayer near the phospholipid headgroups.
Furthermore, freezing microsomes (-SCC) adversely altered the headgroup-acyl
chain domain of membranes from alcohol-exposed animals, while the controls
remained unchanged. These results suggest that ethanol may induce changes in
membrane structure in particular lipid domains . Investigations are ongoing to
more fully characterize the extent of membrane domain structural rearrangement
noticeable only during the 24 hours after withdrawal of alcohol.

We have developed a preparative HPLC technique which allows large quantities of

a synthetic preparation of 22:5n6 methyl esters to be separated from closely
associated structures including the trans isomer, with this purified lipid we
will be able to synthesize a series of mixed acid phospholipids with a saturated
fatty acid at the sn-1 position, 22:5n6 at the sn-2 position and either PC, PE
or PS as the head group. These particular phospholipids will complete an
extensive series of pure mixed acid phospholipids of varying sn-2 unsaturation
from 1 to 6 double bonds and make possible a direct comparison of the
phospholipid species that predominate in the normal and n-3 deficient brain and
retina.

We have studied the physical properties of small unilamellar vesicles containing
phosphatidylcholines varying in the degree of unsaturation. Changes in phase
behavior, lipid packing, nanosecond rate of probe motion and microdomain
formation can be detected using steady-state and/or time-resolved fluorescence
anisotropy as well as heterogeneous fluorescence lifetime analysis and
differential scanning calorimetry. Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy
measurements detect rate of probe motion (correlation time, <P) and degree of

lipid packing (limiting anisotropy, roo) around various membrane probes. Three

bilayer specific probes have been used extensively in this study: DPH, TMA-DPH,
and DPH-PC (DPH linked to the sn-2 position of 1-palmitoyl phosphatidylcholine).
Results were confirmed using all three probes.

our findings indicate that increasing polyunsaturation in mixed-chain PC vesicles
leads to an increase in rate of probe motion (<p) . This effect is most noticeable
at S^C; at 20° and 3T°C the <p values were not significantly different among the

20:4n6, 20:5n3 and 22:6n3 species. Furthermore, this response was similar for

polyunsaturated species containing either 16:0 or 18:0 at the sn-1 position.

The degree of lipid packing, as interpreted from r^c values, exhibited a more

complex behavior in detecting the effects of mixed-chain polyunsaturation upon

vesicle bilayer structure. For the species with 16:0 in the sn-1 positions,

increasing unsaturation led to a slight decrease or no change in lipid packing

at all temperatures. No packing differences were seen between 20:4n6, 20:5n3 and

22:6n3 species with 18:0 at the sn-1 position at temperatures >2 0''C. However, at

S'C we observed that the limiting anisotropy values increased with the

progressive addition of 4, 5 and 6 double bonds to the sn-2 fatty acids. This

result is consistent with an increase in lipid packing with increasing

polyunsaturation. DSC measurements confirm the finding that the lowest melting

point of mixed chain phospho-lipids are found in those containing 2 double bonds

in the sn-2 position (-0.2»,-15.5°, -12°, -10° and -5.5°C for phosphatidyl-

cholines containing 18:0 at the sn-1 position and 18:ln9, 18:2n6, 20:4n6, 20:5n3

and 22:6n3, respectively, at the sn-2 position). Addition of 3 or more double

bonds causes significant increases in the melting point. It is important to note

that 5°C is near the gel-to-liquid phase transition of these 18:0 polyunsaturated

PCs. At 5°C, one order parameter (limiting anisotropy) increases with increasing

unsaturation while the other (correlation time) decreases with increasing

unsaturation. These apparently contradictory results are most extreme for the
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mixed acid chain PC containing 22:6n3. We hypothesize that these changes in order
parameters in opposite directions describe a situation where a gel-state induced
ordering of the lipid bilayer may permit polyunsaturated species to adopt tightly
packed structures while maintaining a high degree of local disorder along the
fatty acyl chains. Previous computer models of phospholipid structure support the
hypothesis of distinctive ordering of polyunsaturates, our results lend concrete
experimental evidence that such unique organized structures are formed by
polyunsaturated lipids.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Results from the alcohol withdrawal study suggest that biological membranes adapt
to chronic alcohol exposure by altering certain membrane lipid domains. Such
alterations in membrane domain structure may have an important role in the
pathologies associated with alcohol exposure and withdrawal from alcohol. This
finding is consistent with our work on polyunsaturated lipid bilayer structure.
These data suggest that 22 :6n3-containing phospholipids have the ability to pack
more tightly than previously believed for highly unsaturated lipids. In accord
with this hypothesis, the alcohol induced depletion of 22:6n3 lipids shown by
this laboratory could be expected to seveurely restrict normal membrane
physiology by interfering with the dynamic physical properties of membrane
bilayers.

Proposed Course :

Various fluorescent membrane probes will be used to characterize the time course
and structural organization of discrete membrane domains involved in withdrawal
from alcohol. Ethanol-induced alterations in the unique physical properties of
22 :6n3-containing membranes will also be studied using artificial vesicles as a
model. Further study is required to define the unique characteristics of
polyunsaturated phospholipids in lipid bilayers and their propensity to form
ordered structures. The availability of 22 : 5n6-containing phospholipids will
permit for the first time detailed physical studies of the effects of increasing
polyunsaturation on membrane bilayer organization. These studies will explore the
effect varying headgroup (e.g. serine and ethanolamine) have upon the tendency
of polyunsaturates to form highly ordered structures in the gel-state and at
physiological temperatures. Exploring these questions with a variety of membrane
domain specific probes will lend insight into the structure/function
relationships of polyunsaturates in biological systems, particularly the
consequences of alcohol-induced essential fatty acid depletion.

Publications ;

Salem Jr. N, Niebylski C. An evaluation of alternative hypotheses involved in
the biological function of docosahexaenoic acid in the nervous system. In:
Sinclair A, Gibson R, eds. Essential fatty acids and eicosanoids. Champaign:
Amer Oil Chem See 1992; 84-6.
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The principal objective of this study is to elucidate metabolic functions of

polyunsaturated fatty acids and phospholipids in nervous tissues with particular
reference to their modulation by ethanol. Our studies focused on the oxygenation,
release, incorporation and remodeling of the major polyunsaturates in the brain,

docosahexaenoic acid (22:6n3) and arachidonic acid (20:4n6). We found that the
major free fatty acid in brain was 20:4n6 and that chronic ethanol exposure
increased the free 20:4n6 level in the brain considerably. Endogenous PLA2

activity, which hydrolyzed 20:4n6 preferentially, was found in the brain
mitochondria and synaptosomes. On the contrary, cobra venom PLA2 hydrolyzed 22:6n3

faster than 20:4n6 in vitro from mixed liposomes or synaptosome preparations. We

did not find any selective reincorporation of these fatty acids into synaptosomal

lipids, indicating that the substrate specificity of the cobra venom PLA2 is

different from that of the rat brain PLA2. In continuation of the study on

characterization of pineal lipoxygenation, we found that 18 carbon fatty acids were

also well-metabolized by the rat pineal primarily to 13-hydroxy derivatives

Platelets metabolized both substrates to 13- and 9-hydroxy compounds and leukocytes

metabolized 18:2n6 to both 9- and 13-, and 18:3n3 to 9-, 12-, 13- and 15-hydroxy

derivatives, respectively. These results indicated that the property of 15-LO in

pineal differs from that of leukocytes or platelets. In order to understand the

enrichment process of the major polyunsaturated fatty acids in brain, incorporation

of 20:6n3 and 20:4n6 from diet underwent the chain shortening and elongation

processes before incorporation into the brain. This oxidation was especially

active for 22:6n3 and during the first week after birth.
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Objectives ;

To delineate the functions of polyunsaturated fatty acids and their metabolism
in the nervous system, and to describe the alterations in lipid composition and
metabolism caused by ethanol and the resulting changes in these functions.

Methods Employed ;

Preparation of Hydroxy Fatty acids from Rat Brain Pineal Body

Male Sprague Dawley rats (200-300 g) were kept under controlled lighting with a

light cycle from 0700 to 1900 and fed by free access to standard rat chow diet
and water. They were harvested between 1000 to 1100 in order to control for
diurnal effects. Rats were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of

chloral hydrate and the brain was perfused with oxygen-saturated physiological
saline containing heparin. The pineal body was rapidly removed and immediately
placed in ice-cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) until homogenization.
The pineal bodies were homogenized and diluted in oxygen-saturated PBS to a

homogenate concentration of 3 mg/ml, and incubated with 35 /jM of 1- [ "C ) -22 ; 6n3

or 20:4n6 for 30 min at 37 'C in the presence of 35 mM glucose and 2 mM CaCl,.

These fatty acids were purified by reversed phase HPLC prior to the incubation.
Control incubations were also carried out on rat pineal homogenate that was
boiled for 20 min. Reactions were terminated by acidification to pH 3 using 15%

formic acid and the products were extracted with dichloromethane followed by
ethyl acetate.

Analysis of Oxygenated Products

Rat pineal hydroxy products were separated on an Axxiom-ODS column (5u, 4 . 6 mm
X 25 cm) using an HP-1090 HPLC system equipped with a diode array UV detector.
A radioactivity flow detector was connected in series for the analyses of
radioactive metabolites. The mobile phase consisted of 0.1 M ammonium acetate
and methanol (40:60 to 15:85 in 50 min) with a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min.
Thermospray LC/MS analysis was performed using a Finnigan TSQ-70 triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer either with or without pentaf luorobenzyl
derivatization. GC/MS/EI analysis was carried out using an HP-5989 mass
spectrometer after methylation and trimethylsilylation using an HP-1 methyl
silicon column with oven, injector and transfer line temperature of 220, 230 and
250C, respectively. Alternatively, GC/MS/NCI or GC/MS/EI analysis was carried
out using an HP-5989 mass spectrometer, after pentaf luorobenzyl derivatization,
hydrogenation and trimethylsilylation. An SPB-1 column (0.25 mm x 30 m, 0.25;i)

was used with the oven temperature programmed from 230 to 320°C at the rate of
5"C/min.
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Preparation of Brain Subcellular Fractions

Forebrains (without the thalamus and hypothalamus) of ethanol treated or control
rats were removed and homogenized in 9 volumes of 10% (w/w) sucrose by a motor
driven Teflon-glass homogenizer. The homogenate was centrifuged at SOOxg for 20
min and the resulting supernatant was centrifuged at 9,000xg for a further 20 min
using a Beckman JA17 rotor. The crude mitochondrial fraction containing
synaptosomes was obtained from the pellet after washing once with 10% sucrose.
The microsomal fraction was prepared by centrifugation of the supernatant at
100,000xg for 1 hr. An appropriate volume of 48% (w/w) sucrose was added to yield
a 34% sucrose solution and 28.5% (w/w) sucrose was overlaid. A small volume of
10% sucrose was overlaid on the tope of the gradient, and centrifuged at 60,000xg
for 110 min a 4 °C using a Beckman L8-70 ultracentrifuge. The myelin,
synaptosomal membrane and mitochondrial fractions were collected from each
interface and the pellet.

Hydrolysis by Phospholipase A-,

A total of 15 /jmoles of lipids (PC, 20%; PE, 25%; cholesterol, 40%' phospholipid
mixture containing 18:0 22:6-, 18:0 20:4- and 18:0 18:1-PC, PE or PS 15%) were
sonicated in 1 mL of deionized water for 15 sec under nitrogen, and the
suspension was frozen in dry ice. The frozen suspension was sonicated in water
for 30 min and then diluted. Each incubation mixture contained 1.5 /imoles of
total lipids in 1 mL of PLA^ buffer (25mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM KCl and 10 mM CaCl^,
pH 8.0). Alternatively, liposomes were prepared by sonicating the dried lipid
mixture in PLAj buffer for 15 min.

Liposomes or synaptosomes were incubated with or without 0.1 unit of cobra venom
PLAj, at 37.5°C for 0-60 min. The reaction was terminated by acidification to
pH 3.0 with formic acid, and the lipids were extracted according to the Bligh and
Dyer method in the presence of 23:0 fatty acid as an internal standard. An
aliquot was transmethylated for reference and the remainder was applied to an
aminopropyl solid phase extraction column in order to separate the various lipid
classes. Separated lipids were subjected to GC analysis after transmethylation.

Fatty Acid Analysis

Various tissues and subcellular fractions were extracted five times using the
method of Bligh and Dyer. The lipid extracts were transmethylated using BFj-
methanol (14% w/v) at 100°C for 2 hours according to Morrison and Smith.
Methylated fatty acids were then extracted three times with hexane and the
extracts were dried under nitrogen. After redissolving in hexane, the fatty acid
methyl esters were injected into an HP 5880A gas chromatograph equipped with a
flame ionization detector. A DB-FFAP capillary column (0.25 mm i.d. x 30 m, 0.25
p film thickness) was used with an oven temperature programmed from 130 to 175
°C at 4 °C/min and then to 210 °C at 1 °C/min. Hydrogen was used as carrier gas
with a linear velocity of 54 cm/sec.

Analysis of Fatty Acid Incorporation

Sprague-Dawly rats of various age (0-21 days old) were sacrificed and the fatty
acid content in the brain, liver plasma and stomach contents was determined.
Alternatively, animals were fed radiolabelled 20:4n6 and/or 22:6n3.
Incorporation of radioactivity into brain and liver and the clearance of
radioactivity from the stomach contents were followed at 2 , 6, 12 and 24 hrs
after feeding. Blood samples were drawn by heart puncture and plasma was
obtained by centrifugation at l,000xg. Chylomicrons were removed by
centrifugation at 60,000g for 30 min and lipoproteins were separated by
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centrifugation at 400,000xg using KBr density gradients. Lipids were extracted
according to the Bligh and Dyer procedure. Brain lipids were further
fractionated into cholesterol ester (CE), triglycerides (TG), diglycerides (DG),
monoglycerides (MG), free fatty acids (FFA), neutral phospholipids (NPL) and
acidic phospholipids (APL) by solid phase extraction using an aminoprophyl
cartridge.

Major Findings :

Oxygenation of Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids by Rat Brain Pineal Body

In addition to the metabolism of 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 through the 12- and 15-

lipoxygenase pathways, rat pineal efficiently metabolized 18:2n6 and 18:3n3
primarily to 13-hydroxy derivatives. Production of 9-hydroxy derivatives never
exceeded more than 3% of the level of the 13-hydroxy isomer. Under the same
conditions, rat platelets metabolized 18:2n6 or 18:3n3 to both 13- and 9-hydroxy
compounds in a 3.5:1 or 20:1 ratio, respectively. Rat leukocytes metabolized
18:3n3 to 9-, 12-, 13- and 16-hydroxy isomers in a 1:1:5:1 ratio, and 18:2n6 to
9- and 13-hydroxy compounds in a 1:2 ratio. These results indicated that the
pineal 15-lipoxygenase is distinctively different from the enzyme found in
leukocytes or platelets.

Pineal LO activity was recovered mostly in the supernatant after 9,000xg
centrifugation. Further fractionation into cytosolic and microsomal fractions
drastically decreased both 12- and 15-LO activity. When these two fractions were
recombined, recovery of LO activity was observed, indicating these two fractions
are necessary to express the enzyme activity. In collaboration with Dr. Shozo
Yamamoto's group, it was found that the cytosolic fraction contains a protein
which cross-reacts with the antibody obtained from porcine leukocyte 12-LO. The
cDNA of this enzyme was cloned from cDNA library of rat pineal gland and the
clone expressed 12-LO activity in E, coli, indicating that the cytosolic fraction
contains 12-LO. However, in order to fully express its activity, a microsomal
activator appeared to be required as in the case of leukocyte 5-lipoxygenase.

Phospholipase A- Study

When the liposomes composed of synthetic phospholipids or synaptosomes were
subjected to the cobra venom phospholipase A,, (PLA.), fatty acids were released
from the sn-2 position of the phospholipids. It has been consistently observed
that cobra venom phosphlipase A. (Naja naja naja) preferentially hydrolyzed
docosahexaenoic acid (22:6n3) from both synaptosomes and liposomes in which the
lipid class distributions were similar to brain lipid composition. Arachidonic
acid (20:4n6) and oleic acid (18:ln9) were also hydrolyzed from synaptosomes,
however, the monoene species was hydrolyzed slower than polyenoic species. In
contrast, 20:4n6 and 18:ln9 were similarly hydrolyzed in the liposoimal
preparations.

In synaptosomes, the fatty acids released by PLA; originated primarily from
neutral phospholipids, especially phosphatidylethanolamine (PE). Loss of
polyunsaturates in acidic phospholipids was also observed but to a lesser degree.
A small portion of released fatty acids were reincorporated into neutral lipids
without any noticeable preference.

When rat brain synaptosomes were incubated in the presence of Ca++, the release
of free fatty acids were observed, indicating that endogenous phospholipase A.

activity exists in synaptosomes. This activity was primarily concentrated in the
mitochondrial and synaptosomal fractions. In contrast to the hydrolysis by cobra
venom phoBpholipase A;, free 20:4n6 was observed at a consistently higher level
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than 22:6n3 and 18:ln9. Molecular species analysis by thermospray LC/MS
indicated that the released 20:4n6 fatty acid originated primarily from the 18:0,
20:4 species of phosphatidylinositol (PI) and PE. When l-"'C-20:4n6 and [4,5]-3H-
22:6n3 were co-incubated with rat brain synaptosomes, incorporation of
radioactivity in each class of lipids was less than 1% and no selective
incorporation was observed. These results suggest that the substrate specificity
of endogenous phospholipase A, in rat brain synaptosomes differs from cobra venom
phospholipase J^ so that 22:6n3 species are better preserved than other species
in brain synaptosomes. These results also explain our previous observation of
the high level of 20:4n6 found in the free fatty acid fraction of the rat brain.
Since we observed that the level of free 20:4n6 considerably increased in rat
brain with ethanol exposure, the effect of ethanol on the endogenous brain PLAj
activity is now under investigation.

Incorporation Study

Previously we found that 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 injected into the ventricles of adult
rat brains did not show any significant differences in their incorporation. In
order to understand the mechanism of enriching 22:6n3 in the brain, we
investigated the incorporation of this fatty acid in comparison to 20:4n6 with
newborn rats, since the brain growth is expected to be most active at this stage.
The absolute level of both 22:6n3 and 20:4n6 increased linearly in the brain
until 21 days after birth upon where the accretion plateaued. The rate of
polyunsaturate accretion was higher for 22:6n3 than 20:4n6. In cerebrum, 22:6n3
and 20:4n6 increased 118 and 101 ug per gram tissue per a day, respectively. In
cerebellum, the initial contents of 22:6n3 and 20:4n6 at birth were comparable,
but increased at a rate of 109 and 52 ug per gram tissue per day, respectively.

The incorporation of this fatty acids were also followed using radiolabelled
fatty acids. On the second day after birth, most of the plasma 22:6n3 was found
in the protein fraction while 20:4n6 was associated with high density
lipoproteins (HDL). After day 5, 22:6n3 was highly associated with very-low
density lipoprotein (VLDL) while 20:4n6 was with HDL and VLDL. We observed that
a significant portion of orally administered 22:6n3 and 20:4n6 free fatty acids
incorporated into the brain had undergone chain shortening and subsequent
elongation. This oxidation was especially active for 22:5n3 during the first
week after birth.

Phospholipid Molecular Species Analysis

The efforts to develop a fast and convenient method to analyze phospholipid
molecular species continued in this period. Advances were made in the
chromatographic separation and detection by thermospray mass spectrometry so that
various phospholipid molecular species of major lipid classes can be monitored
in a single analysis. Using an EM Supersphere-ODS column (12,5 cm x 4.0 mm ID)
with a mobile phase of 1% NH40H in water :1% NH40H in methanol : hexane changing
from 10:90:0 to 0:90:10 in 20 min, separation of PS, PI, PE and PC was achieved
in 25 min. Since thermospray technique provides the diglyceride ion as the base
peak for these phospholipid classes and these ions are common for the species
containing the same chain length and number of double bonds, only diglyceride
ions need to be monitored, thus simplifying analysis process considerably. Using
this approach, we found that 22:6n3 and 20:4n5 in brain are mostly concentrated
in 18:0 containing PE species while 16:0, 18:1 and di-16:0 species are
exclusively in PC. In addition, PC is the dominating class for any species
containing 16:0 at sn-1 position. The major molecular species found in PS is

18:0, 22:5 while PI contained 18:0, 20:4 species and virtually no 22:6 species.
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indicating the presence of species specificity in the phospholipid biosynthetic
or remodeling pathways. Studies concerning substrate specificity in brain lipid
synthesis/rejnodeling are under progress using this technique.

Quantification using deuterium labelled phospholipid as an internal standard was
investigated extensively. Even in the presence of stable isotope, the relative
response curve for the diglyceride ions was still not linear, but rather
parabolic indicating that the formation of diglyceride ions followed second order
kinetics. However, the response curve was reproducible, and quantification
results for mitochondrial phospholipid molecular species obtained by thermospray
LC/MS and GC analysis were comparable, indicating the potential of this technique
for individual molecular species quantification.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

It has been proposed that an important mechanism underlying many of the effects
of ethanol is its capacity to alter polyunsaturate metabolism. In order to
delineate relevant metabolic pathways the in brain, we performed studies on
incorporation, release and lipoxygenation of polyunsaturates as well as lipid
compositional studies. Active incorporation of both 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 into brain
during the first 21 days indicated the importance of nutritional supply at the
early developmental stage for the proper enrichment of polyunsaturates in the
brain. Selective hydrolysis of 20:4n6 by endogenous synaptosomal PLA; suggests
that free 20:4n6 or its metabolites may be involved in an essential function of
brain during PLA- activation. On the contrary, 22:6n3 appeared to be maintained
in normal status and the selective loss of this species maybe involved in the
neurotoxicity as in the case with cobra venom PLA;.

Our previous data indicated that ethanol stimulated the release of
polyunsaturated fatty acids and decreases the antioxidant, vitamin E level,
implying that ethanol may affect oxygenation of polyunsaturates through
modulating the antioxidant level. Lipoxygenation in pineal is of special
interest for us since pineal is the only part of the brain where lipoxygenation
occurs. It has been previously reported by others that lipoxygenase inhibitors
inhibited melatonin synthesis and release. In addition to 20:4n6 and 22:6n3,
pineal 12- and 15-LO readily metabolized 18:2n5 and 18:3n3, indicating that
pineal LO is distinctively different from that of platelets and leukocytes.
These results, along with the high content of 18:2n6, 20:4n6 and 22:6n3 in

pineal, indicated that lipoxygenase metabolites may play an important role in the
pineal function. In addition, considerable loss of polyunsaturates was observed
in pineal after ethanol exposure. These results suggest a stimulated release of
polyunsaturated fatty acids during the ethanol exposure, which in turn may affect
pineal function by modulating the level of LO products.

Proposed Course ;

We will continue our characterization of metabolic pathways of polyunsaturates
in the nervous system. Lipoxygenation in pineal, its modulation by ethanol as
well as the biological activities of the resulting metabolites will be
investigated. Oxygenation of phospholipids will be investigated in relation to
their formation in target organs and stimulation by ethanol. The regulation of
polyunsaturate levels and their oxygenation in brain regions or subcellular
fractions by ethanol and vitamin E level will be studied. We will continue to
study the preferential incorporation, release and transport of polyunsaturates
in brain and the effect of ethanol on these processes. Investigation on
preferential metabolism of phospholipid molecular species will continue using
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radioactive precursors or deuterated lipid standards and mass spectrometry.
Developmental efforts for quantification of phospholipid molecular species using
thermospray LC/MS will continue.

Publications ;

Kim H-y, Sawazaki S. Structural analysis of hydroxy fatty acids by thermospray
liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry, Biol Mass Spectrom 1993 ; 22: 302-
10.

Kim H-Y, Sawazaki S, Salem Jr. N. Lipoxygenation of polyunsaturated fatty acids
in the rat brain? In: Sinclair B, Gibson, R, eds. Essential fatty acids and
eicosanoids. Champaign: Amer Oil Chem Soc 1993; 145-7.

Kim H-Y, Salem Jr. N. Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry of lipids.
Progress in Lipid Research, in press.
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Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics
SECTION

Section of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

2.25

PROFESSIONAL:

2.0 .25
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES|

D (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues E (c) Neither

D (al) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

SUMMARY OF V^/ORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

NMR experiments were performed to study the influence of the degree of fatty acid
unsaturation and headgroup composition on (i) lipid-lipid interaction, (ii)

peptide-lipid interaction, and (iii) alcohol-lipid interaction. (i) Lipid-lipid
interaction. The influence of polyunsaturation on the conformation and motional
properties of phosphatidylcholine bilayers is being studied. The investigation of

the phase diagram of (18:0) (22:6) PE is in progress. Changes in the average order
of hydrocarbon methylene segments are interpreted as a change in the hydrophobic
thickness of the bilayer. The lamellar-hexagonal phase transition temperature is

used to quantitate membrane stress acting on proteins incorporated into bilayers of

polyunsaturated lipids. (ii) Peptide-lipid interaction. Secondary peptide

structure, lipid organization, and the strength of peptide-lipid interaction are

strongly correlated. The amphipathic peptide P828 changes its secondary structure

upon interaction with negatively charged DOPG and causes formation of DOPG domains

in DOPG/DOPC mixtures. Experiments with tannic acid show that high concentration

of hydroxyl groups at molecular surfaces facilitate the interaction of molecules

with the lipid water interface. NMR methods have been developed to verify the

transmembrane orientation of a hydrophobic helical peptide. A small amount of the

peptide alamethicin in DEPE or DOPE/DOPC (3/1) membranes converts the lamellar

lipid phase into a cubic phase. (iii) Alcohol lipid interaction. The interaction

of ethanol with phosphatidylcholine, and phosphatidylethanolamine is being studied.

Partially hydrated membranes interact strongly with ethanol. The amount of bound

ethanol decreases with increasing water/lipid ratios. We speculate that the

strength of ethanol-lipid interaction is related to water activity.
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Investigators

:

K. Gawrisch
J. Barry
L. Holte
S. Peter
J. Ferretti
s. Gruner
s. Krueger
V. Parsegian
R. Rand

obiectives:

Visiting Scientist
Senior Staff Fellow
NRC Fellow
Summer IRTA Fellow

ZOl AA 00003-01 LMBB

LMBB, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA
LBC, NHLBI
Princeton Univ.
NIST
LSB, DCRT
Brock Univ.

The goal of the investigations is a better understanding of the role of the
degree of fatty acid unsaturation and headgroup composition on (A) lipid-lipid
interaction, (B) peptide-lipid interaction, and (C) alcohol-lipid interaction.
This basic approach will provide the underpinnings necessary for an understanding
of the biological functions of polyunsaturated fatty acids such as
docosahexaenoate

.

Methods Employed ;

The structure of biological membranes is investigated with solid state NMR
techniques using deuterium labeling, fluorescence labeling (collaboration with
c. Niebylski), multidimensional high resolution NMR (J. A. Ferretti), x-ray
diffraction (R.P. Rand), neutron ref lectometry (S. Krueger) and electrical
measurements on black lipid membranes (collaboration with V.A. Parsegian).
Structural data are combined with thermodynamic a 1 data such as phase transition
temperatures determined with differential scanning calorimetry (C. Niebylski) and
NMR, and association constants and partition coefficients determined with NMR and
electrical surface potential measurements.

Major Findings ;

A. Lipid-Lipid Interaction

The objective of these experiments is to correlate polyunsaturation to changes
in the order parameter profile and the physical properties of membranes such as
bilayer thickness and the spontaneous radius of curvature. We are investigating
phosphatidylcholines with saturated fatty acids in the sn-1 position of the
glycerol and fatty acids from one to six double bonds in the sn-2 position.
Changes of the average order parameters as a function of temperature are
proportional to changes in the hydrophobic thickness of the lipid bilayers.

Docosahexaenoic acid plays an important role in the functioning of neural and
retinal membranes. Fatty acid paclcing in the presence of docosahexaenoic acid can
be studied via its influence on the Isunellar to hexagonal phase transition in
phosphatidyl-ethanolamines . The phase diagram of ( 18 : 0) (22 :6n3)PE is being
investigated as a function of water concentration and temperature. The radius of
curvature of lipids in the hexagonal phase strongly depends on the degree of
hydration. Investigation of the hydration of hexagonal phases under controlled
osmotic stress provides the bending elasticity modules of lipid monolayers and
the spontaneous radius of membrane curvature. In recent experiments these
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parameters have been related to variations in the activity of alamethicin
channels (S.L. Keller et al.) and to protein kinase C activity (e.g. R.
Zidovetzki et al.).

B. Peptide-Lipid Interaction

Secondary peptide structure, lipid organization, and the strength of peptide-
lipid interaction are tightly correlated. In recently published experiments
(collaboration with J. A. Ferretti and colleagues) it was shown that binding of
an amphophilic peptide to DOPC/DOPG membranes resulted in a structural transition
of the peptide and in formation of domains enriched in DOPG in the membrane.
Experiments are in progress to identify the secondary peptide structure in lipid
micelles and to localize the peptide bound to phospholipid membranes using
reflectometry of neutrons (S. Krueger)

.

Peptides bind to lipid-water interfaces via a combination of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic interactions. In model experiments with tannic acid, the importance
of hydroxyl groups for this interaction was established.

Work is in progress to identify the influence of incorporation of a hydrophobic
transmembrane peptide containing "bulky" phenylalanine. The phenylalanine
containing peptide was chosen as model of the irregular surface of a protein. The
order parameter profile of lipid hydrocarbon chains may reveal information about
protein solvation by fatty acids as a function of unsaturation. NMR methods have
been developed to verify the transmembrane orientation of the peptide.

Peptides incorporated into lipid bilayers are capable of influencing the phase
state of phospholipids. Only 2 wt% alamethicin in DEPE or DOPE/DOPC (3/1,
mol/mol) membranes converts the lamellar lipid phase into a cubic phase.

C. Alcohol-Lipid Interaction

Another objective of our research is to understand the mechanism by which alcohol
ethanol exerts its intoxicating and anaesthetic effects. A likely site of action
for ethanol is at the cell membrane surface. At this site, protein function may
be altered by hydrogen bonding interactions of ethanol with the surface of
membrane proteins, the sugars of glycolipids such as gangliosides, and
phospholipid headgroups . Deuterium and phosphorous NMR spectroscopy is being used
to observe the binding of ethanol to the surface of phosphatidylcholine and
phosphatidylethanolamine . our NMR results at low hydration levels show that: 1)

ethanol experiences strong hydrogen bonding interactions with the surface of
phospholipid headgroups, where ethanol molecules replace water molecules normally
bound to the lipids; and 2) the orientation of the phospholipid headgroup is

significantly altered by the binding of ethanol. We have found the ethanol
binding is related not only to the ethanol/lipid ratio but also to the ratio of
ethanol to vater. Water at lipid surfaces has a different structure than bulk
water. The difference in structure can be described thermodynamically as a

decrease in water activity. We have shown that the phosphorous NMR chemical shift
of dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP), a small polar phosphorous compound, is very
sensitive to hydrogen bonding, including in living cells [Barry et al..

Biochemistry 32, 4665-4670 (1993)]. We are investigating the use of this
compound as a microprobe of water activity in different solutions

.

Significance to Biomedical Research ;

Structural changes are related to changes in the free energy of the biopolymers
using a thermodynamical analysis. These energies may regulate important membrane
processes such as channel gating, membrane transport, critical receptor function
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and enzyme activity. In this way, the investigation of model membranes permits
qualitative and quantitative predictions for the behavior of more complex
membranes found in biological tissues.

Proposed Course :

The investigation of lipid-lipid interaction will continue on binary and ternary
lipid mixtures of neutral and charged phospholipids, as a function of the degree
of unsaturation of the fatty acids. We will develop experimental techniques to
tudy domain formation in membranes as a result of peptide-lipid and alcohol-
lipid interaction. In general, a long term effort will be made to delineate the
structural and functional role of polyunsaturated lipids in biological membranes
and to create a framework for the conceptualization of the unique roles played
by each molecular species.

Publications ;

Gawrisch K, Han K-H, Yang J-S, Bergelson LD, Ferretti JA. Interaction of peptide
fragment 828-848 of the envelope glycoprotein of human immunodeficiency virus
type I with lipid bilayers. Biochemistry 1993; 32 :3H2-8

.

Barry JA, McGovern KA, Lien Y-HH, Ashmore B, Gillies RJ. Dimethyl
methylphosphonate (DMMP): A 31? nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic probe
of intracellular volume in mammalian cell cultures, Biochemistry 1993;32:4665-70.
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PROJECT NUMBER
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Cerebral Energy Metabolism and Blood Flow in the Rat
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: A. McLaughlin Visiting Scientist LMBB, NIAAA
Others: I. Horvath Visiting Fellow LMBB, NIAAA

N. Sandor Visiting Fellow LMBB, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

None

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics
SECTION

Section of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

2.2

PROFESSIONAL:

2.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE B0X(ES1

D (a) Human subjects

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

D (b) Human tissues H (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

The role of humoral and neuronal factors in the control of cerebral blood flow and
metabolism is controversial. We studied the control of cerebral blood flow and
metabolism under normal and stressful conditions. Our initial work was done with
the hypercapnic models for stress, but the studies may be extended to other models
of stress, e.g., hypoxia, hypoglycemia and withdrawal from chronic alcohol
consumption. Our initial observations demonstrated that the adrenal medulla was
the source of factors that controlled the response of cerebral blood flow to

hypercapnic stress. Further work indicated that one of these factors was a delta-
opioid peptide. Also, recent work demonstrated that the response of cerebral blood
flow to hypercapnic stress is mediated through the nitric oxide synthesizing
system. These studies showed, however, that the pathways involving nitric oxide
synthetase that are responsible for the hypercapnic increases in cerebral blood
flow and oxygen consumptions do not involve NMDA receptors. Recent studies have

shown that at least part of the increase in cerebral blood flow in hypercapnia is

coupled to an increase in cerebral oxygen consumption.
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Project Descriptions ;

Investigators ;

A. McLaughlin
I. Horvath
N. Sandor

visiting Scientist
visiting Fellow
Visiting Fellow

LMBB, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA

Objectives ;

To investigate the humoral and neuronal factors that control the response of
cerebral blood flow and metabolism to stress induced by hypercapnia,
deoxyglucose, hypoglycemia, hypoxia, immobilization and ethanol.

Methods Employed ;

Our method for cerebral blood flow determination is a modification of the
classical Kety-Schmidt technique. Gathers are inserted into the jugular veins,
the femoral artery and the sagittal sinus. Systemic blood pressure, arterial
P02, PC02 and pH are monitored. Tritiated water is infused into the jugular vein
at a constant rate. During this infusion blood is withdrawn from the femoral
artery and the sagittal sinus at constant rates. At the end of three min the
animal is sacrificed with KCl, the brain exposed, and the cerebral cortex and
blood samples counted for radioactivity. The cerebral blood flow is calculated
from the ratio of the brain radioactivity to the arterial/venous difference in
radioactivity. We also use standard autoradiographical approaches to determine
specific regions of the brain that respond to the stress stimulus.

Major Findings ;

1) Previous work demonstrated that the adrenal medulla secreted an opiate
peptide that was responsible for activation of cerebral blood flow by
hypercapnia. This work was then extended to investigate the specificity of the
opiate receptor responsible for this effect. We used the specif ic u opiate
antagonist /3-fulatrexeunine hyprochloride (/3-FNA), the specific opiate
antagonist nor-binaltorphime dihyrochloride (nor-BNI) and the specific 6 opiate
antagonist naltrindole hydrochloride (NTI). These studies showed that only the
6 opiate antagonist NTI inhibited the hypercapnic increase in cerebral blood
flow. In the last year we extended these studies to investigate different levels
of hyprcapina, and have studied the effects of the 6 opiate antagonist on the
activation of oxygen consumption by hypercapnia. The results confirm the
previous findings, and suggest that the activation of cerebral blood flow during
hyper-capnia is coupled to an increase in cerebral oxygen consumption.

2) Nitric oxide is a recently discovered messenger molecule that mediates a wide
variety of physiological and pathological effects in the cardiovascular,
endocrinological, periphera nervous and central nervous systems. Nitric oxide
ia produced from the terminal guanidine group of L-arginine by nitric oxide
synthesis (NOS ) . In the brain NOS occurs in vascular endothelium, in nerve fibers
of the adventitial layer of cerebral arteries, and in central neurons. Nitric
oxide is responsible for endothelium-mediated relaxation of vascular smooth
muscle, and had been implicated in neurogenic vasodilation of cerebral vessels.

In the previous year, we showed that a specific inhibitor of NOS, N- -nitro-L-
arginine (L-NAME), caused complete inhibition of the hypercapnic mediated
increase in cerebral blood flow. In the last year we extended these results by
using a wider ranger of hypercapnic conditions, and studied the effects of L-NAME
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on cerebral oxygen consumption. The results confirm the previous conclusions,
and suggest that the increase in cerebral blood flow on hypercapnia is mediated
by an increase in cerebral oxygen consumption.

3) In the brain, the production of nitric oxide can proceed through pathways that
involve NMDA receptors . In the 1st year we studied the involvement of NMDA
receptors in the inhibition of the hypercapnic response of blood flow and oxygen
consumption by NOS inhibitors. We used ketamine and MK-801, which are both
inhibitors of the NMDA receptors. The results indicate that at least part of the
NOS mediated increases in cerebral blood flow and oxygen consumption are not
mediated through mechanisms that involve NMDA receptors

.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

One of the major factors that influence cerebral blood flow and metabolism is
stress. However, even the mechanism of the response to the simplest model for
stress (hypercapnia) is controversial. The most widely accepted theory holds
that humoral factors play no role in the hypercapnic response. In this theory,
the major role is played by a local response of cerebral arteries to changes in
intracellular pH. Our results show, however, that adrenal derived d-opiod
peptides, the EDRF system, and the sympathetic nervous system all play an
important role in the response of cerebral blood flow to hypercapnia.

Both acute administration of alcohol and withdrawal from chronic administration
of alcohol increase catecholamine levels in the urine. Also, alcohol raises
plasma levels of glucocorticoids Some of the effects of alcohol may thus be due
to the induction of stress reactions. The information obtained in this project
about mechanisms underlying general stress reactions may be relevant to the
effects of alcohol on cerebral blood flow and metabolism.

Proposed Course ;

Our next goal is to expand these studies to other stressful stimuli that affect
cerebral blood flow and metabolism, e.g., hypoxia, hypoglycemia, seizures, and

immobilization. Subsequently, we will determine if alcohol affects cerebral
blood flow and metabolism by the same mechanisms that are observed with classical
stress reactions.

Publications

:
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COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

BEIP, NCRR (C. Moonen) ; Bar Illan U (A. Mayevsky) ; LDRR, OD, OIR (J. Pekar)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics
SECTION

Section of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS;

.20

PROFESSIONAL:

,20

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

n(a) Human
n(a1) Minors

D(a2) Interviews

n(b) Human tissues H(c) Neitlier

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

This project has been terminated.

Publications : None

.
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PERIOD COVERED
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In Vivo 170 NMR Studies of Cerebral Oxygen Consumption and Blood Flow
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator. I (Nai

PI: A. McLaughlin Visiting Scientist
Others: T. Sinnwell Biochemist
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LMBB, NIAAA
LMBB, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any!

BEIP, NCRR (C. Moonen); Lab. of Diagnostic Radiology Research, OIR (J. Frank, J.
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.

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Membrane Biochemistry and Biophysics
SECTION

Section of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 12501 Washington Avenue, Rockville, MP 20852
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

3.0

PROFESSIONAL:

2.8 0.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

D (a) Human subjects

n (a1) Minors

D (a2) Interviews

n (b) Human tissues H (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

This project involves the development of new non-invasive approaches for imaging
oxygen consumption and blood flow in the brain. These new approaches combine the
advantages of magnetic resonance spectroscopy, which can separate signals from

different metabolites or "tracers" in the brain, and magnetic resonance imaging,

which can localize signals from metabolites and tracers to well-defined regions of

the brain. If the animal breathes a gas mixture containing 1702, it will produce
170-labelled water, which is the end product of oxidative metabolism in the brain.

If the blood flow is also imaged, the rate of increase in the 170-labelled water
signal can be used to calculate the rate of oxygen consumption. In the last year,

we have shown that 19F NMR techniques can be used to image cerebral blood flow with

a spatial resolution of 0.4 cc, which is approximately the same spatial evolution

as PET. We have also shown that 19F NMR approaches can be combined with 170 NMR

approaches to image simultaneously cerebral blood flow and oxygen consumption. The

170 NMR approach is very similar to the 150 PET approach for imaging cerebral

oxygen consumption and blood flow. At the present time, the spatial resolution of

the 170 approach is 0.8cc, which is not as good as the spatial resolution of 150

PET (approximately 0.5 cc). However, the 170 NMR approach has two important

advantages: first, 170-labelled compounds are non-radioactive and non-toxic, and

second, the interpretation of 170 spectroscopic data is much simpler than the

interpretation of 150 PET data.
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

A. c. McLaughlin visiting Scientist LMBB, NIAAA
J. Pekar staff Fellow LDRR, OIR
T. sinnvrell Biochemist LMBB, NIAAA
C. Moonen Manager, In Vivo NMR Center
J. Frank Chief, LDRR OIR
z. Ruttner visiting Fellow LMBB, NIAAA

Objectives ;

The objective of this project is to develop a new "in vivo" NMR approach that can
be used to image oxygen consumption and blood flow in the brain without the use
of ionizing radiative tracers. The long-term goal of this project is to extend
the approach to clinical studies.

Methods Employed :

We utilized 170 NMR spectroscopy to follow the increase in 170-labelled water in
the brain during inhalation of 170-labelled oxygen gas. we measured the cerebral
blood flow by two approaches. The first approach was to use 17o NMR to follow
the washout of a bolus injection of 170-labelled water. The second approach was
to use 19F NMR to follow the washing and washout of the inert tracer CHF3 . We
obtained a three-dimensional image of the cerebral rate of oxygen consumption and
the cerebral blood flow by imaging the 170 NMR signal and the 19F NMR signal,
we utilize mass spectroscopic approaches to monitor the expired concentration of
CHF3, and thus calculate the arterial concentration of CHF3

.

Major Findings :

In the last year we completed the development of the 170 NMR approach, and began
the development of another approach that can be used to image cerebral blood flow
in vivo.

(a) We developed a combined 170/ 19F approach that allowed us to simultaneously
image the concentration of 170-labelled water and CHF3 in the cat brain. This
information, along with the arterial curves for 170-labelled water and CHF3,
allowed us to simultaneously image cerebral blood flow and cerebral oxygen
consumption in the cat brain with a voxel size of 0.8 cc . The average values of
CBF and CMR02 in the parietal region of the cat brain, calculated with this
approach, agree very well with the values of CBF and CMR02 calculated from
autoradiographic data taken from the same region of the cat brain, for animals
under the same anesthetic regime.

(b) we have instituted studies with a new approach for imaging cerebral flood
flow. This approach labels the water molecules flowing into the brain with a
magnetic "tag." IH NMR imaging approaches are then used to image the steady
state level of tagged water molecules in the brain. This information can then
analyzed, using standard tracer approaches, to calculate a two-dimensional image
of cerebral blood flow in the brain. The advantages of this approach are that
it does not require an "exogenous" tracer, and that it can produce very high
resolution images of cerebral blood flow. The disadvantage is that the observed
steady state effects are small (approximately 4%) and the signals must be imaged
for long times.
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This approach has been used by other groups in small animals (rats) . We have not
established this approach in larger animals (cats), and have made a number of
technological advances in the technique. These advances will be very important
in future application of this approach to humans.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

At the present time, positron emission tomography (PET) is the only technique
capable of obtaining spatially resolved measurements of oxygen consumption and
blood flow in the human brain. Although PET is a powerful approach, it suffers
from a number of problems. First, it utilizes high doses of radioactive tracers,
which limit its use in some situations (i.e., serial studies) and excludes it
from other situations (i.e., pediatric studies). Second, it is difficult to
compare PET images with images taken with other techniques (e.g., MRI or CT) or
to correlate functional images with anatomical images of the brain.

NMR spectroscopic imaging techniques do not involve radioactive tracers, and can
be easily combined with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques to provide
a direct comparison between functional and anatomical images. 170 and 19F NMR
spectroscopic imaging techniques for measurement of oxygen consumption thus have
an important potential for neurological and clinical studies

.

Chronic ethanol consumption causes serious neurological deficits. Non-invasive
clinical approaches for the study of oxygen consumption in different regions of

the brain would provide a technique for studying the pathophysiology of these
effects, and for monitoring therapeutic approaches.

Proposed Course ;

During the next year, we will extend the combined 170/19F approach for imaging
cerebral blood flow and oxygen consumption to human studies. These studies will
utilize the high-field (4 Tesla) human magnet in the In Vivo NMR Research Center
at NIH. The first application of this approach to humans will be to investigate
one of the most controversial of the recent PET findings, namely that regional

blood flow in the brain is not coupled to regional oxygen consumption during
functional activation.

During the next year we will also extend the new "magnetic tagging" approach to

human studies. The initial studies will investigate the approach on both the

clinical 1.5 Tesla system and the research 4 Tesla human system. These studies

will determine which of the two systems gives optimum results. Each system has

advantages: for example, the 4 Tesla system may give larger effects, but the 1.5

Tesla system will be much easier to use for clinical studies.

Publications;
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SECTION
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INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

0.7

PROFESSIONAL:

0.1 0.6
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

(a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues

n (a1) Minors
D (a2) IntervievtfS

n (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Long-term AZT therapy can cause myopathy, as demonstrated by light and electron
microscopy of muscle biopsies. 31P NMR spectroscopy is an established method for

studying myopathies, and could be helpful in monitoring muscle energy metabolism
during AZT therapy. In the previous year, we used 31P NMR spectroscopy to study 20

HIV positive patients and 19 age-matched volunteers. HIV-positive patients
undergoing AZT therapy showed a significantly greater degree of phosphocreatine
(PCr) depletion for a given work load, compared to controls. However, HIV patients
that were not treated with AZT did not have a significant PCr depletion, compared

to controls. Our findings support previous morphological and molecular finding
that myopathy observed in AZT-treated patients is due to mitochondrial dysfunction.

They also demonstrate that 3 IP NMR spectroscopy is as sensitive as electron

microscopy in detecting mitochondrial abnormalities in AZT-treated patients. We

conclude that 31P NMR spectroscopy is a useful non-invasive approach for monitoring

HIV-infected patients during AZT therapy. These studies have now been extended to

investigate pediatric AIDS patients, and to investigate other cases where

experimental drugs can cause mitochondrial damage. In particular, we have studied

a number of patients that have been treated for hepatitis B with fialuridine.
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A. McLaughlin
M. Dalakos
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Section Chief
Chief, LDRR
Clinical Associate
Clinical Associate
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LMBB, NIAAA
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OD, OIR
NMB, NINDS
NICHD, DEB
COP, NCI
LMBB, NIAAA
NMB, NINDS
LCI, NAID

(i) To use 31P NMR spectroscopy to understand the pathophysiology of AZT-related
myopathy, (ii) To determine if 3 IP NMR spectroscopy can be used to monitor HIV-
infected patients during AZT therapy, and optimize individual therapeutic
protocols, (iii) To expand the 31P NMR approach to other clinical groups, e.g.,
pediatric HIV patients, and hepatitis B patients treated with fialuridine.

Methods Employed ;

We used 3 IP NMR spectroscopy to monitor the level of phosphorylated metabolites
(Phosphocreatine, inorganic phosphate and ATP) and the intracellular pH in a
localized region of the human gastrocnemius muscle. Spectra were acquired every
minute during a graded exercise protocol involving plantar flexions. Changes in
the metabolites levels and intracellular pH in the gastrocnemius muscle were
plotted as a function of the steady state work load of the muscle.

Major Findings ;

In the previous year, we studied HIV-infected patients and age-matched controls.
Part of the HIV-infected patient group was undergoing AZT therapy at the time of
the study, we found that the symptomatic, AZT-treated, HIV-positive patients who
showed mitochondrial abnormalities (by electron microscopy) on muscle biopsy,
appeared to have a greater PCr depletion than patients whose muscle biopsy was
unremarkable by light microscopy.

These findings supported previous indications that myopathy observed in AZT-
treated patients is due to a mitochondrial dysfunction, and suggested that 31P
NMR spectroscopy is as sensitive as electron microscopy in detecting
mitochondrial abnormalities in these patients.

These studies are now being extended to two other patient groups.

(a) The first group includes pediatric HIV patients. The overall goal is this
project is to study the safety of recombinant hujnan insulin-like growth factor
(rhIGF-I) and recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH) in children with HIV
infection and growth failure.

Preliminary work with normal volunteers established that the exercise protocol
used for adult HIV patients could be modified for use with pediatric patients,
studies with pediatric HIV patients have started and, to date initial
(pretreatment) studies on five patients have been performed.
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(b) The second group includes patients who have been treated with fialuridine for
hepatitis B infection. Initial clinical results suggest that this drug may cause
systemic mitochondrial dysfunction. To date, we have looked at eight patients
in this group. The initial results indicate that most of these patients do not
appear to have normal skeletal muscle metabolism, but some of the patients
clearly have abnormal muscle function. In the future we will follow these
patients to correlate clinical outcome with skeletal muscle mitochondrial
function.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

3 IP NMR provides a non-invasive approach for monitoring levels of important
phosphorylated metabolites (PCr, ATP, inorganic phosphate, etc.) and the
intercellular pH in human skeletal muscle. This information can be used to study
the biochemical coupling between the rate of production of ATP and the work load
in normal muscle. It can also be used to investigate the biochemical
abnormalities that give rise to specific muscle myopathies.

3 IP NMR spectroscopy should prove useful in studying muscle myopathy induced by
chronic alcohol consumption. Furthermore, it will be possible to monitor the
effects of different therapeutic modalities on these pathways

.

Proposed Course ;

Future work will continue the studies on adult and pediatric HIV patients, and
the studies on hepatitis B patients treated with fialuridine. This work will
also be extended to other muscular diseases that may involve mitochondrial
dysfunction.

Publications

;
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Annual Report of the
Laboratory of Metabolism

(formerly, the Laboratory of Metabolism and Molecular Biology)
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
Richard L. Veech, M.D., D.Phil, Chief

Introduction ;

The Laboratory of Metabolism and Molecular Biology was reorganized into the
Laboratory of Metabolism over the last year and the Section on Molecular Biology
transferred to the Laboratory of Neurogenetics.

Last year the Laboratory was engaged in work in five major areas . Work in four
of these areas has either been discontinued or is being carried out in other
locations as follows:

1) The work carried out in the Section on Metabolic control upon the control
of the de novo synthesis of purines and the effects of elevation of blood
purines resulting from ingestion of ethanol or more particularly acetate
has been discontinued.

2

)

The work in the Section of Metabolic Control and the Section of Molecular
Biology on the effects of ethanol upon immune function, and in particular
the work upon alcohol withdrawal upon IFN-gamma, the relationship of TNFa
to fatal alcoholic hepatitis, and the alteration of the activity of
hepatic lymphocytes has been terminated.

3) The work on the control of the expression of ethanol inducible cytochrome
P450iie carried out by the Section of Molecular Biology has been
transferred to the Laboratory of Neurogenetics.

4) The work on the control of thiamine dependent enzymes carried out by the
Section of Molecular Biology has been transferred to the Laboratory of
Neurogenetics

.

The remaining project on which the laboratory was authorized to work involves the
relationship of ethanol and its metabolites to the gradients of inorganic ions
and the electrical potential between the extra- and intracellular phases of the
cell. Accordingly, all research projects now carried on within the laboratory
have been directed to this subject.

Work on the Relationship of Ethanol to the Energetic of ion Gradients

During the past year, members of the laboratory took part in a special symposium
conducted under the authorization of this institute to consider the effects of
ethanol upon magnesium homeostasis and, in particular, the vascular complications
of hypertension, stroke and cardiomyopathy associated with magnesium depletion
frequently accompanying chronic alcoholism (Altura, B.M. et al.. Alcoholism, Clin
and Exptl Studies, 1987; 11:99-111). At that meeting, we reported for the first
time direct experimental evidence that in the rat acute administration of
ethanol resulted in:

1) loss of magnesium from the liver,
2) loss of potassium from liver,
3) reversal of the normal proton gradient across plasma membrane
4) hyperpolarization of the potential between extra- and intracellular phases

of liver cell from -28 to -40 mV.

13



5) Whereas in heart, the Delta-C [Mg-* )out/in= Delta-C [Na* lom/jniinply Na* / Mg^*
co-transport as the predominant physiological transporter of magnesium
(Masuda, T., Dobson, G.P. and Veech, R.L. J. Biol. Chem. 1990; 265: 20321-
20334, in liver Delta-G (Mg-^* ]out/in = Delta-G (H2P04"]oui/in and was « Delta-G
[Na* loui/in implying a difference enzymatic method of transport in liver as
compared to heart

.

A new paradigm was presented to explain these multiple linked phenomena other
than one based upon alteration in K* channel activity. Rather, these changes are
viewed as the result of an exuberant production of the acetate anion from the
metabolism of ethanol and its subsequent electroneutral transfer from intra- to
extracellular space. The general applicability of this general phenomena was
then extended to other conditions exhibiting similar phenomena.

The most widely recognized situation similar to that of the liver metabolizing
alcohol is found in the so called "Warburg" phenomena of many types of cancer.
The presence of lactic acidosis in many types of tumor cells has long been
thought to be accompanied by an intracellular acidosis and indeed many
chemotherapeutic agents have been designed with the presumption that tumor cells
have a higher concentrations of intracellular protons than normal tissue. In
collaboration with the CRC cancer center in London, we have shown that the
"acidosis" present in tumor is due not to intracellular acidosis, but to a
reversal of the proton gradient and associated changes in inorganic ions which
was first defined here in livers metabolizing alcohol.

Another aspect of disorder in inorganic ion homeostasis associated with
alcoholism is alcoholic myopathy and the alcoholic rhabdomyolysis associated with
alcoholic hypophosphatemia (Knochel, J. P. Am. J. Med, 1992; 92: 455-457). We
have continued to work on methods aimed at estimating the concentrations of free
inorganic phosphate within the various cellular compartments, most particularly
the cytoplasm and mitochondria, and how shifts between these intracellular
compartments and the extracellular phases are effected by ethanol or its
metabolite acetate. We have, using x-ray microanalysis techniques at the
Department of Pathology, U of Texas School of Medicine, shown for the first time
the presence of calcium and magnesium amorphous deposits within the liver
mitochondria of rats exposed to the metabolite of ethanol, acetate. Severe
loading of mitochondria with calcium has been observed previously only in
irreversible cell death (Trump, B.F et al., 1987; Fed. Proc . 46: 1332-ff) or in
myocytes treated with ouabain (LeFurgey A. et al., 1988; In: Cell calcium
metabolism '87: physiology, biochemistry, pharmacology and clinical applications.
(Fiskum G. ed) Plenum Press, New York) . We have demonstrated the existence of
such amorphous calcium deposits within the mitochondria of living rats. Further
for the first time, using a combination of analytical data and x-ray
microanalysis, we have provided quantitative estimates of:

1) a 10% increase of mitochondrial water content during hepatic ethanol
metabolism and a 20% increase of mitochondrial water content after
acetate.

2) a 2 fold decrease in mitochondrial Ca and a 1.5 fold decrease in
mitochondrial magnesium during ethanol metabolism and

3) a 2.5 fold increase in mitochondrial calcium and an almost 2 fold increase
in mitochondrial calcium during acetate metabolism.

Associated with these changes in the distribution of calcium and magnesium
between cytoplasm and mitochondria are associated changes of inorganic phosphate
and inorganic pyrophosphate. The relationship of these movements in phosphate
are being related to changes in muscle function in studies of isolated perfused
hearts.
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Another aspect of ion movement related to alcoholism, is the gradients of amino
acids which are established across cell membranes in relationship to the energy
of the sodium gradient. The uptake of most amino acids across cell membranes is

accomplished by a number of proteins thought to catalyze the Na"*" -linked uptake
of amino acids. Thus common transfer forms of amino acids such as L-alanine are
taken up by system A, the excitotoxic amino acid L-glutamate is taken up by
system L, and the aromatic amino acids tyrosine and tryptophane by system AroP.
The extent and direction of the amino acids in relationship to changes in the
Delta-G [Na"""

] out/in
^^'^® never before been investigated in vivo.

As a model system, we have chronically cannulated rats in the portal and hepatic
vein and in the carotid artery and then determined how the change in Delta-G
[Na"*"

] out/in i"^"^^<^®<^ t)y treatment with ethanol is reflected on the Delta-G [amino

acids lout/in- These results indicate that the Delta-G [L-glutamate"] out/in ^^^ 'the

Delta-G [L-arginine""" ]out/iiT the precursor of a major vasoactive second messenger,

NO, express the full energy of the Delta-G [Na"^ ]out/in- other major transport
amino acids such as L-glutaminejI; express only about 60% of the energy of Delta-G

[Na'^]out/in' Ethanol alters the energy of these gradients, and surprisingly
appears to reduce the Delta-G [ l-alanine +

] out/in to 0, suggesting that ethanol in

liver is capable of altering the kinetics of system A.
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Jones JM, Albornoz L, Yeralan O, Veech RL. Alcohol and lymphocytes of the
liver, Biosciences, 1993;86:203-10.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.]

Ad lib fed 300-350 g Wistar rats were implanted with cannulae in the external
carotid artery, the pancreato-duodenal and hepatic vein S-7 days prior to oral
administration of ethanol sufficient to elevate blood ethanol to 30-40 mM. We then
determined the concentration of liver 3H20, 14C-insulin and 51Cr-red space, the
concentration of 1-Alanine and 1-Glutamate -, NH4+ and inorganic electrolytes
within the three vessels and within freeze-clamped liver as well as the potential
(EN) between extra- and intracellular phases of liver. The calculated AG[Na=}
between hepatic vein/ liver increased from +11.2 to +14.5 kJ/mol. The AG[1-
Glutamate-] gradient between hepatic vein/liver was about -13kJ/mol with or without
ethanol suggesting that the reaction was close to near-equilibrium with the energy
of sodium. The AG[ 1-Alanine] between hepatic vein/liver differed both in magnitude
and direction of change after ethanol treatment from AG[Na+] hepatic vein/liver; it

was -4.23 kJ/mol in control animals and decreased to-2.6 kJ/mol after ethanol

treatment. The result is compatible with a net 1-Alanine/NH4+ exchange rather than

Na+ linked 1-Alanine co-transport. The sum of AG[1-Glutaraine] hepatic vein/liver +

A[NH4+] hepatic vein/liver was found to equal AG[Na+] hepatic vein/liver. Oral

administration of ethanol inhibited uptake of arterial 1-Glutamine by intestine

decreased the hepatic AG 1-Alanine portal vein/liver to 0, increased the AGl-

Glutamine portal vein/liver and its co-transport partner AG[Na+] hepatic vein/liver

with which it appeared to be in near-equilibrium according to the intrahepatic

glutamine synthase (EC 6.3.1.2) reaction from 5.56x10-9 M, a value close to

1.20x10-9 M expected at near-equilibrium to a value of about 1x10-8 M.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description ;

Investigators ;

K. Jeong Visiting Fellow LMMB, NIAAA
c. Crutchfield Biological Lab Tech LMMB, NIAAA
R. Veech Chief LMMB, NIAAA
J. Hang visiting Fellow LMMB, NIAAA

Objectives ;

The potential (r\) between the extra- and intracellular phases of rat liver cells
increased from -28inV to -40mV by ethanol administration. The aim is to study the
effects of ethanol on the rat hepatic Delta-G [Na+]o/^nd Delta-G [Amino acids

](,/;

in vivo.

Methods Employed :

Rat are cannulated for 5 days in the portal vein, hepatic vein, and external
carotid artery. On the 6th day a dose of ethanol is given by gavage sufficient
to raise blood ethanol to 30-40mM. Samples of blood are taken from the 3 vessels
and frozen - claunped liver at 15 and 60 min after ethanol administration. The
total water space, extracellular water and red-cell volume are determined using
tritiated water, '"'c-inulin, and ^'cr respectively. The Es^ (potential) between
extra- and intracellular compartment of liver are determined.

Major Findings ;

Intracellular sodium concentration, [Na''^]i, was around 5fimol/ml intracellular
H2O. Due to an increase in the potential between extra- and intracellular
phase(E>;) from - 28 to - 40 mV, the calculated Delta-G[Na] between hepatic
vein/liver increased from +11.2 to +14.5 kJ/mol. The Delta-G [ 1-Glutamate]
gradient between hepatic vein/liver was about - 13kJ/mol with or without ethanol
suggesting that the reaction was close to near-equilibrium with the energy of
sodium. In contrast, the Delta-G( 1-Alanine] between hepatic vein/liver differed
both in magnitude and direction of change after ethanol treatment from Delta-
G(Na] hepatic vein/liver; it was -4.23kJ/mol in control animals and decreased to -

2.6kJ/mol after ethanol treatment. The Delta-G [ 1-Alanine] between hepatic
vein/liver resembled Delta-G [ NH4 * ] between hepatic vein/liver which was -3.5, and
decreased to -2.5kJ/mol after ethanol. The result is compatible with a net 1-
Alanine/NH4* exchange rather than Na* linked 1-Alanine co-transport. Like the
Delta-G(Na) between hepatic vein/liver, Delta-G [ l-Glutamine] hepatic vein/liver
increased after ethanol treatment from -7 to -9.5 kJ/mol. The sum of Delta-G [1-
Glutamine] hepatic vein/liver + GfNR)*] hepatic vein/liver was found to equal
Delta-G(Na] hepatic vein/liver. The result suggests a net near equilibrium
reaction linking the combination of glutamine and ammonia transport to the energy
of the sodium gradient. Keq of glutamine synthase reaction (EC 6.3.1.2) from
5.56x10''m is very close to 1.2xlO'^M expected at near equilibrium to value of
about 1X10-*M.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Progr£un of the Institute ;

The elucidation of the effects of ethanol on hepatic energy gradients is critical
to the understanding of the relationship of hepatic disorders and ethanol
administration. Our major findings are that ethanol changed the membrane
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potential, suggesting a link between the sodium electrochemical gradient and that
of amino acid transport across the liver sinusoidal membrane. In addition, the
transport of NH4'''indicates that it also is linked to amino acid transport.

Proposed Course ;

The proposed course is to quantitate the distribution of hepatic water, the
oxidation - reduction potential, the phosphorylation potential and specific amino
acids gradients across the membranes of rat liver cell and the membranes of the
mitochondria. The effects of ethanol and acetic acid on these gradient will be
compared with control data. It is expected that the proposed course will
elucidate the mechanism of hepatic disorders involved with ethanol and/or its
metabolites

.

Publications ;

None.
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TOTAL STAFF YEARS: PROFESSIONAL:

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXIESl

D (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues E (c) Neither

D (al) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Saturating doses of crystalline insulin, or a physiological ration of 4 mm sodium
D-B hydroxybutyrate and 1 mm acetoacetate, or both were administered to rat hearts
perfused with modified Krebs-Henseleit buffer containing 10 mm glucose- During 30

minutes of perfusion, hydraulic work, 02 consumption, L-lactate output and the rate
of 3H20 production from [2-3H] D-glucose were measured. At the end of 30 minutes,
the hearts were freeze-clamped and the intracellular contents of the glycolytic
intermediates and their associated nucleotides were measured. In another set of

animals, the kinetic parameters of 13 enzymes of glycolytic and glycogen metabolism
were measured. Cardiac efficiency was increased from 10 to 14% by the addition of

ketones, insulin, or the combination. 02 consumption was decreased by insulin or

insulin plus ketone from 5.610.1 and 5.4±0.4 umol/min/g wet wgt, respectively. Net

glycogen breakdown was 0.15 umol glucose units/min/g wet wgt. in the presence of

glucose alone; in the presence of ketones or insulin there was a net synthesis

equivalent to 0.22 and 0.80 umol/min/g, respectively. Flux through the P-

glucoisomerase was decreased 2-fold by the addition of ketones, 3-fold by insulin

and 2-fold by the combination. Kinetic parameters of the glycolytic enzymes

indicate that most of the enzymes are not present in the amounts that greatly

exceed influx. Major disequilibrium in the glycolytic pathway shifts from glucose

transport when hearts are perfused with glucose alone, to the P-glycerate mutase

reaction after addition of ketones, insulin or both.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/921
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

y. Kashiwaya Visiting Fellow LMMB, NIAAA
J. Passonneau Research Chemist LMMB, NIAAA
N. Tsuchiya Visiting Fellow LMMB, NIAAA
R. Veech chief LMMB, NIAAA

Objective ;

To study factors regulating the rate of glucose use, Oi consumption, and lactate
production in perfused working rat heart. Changes in transport and/or flux of
glucose were induced by adding saturating doses of a physiological ratio of
ketones, insulin or both.

Work and oxygen consumption was quantified as was the delta G of ATP hydrolysis,
the cytosolic phosphorylation and redox potentials. Changes in ion gradients
regarding extent and direction were analyzed.

Methods employed :

Hearts are perfused in the working mode at the NIAAA laboratory. ion analyses
are carried out by atomic absorption. Routine enzymatic analyses performed at
the LMMB, NIAAA. Radio isotope studies were used to determine glucose flux.

Major Findings :

Both ketones and insulin increased net glycogen synthesis. The effect of ketones
appeared to be a result of the sparing of glucose-6-P by a decreased rate of
glycolysis. The effect of insulin was to increase glucose transport and exert
a mass action effect on glycogen synthesis. Both agents appear to exert effects
as well at the step near P-glycerate mutase/pyruvate kinase. The effects
observed at the P-glycerate mutase steps have not previously been reported.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

These studies are fundamental to elucidation of controlling steps in the
metabolism of the working rat heart and the relationship to cardiac efficiency,
such parameters need to be firmly established before the effect of ethanol in
metabolism and cardiac work can be rigorously pursued.

Proposed course ;

The described results along with those of a previous study (ZOl AA 00048-03)
helps establish the role of metabolism and ionic gradients which behave as a
Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium in perfused working rat heart. The effect of ethanol
on these gradients and the metabolic machinery which enables the heart to
maintain ionic equilibrium, and to extend these observations to distribution of
ions across the mitochondrial membrane. These studies, combined with those being
performed in the laboratory concerning liver gradients of ions and amino acids
should help explain the role of metabolism in maintaining ionic equilibrium and
the effect of ethanol and its metabolites thereon.

Publications;
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Samples were collected by injecting rats with normal saline or 7 M ethanol
intraperitoneally (1 ml/100 g body weight) and quickly removing and freezing the
liver 30 minutes post injection. Appropriate extracts were prepared for
measurement of metabolites required to calculate a tissue free cytosolic phosphate
concentration. The free cytosolic Pi is estimated from the participants of the
guanine nucleoside phosphorylase reaction. Additionally, the cytosolic pH and free

magnesium were also determined by measurement of bicarbonate and citrate and

isocitrate. The equilibrium constant (KGNP) was corrected for intracellular pH and

free magnesium as determined in both the control and ethanol-treated groups
Corrections were made for extracellular metabolite contributions as appropriate
It was assumed that all remaining guanine, guanosine and ribose-5-phosphate was

available in the cytosol (not segregated or otherwise unavailable to the enzyme)

The level of free cytosolic Pi calculated in the control group agreed well with the

level usually "seen" by NMR in the control group while ethanol administration
caused an increase in the free Pi level.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description :

Investigators :

M. King Research Chemist LMMB, NIAAA
J. Passonneau Research Chemist LMMB, NIAAA
R. Veech Chief LMMB, NIAAA

Objective ;

Attempting to determine whether the reaction catalyzed by guanine nucleoside
phosphorylase can be used to calculate the In vivo level of hepatic cytosolic
free phosphate

.

Methods employed :

Hepatic samples are collected by rapid freezing. Metabolite analyses are
performed using enzymatic, chromatographic and radioactive techniques. The
equilibrium constant for the reaction is corrected for calculated cytosolic free
magnesium, intracellular pH and binding of magnesium to the participating
ligands. Free magnesium is estimated using the relationship between the measured
tissue citrate and isocitrate. Species distribution is determined by solving a

series of simultaneous equations. All work, from tissue collection to data
calculation, is performed in the LMMB, NIAAA.

Major findings :

while there is no direct mechanism for testing the near equilibrium hypothesis,
our estimated free cytosolic phosphate value agrees quite well with that
determined using NMR spectroscopy suggesting that our method may be valid for the
in vivo estimation of free cytosolic phosphate.

significance to Biomedical Reseairch and the Program of the Institute :

Given the central role of phosphate in the control of activity of many enzymes,
an accurate estimation of its intracellular free concentration is apparent. The
amount measured by enzymatic analysis represents the total tissue content and has
no bearing on the free concentration except that the amount free must be lower,
while it is only the free concentration that is important for regulatory
purposes. We have found that ethanol, administered intraperitoneally, raises the
level of free cytosolic phosphate to almost twice that observed in the control
rat liver.

Proposed course :

As mentioned above, there is no direct mechanism, in normal rat liver, to test the
hypothesis that guanine nucleoside phosphorylase is near equilibrium in vivo.
While our findings agree fairly well with the NMR literature, questions remain
about the sensitivity of the NMR technique and also the localization of the
phosphate observed from in vivo NMR experiments. However, a strain of mice
(transgenic mice) has been genetically manipulated that has very high hepatic
creatine kinase activity. Measuring the metabolites of the creatine kinase
reaction, coupled with an estimation of the cytosolic phosphorylation ratio,
would permit an independent estimation of the cytosolic free phosphate
concentration

.

Publications :

None.
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.1
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

This project has been terminated.

Publications

:

Jones JM, Albornoz L, Yeralar O, Veech RL. Alcohol and lymphocytes of the liver,

Biosciences, 1993;86:203-10.
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Annual Report of the
Laboratory of Molecular and cellular Neurobiology

Division of Intramural clinical and Biological Research
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
Forrest F. Weight, M.D., Chief

In recent years, enormous progress has been made in understanding the function
of the central nervous system at the cellular and molecular level. The
Laboratory of Molecular and Cellular Neurobiology was established in Fiscal Year
1992 (Fy92) to utilize this increased knowledge of neurobiology to investigate
the cellular and molecular basis of alcoholism and alcohol abuse. The
investigations in the Laboratory will focus particularly on the cellular and
molecular mechanisms of alcohol's acute and chronic actions, such as
intoxication, tolerance and dependence, as well as pathophysiologic phenomena
such as the neurotoxicity of alcohol that results in cerebral atrophy and
alcohol-induced alterations in neural development that are manifested as the
fetal alcohol syndrome

.

The Laboratory of Molecular and Cellular Neurobiology consists of four sections -
the Section on Physiology, the Section on Pharmacology, the Section on immunology
and the Section on Molecular Neuroscience. The Sections on Physiology,
Pharmacology and Immunology were previously established research programs when
the Laboratory of Molecular and Cellular Neurobiology was formed in FY92, that
have continued to carry out productive research in their respective areas; the
Section on Molecular Neuroscience was newly established in Fy92. The research
studies of each Section are discussed in more detail below.

The Section on Physiology investigated the neuronal actions of alcohol and
provided further evidence demonstrating that neurotransmitter-gated ion channels
are molecular sites for alcohol action in the nervous system. This evidence is
a major advance in alcohol research, as it had been thought for over 90 years
that the neural effects of alcohol are due to non-specific actions on membrane
lipids . Since neurotransmitter-gated ion channels mediate communication between
neurons at synapses, the demonstration that alcohol affects the function of these
channels suggests that these actions may underlie the behavioral effects of
alcohol.

The Section on Molecular Neuroscience used molecular biological approaches to
investigate the interaction of alcohol with recombinant neurotransmitter
receptors . Initial studies of the Section have provided evidence that ethanol
sensitivity of different neurotransmitter receptors may be determined or
regulated by the subunit composition of the receptor and phosphorylation of
consensus sequences on the intracellular domain of the receptor protein. These
studies hold the promise that such molecular biological approaches will advance
our knowledge of the molecular basis of alcohol's actions in the nervous system.

The Section on Immunology investigated the molecular biology of Ca^"''/calmodulin-
dependent signaling pathways and their role in the function of the immune system.
The Section has cloned two genes for the regulatory subunits of calmodulin-
dependent protein phosphatases, an isoform of ca^'^'/calmodulin-dependent
phosphodiesterase, and a neural phosphatase-1 inhibitor, DARPP-32. The section
also demonstrated that calcineurin is a primary target for the immunosuppressive
drugs, cyclosporin A and FK-506, and showed that this phosphatase controls the
transcriptional activity of the interleukin-2 gene.

The Section on Pharmacology had investigated central mechanisms of blood pressure
regulation and the expression of proopiomelanocortin (POMC). The Section also
studied adrenergic receptor regulation and the so-called "interconversion" of
alpha-1 to beta-2 adrenergic receptors in liver. The research activities of the
Section ceased in November 1992, with the departure of the section Chief.
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1. Section on Physiology

The research program of the section on Physiology is directed toward elucidating
the cellular and molecular mechanisms of alcohol's actions in the nervous system.
The t>ehavioral effects of alcohol are well known; however, the mechanisms by
which alcohol produces those effects have not been established. The
investigations in the Section use primarily neurophysiological methods such as
patch-clamp and voltage-clamp techniques to study the actions of alcohol on
mainmalian neurons and neuronal membrane ion channels.

Experiments on neuronal voltage-gated ion channels indicate that these channels,
which underlie the intrinsic electrical excitability of neurons, are relatively
insensitive to pharmacologic concentrations of ethanol (5-100 mM) . By contrast,
a number of neuronal neurotransmitter-gated ion channels have been found to be
sensitive to ethanol in pharmacologic concentrations. This type of ligand-gated
membrane ion channel mediates excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission
between neurons in the central nervous system. The effects of ethanol on these
ion channels are discussed in more detail below.

A. Excitatory Amino Acid Activated channels.

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the mammalian central
nervous system (CNS). Glutamate activates at least three types of neuro-
transmitter-gated ion channels, designated by their responses to the agonists N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), kainate and quisqualate (or AMPA)

.

NMDA channels mediate a slow synaptic excitation and are thought to be involved
in excitatory neural phenomena, synaptic plasticity, cognitive function and
certain types of behavior. In hippocampal neurons, ethanol inhibits NMDA-
activated current in a concentration-dependent manner over the concentration
range 5-50 mM, a range that produces intoxication. The average inhibition by 50
mM ethanol is 45-60% and the concentration that produces 50% inhibition (IC50) is
.30 mM. The potency of several alcohols for inhibiting NMDA current is related
to their intoxicating potency, suggesting that alcohol-induced inhibition of NMDA
channel function may contribute to the neural and cognitive impairments
associated with intoxication. Investigations on the mechanism involved in the
inhibition of NMDA current by ethanol indicate that ethanol does not inhibit NMDA
current by voltage-dependent block of the ion channel, by altering the ion
selectivity of the channel or by interaction with several regulatory sites on the
channel. The data suggest that ethanol inhibits the function of NMDA-gated ion
channels by a novel type of interaction with a hydrophobic region of the NMDA
channel. Single channel experiments suggest that this interaction inhibits NMDA-
activated current by altering channel gating.

Kainate and quisqualate channels mediate fast transmission at the majority of
excitatory synapses in the CNS. A concentration of 50 mM ethanol has a

relatively small effect on the current activated by kainate or quisqualate. In
concentrations greater than 50 mM, ethanol produces an increasing concentration-
dependent inhibition of these currents, with 200 mM ethanol inhibiting these
currents by about 45%. Blood-ethanol concentrations greater than 50 mM are
associated with signs of general anesthesia, suggesting that the inhibition of
kainate and quisqualate channel function may contribute to the general anesthetic
effects of ethanol. This hypothesis is supported by observations that the
general anesthetic agents, trichloroethanol (the active metabolite of chloral
hydrate), barbiturates and volatile anesthetics, all inhibit kainate- and
quisqualate-activated currents in a pharmacologically relevant concentration
range.

B. Inhibitory Amino Acid Activated Channels.

The major inhibitory neurotransmitter in brain is gamma -aminobutyric acid (GABA)

.

Ethanol has been found to have different effects on GABA-gated ion channels
(GABAy^ channels) in different preparations. In cultured mouse cortical and
hippocampal neurons, 1-40 mM ethanol can produce a concentration-dependent
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potentiation of GABA-activated current in some, but not all, neurons tested. By
contrast, ethanol concentrations from 10-100 mM have no significant effect on
GABA-activated current in adult rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons.
Benzodiazepines selectively potentiate GABA^ current, suggesting that the
potentiation of this current by ethanol may contribute to the anxiolytic actions
of ethanol.

c. serotonin Activated channels.

Recent studies indicate that the neurotransmitter serotonin (5-HT) can activate
a ligand-gated ion channel, which has been designated the 5-HT3 channel. Ethanol
potentiates 5-HT3 current in a concentration-dependent manner over the
concentration range 25-100 mM. Maximal potentiation of 59% is observed with an
ethanol concentration of 100 mM. Potentiation by ethanol decreases with
increasing serotonin concentration, suggesting that ethanol may increase the
potency of serotonin action. Behavioral experiments suggest that the interaction
of ethanol with 5-HT3 receptors may be related to recognition of ethanol action.

Recent behavioral studies have also implicated 5-HT3 channels in the reinforcing
properties of several drugs of abuse, including cocaine. In investigations on
the interaction of cocaine with 5-HT3 channels, cocaine competitively inhibits
serotonin activation of 5-HT3 channels with a pA2 value of 5.4 and an apparent Kd
of 3.8 uM. This effect occurs at pharmacologically relevant concentrations of
cocaine suggesting that this action may contribute to the psychoactive effects
of cocaine.

D. ATP Activated Channels.

Adenosine 5 ' -triphosphate (ATP) has recently been reported to function as a
neurotransmitter and to activate ligand-gated ion channels in vertebrate neurons

.

There appear to be several types of ATP-gated ion channels in mammalian neurons,
based on activation and desensitization kinetics, and pharmacologic sensitivity.
Ethanol inhibits the function of one type of ATP-gated channel over the
concentration range 6-250 mM. The average inhibition of current activated by 1

uM ATP by 100 mM ethanol is 64%, and the IC50 is 68 mM. Methanol is less potent
and 1-propanol is more potent in inhibiting ATP-activated current; however, 1-

butanol and isopentanol are without effect on this current, suggesting that
alcohols of 3 carbons or less interact directly with a small hydrophobic pocket
in the receptor protein to inhibit its function, rather than an effect secondary
to an action on membrane lipids

.

E. Summary and Conclusions.

Taken together, the preceding studies indicate that neurotransmitter-gated ion
channels are molecular sites of ethanol action in the nervous system. In view
of the important role that neurotransmitter-gated ion channels play in CNS
information processing, the observations that ethanol can affect the function of
these channels suggests that these actions may contribute to the behavioral
effects of ethanol.

2. Section on Molecular Neuroscience

The research activities of the Section on Molecular Neuroscience are directed
toward understanding actions of alcohol in the nervous system at the molecular
level. The Section uses a combination of molecular biological and
electrophysiological research methods to address these questions. In the initial
studies carried out by the Section, the effects of ethanol have been studied on
the physiology and pharmacology of recombinant neurotransmitter receptors using
Xenopus oocytes as an expression system. Those studies are summarized briefly
below.
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A. Differential Ethanol sensitivity of Recombinant NMDA Receptor subunits.

Although ethanol has been found to inhibit NMDA receptor-mediated responses in
a number of regions of the nervous system, the sensitivity to ethanol appears to
vary in different types of neurons. Recent cloning studies have revealed a
molecular diversity of NMDA receptors and a differential distribution of
different subunits throughout the brain, raising the question of whether
differences in NMDA receptor subunit composition might be responsible for the
differences in NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in different types of
neurons

.

We have found that recombinant NMDA receptor subunits expressed in Xenopus
oocytes are differentially sensitive to ethanol. The heteromeric subunit
combinations El/Zl and E2/Z1 are significantly inhibited by 50 mM ethanol,
whereas the heteromeric combination E3/Z1 and the homomeric Zl are not
significantly affected by this concentration of ethanol. In addition, there are
differences in the ethanol concentration-response curves for different subunit
combinations. The observations are consistent with the idea that the NMDA
receptor subunit composition may contribute to differences in ethanol sensitivity
observed in different types of neurons.

B. Potentiation of Ethanol Inhibition of NMDA-Activated Current by PKC
Activators.

Recent studies have shown that phorbol esters, activators of protein kinase C
(PKC), can significantly increase the amplitude of NMDA-activated current. This
effect presumably results from phosphorylation of PKC consensus phosphorylation
sites on the intracellular domains of the channel protein. A possible role of
phosphorylation in the inhibition of NMDA-activated current by ethanol was
studied using recombinant NMDA receptors expressed in Xenopus oocytes. We found
that the phorbol ester, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (TPA), not only increases
the amplitude of NMDA-activated current, but also increases the percent
inhibition of NMDA-activated current by ethanol. Staurosporin, an inhibitor of
PKC, does not significantly affect the inhibitory action of ethanol, but
staurosporin blocks the effect of TPA. The observations suggest that ethanol
sensitivity of NMDA receptors may be regulated by PKC.

C. Ethanol Potentiation of 5-HT3 Receptor-Mediated Ion Current in Xenopus
oocytes

.

studies in the Physiology Section of this Laboratory have shown that ethanol can
potentiate 5-HT3 receptor-mediated ion current in neurons and neural cell lines.
Since one subunit of the 5-HT3 receptor has been cloned, we expressed this
subunit in Xenopus oocytes to determine whether the expressed homomeric receptor
subunit is sensitive to ethanol (as noted above, homomeric expression of the NMDA
receptor subunit, Zl, is not sensitive to ethanol, whereas heteromeric expression
can be). We found that for the recombinant homomeric 5-HT3 receptor, ethanol
consistently potentiates the current activated by 5-HT in all of the cells
studied (n=60). since this clone of the 5-HT3 receptor has protein kinase A
(PKA) , tyrosine kinase and caseine kinase phosphorylation sites, it should be
possible using molecular biological methods, such as antisense oligonucleotides
and/or site-directed mutagenesis, to determine whether these phosphorylation
sites regulate the effect of ethanol on 5-HT3 receptors.

D. Summary and Conclusions.

The initial studies of the section on Molecular Neuroscience suggest that the
application of molecular biological approaches to the study of alcohol
interactions with biological systems will advance our knowledge of the molecular
basis of alcohol's actions.
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3 . Section on Immunology

The Section on Immunology conducts research on the immunological and
neurobiological consequences of alcohol abuse and alcoholism (i.e., intoxication,
dependence and withdrawal) and disorders of the immune system, such as AIDS.
Since these pathologies may reflect the impairment of normal signal transduction
events, investigations are being carried out on the fundamental mechanisms by
which lymphoid and neural cells respond to effectors. Research focuses on the
role of cyclic nucleotide and phosphoprotein metabolism in such " signaling
pathways " and the regulation of these by Ca^"^ and calmodulin. The Section
emphasizes the use of newer molecular biological approaches, in concert with
classical biochemical and immunological methods, to characterize these systems.
The following summary provides a brief overview of our current work and future
plans and is divided into three main areas

.

A. Molecular biology of calmodulin-dependent signal transduction pathways.

Intracellular signaling events mediated by cAMP are important in modulating the
biochemical response of excitable cells, and the degradative enzyme, cyclic
nucleotide phosphodiesterase, plays a pivotal role in their regulation. We
showed previously that the Ca2"'"/calmodulin-regulated isoenzymes, which are the
predominant forms in brain, localize to regions apposed to a symmetric synapses,
suggesting an important role in Ca^'*'- dependent regulation of post-synaptic
membrane potential. Also, our pharmacologic denervation studies had shown that
enzyme expression was under transsynaptic regulation. To pursue questions of
molecular mechanism, we have cloned one of the phosphodiesterase isoforms by a
novel method that involves microdissection of tissue, followed by selective
amplification of mRNAs using polymerase chain reaction. This enzyme is highly
expressed in the striatixm and in the olfactory bulb, and may be involved in
regulating cAMP-mediated events in these areas . Lesioning studies are underway
to examine the role of innervation in the expression of the enzyme.

Ca^"*" -dependent dephosphorylation in mammalian tissues is carried out a family of
calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatases . We have characterized three genes for
the catalytic subunit of this enzyme in mouse and in humans, each of which
produces isoforms via altetnative splicing. Further, we have now cloned two
genes for the regulatory subunits and shown these to associate interchangeably
with the various catalytic subunits; thus, multiple heterodimeric forms may
exist. In vivo, the regulation of which may be unique. In testis, we showed that
specific forms of the regulatory and catalytic subunit are co-expressed during
development, suggesting a unique holoenzyme that is involved in germ cell
function. Our examination of evolutionary and structural relationships has
indicated a plausible lineage leading to the divergence of catalytic subunits and
their use of alternative exons; such diversification implies selective pressures
in mammals that required increased phosphatase complexity. studies with
recombinant mammalian and fungal catalytic subunits have permitted us to define
several functional domains that control phosphatase activity; these include the
interaction sites for calmodulin, the regulatory B subunit and the catalytic
site. Ongoing molecular approaches in which elements of these domains are
altered may provide important insights into the enzymological mechanism of
action. Future studies in which stable cell lines containing genes under the
control of heterologous promoters will examine the function of this protein
phosphatase in the control of specific signaling processes.

A novel protein that interacts with calmodulin was previously characterized as
being "neuron-specific", displaying a singular neuroanatomical distribution. We
have now found it in other tissues such as spleen and kidney, albeit at much
lower levels. Extensive protein sequencing data indicate several isozymic forms
of the protein, in agreement with two-dimensional gel electrophoresis studies,
and these sequences show no similarities to other mammalian proteins . some
homologies to enzymes found in bacteria and in protozoans were noted and studies
are underway to establish if functional similarities exist. Ongoing molecular
cloning studies will be used to evaluate the biological distribution and
physiologic role of this protein.
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B. Mcxiulation of phosphoprotein metabolism during signaling events.

Control of protein phosphorylation is a well-established mechanism for regulating
intermediary metabolism, cytoskeletal organization and receptor function. In
collaborative work using primary neuronal cultures, we have shown that
calcineurin is intimately associated with the cytoskeleton and is important in
the process of neurite outgrowth. Our recent findings, using filamentous fungi
as models for neuronal development, suggest that this protein phosphatase may
play a related role in morphogenic changes that occur during hyphal extension.
Calcineurin appears to play a general role in the "down-regulation" of cAMP
response systems; this often involves the activation of a phosphatase cascade via
dephosphorylation of inhibitors of the broad-specificity type 1 protein
phosphatase. We have cloned a neural phosphatase- 1 inhibitor, DARPP-32, and are
constructing stable cell lines in which it is overexpressed. By examining the
effects of transfected calcineurin in such cells, we hope to elucidate functional
interactions that reveal "cross-talk" between cyclic AMP and ca-* -dependent
pathways

.

C. Involvement of signaling events in alcoholism and pathologies affecting the
nervous and immune systems

.

The participation of signal transduction in the etiology of diseases such as
alcoholism and AIDS has not been examined in detail. However, the consequences
of these pathologies involve generalized suppression of immune cell function.
Recent findings have suggested that the protein phosphatase, calcineurin, might
be involved in the suppression of T-cells that results from treatment with the
immunosuppressive drugs. Cyclosporin A and FK-506. Our collaborative studies
using molecular biological approaches have demonstrated that calcineurin is
indeed the primary target of these agents, inasmuch as overexpression of the
enzyme can make cells resistant to the drugs. These studies have shown that the
phosphatase controls the transcriptional activity of the interleukin-2 gene,
presumably by affecting the phosphorylation status of specific transcriptional
activator (s) . Such findings imply that this enzyme is involved in at least some
pathways that are key to T-cell proliferation, therefore providing a point of
attack for diseases typified by reduced T-cell number. Future studies are aimed
at examining the role of the enzyme in Ca-* -regulated transcription of cytokine
genes in the immune system and proto-oncogenes in the nervous system.
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does not co-localize with CaM-sensitive adenylate cyclase, suggesting that the two

enzymes participate in different temporal patterns of cyclic AMP degradation in

response to stimuli. A potential homolog of phosphatidyl-inositol specific

phospholipase C enzymes described in bacteria and T. brucei. Using PCR-based

methods, CAPP-36 cDNAs were obtained from bovine, murine and human sources, and

expression studies indicate that mRNA for this isoform is enriched in the

cerebellum. Future studies will examine the biological activity of this protein

after its overexpression in mammalian cells. _
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Calcium and cyclic nucleotides are known to mediate many intracellular responses
elicited by effector or hormone stimulation. These second messengers regulate
phosphoprotein metabolism in such "signaling pathways", and their interactions
are often linked via the calcium binding protein, calmodulin (CaM) . The primary
goals of this project are: 1) to characterize the biological roles of several
CaM-dependent enzymes using immunological and molecular approaches; 2) to
determine the regulation of, and interactions between CaM-, phosphoprotein- and
cyclic nucleotide-dependent pathways during activation of neural and lymphoid
cells; and 3) to investigate the involvement of these signaling events in
adaptive and pathologic cellular responses to alcohol and to infective agents
such as human immunodeficiency virus.

Methods Employed :

Affinity-purified antibodies to bovine brain CN, PDE and CAPP-36 were prepared
by chromatography of crude rabbit antisera on columns of antigen immobilized to
CNBr-activated Sepharose (1-3 mg protein/ml gel). Antibodies against synthetic
peptides (Cambridge Research) were prepared by chromatography of antisera over
affinity columns of peptide conjugated to CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B (0.3-0.5
mg peptide/ ml gel). Elution of antibodies was carried out with denaturing
buffer (50 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.8, containing 6 M urea, 500 mM NaCl and 10 mM
EDTA) into 0.1 bed volumes of 2 M Tris HCl, pH 9.0; to remove urea, this solution
was dialyzed versus 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5,/ 150 mM Nacl (TBS) containing 40%
glycerol.

Immunocytochemistry was carried out using 70p sections of rat brain that had been
perfused with 10% formaldehyde. After incubation with primary antibodies,
sections were treated with biotinylated second antibodies followed by peroxidase-
conjugated avidin. After extensive washing with buffers containing Triton X-100,
the sections were stained using diaminobenzidine and hydrogen peroxide.

Studies of the tissue distribution of CaM-binding proteins (BPs) were carried out
by Western blot analysis after their partial purification as follows:
Supernatants from 10 g of tissue were dialyzed extensively against 25 mM BES
buffer, pH7.0, containing 250 mM NaCl and 1 mM EGTA. These samples were mixed
with 5 ml QAE-Sephadex A-25 and the unretained fraction incubated with 0.5 ml
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CaM-Sepharose after the addition of 2 mM CaCl2. The eluates from these gels were
concentrated by precipitation with TCA and solubilized in buffers suitable for
SDS gel electrophoresis. Blots were incubated either with the monospecific
antibodies or biotinylated CaM (Bio-caM), prepared as previously described.
After blotting at a constant voltage of lOOV, the nitrocellulose membrane
containing immobilized proteins was incubated with primary antibody (or Bio-CaM)
for 1-2 hr (26" C) followed by alkaline phosphatase-conjugated second antibody
(or streptavidin) for 30-60 min; blots were visualized with the chromogenic
substrates, nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) and bromo-chloro-indolyl phosphate
(BCIP)

.

Cloning of cDNAs from phage libraries was done by plague hybridization to random-
primed labeled biotinylated or radiolabeled restriction fragments, as described
previously. For obtaining cDNAS using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
procedures, mRNAs from various tissues or organisms were converted to single-
stranded DNAs using reverse transcriptase and specific anti-sense primers and
subsequently amplified by "nested" PCR, i.e., by sequential use of primers
internal to those used initially. After isolation of presumptive clones, phage
DNA was subcloned into pUC-18 for DNA sequencing using the dideoxy nucleotide
termination procedure. Radioactive probes for Northern blot analysis were
prepared by Klenow-based labeling of the anti-sense strand using PCR-generated
segments of the coding region and specific primers. RNA isolation was done using
extraction with guanidine isothiocyanate followed by precipitation with IiiCl2;

fractions were electrophoresed in 0.8% agarose gels containing 1% formaldehyde
and transferred to nylon-based membranes for Northern blot analysis. Southern
blots containing Eco Rl digested DNA from hamster-human somatic cell hybrids were
purchased from Bios Corp. and used to determine the localization of the human
genes. Probes for Southern blots were prepared essentially as described above
except that both sense and antisense primers were used in the labeling reaction.
Analysis of DNA for sequence homologies was carried out using Gen-Bank with
relational data bases prepared by commercial vendors (DNAStar)

.

Construction of plasmids for the production of recombinant proteins was carried
out by one of two methods, as follows: A portion of the open reading frame

(ORF), corresponding to the region to be expressed, was amplified from a "parent"

template using PCR. After removal of excess primers, the fragment was cloned
into a Sma I site in PUC 18 using T-4 DNA ligase under conditions for blunt end

ligation (i.e., excess ligase, high ATP) . Alternatively, PCR primers containing
restriction sites at their 5" termini were used to allow digestion of the

fragment after amplification and subsequent insertion into the plasmid vector,

treated with appropriate restriction enzymes. In some cases, PCR primers were

constructed to include six histidine residues at the COOH of the ORF; this allows

the facile purification of the poly-histidine fusion proteins using Ni^ -chelate

chromatography. All ligation reactions were transformed into competent DHSa

cells and suitable recombinants were selected after restriction analysis of mini-

prep plasmid DNA.

Recombinant bacteria were then grown in 800 ml cultures, extracted with lysis

buffer containing 1 mg/ml lysozyme and subjected to affinity chromatography on

CaM-Sepharose as described previously, or by using metal-chelate gels as

described below: The sample was mixed with Ni^^ -chelate gel (NTA-agarose,

Qiagen) equilibrated in buffer A (20 mM Tris.HCl, pH 8.0 containing 300 mM NaCl).

After allowing the gel to settle by gravity, the supernatant was discarded and

the gel transferred to a column for washing with 6 bed volumes of buffer A. The

gel was washed with 3 bed volumes of buffer B (20mM sodium MES, pH 6.0, plus 300

mM NaCl) followed by 2 bed volumes of buffer B containing 20 mM imidazole. The

gel was then eluted with buffer c (20 mM sodium MES, pH 6.0 plus 250 mM

imidazole) containing protease inhibitors. The recombinant proteins were analyzed
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for subunit interactions, CaM-binding, immunoreactivity and phosphatase activity.
The p-nitrophenyl phosphatase activity of brain CN or recombinant protein was
measured using 20 mM PNPP, 5 mM MgCli, 100 ;iM MnCli, 100 pM EGTA and 200 ^M CaCl2
in the presence or absence of 0.4 jjM calmodulin and/or other additions as
indicated. Activity toward phosphoprotein substrates was measured under similar
conditions, except that phosphoproteins substrates ( inhibitor-1, histone, casein)
were added to the assays at final concentrations of 0.5-2 pM. These substrates
were phosphorylated using the catalytic subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase
and 100 pM ^--P labeled ATP followed by exhaustive dialysis. Purified CN, PDE and
CAPP-36 were prepared from fresh and frozen bovine brain as described. Briefly,
batchwise DEAE chromatography at pH 6.0 was employed to separate pH 5.4 5-
dependent (peak I) and 0.1 M NaCl (peak II) eluates containing predominantly
PDE/CAPP-36 and CN respectively. These were then purified by CaM-Sepharose and
Af fi-Gel 501 chromatography, with an intermediate chromatography step on Cibacron
Blue-Sepharose for peak II, in the case of CN.

Cultures of Neurospora crassa or Aspergillus nidulans were grown by inoculation
of conidia (5 x 10-/ ml) in Vogel's medium supplemented with 1.5% sucrose or with
glutamate. Mycelia were harvested by rapid filtration on filter paper, washed
with distilled water and frozen on dry ice. Cultures of Sf9 insect cells were
grown in 250 ml spinner flasks in standard defined medium (Insect Express) and
were harvested by low speed centrifugation. After washing with 20 mM Tris.HCl,
pH 7.8, cells were frozen in dry ice.

Major Findings :

1) Regulation of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase in brain. Previously, Dr.
Polli in our section had isolated molecular clones for one of the two major brain
PDE isoenzymes (PDEIBI), using mRNA from microdissected Purkinje cell layers of
the cerebellum followed by PCR with degenerate oligonucleotide primers. This PCR
fragment was labeled and used as a probe to obtain a full-length murine cDNA from
phage library, encoding a protein of 535 amino acids (Mr =61.2 koa). The deduced
protein sequence shows =60% identity with that of the 61 kDa isoform (PDE1A2),
consistent with the proposal that these isozymic forms arise from two separate
genes. An anti-peptide antiserum to the PDEIBI isoform was raised, and it
immunoprecipitated "30-40% of the total PDE activity in brain cytosol, whereas
antiserum to PDE1A2 (61 kDa isoform) removed 60-70%, demonstrating that these
isoforms account for the majority of CaM-dependent PDE activity in brain. Based
on Northern blot analysis of PDEIBI mRNA, striatum showed 4-30 fold higher
amounts than other brain areas. These findings suggested a much different
neuroanatomical distribution for this isoenzyme than observed previously using
antibody prepared against purified bovine brain PDE (predominantly 1A2 ) . Thus,
a detailed study was carried out using in situ hybridization and anti-peptide
antibody immunocytochemistry to define neuronal populations that may selectively
express these two PDE isoforms. The regional distribution of PDEIBI showed, in
addition to striatum, high concentrations in the olfactory bulb and certain
thalamic regions, and moderate levels in the dentate gyrus. The striking
differences in global distribution compared to PDE1A2 (which is highly
concentrated in hippocampal and cortical formations) suggest that PDEIBI may play
a specific role in neural pathways that are innervated by dopauninergic neurons,
particularly the Dl subtype. Interestingly, within the striatum, PDEIBI is found
in virtually all the medium spiny neurons, whereas PDE1A2 is present in a minor
subset (10%) of striatal neurons; this suggests different cyclic nucleotide
signaling requirements in subpopulations of striatal neurons. Extensive
comparisons between the localization of PDEIBI and other enzymes involved in Ca'*
and cyclic nucleotide-dependent signaling pathways suggested a teleological basis
for its selective expression. since D] receptor-binding activates adenylyl
cyclase, and striatal neurons lack caM-sensitive forms of cyclase, the high
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amount of this phosphodiesterase may imply a physiological role for rapid Ca^*-
regulated attenuation of cAMP-dependent signaling pathways following dopaminergic
stimulation. Such a concerted action may be particularly important to reduce the
post-stimulation refractory period in these neurons. By contrast, the PDE1A2
isoform often appears to co-localize with caM-sensitize forms of adenylate
cyclase, suggesting that in these cell types a more prolonged cyclic AMP-mediated
signaling cascade is optimal.

2) Role of CN in T-cell function. our early studies established that the
predominant cytosolic CaM-binding protein in murine lymphocytes was the protein
phosphatase, CN and we suggested that this enzyme may be important for Ca *-

dependent cascades that are associated with T-cell receptor (TcR) activation. In
collaboration with Drs. O'Keefe, O'Neill and Tocci (Merck), we have demonstrated
that transient overexpression of a constitutively-active version of the catalytic
subunit can directly activate an interleukin (IL-2) gene promoter-CAT reporter
gene, in synergy with phorbol esters, and make cells resistant to the effects of
immunosuppressants. These findings, in conjunction with those of Dr. s.

schreiber and B. Bierer (Harvard Univ.) on the inhibition of phosphatase activity
by drug immunophilins complexes, clearly identified CN as the biological target
of the immunosuppressants. Cyclosporin A and FK-506. Our studies have shown that
the ionomycin (i.e., Ca^""" ) co-stimulus (normally required, along with phorbol
esters, to mimic TcR activation) can be functionally replaced by this Ca^''"-CaM-

dependent phosphatase. We have now examined the specificity needed for these
transcriptional events and have demonstrated that all three mammalian genes can
be effective catalysts for this reaction. These observations suggest that there
is an operational redundancy in these protein phosphatases, at least in their
catalytic specificity for components involved in activation of lymphokine genes.

To address the molecular mechanism by which the IL-2 promoter is regulated, we
examined the influence of discrete elements within the promoter that bind
specific trans-acting factors (NF-AT, NF-KB, OAP, AP-1) and the apparent need for

other Ca^"*" -sensitive elements for gene activation. By using multimerized
enhancer element-CAT constructs to isolate specific activation pathways, we

determined that the NF-AT and OAP elements behave identically to that of the

intact IL-2 promoter; i.e., they are activated by a constitutively-active form

CN in the presence of phorbol ester, but can be further stimulated by addition

of ionomycin. In contrast, the NF-KB response was maximally activated by CN plus

phorbol ester, suggesting that additional Ca^* -dependent pathways are not

essential for these transcriptional events. The AP-1 element behaved very

differently, showing a modest reduction in activation in the presence of CN,

consistent with the fact that immunosuppressants stimulated, rather than

inhibited its activity. Taken together, these results argue that CN acts in a

pleiotropic manner to regulate several transcriptional elements. In light of its

rather narrow substrate specificity, it seems likely that CN acts on these

pathways indirectly (perhaps initiating a cascade by acting on common upstream

component) rather than a direct action of CN on each putative transcriptxonal

activator. These findings suggest a broad role for CN in transcriptional

control, and our current efforts are to establish the possible involvement of

this enzyme in the activation of other genes, such as other lymphokines (IL-4)

and protooncogenes . Because much is known about the selective and tissue-

specific effects of immunosuppressive drugs, it may be possible to dissect the

biological roles for this enzyme using the selective actions of the drugs as

indicators. It seems likely that many new roles for CN will be found m other

TcR-dependent pathways (e.g., apoptosis, release of pre-formed granules) or in

proliferative responses known to be immunosuppressant-sensitive (e.g. HIV),

providing insights into the varied ca2+ -dependent pathways utilized in different

biological settings.
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3) Molecular characterization of the CN catalytic and regulatory subunits.

In a continuation of previous molecular studies on the genetic diversity of CaM-
regulated protein phosphtases, additional cDNA and genomic clones were
characterized from mammalian (mouse, human) and lower eukaryotic sources.
Previous studies by Dr. Rathnagiri had compared the two major mammalian genes
found in brain (Aa, A/3) and proposed that they diverged near the avian/reptilian
branch point from a common ancestral form that is most highly related to Aa.
Because Dr. Muramatsu in our group has characterized a third form of Aa, which
shows an identical alternative splicing event, it is clear that the three
mammalian genes arose from a precursor form. Interestingly, whereas the Aa and
A/3 deduced sequences are essentially identical between rodent and humans (>99%),
that for the Aa form is substantially different («» 88% identical); these findings
suggest that for this testis-specif ic form, there is less evolutionary
constraint, perhaps to allow for forms that are functionally different.

Dr. Ueki in our group has recently isolated two murine cDNAs representing
distinct genes for the regulatory (B) subunits of CN, and demonstrated that a
testis-specif ic isoform B/3, was developmentally-regulated during germ cell
maturation. The observation of multiple regulatory subunits suggested the
potential for selective heterodimeric associations with tissue-specific catalytic
subunits. However, based on interaction studies conducted with bacterially-
expressed proteins, the Ba and B/3 isoforms appeared indistinguishable in their
binding to murine brain (Aa) or testis (Aa) catalytic subunits. This suggests
that multiple heterodimeric forms are present in some tissues, raising the
possibility of their selective compartmentalization or regulation.

One important conclusion that derived from the apparent interchangeability of the
B subunits was that the B subunit binding domain on the catalytic subunit must
be highly conserved in a functional sense, although the precise location of this
domain was not known. By using bacterially-expressed deletion mutants of the
murine catalytic subunit (Aa isoform). Dr. Ueki defined a domain of 42 amino
acids (residues 324-365) that is necessary and sufficient for interaction with
the regulatory subunit. This region, located between the catalytic domain and
the calmodulin-binding domain, shows >90% sequence identity between yeast and
man, implying a critical biological function(s) associated with regulatory
subunit. when catalytic subunit deletion mutants were expressed in human
(Jurkat) T cells, those forms capable of binding the regulatory subunit activated
reporter genes linked to the lL-2 promoter, whereas mutants unable to form
heterodimers were inactive, even though they were expressed at high levels, co-
transfection of the regulatory subunit, along with "active" deletion mutants,
markedly increased the resistance of reporter gene response to
immunosuppressants, whereas mutants unable to bind regulatory subunit did not
alter the IC50S for the drugs. Thus, the drug-dependent interaction of
calcineurin with the immunophilins, FKBP-12 and cyclophilin A, in vivo, requires
the presence of the regulatory subunit. It may be inferred that the ability to
recognize immunophilins could have been one force contributing to the strict
conservation of the subunit association.

In collaborative studies with the laboratory of Dr. Means, we have extended our
work on the characterization of catalytic subunit genes in higher fungi. This
work, carried out with genomic clones from Aspergiilus nidulans , suggested a
fourth intron in a position corresponding to that in the Aa mouse form. To
demonstrate this unequivocally, a full-length cDNA was prepared by reverse
transcriptase PCR and characterized by sequence analysis through the efforts of
Dr. Brining and A. Mehbod in our laboratory. These data clearly proved the
intron-exon splice junctions and established that this gene evolved from a common
form that gave rise to mammalian genes.
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Another goal of our studies in lower eukaryotes is the study of catalytic subunit
structure and function. We previously showed that the recombinant catalytic
subunit of N. crassa was highly active when expressed in E. coll, displaying many
of the same regulatory properties seen with the mammalian enzyme, despite lacking
the intrinsic B subunit. However, we have shown that both mammalian regulatory
subunits form complexes with the recombinant fungal catalytic subunit and
activate it. Interestingly, because of the high "basal" activity of the fungal
catalytic subunit, it was possible to carry out studies of subunit interaction
in concert with measurement of the activity of such complexes . These studies
showed that, although subunit interaction occurred very rapidly, activation
required many hours. This demonstrated a multi-step conformational process,
leading to an active heterodimeric holoenzyme. The structural and functional
conservation of this subunit association implies a role of extreme significance,
although it is unclear exactly what this may be. Because the Neurospora enzyme
already exhibits a high "basal" activity, the B subunit must be involved in some
role other than conferring catalytic competence to the enzyme. By analogy to its
role in the immunosuppressant- sensitive activation of lymphokine genes, we
reasoned that the B subunit might enable additional regulation of the enzyme, by
directing substrate recognition or specificity, or perhaps by facilitating
interaction with immunophilins . To test this idea, and to address questions of
conservation of catalytic specificity. Dr. Muramatsu carried out studies using
transient expression of a Neurospora crassa calcineurin homolog in human T-cells.
The fungal enzyme was able to activate several transcriptional elements within
the IL-2 promoter (NF-AT, NF-KB, OAP) in an immunosuppressant-sensitive manner.
Also, co-expression of N. crassa catalytic subunit and mammalian regulatory
subunit rendered Jurkat cells resistant to the drugs, a conclusion supported by
chromatographic data showing enzyme-immunophilin complexes in cell extracts

.

Thus, the fungal and mammalian enzymes appear to have conserved structural
features that confer both a distinctive catalytic specificity and immunophilin
recognition. These findings imply evolutionary pressures to preserve biological
regulation by immunophilins, perhaps employing endogenous immunosuppressant-like
ligands. This latter possibility is particularly exciting, as it would suggest
a "biological override" mechanism that could be used to prevent or delay
activation of certain Ca^'*' -dependent signaling pathways, under adverse
conditions

.

To better define the role played by the carboxyl domain of the A subunit. Dr.
Ueki constructed chimeric recombinant subunits that contain the active fungal
catalytic "core" fused to variable regions taken from the various mouse genes.
Interestingly, virtually all of the mammalian carboxyl termini act to inhibit the
activity of the N. crassa catalytic domain. In addition. Dr. Ueki conducted a
study of site-directed mutagenesis to evaluate the role of cysteine residues in
catalytic function. Whereas many such substitutions have only modest effects on
activity, some of the data suggest that a region near the amino terminus plays
an important role in conferring the increased catalytic activity seen in the
fungal enzyme. Thus, dramatic effects on activity can result from mutagenesis
of individual residues or replacement of entire domains at apparently opposite
ends of the protein. This underscores that notion that it is a great
oversimplification to consider the protein in terms of linear domains and
suggests that the enzyme's overall tertiary and quaternary structure participates
in the catalysis. Ultimately, x-ray crystallographic structure will be needed
to understand the physical nature of these events.

The bacterially-expressed catalytic subunit used in our early studies contains
additional residues on its amino terminus that may artifactually lead to high
activity, and expression in non-eukaryotic systems might in some fashion alter
the enzymological properties. Therefore we expressed the N. crassa enzyme in
baculovirus-infected insect cells, and have examined its properties carefully.
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Neither the specific activity nor any of the regulatory properties were different
than those seen with the bacterially-expressed forms. Using this homogenous
protein, we initiated collaborative studies with Dr. B. Averill on the role of
the intrinsically bound Fe-'* and Zn-* found in the mammalian enzyme. These metals
are present at a relative ratio of 1:1 in the purified fungal subunit, although
on average they are both found at only 0.4 mol/ mol protein. Interestingly,
changes in the electron paramagnetic spectra upon substrate binding are observed,
consistent with a dinuclear metal center playing a direct role in catalysis.
This is further supported by enzymatic data suggesting that addition of exogenous
metal increases activity up to a point where one mol each of Fe'* and Zn-* are
present in the protein. Detailed studies to examine the role of these metals in
catalytic mechanism are underway.

4) Regulation of phosphorylation-dependent signaling pathways in model systems.

The CaM-dependent protein phosphatase, CN, is found in high concentrations in
brain, and we had shown that its expression increases draunatically during
neuronal development; hence, it seemed plausible that it may help to regulate
fundajnental events such as neuronal growth and plasticity. In an ongoing study
with Dr. K. Kosik, we showed that CN is co-localized with specific cytoskeletal
components in primary neuronal cultures. In this model system, CN appears at the
tips of extending neurites during early outgrowth, and later appears to be
redistributed to other areas as the neuron develops. Based on extraction of
cells with specific detergents, CN appears to be closely associated with
cytoskeletal components, arguing for a purposeful association that may regulate
their structural state. Recent findings suggest that drugs which inhibit the
phosphatase activity of CN interfere with specific steps in neurite development
that are regulated by the microtubule-associated protein, Tau . Thus Ca-*-
dependent regulation of neuronal morphology is likely to be one of the important
roles for this protein phosphatase in brain.

5) Characterization of a NCAP-36, a novel brain-specific CaiM binding protein.

Previously, we described a CaM-associated protein of subunit M^ =36,000 that we
had purified approximately 3000-fold from bovine brain. Its immunological
distribution suggested that it was most highly expressed in brain, and it was
shown to have electrophoretic variants, some of which are probably phosphorylated
in vivo. In collaboration with Dr. M. Moos, extensive characterization of the
primary structure of the brain protein was carried out, and approximately 280
unique residues were identified, suggesting the completion of >80% of the protein
sequence; these were arranged into three major domains based on overlapping
regions, searches of protein and nucleic acid databases showed homology only to
bacterial and protozoan forms of phosphatidyl-inositol specific phospholipase C
(16-20% identity overall).

C. Marietta in our group has carried out standard assays for phospholipase C
activity, using myo-phosphatidyl inositol, and tried numerous combinations of
metals, effectors and detergents. To date, CAPP-36 shows no detectable PLC
activity. This may not be surprising in light of the negligible phospholipase
C activity seen with the trypanosome GPI-PLC. In addition, we have attempted to
demonstrate GPI-PLC activity by release of the variant surface glycoprotein (VSG)
from trypanosome membranes, by removal of Pl-linked proteins from intact
lymphocytes, by cleavage of brain membrane proteins and their detection with
antibodies, by release of alkaline phosphatase from kidney microsomal membranes
and by the cleavage of glycolipids isolated from metabolically-labeled cultured
cells. Thus far, we have not observed activity. It seems unlikely that the
inability to measure activity is due to CAPP-36 not being a phospholipase, given
the strong relatedness of several spatially separate domains. It is possible that
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CAPP-36 has been inactivated during purification, but the procedure is relatively
mild and rapid. Alternatively, this protein may require unique co-factors and/or
subunit associations, in order to exhibit activity. The most likely explanation
is that the enzymatic specificity is stringent and it is difficult to predict an
appropriate substrate. Preliminary studies assaying the release of
acetylcholinesthase from erythrocyte membranes suggest a weak but reproducible
activity in purified fractions of CAPP-36.

This presumed difficulty in assaying the activity of purified CAPP-36 may require
the use of molecular approaches for assessing biological function, using cloned
genes for this protein. To this end. Dr. Gubin in our section has succeeded in
obtaining a full-length murine cDNA clone, using PCR with degenerate
oligonucleotide primers based on primary protein sequence, followed by plaque
hybridization. The deduced sequence of 321 amino acids ("36.2 kDa) contains
identities with virtually all of the overlapping elements predicted by
microsequencing, with the observed differences correspond to regions showing
several related (i.e., isomorphic) protein sequences. Expression of the mRNA in
mouse brain is highest in cerebellum, and low levels are observed outside of the
brain. Human genomic clones have been isolated that cover 65% of the open
reading frame of the protein, and these have been utilized in mapping experiments
to identify its localization on chromosome 5. Bacterially-expressed recombinant
protein has been produced, albeit largely as aggregates. Current efforts to
express the protein in mammalian cells, transiently and stably, may allow for the
assignment of biological function in vivo.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

The biochemical responses to hormones, growth factors and other effectors are
mediated by a variety of signaling pathways, some of which interact to influence
each other. Several elements that play a role in signal transduction include
Ca^'''/CaM- dependent enzyme activation, cyclic nucleotide "second messengers"
systems and modulation of phosphoprotein metabolism. Investigation of the
properties, distribution and regulation of these provides important information
regarding normal and pathologic cellular activity and may lead to the design of
rational pharmacologic therapies. since chronic perturbation of the cellular
environment resulting from drug or alcohol exposure may well lead to changes in
signalling pathways, these studies may reveal fundamental features of
pharmacologic dependence, tolerance and withdrawal.

Proposed Course ;

To investigate the molecular biology of enzymes involved in Ca^'''-dependent signal
transduction (PDE, CN, CAPP-36) and to characterize their regulation during
cellular activation and differentiation. To utilize molecular methods to examine
the role of CN in transcriptional regulation, in order to pursue questions of
neural development and immunomodulatory response. To examine signalling events
under pathologic conditions (e.g. using murine models for alcoholism, inbred
neuropathologies and immune disorders such as AIDS).
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

The molecular mechanisms of alcohol's actions in the nervous system are not known
This project combined molecular, biological and electrophysiological techniques to
study the mechanisms of alcohol action on neural systems. The recombinant NMDA
receptor subunits Cl» el/Cl/ e2/Cl, e3/Clf were expressed in Xenopus oocytes and

their sensitivity to ethanol was investigations using the two-electrode voltage-
clamp technique. NMDA-activated currents associated with el/Cl or 62/Cl subunits,

were significantly inhibited by 50 mM ethanol, whereas NMDA currents associated
with Cl or e3/Cl subunits were not. Since NMDA receptor subunits are

differentially distributed throughout the brain, the observations suggest that the

differential sensitivity of NMDA receptor subunits to ethanol may contribute to the

differences in ethanol sensitivity observed in different types of neurons. A

possible role of phosphorylation in ethanol inhibition of NMDA-activated ion

current was investigated using subunits el/Cl- Phorbol 12-myristrate 13-acetate

(TPA), an activator of protein kinase C (PKC), increased the amplitude of NMDA

current. After treatment with 1 uM TPA for 10 min, the inhibition of NMDA current

by 100 mM ethanol increased from 32% to 47%. Staurosporin, an inhibitor of PKC, had

no significant effect on the inhibitory action of ethanol, but blocked the effect

of TPA. The effect of ethanol was also studied on recombinant 5-HT3 receptors in

Xenopus oocytes. Ethanol concentrations from 20 to 40 mM potentiated, in a

concentration-dependent manner, currents activated by 250 nM or 500 nM 5-HT; the

EC50 was 126 mM. With 1 uM or greater, potentiation of 5-HT current was not

observed. The observations suggest that molecular biological techniques may be

useful in elucidating the molecular mechanisms of alcohol's actions on

neurotransmitter receptors.
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Project Description!

Investiqators

:

F. Weight Chief
E. Akinshola IRTA Fellow
U. Brauneis Senior NRC Fellow
E. Lazar-Wesley senior staff Fellow
P. Liesi visiting Scientist
N. Lobaugh NRC Fellow
K. Masood Senior Staff Fellow
M. OZ visiting Fellow
M. Vinnani Research Chemist
C. Wu visiting Associate
L. Zhang visiting Associate

obiective:

LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA
LMCN, NIAAA

The objective of this project was to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of
alcohol's actions in the nervous system.

Methods Employed :

This project used predominantly molecular biological and electrophysiological
research methods. The techniques used were briefly as follows.

1. Molecular Biology.

For studies of recombinant receptors, cDNA clones were provided by Drs. M.
Mishina (NMDA), S. Heinemann (GluR), D. Burt (GABA^^) and D. Julius (S-HTj).
cRNAs were synthesized in vitro from linearized templates of the corresponding
cDNAs . For studies of brain mRNA, polyadenylated RNA was prepared from whole
brain using the Fast Track isolation kit (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA)

.

2. Oocyte Injection.

Xenopus leavis oocytes were isolated using 0.2% collagenase A to remove
connective tissue and follicular membranes. The oocytes were injected with cRNA
or mRNA and incubated for 2 to 3 days in modified Earth's saline solution before
being used for electrophysiological recording.

3. Electrophysiological Recording.

After sufficient incubation for receptor expression (usually 2 to 3 days),
oocytes were placed in a recording chamber (vol. -100 pL) and superfused with
frog Ringer solution. standard two-electrode voltage-clamp was used to record
membrane ion currents; membrane holding potential was usually -70 mv. Agonists
and drugs were applied to the oocytes by a fast superfusion system, using a
macropipette.

4. Data Acquisition.

The output of the voltage-clamp amplifier was recorded on a rectilinear pen
recorder (Gould 2400) and was digitized and stored on magnetic media for
subsequent analysis using a Compaq 386/20e microcomputer.
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Major Findings ;

1) Differential Ethanol Sensitivity of Recombinant NMDA Receptor subunits.

The recombinant N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) homomeric receptor subunit ^1, and
the heteromeric subunit combinations el/^l, e2/^l and 63/^1, were expressed in
Xenopus oocytes and their sensitivity to ethanol was investigated using the two-
electrode voltage-clamp technique. NMDA-activated currents in oocytes expressing
subunit combinations el/'-l or 62/''l, were significantly inhibited by 50 mM
ethanol, whereas NMDA-activated currents associated with the homomeric expression
of VI or the combination eS/'-l were not significantly affected by 50 mM ethanol.
There was no significant difference between the inhibition of NMDA-activated ion
current by 50 mM ethanol in an extracellular Ringer solution containing 2 mM Ca^"^

and a Ringer solution in which Ca^"*" has been replaced by Ba^'*' (34% and 37%
inhibition in [Ca^+i^ and [Ba^+j^,, respectively, for e2/^l; and 23% and 31%
inhibition in [Ca^+Jo and [Ba^+Jg, respectively, for el/Z2). The various
combinations of recombinant receptor subunits studied exhibited differences in
the concentration-response curves for ethanol. Thus, 25 mM ethanol elicited near
maximal inhibition of NMDA-activated current associated with e2/^l subunits and
the inhibition by 50 or 100 mM ethanol was not significantly different. By
contrast, NMDA-activated current associated with 6l/*l subunits was increasingly
inhibited by increasing concentrations of ethanol from 25 to 100 mM. NMDA-
activated current associated with the e3/^l subunit, on the other hand, was only
significantly inhibited by 100 mM ethanol and the current associated with
homomeric ^1 expression was not significantly inhibited by ethanol concentrations
from 25 to 100 mM. Since NMDA receptor subunits are differentially distributed
throughout the brain, the observations suggest that the differential sensitivity
of NMDA receptor subunits to ethanol may contribute to the differences in ethanol
sensitivity observed in different types of neurons.

2

)

Potentiation of Ethanol Inhibition of NMDA-Activated Current by Phorbol
Esters.

A possible role of phosphorylation in ethanol inhibition of NMDA-activated ion
current was investigated using the mouse subunits el/^1 of the NMDA receptor
expressed in Xenopus oocytes . Membrane current was recorded using two-electrode
voltage-clamp at a holding potential of -70 mv. Ethanol inhibited the ion
current activated by 100 uM NMDA in the presence of 10 uM glycine in a
concentration-dependent manner over the range 10 to 250 mM; the IC50 was 200 mM.
The apparent Hill coefficient of NMDA-activated current was reduced from 2.4 to
1.3 (n=6) when 100 mM ethanol was applied, but the EC50 was not significantly
changed. Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (TPA) , an activator of protein kinase
C (PKC), increased the amplitude of NMDA-activated current. After treatment with
1 uM TPA for 10 min, the inhibition of NMDA current by 100 mM ethanol increased
from 32.2 to 47.5% (n=9; p<0.01). Staurosporin, an inhibitor of PKC, had no
significant effect on the inhibitory action of ethanol, but staurosporin blocked
the effect of TPA. The observations suggest that the ethanol sensitivity of NMDA
receptors may be regulated by PKC.

3) Ethanol potentiation of 5-HT3 Receptor-Mediated Ion Current in Xenopus
Oocytes

.

The effect of ethanol on 5-HT3 receptor-mediated current was studied in Xenopus
oocytes voltage-clamped at -70 mV that had been previously microinjected with RNA
transcripts from the cloned 5-HT3 receptor (Science 254:432, 1991). In these
cells, 5-HT application activated a fast inward current. Ethanol concentrations
from 20 to 400 mM potentiated, in a concentration-dependent manner, currents
activated by 250 nM or 500 nM 5-HT. The threshold for significant potentiation
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was 40 mM ethanol (One Factor Anova test; p<0.01) and the EC50 was 126 mM. The
potentiation was consistently observed in all 60 oocytes tested. With 250 nM and
500 nH 5-HT, the potentiation by 80 mM ethanol was 45% and 35%, respectively,
whereas with concentrations of 5-HT >1 pM, no potentiation of 5-HT current was
observed. The observations indicate that intoxicating concentrations of ethanol
can potentiate 5-HT3 receptor-mediated responses in Xenopus oocytes injected with
a single subunit of the 5-HT3 receptor. since the pattern of this potentiation
is similar to previous results from this laboratory in NCB20 cells (Neurosci.
Letters 122:57, 1991) and nodose neurons (Mol. Pharmacol. 40:263, 1991), further
molecular biological study on the mechanism by which ethanol potentiates 5-HT3
receptor -mediated responses can be carried out in this expression system.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

The molecular mechanisms of alcohol's actions in the nervous system are not
understood. The use of molecular biological techniques to investigate this area
holds the promise of elucidating the mechanisms of alcohol's actions at a
molecular level.

Proposed Course :

Molecular biological techniques such as antisense oligonucleotides and site-
directed mutagenesis will be used to determine the sites of alcohol interaction
with membrane receptor proteins and whether regulatory mechanisms such as
phosphorylation or glycosylation are involved in alcohol's actions on receptor
function.

Publications :

Ahluwalia B, virmani M. Temporal relationship between synaptosomal plasma
membrane phosphorylation and concurrent changes in the behavioral phases during
ethanol dependent intoxicated and withdrawal state in the rat. Res Comm Sub Abuse
1992; 13.

Aime c, Bristol LA, Berrih S, Durum S, Takacs L. Detection of IL-1 mRNA
expression in the normal and neoplastic human thymus by in situ hybridization and
PCR: correlation with late T-cell maturation in normal versus neoplastic thymus,
Thymus, in press.

Bristol LA, Durum SK, Eisenberg SP. Differential regulation of group A
streptococcal peptidoglycan-polysaccharide (PG-APS) -stimulated macrophage
production of IL-1 by rat strains susceptible and resistant to PG-APS-induced
arthritis. Cell Immunol 1993;149:130-43.

Colombo G, Hansen C, Hoffman P, Grant KA. Decreased performance on a delayed
alternation task of rats genetically deficient in vasopressin, Physiol Behav
1992;52:827-30.

Gao B, virmani M, Romm E, Lazar-Wesley E, Sakaguchi K, Appella E, Kunos G, Takacs
L. Sequence of a cDNA encoding bovine apolipoprotein, H Gene 1993;126:287-288.

Gotlieb WH, Bristol LA, Weissman AM, Durum SK, Takacs L. Upregulation of T-cell
receptor gamma chain transcription by interleukin-2, Cell Immunol, in press.

Grant KA, Colombo G. The discriminative stimulus effects of ethanol: Effect of
training dose on the substitution of N-methyl-D-aspartate antagonists, J
Pharmacol Exp Ther 1992;264:1241-47.
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Lombard! G, Szekely AM, Bristol LA, Guidotti A, Manev H. Induction of ornithine
decarboxylase by N-Methyl-D-Aspartate receptor activation is unrelated to
potentiation of glutamate excitotoxicity by polyamines in cerebellar granule
neurons, J Neurochem 1993;60:1317-24,
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of beta2 -adrenergic receptor gene expression by interleukin-l in cultured human
lung tumor cells, J Cell Physiol, 1992;152:478-85.

Varga K, Zakhari S, Kunos G. Neural mechanisms in the cardiovascular effects of
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This project has been terminated.

Publications

:

Bristol LA, Schwab JH. Bone resorbing activity is expressed by rat macrophages in

response to arthropathia streptococcal cell wall polymers. Inflammation,
1992;16:485.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

The cellular and molecular mechanisms of alcohol's actions in the nervous system
have not been established. This project investigated alcohol's effects on synaptic
mechanisms using the patch-clamp recording technique. Ethanol inhibits NMDA-
activated ion current over a concentration range associated with intoxication (5-50

mM) . In addition, the potency of several alcohols for inhibiting NMDA current is

related to their intoxicating potency, suggesting that alcohol-induced inhibition
of NMDA channel function may contribute to intoxication. Analysis of mechanism
indicates that ethanol inhibits NMDA current by altering gating of the channel,
rather than by affecting channel conductance, ion permeance or regulatory sites on

the channel. Ethanol concentrations associated with general anesthesia (50-100 mM)

inhibit kainate- and guisqualate-activated currents. The anesthetic agents,

trichloroethanol, pentobarbital and volatile anesthetics, also inhibit kainate- and

quisqualate-activated currents, suggesting that inhibition of these channels may
contribute to the anesthetic effects of ethanol. The current associated with GABA-

A channels is potentiated by ethanol (1-40 mM) in some neurons, but is not affected

in others. Since benzodiazepines selectively potentiate GABA-A current, the

potentiation of this current by ethanol may contribute to the anxiolytic effects of

ethanol. Behavioral studies have implicated 5-HT3 channels in the reinforcing
properties of several drugs. Ethanol (25-200 mM) potentiates 5-HT3 current;

whereas, cocaine competitively inhibits serotonin activation of 5-HT3 channels

(pA2=5.4; Kb=3.8 uM) . Several types of ATP-gated channels can be identified; one

type is inhibited by ethanol (IC50=68 mM) . Methanol is less potent, and propanol

is more potent; however, 1-butanol and isopentanol are without effect on this

current, suggesting that alcohols with 3 carbons or less interact a small

hydrophobic pocket in the channel protein. The observation suggest that

neurotransmitter-gated ion channels are molecular sites of alcohol action in the

nervous system.
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Project Description t

Investigators

:

F. Weight Chief LMCN, NIAAA
A. Dugar Psychologist LMCN, NIAAA
P. Fan Visiting Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
J. Gottlieb visiting Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
C. Li Visiting Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
R. Peoples NRC/IRTA Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
A. Ravindran Visiting Scientist LMCN, NIAAA
L. Stockbridge Senior staff Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
J. Wright Senior Staff Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
O. Yu NRSA Fellow LMCN, NIAAA
J. Zhai Visiting Associate LMCN, NIAAA

Ob iective:

The objective of this project was to elucidate the cellular and molecular
mechanisms of alcohol's actions in the nervous system that underlie the
behavioral effects of alcohol.

Methods Employed ;

The role of neurotransmitter-gated ion channels in the actions of alcohol was
investigated by studying alcohol effects on ion currents activated by various
neurotransmitter agonists in dissociated and cultured neurons. The techniques
used were briefly as follows.

1. Dissociated Neurons.

Neurons were dissociated from the nodose, superior cervical and dorsal root
ganglia, and from the hippocampal region of the central nervous system of adult
rats or bullfrogs using mechanical and enzymatic treatment (Ikeda et al., J.

Neurophysiol . 55:527, 1986). Electrophysiological recordings were obtained from
these neurons within a period of ten hours after dissociation.

2. Cultured Neurons.

Hippocampal, cortical and spinal cord neurons were dissociated from 16- to 17-day
mouse or rat embryos and grown in culture using the method of Forsythe and
Westbrook (J. Physiol. 396:515, 1988). Electrophysiological experiments were
performed 2 to 4 weeks after plating.

3. Electrophysiological Recording.

In many experiments, membrane ion currents were recorded using the whole-cell
patch-clamp method (cf. Ikeda et al. 1986). Receptor agonists and various
pharmacologic agents were administered from large-bore micropipettes (>40 ;jm tip
diameter) placed near the cell soma. In experiments recording single channel
currents, outside-out tear-off patch-clamp recording was used (cf . Hamill et al.

Pflugers Arch. 391: 85, 1981).

4. Data Acquisition.

The output of the patch-clamp amplifier was digitized and stored on magnetic
media for subsequent analysis using a Compaq 386/20e microcomputer. The micro-
computer was also used to generate various patterns of voltage commands.
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Major Findings ;

1. Ethanol Inhibition of NMDA-Activated Ion current.

The ion current induced by the glutamate receptor agonist N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) in voltage-clamped cultured hippocampal neurons was inhibited by ethanol.
Inhibition increased in a concentration-dependent manner over the range 5 to 50
mM, a range that also produces intoxication. The amplitude of the NMDA-activated
current was reduced from 45 to 60 percent by 50 mM ethanol; in contrast, this
concentration of ethanol had a relatively small effect on the amplitude of
current activated by the glutamate receptor agonists kainate and quisqualate. The
potency of alcohols for inhibiting NMDA-activated current increased as the carbon
chain length was increased up to 6-7 carbons, then decreased with further
increases in chain length. Similar values for cut off in intoxication potency
of alcohols have been reported, suggesting that inhibition of NMDA-activated
current by alcohols is not due to membrane disordering, and that alcohol-induced
inhibition of responses to NMDA receptor activation may contribute to the neural
and cognitive impairments associated with intoxication.

The mechanism of this ethanol-induced inhibition of NMDA-activated ion current
has also been investigated. We found that the percent inhibition of NMDA-
activated current by ethanol was similar over a range of membrane potentials from
-60 to +60 mV, and ethanol did not alter the reversal potential of NMDA current.
In addition, the percent inhibition of NMDA current by ethanol did not differ
with different concentrations of NMDA (10-1000 um) , glycine (0.1-100 uM) , Mg^"*"

(0-500 uM) , Zn^"^ (0-20 uM) , ketamine (0-10 uM) , spermine (0 & 1 uM) , protons (pH
6.0-8.0), dithiothreitol (0 & 2 mM) or staurosporin (1 uM) . In single-channel
experiments, the inhibition of NMDA current by ethanol (10-50 mM) was not
associated with a change of channel conductance, but was associated with
decreases in both mean open time and the frequency of channel opening. The
results suggest that ethanol inhibits NMDA current by altering gating of the
channel, rather than by affecting channel conductance, ion permeance or
regulatory sites on the channel.

2. Ethanol Inhibition of Kainate- and Quisqualate-Activated current.

In concentrations greater than 50 mM, ethanol produced a concentration-dependent
inhibition of kainate- and quisqualate-activated current. This inhibition of
non-NMDA glutamate receptor activated current continued to increase at ethanol
concentrations greater than 100 mM, so that at a concentration of 200 mM the
inhibition was approximately 45%. The concentration range of ethanol that
significantly inhibited kainate- and quisqualate- activated currents corresponds
to the concentration range of ethanol that produces general anesthesia. This
suggested that ethanol-induced inhibition of kainate- and quisqualate-activated
current may contribute to the general anesthetic effects of ethanol. We
therefore investigated the action of three groups of general anesthetic agents
on excitatory amino acid activated currents-tricholoroethanol (the active
metabolite of chloral anesthetics such as chloral hydrate), barbiturates and
volatile anesthetics. Tricholoroethanol inhibited NMDA-, kainate- and
quisqualate-activated currents. In addition, the addition of three chloride ions
to the ethanol molecule increased the potency of drug action on kainate and
quisqualate channels (IC50s9.7 and 7.8 mM, respectively) to a much greater extent
than on NMDA channels (IC502.9 mM) . Experiments on volatile anesthetics indicate
that they inhibited kainate-, quisqualate- and NMDA-activated currents with the
following IC50S: halothane - 3.4, 9.5 and 7.5 mM; enflurane - 6.9, 7.7 and 5.9 mM;

and isoflurane - 10.9, 8.7 and 15.1 mM. Pentobarbital also inhibited kainate-
and quisqualate-activated currents (IC50S 105 and 76 uM, respectively), but did

not affect NMDA-activated current in the anesthetic concentration range (50 to
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200 pM) . The presence of agonist was necessary for both the action of
pentobarbital and recovery from pentobarbital-induced inhibition, suggesting an
open-channel type block. since kainate and quisqualate channels mediate fast
EPSPs (excitatory postsynaptic potentials) at the majority of excitatory synapses
in the CNS, the observations suggest that inhibition of the function of kainate-
and quisqualate-activated ion channels by anesthetic agents may be important in
the production of general anesthesia. In addition, the observations support the
hypothesis that ethanol inhibition of kainate- and quisqualate-activated
responses may contribute to the general anesthetic effects of ethanol.

3. Ethanol Effects on GABA-Activated Cl" Current.

The effects of ethanol on membrane ion currents activated by N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) were studied under voltage-clamp
conditions in isolated sensory neurons within hours of being dissociated from
adult rats. The amplitude of the ion current activated by NMDA was decreased in
the presence of 2.5-100 mM ethanol (IC50, 10 mM) . The amplitude of the GABA-
activated Cl' current, on the other hand, was not significantly affected by this
concentration range of ethanol.

The effects of ethanol on GABA-activated Cl' current were also studied in
cultured mammalian hippocaunpal and cortical neurons. Patch-clamp recordings
revealed that 1-40 mM ethanol can potentiate GABA-activated Cl' current in a
concentration-dependent manner in some, but not all, neurons tested. GABA-
activated Cl" current was also potentiated by benzodiazepines, suggesting that
ethanol augmentation of this current may contribute to the anxiolytic actions of
ethanol.

4. Ethanol and Cocaine Effects on 5-HT3 Receptor-Mediated Ion current.

The preceding evidence suggests that neurotransmitter-gated ion channels may be
targets for the actions of ethanol. We therefore studied the effect of ethanol
on the ion current produced by activation of 5-HT3 receptors. Ion current
activated by 5-HT or the selective 5-HT3 receptor agonist 2-methyl-5-HT in cells
of the NCB-20 neuroblastoma cell line or freshly dissociated nodose neurons was
potentiated in a concentration dependent manner in the presence of 25-100 mM
ethanol. The rate of decay of 5-HT-activated current increased with increasing
ethanol concentrations, and the potentiation of current by ethanol was greater
at low 5-HT concentrations (1 )jm) than at higher concentrations (2-10 fjm) . 5-HT3
antagonists block the discriminative stimulus effects of EtOH in pigeons
suggesting that ethanol potentiation of neuronal responses to activation of 5-HT3
receptors may be associated with the recognition of ethanol action.

Several recent studies have suggested that 5-HT3 receptors may play a role in the
action of drugs of abuse, and there are reports suggesting that behavioral
effects related to cocaine administration are altered by 5-HT3 antagonists. To
elucidate the interaction between cocaine and 5-HT3 receptors, we studied the
effect of cocaine on serotonin activation of 5-HT3 channels in neurons freshly
dissociated from rat nodose ganglion. Application of serotonin to these neurons
activated an inward current with fast activation and deactivation kinetics. With
serotonin concentrations greater than 1 pm, inward current activated to a peak
and then desensitized. The average concentration-response curve for peak
serotonin-activated current was between 0.1 and 100 uM with an EC50 = 4.55 uM and
an apparent Hill coefficient of 1.33. Increasing concentrations of cocaine
produced increasing reduction in peak serotonin-activated current amplitude for
a given concentration of serotonin. With 1 pm serotonin, the cocaine IC50 was
0.99 fym and the apparent Hill coefficient 1.15. With increasing concentrations
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of serotonin, higher concentrations of cocaine were required to reduce peak
current amplitude. Thus, for example, with 10 jim serotonin, the cocaine IC50 was
4.9 pM and the apparent Hill coefficient 1.26. In neurons particularly sensitive
to serotonin, the current activated by 250 nM serotonin could be reduced in
amplitude by 30% or more by cocaine concentrations as low as 100 nM. Schild
plots of increasing serotonin and cocaine concentrations indicated a pA2 value
of 5.4 and an apparent K^ of 3.8 ;jm. The results suggest that cocaine
competitively antagonizes serotonin activation of neuronal 5-HT3 channels . In
addition, this effect is in a concentration range that occurs in the plasma of
individuals during cocaine abuse.

5. Ethanol Inhibition of ATP-activated Current.

The effect of ethanol on membrane ion current activated by extracellular
adenosine 5 ' -triphosphate (ATP) was studied in freshly isolated bullfrog dorsal
root ganglion (DRG) neurons by means of the whole-cell patch-clamp technique.
The amplitude of the ATP-activated inward current was decreased by ethanol in a
concentration-dependent manner over the range 6 to 250 mM. In this concentration
range ethanol did not appear to have any other detectable effect, and did not
change the reversal potential of ATP-activated inward current. The average
inhibition of 1 pm ATP-activated inward current by 100 mM EtOH was 64%, and the
concentration that produced 50% inhibition (IC50) was 68 mM. Methanol was less
potent and 1-propanol was more potent than ethanol in inhibiting ATP-activated
current; however, 1-butanol and isopentanol were without effect on this current,
suggesting that 1-3 carbon alcohols inhibit the function of ATP-gated ion
channels by interacting directly with a small hydrophobic pocket on the receptor
protein rather than an action on membrane lipids. The percent inhibition of ATP-
activated current by ethanol diminished with increasing agonist concentration in
a manner consistent with an affect of ethanol on the apparent affinity of the
agonist binding site.

Investigation of ATP-activated current in neurons freshly dissociated from adult
rat nodose and dorsal root ganglia revealed different patterns of activation and
desensitization kinetics, and different sensitivities to divalent cations,
suggesting different types of ATP-gated channels . Consistent with this
interpretation, ATP-activated currents in neurons from adult rat nodose and
dorsal root ganglia were not sensitive to ethanol concentrations between 5 and
100 mM.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the institute ;

The cellular and molecular mechanisms of alcohol • s actions in the nervous system
have not been established. The observation that pharmacologically relevant
concentrations of ethanol can selectively affect the function of certain types

of neurotransmitter-gated ion channels suggests that these ion channels may be

molecular sites of ethanol action in the nervous system, and that the action of

ethanol at these sites may underlie the behavioral effects of ethanol.

Proposed Course ;

The action of ethanol on the function of neurotransmitter-gated ion channels will

be investigated more extensively to determine the molecular mechanisms involved

in these actions and whether ethanol affects other receptor-mediated responses

in neurons. The effects of tolerance and dependence on these effects of ethanol

will also be studied. In addition, the actions of other psychoactive substances

such as anesthetics, opiates and benzodiazepines will be characterized and

compared to ethanol.
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Alcohol is classified as a central nervous system depressant. The mechanisms that
underlie this alcohol-induced depression of nervous system excitability, however
are poorly understood. This project investigated the intrinsic mechanisms involved

in the regulation of nerve cell excitability and the effects of ethanol on those

mechanisms. To identify neurons that have been isolated for patch-clamp recording,

neurons were retrogradely labeled in vivo using fluorescent dyes. Fast blue was

found to be a suitable tracer for studying the electrical properties of identified

neurons after isolation in vitro . To study the regulation of excitability
mechanisms, neurons were dissociated from the dorsal root ganglia (ORG) of adult

rats and maintained for over three weeks in tissue culture without serum or added

growth factors. Under these conditions, the Na currents of all neurons studied

were sensitive to tetrodotoxin (TTX) . By contrast, in neurons freshly isolated or

cultured in the presence of serum and nerve growth factor (NGF) , both TTX-sensitive

and TTX-insensitive Na currents were observed. The effect of NGF was tested by

culturing adult rat ORG neurons in the presence or absence of NGF in a defined

medium without background cells. In the absence of NGF, only TTX-sensitive Na

currents were observed; however, in the presence of NGF, both TTX-sensitive and

TTX-insensitive Na currents were elicited. The results suggest that NGF may

regulate the expression of voltage-gated ion channels in adult mammalian neurons.

In addition, several types of voltage-gated ion channels have been characterized in

adult mammalian neurons. These include: TTX-sensitive and TTX-insensitive Na

channels; transient (T type) and long-lasting (L type) Ca channels; and transient

(A), sustained (delayed rectifier), calcium-activated (C) and muscarine inhibited

(M) K channels. The effect of ethanol was tested on these voltage-gated ion

channels in different types of mammalian neurons and it was found to have little or

no effect in a pharmacologic concentration range (5 to 100 MM).
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Objective ;

Although it is well known that the administration of ethanol can affect nervous
system excitability, the cellular basis of such actions is poorly understood.
The objective of this project was to characterize at the cellular and molecular
level the intrinsic mechanisms regulating nerve cell excitability and the effects
of ethanol on those mechanisms.

Methods Employed ;

Excitability mechanisms were investigated by studying voltage-activated membrane
ion channels in dissociated and cultured mammalian neurons. The techniques used
were briefly as follows.

1. Dissociated Neurons.

Neurons were dissociated from the nodose, superior cervical and dorsal root
ganglia, and from hippocampal and cor'pus striatal regions of the central nervous
system of adult rats using mechanical and enzymatic treatment (Ikeda et al., J.
Neurophysiol. 55; 527, 1986; Freedman and Weight, PNAS, 85: 3618, 1988).
Electrophysiological recording was obtained from these neurons within a period
of ten hours after dissociation.

2. Cultured Neurons.

Hippocampal and cortical neurons were dissociated from 16- to 17 -day mouse or rat
embryos and grown in culture using the method of Forsythe and Westbrook (J.
Physiol. 396: 515, 1988). Electrophysiological experiments were performed 2 to
4 weeks after plating.

3. Electrophysiological Recording.

In the majority of experiments, membrane ion currents were recorded using the
whole-cell patch-clamp method (cf. Ikeda et al., 1986). Receptor agonists and
various pharmacologic agents were administered from large-bore micropipettes (>40
um tip diameter) placed near the cell soma. In experiments recording single
channel currents, cell-attached patch-clamp recording was used and pharmacologic
agents were in the patch-pipette (cf. Freedman and weight, 1988).

4. Data Acquisition.

The output of the patch-clamp amplifier was digitized and stored on magnetic
media for subsequent analysis using a Compaq 386/20e microcomputer. The
microcomputer was also used to generate various patterns of voltage commands.
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Major Findings ;

1. Voltage-activated Currents.

Whole-cell patch-clamp experiments on adult mammalian neurons acutely dissociated
from nodose, superior cervical and dorsal root ganglia revealed a variety of
voltage-activated membrane ion currents which include tetrodotoxin (TTX)-
sensitive and TTX-resistant sodium currents, a low-threshold transient calcium
current (LVA or T-type), a high-threshold sustained calcium current (HVA or L-
type)/ a transient voltage-activated potassium current (A current), a sustained
voltage-activated potassium current (delayed rectifier), a sustained calcium-
activated potassium current (C current) and a sustained voltage-activated
potassium current inhibited by muscarine (M current). The proportion of these
currents varied in different neurons and not all currents were found in all
neurons. Ethanol, in concentrations from 5 to 100 mM, had little or no effect
on these voltage-activated membrane ion currents

.

2

.

Identification of Isolated Neurons

.

This study was undertaken to determine the feasibility of using axonal tracing
techniques in combination with cell isolation and patch-clamp methods to examine
the electrical properties of identified populations of neurons from the adult
rat. Fluorescent dyes (fast blue, FB, 5% w/v and fluorogold, FG, 4% w/v) were
injected into the wall of the urinary bladder to label visceral afferent and
efferent ganglion cells in lumbosacral dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and major pelvic
ganglia (MPG), respectively. In other rats, dyes were injected into the sciatic
nerve and gastrocnemius muscle to label somatic DRG neurons. After 8-15 days for
transport of dye, neurons were mechanically and enzymatically isolated and
studied within hours or after 1-10 days in culture. Similar numbers of FB and
FG labelled cells were detected in intact ganglia; however, mainly FB cells were
observed following the isolation procedure. Isolated FB neurons could be
identified within 10 to 20 seconds of exposure to UV light (340 to 380 nm) .

Following such short exposure to UV light, the gross electrophysiological
properties of the FB neurons were indistinguishable from those of unlabelled
neurons. Both groups of neurons exhibited resting membrane potentials of -45 to
-60 mV and action potentials of 80 to 110 mv. However, in the FB neurons,
constant exposure to UV light for periods of 1 to 5 minutes produced a gradual
increase in action potential duration, followed by a decrease in action potential
amplitude. No changes in spike firing properties were observed in unlabelled
neurons during a 5 minute exposure to UV light. These observations suggest that
when used in conjunction with short exposure to U.v. light (<1 min) FB may be a
suitable tracer for studying the electrical properties of identified neurons.

3. Regulation of Neuronal Excitability.

In order to investigate neuronal excitability and its regulation, we dissociated
neurons from adult rat dorsal root ganglia and maintained them in tissue culture
without serum or added growth factors. When cultured in serum-free growth
factor-free media, neurons (15-30 pm) survive for over 3 weeks and extended long
processes . Whole-cell recordings reveal that the cells have resting membrane
potentials negative to -50 mV. Application of depolarizing outward current steps
elicit overshooting action potentials (duration <2.5 ms) in most of the cells
examined. The action potentials are blocked by the application of TTX (1 jjM) but
not cd++ (500 juM) . Replacing intracellular K"^ with Cs"^ greatly prolongs the
duration of the action potentials. Voltage-clamp recordings demonstrate the
presence of inward and outward currents. From a holding potential of -100 mV,

depolarizing steps activate a fast inward Na* current that is sensitive to TTX.

With 75 mM external Na"^, this current activates at potentials positive to -45 mV
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and reaches a peak at -15 mv. In the presence of internal cs* (120 mM) and the
absence of external Na*, an inward Ca^* current is observed. Study of isolated
outward currents from holding potentials of -50 mV and -100 mV reveals only a
sustained K* current. This current is inhibited by 10 mM tetraethylairanonium
(TEA). In DRG neurons that are freshly isolated or cultured in the presence of
serum and nerve growth factor, both TTX-sensitive and TTX-insensitive action
potentials and Na' currents are observed. By contrast, in the absence of serum
and nerve growth factor, only TTX-sensitive action potentials and Na* currents
are observed. The results suggest that serum and/or growth-factors may regulate
the expression of voltage-gated ion channels.

The effect of NGF (2.5 ng/ml for 1-2 weeks) on adult rat DRG neurons maintained
in cell culture in defined-media without background cells was also investigated.
Whole-cell recordings reveal no significant difference in resting membrane
potential and input resistance between cells cultured in the absence (NGF') and
presence (NGF*) of NGF. However, the sensitivity of the Na* spike to TTX (1 uM)
is different in cells cultured in the absence or presence of NGF. Spikes are
abolished by TTX in 100% of NGF" cells (n=15), while in NGF* cells spikes are
abolished in only 41% of the neurons (n=29) (p<0.001, chi-square, x') . The
threshold for spike generation is significantly lower in NGF" cells than in NGF*
cells, -25 + 1.1 mV vs -18.9 + 2.2 mV (p<0.05, ANOVA), respectively. Voltage
clamp experiments reveal that the action potentials are predominantly carried by
TTX-sensitive and TTX-resistant Na* currents in the absence and presence of NGF,
respectively. Chemosensitivity of DRG neurons is also different in the absence
and presence of NGF. For example, the percent of neurons in which capsaicin (500
uM) current was detected increased from 19% (n=16) in NGF" cells to 55% (n=29)
in NGF* cells (p<0.05, x*) . The results suggest that NGF has trophic effects on
voltage-dependent and chemosensitive properties in adult mammalian neurons.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Proqreun of the Institute ;

The mechanisms that underlie alcohol-induced depression of nervous system
excitability are poorly understood. Characterization of the cellular mechanisms
that regulate nerve cell excitability and the actions of ethanol on those
mechanisms holds the promise of increasing our understanding of the cellular
basis of ethanol 's actions in the nervous system.

Proposed Course :

The mechanisms regulating nerve cell excitability will be characterized more
fully, and the actions of ethanol on those mechanisms will be investigated more
extensively. In addition, the actions of other alcohols and CNS depressants such
as general anesthetics, opiates, and benzodiazepines will be characterized and
compared to ethanol

.

Publications ;

Eckardt MH, Campbell GA, Marietta CA, Majchrowicz E, Rawlings RR, Weight FF.
Ethanol dependence and withdrawal selectively alter localized cerebral glucose
utilization. Brain Res 1992;584:244-250.
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Laboratory of Neurogenetics

Division of Intramural clinical and Biological Research
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
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David Goldman, M.D., Chief

To identify genetic loci determining alcoholism, the Laboratory of Neurogenetics
is testing for linkage and association between genetic markers and alcoholism and
related behavioral phenotypes. It is also engaged in direct gene analyses to
detect mutations. Molecular cloning and gene expression techniques are utilized
to investigate the neurobiology of genes relevant in ethanol seeking behavior and
in responses to ethanol.

The Section of Molecular Genetics has focused its efforts on studies of
structure, control of expression and genetic variation of genes involved in
serotonin function. Serotonin has been implicated in the regulation of appetite,
temperature and sleep, and in impulsive behaviors associated with intolerance to
delay. Serotonin has also been implicated in ethanol preference. It is therefore
likely that both the gene for tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH), the rate-limiting
enzyme in serotonin synthesis, and other genes involved in serotonin function
will play a major role in these behaviors . our studies on TPH have improved our
understanding of its structure, function, expression and genetic variation. We
are extending these studies to identify developmental and tissue-specific
regulatory sequences in transgenic mice and in cell lines

.

The TPH gene was cloned from mouse mastocytoma cells. The TPH cDNA recognized
brainstem TPH mRNA. TPH was mapped, by linkage analysis, to a region of mouse
chromosome 7 and, in the human, to chromosome llpl5.5, in the same area which
contains tyrosine hydroxylase and which (controversially) has been implicated in
affective illness.

TPH polymorphisms were identified and used for genetic association studies in
human, mouse and rhesus macaque monkey. In impulsive Finnish alcoholics, a
significant association was found between TPH and suicidality (in press).
Concentrations of the serotonin metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAAA)
in CSF have previously been correlated with suicidality and, in this study, CSF
5HIAAA was significantly associated with TPH genotype. In the mouse, TPH was
found to be a significant quantitative trait locus for sensitivity to ethanol,
measured as sleep-time following ethanol injection. This study involved
genotyping of the LS/SS (long sleep/short sleep) recombinant inbred mouse
strains

.

We cloned a 21 kilobase TPH genomic sequence and identified putative regulatory
sequences. Analysis of the expression of TPH mRNA in several serotonergic cell
lines confirmed that both cAMP and dexamethasone regulate expression of TPH.

These experiments point to a potentially important role for regulation of TPH
expression in brain by stress and by neurotransmitters which elevate or reduce
CAMP levels in raphe neurons. Alteration of serotonin biosynthesis through such
mechanisms could have important behavioral consequences, including effects on
ethanol-seeking. The mouse TPH promoter is being analyzed by mobility shift

assay and DNase I footprint analysis to identify transcription factors and

cognate binding sites.

Because tryptophan availability directly affects serotonin synthesis, we have

also studied 2,3-dioxygenase (TDO) and indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase, which
metabolize tryptophan via the kynurenine pathway. Although tryptophan oxygenase

was previously believed to be only expressed in the liver, we identified

tryptophan oxygenase mRNA in mouse brain.
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To investigate the regulation of TPH and its roles in serotonin metabolism and
in behavior, transgenic mice are being made in collaboration with Dr . C . Readhead
(Cedars Sinai Medical Center). To identify regions of the TPH gene promoter
required for control of developmental and tissue-specific expression, constructs
were introduced with 511 bp or 7200 bp of the TPH promoter fused to the
luciferase reporter gene. To allow specific ablation of serotonin-producing
cells, the TPH promoter has been fused to HSV thymidine kinase (tk). If tissue
specific expression occurs, the mice will be given ganciclovir to kill cells
expressing HSV tk. Lastly, the metallothionein promoter was fused to the cDNA
coding for TPH or TPH antisense to allow induction of transcription by addition
of Zn2+ to the animals drinking water or by injection of Cd2+. These mice may
either have increased serotonin production, reduced tryptophan levels or both.

The 5-HTlA receptor presynaptically modulates firing of raphe neurons. Therefore
5-HTlA sequences have been combined with sequences from luciferase, HSV thymidine
kinase and mouse metallothionein. These constructions are being introduced into
mouse embryos to create transgenic mice to study gene sequences controlling
tissue-specific and developmental expression, and to characterize effects of high
and low TPH gene activity, and ablation of TPH-expressing cells on behavior, as
described for TPH.

The Section of Molecular Neurobiology has focused its work on the regulation of
behaviors relevant for alcoholism at the molecular level and in two systems:
tryptophan hydroxylase and GABA^ receptors . This section has also conducted an
exploratory study on oxytocin.

To further understand the role of serotonergic neurotransmission, we attempted
to block TPH synthesis by administering directly into the IVth ventricle of the
brain DNA oligonucleotides that were antisense to TPH mRNA. The antisense TPH
oligonucleotide to tryptophan hydroxylase caused a significant >50% reduction in
enzyme activity as compared to mice administered saline or a scrambled
oligonucleotide control. The reduction in enzyme activity was very similar to
that seen after parachlorophenylalanine (PCPA) and concentrations of 5HIAA varied
in a similar manner but to a lesser degree.

GABA^ receptors, which are ligand-gated ion channels, have been implicated as
specific sites for ethanol • s actions in the brain. Among GABAa^ receptor subunits,
a6 is unique in the narrowness of its cellular distribution; a6 is found only in
cerebellar granule cells where it may have a specific role in alcohol-induced
motor impairment. To understand this role, we are blocking the translation of a6
mRNA using antisense oligonucleotides injected into the cerebral ventricle and
then measuring alcohol-induced motor incoordination. Other experiments suggest
that N-linked glycosylation is essential for targeting the GABA.^ receptor to the
cell membrane. Tunicamycin, which inhibits N-linked glycosylation, blocked the
appearance of functional GABA receptors in Xenopus oocytes microin jected with al.
Pi and 2L RNA. This hypothesis was tested using site-directed mutagenesis to
replace, singly and multiply, two sites for N-linked glycosylation on both the
rat al and Pi subunits and three sites on the ^2L subunit. In the al subunit,
replacement of an asparagine residue decreased GABA;\ expression in transfected
human embryonic kidney (293) cells.

The 5" noncoding and coding regions of the human and rat GABA,\ P3 genes were
found to be highly conserved. A novel transcript of the human gene was found with
an alternative exon 1 encoding a variant signal sequence. Levels of this
alternative exon varied between adult and fetal brain and also between brain
regions. Multiple transcription initiation sites were detected, when cell lines
were transfected with Ps gene constructs, a region of the gene was found which
exhibits strong promoter activity. This region binds nuclear factors including
Spl and at least one unidentified nuclear factor at a site which overlaps the
transcriptional start sites. These studies are therefore shedding some light on
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the modulation of GABA^ receptor expression by cellular factors including
tissue-specific elements. The neuropeptide oxytocin appears to play a role in
affiliative behaviors, including maternal, sexual and social behaviors . Oxytocin
is thus of interest in alcoholism, which is sex-influenced and more common in
individuals with antisocial personality. Using the plus-maze and hole-board
apparatus, we found that oxytocin is anxiolytic and that estrogen facilitates the
ability of oxytocin to reduce anxiety.

Although this group's work on G-protein coupled receptors is largely quiescent,
due to the departure of the principal investigator (C. Fraser), we continue with
genetic studies on an adipose-specific subtype of the P-adrenergic receptor (^3)

.

We found that this receptor displays the pharmacological properties of the
P-receptor mediating thermogenesis . The level of expression of this receptor was
markedly reduced in genetic models of obesity, suggesting that it may play a role
in the development of this condition. To ascertain whether a similar receptor is
found in humans snd, if so, what physiological role it plays in energy balance,
we identified a "3-adrenergic receptor in human adipose tissue. Although levels
of expression of this receptor were markedly lower than in rodents, the ability
to quantitate both mRNA levels and "s-adrenergic receptor binding (using a
radioligand binding assay we developed using CGP 12177) will facilitate studies
of the role of these receptors in obesity. A polymorphism we have found in this
receptor is being used in a human linkage study.

The Section of Molecular Biology focuses on several thiamine-dependent enzymes:
pyruvate dehydrogenase, transketolase, and a ketoglutarate dehydrogenase and on
molecular regulation of ethanol-inducible cytochrome p450 (p450lIEl). The
thiamine-dependent enzymes are fundamentally important in energy production and
in the synthesis of key intermediates. They are also likely targets for
disruption by thiamine deficiency to produce the Wernicke-Korsakoff Syndrome and
may be the sites of genetic lesions predisposing some alcoholics to this disease.

Our unpublished data indicate that the three thiamine dependent enzymes mentioned
above are abnormally expressed in newborn offspring from pregnant rats and mice
pretreated with alcohol. Our preliminary findings thus suggest that these enzymes
could be involved in the pathogenesis of fetal alcohol syndrome and damage
associated with chronic alcohol exposure. However, similar reductions in the
activities of thiamine-dependent enzymes were also observed in congenital lactic
acidosis, cancer, diabetes, and several neurological syndromes. This group is
studying the control of gene expression to reveal the mechanisms of abnormal
expression and to define the precise roles of this altered expression in
alcoholism. Members of this Section purified each of these three enzymes from
bovine and rat tissues to apparent homogeneity. The purified proteins were
subjected to microsequencing analyses to obtain N-terminal and internal amino
acid sequences after proteolytic digestion and purification by HPLC. The amino
acid sequence information was then used to synthesize oligomers needed for
screening cDNA libraries or for cDNA cloning by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

.

Using polyclonal antibodies, a near-full length cDNA (2.1 kb in size) for rat
transketolase (TK) was identified. The rat protein is 83% identical in sequence
to the human enzyme reported recently. However, rat TK has an additional 31 amino
acid residues at the N-terminus. To study its biochemical properties, cytosolic
TK from rat liver was also purified to homogeneity and used to prepare
antibodies. Using the cDNA clone and polyclonal antibodies, a tissue-specific
elevation of TK was demonstrated during neonatal rat development. The biochemical
mechanism of abnormal expression of TK is being studied in thiamine-deficient
rats.

Mitochondrial PDH phosphatase was purified using PDH E2 affinity column
chromatography, unlike the plant enzyme, the purified PDH phosphatase from bovine
kidney was potently inhibited by several antipsychotic drugs, which are
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calmodulin antagonists, via a non-competitive mechanism. Based on the N-terminal
and internal amino acid sequences of the purified protein, cDNA clones for this
enzyme were identified after amplification of cDNA by PCR.

The biochemical properties of purified PDH and a-KGDH complexes were studied with
a hydrophobic fluorescent probe, bis-ANS, which potently inhibited the activities
of both enzymes. The conformational changes in these enzymes were also
demonstrated upon the addition of allosteric regulators. In thiamine-def icient
rats, the catalytic activities of both PDH and a-KGDH complexes decreased without
a change in the levels of immunoreactive proteins, indicating post-translational
suppression of these enzymes. The molecular mechanism of the reduction in both
enzymes is being studied.

In collaboration with Dr. T.L. Huh, a former member of the Section, cDNA clones
for mitochondrial NADP*-specif ic and NAD*-specif ic isocitrate dehydrogenases were
identified and characterized. A Wcol DNA polymorphism was identified. Two new
mechanisms of cytochrome P450IIE1 regulation were discovered: translational
activation by isoniazid and pyrazine; and pretranslational suppression of hepatic
P450IIE1 during pregnancy. Using cycloheximide, a well-known inhibitor of mRNA
translation, translational activation of P450IIE1 by isoniazid and pyrazine was
demonstrated. However, many of their structural analogs did not activate
P450IIE1, indicating a more stringent structural requirement for the activation
of P450IIE1 mRNA translation into its protein. The multiple types of P450IIE1
regulation contrast to the other P450s, most of which are induced by their
respective inducers via transcriptional activation, pretranslational reduction
of P450IIE1 during pregnancy and rapid reversal (within 1 day) upon parturition
were also demonstrated. Our data show that elevated acetone does not initiate
P450IIE1 gene transcription. Neither exogenously administered steroids
(progesterone, estrogen, and thyroxine) nor peptide growth factors (placental
lactogen, prolactin, and growth hormone) caused significant changes in P450IIE1
level. A potential role of hepatocyte growth factor in P450IIE1 regulation was
suggested since the changes in P450IIE1 were only observed in liver but not in
extrahepatic tissues. In collaboration with Dr. Ravindranath, we demonstrated the
presence of P450IIE1 in brain and its induction after chronic ethanol drinking.
The biochemical roles of brain P450IIE1 are being examined.

Because alcoholism is common, complex and genetically heterogeneous, the Section
of Human Neurogenetics has focused its efforts on relatively homogeneous
populations and faunilies with more extreme and more narrowly defined phenotypes

.

Impulsive, alcoholic Finns and their families were studied collaboratively with
M. Linnoila and investigators at the University of Helsinki and a large
collection of cell lines and psychiatric evaluations from these families has now
been made. Similar collections have been made from families of American Indian
alcoholics. These materials have already been useful in studies on the DRD2
dopamine receptor gene, which had been hypothesized to be associated with
alcoholism.

In ethnically well-defined, psychiatrically interviewed, groups of alcoholics and
controls, there was no association of DRD2 either to alcoholism, to other
clinical phenotypes such as early onset, to family history of alcoholism, to
severity or to CSF homovanillic acid (a crude index of brain dopamine turnover).
Linkage disequilibrium between the DRD2 Taql marker (10 kb downstream from DRD2

)

and a second variant in the immediate 3
' region of the gene varied between

populations but was approximately 35% in two Caucasian populations. Thus the
population association method was shown to have limited strength to exclude or
include DRD2 as an alcoholism locus. Up to four-fold interethnic differences in
DRD2 marker frequencies were found, which could have led to detection of a
spurious DRD2 association. A collaborative study with P. Gejman (NIMH), who used
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis, failed to detect functional mutations
at DRD2 which could account for an association.
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Finally, a metaanalysis of published studies revealed that the association has,
overall, not been replicated since the first report, with an Al allele frequency
of 0.18 in controls and 0.18 in alcoholics.

In contrast to DRD2, the DRD4 dopamine receptor exhibits abundant functional
genetic variation, due to an 16 amino acid repeating motif coded by exon 3.
DRD4.7 (the seven repeat allele) is associated with altered ligand affinity and
salt sensitivity. We searched for a functional correlation between DRD4 alleles
and alcoholism due to the role of dopamine in reinforcement. In a large
population of psychiatrically interviewed Finnish alcoholics and controls, there
was no relationship between DRD4 alleles and either alcoholism or concentration
of CSF homovanillic acid.

A population study was completed on the low voltage alpha (LVA) phenotype, a
genetic neurophysiologic variant , and a family genetic transmission and linkage
study is in progress to identify genes for LVA. The LVA trait is relatively
common and was found in approximately 5% of controls. In the population study,
which included psychiatric interviews on all subjects, the LVA phenotype was more
than four times as common in individuals who had alcoholism and was even more
common in subjects with an anxiety disorder. At least in some families, the LVA
trait is transmitted in autosomal dominant fashion. Alcoholism families with LVA
are being collected for linkage studies with dispersed genetic markers

.

A highly informative tetranucleotide repeat polymorphism was detected at the
GABAaPI receptor gene and used to map this gene, by genetic linkage, to the
centromeric region of chromosome 4. This marker will be particularly useful for
linkage studies focusing on GABA^ receptor function due to the fact that a
cluster of GABA^ receptor genes has been shown (by others) to exist at this
location.

The single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) technique was used to detect
polymorphisms at TPH (see above), ALDH2 (see below), transketolase (see jbelow)
and three serotonin receptors SHTiocf SHTipbf and 5HTia- The serotonin receptor
polymorphisms are being used in linkage and association studies. The SSCP method
has been adapted to the ABI373A sequencer, and with fluorescence detection and
the use of internal standards is even more effective for mutation detection, as
shown in a study on a panel of 48 globin mutants in which all were detected using
one SSCP condition.

studies on genes involved in metabolism have focused on transketolase, aldehyde
dehydrogenase (ALDH) and the human class III alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH5). ADH5
was cloned and located to the ADH chromosomal regions of mouse and man, but
approximately 5 cM from the other ADH genes . A human Sac I ADH5 polymorphism was
found. ADH5, which now appears to have an important role in one carbon
metabolism, was divergent in sequence from other ADHs and, unlike those ADHs,
expressed in all human and mouse tissues examined. The Oriental ALDH22 allele
results in enzyme deficiency with alcohol associated flushing, due to a G-> A
transition 12 bp from the 3 -end of exon 12. Allele specific amplification of
exon 12 did not detect the existence of the Oriental allele in south American
Indians in whom ALDH2 deficiency has been reported nor within 35 South American
Indians from 7 other tribes . The coding sequence of ALDH2 cDNA was amplified as
partially overlapped fragments by using RT-PCR of mRNA from lymphoblastoid cell
lines. TWO rare SSCP variants have been detected in the region corresponding to
exons 11-13. These variants are being sequenced and the search for mutations is
being continued to determine the origin of ALDH2 deficiency in South American
Indians

.

Transketolase has been hypothesized to be defective in individuals at genetic
risk for Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome. This syndrome, which is due to thiamine
deficiency, usually occurs in alcoholics and may lead to Korsakoff's syndrome.
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a chronic disease marked by severe memory impairment. Collaboratively with
investigators at Vanderbilt University, who provided the transketolase DNA
sequence, we tested the transketolase hypothesis for Korsakoff's disease by SSCP
analysis for mutations in 20 Korsakoff's patients. Four SSCP polymorphisms were
found. Neither these nor an KTLF were associated with Korsakoff's disease in this
small sample, six rare transketolase SSCP variants are being directly sequenced
as a step to evaluating whether they could alter transketolase function.

For linkage analysis, we have collected families from American Indian populations
in which alcoholism is highly prevalent. Two hundred Cheyenne Indian and 350
Pima Indian subjects from large families have been clinically evaluated and their
cell lines immortalized with target family sizes of 600 from each community.
Data and cell lines were collected for 100 of 200 Jemez Pueblo subjects.

A sample of 159 Cheyenne Indians was evaluated for comorbidity of psychiatric
disorders. This Scunple, consisting of community volunteers and their relatives,
included 60 males, of whom 68% were alcoholic and 99 females, of whom 38% were
alcoholic. Although not an epidemiologic survey, lifetime prevalence of
alcoholism (49%) is consistent with high reported prevalence of alcoholism among
the Cheyenne and the comorbidity rates would be generally reflective of rates in
community alcoholics (as opposed to treatment seunples). High rates of major
psychiatric disorder (56%) and multiple psychiatric disorders (20%) were observed
2Lmong these community alcoholics, as opposed to nonalcoholics, 18% of whom had
a major lifetime psychiatric disorder and 4% of whom had multiple psychiatric
disorders. Depression was increased in alcoholic males, indicating a possible
difference with female alcoholics, who did not show an increase. All Cheyenne
subjects with antisocial personality (N=7) were alcoholic males and there was a
strong relationship between alcoholism and drug abuse. Regarding pattern of
drinking, only approximately 10% of the subjects drank heavily without binge
episodes, 38% did neither and the remainder did both. Binge/heavy drinkers were
more likely to be divorced or separated, to have few close social or familial
relationships, to develop physical symptoms of alcohol abuse and to experience
withdrawal symptoms, to have conflicts with the police and to act aggressively,
to develop alcoholism at an early age, and to engage in heavy drinking over a
longer period of time as compared to subjects who drank heavily and consistently
but who did not binge. For linkage analyses, we have used the ABI373A sequencer
and fluorescence labelling to type fifteen and more highly informative short
tandem repeat markers simultaneously in each lane of the gel. A large panel of
random polymorphic probes has been typed in Cheyenne alcoholics and controls and
genetic linkage analysis is in progress for this group. Genes for the
vulnerability to alcoholism will be more difficult to map in Caucasian faunilies
because alcoholism is clinically (and probably genetically) heterogeneous,
environmentally influenced, highly prevalent, and marked by assortative mating.
The greater environmental and genetic homogeneity of these American Indian
communities increases the likelihood of mapping genetic loci or identifying
predisposing factors. The families and populations will also be useful for
testing the generalizability of other genetic linkages in American Indian
communities in which alcoholism accounts for more than 50% of deaths.
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We previously cloned and demonstrated four distinct types of regulation of

P45011E1. During the past year, we demonstrated two additional mechanisms of

P45011E1 regulation: translational activation of P45011E1 by isoniazid and

pyrazine; and pretranslational suppression of hepatic P45011E1 during pregnancy.

Specific translational induction of P45011E1 by isoniazid and pyrazine was

demonstrated. However, pyridazine and pyrimidine, two stereoisomers of pyrazine,

did not activate P45011E1, indicating a more inflexible structural requirement for

P45011E1 mRNA translation into its protein. In contrast, pyrrole with five-membered

ring structure reduced P45011E1 activity resulting from rapid reversal (within 1

day) upon parturition were also demonstrated. Exogenously administered steroids

(progesterone, estrogen, and thyroxine) and peptide growth factors (placental

lactogen, prolactin, and growth hormone) did not cause significant changes in

P45011E1 level. The changes in P45011E1 was only observed in liver but not in

extrahepatic tissues, suggesting a potential role of hepatocyte growth factor in

P45011E1 regulation. In collaboration with Dr. Ravindranath, the presence of

P45011E1 in brain and its induction after chronic ethanol drinking were

demonstrated. We also showed that P45011E1 can be phosphorylated by protein kinase

C, cAMP dependent protein kinase or calmodulin-dependent protein kinase.
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Objectives ;

Ethanol-inducible P450IIE1 (P450IIE1) has been known to be regulated by its
inducers and inhibitors. Unlike other classes of cytochromes P450 which are
transcriptionally induced by their respective inducers, the regulatory mechanism
of P450IIE1 has been an exception. In general, its activity is regulated via
post-transcriptional activation without changes in its mRNA level by various
inducers: ethanol, acetone, imidazole, pyrazole, pyridine, and CCI4. Because of

the unusual mechanism of P450IIE1 regulation, we wanted to study the effects of
other N-heterocyclic compounds to demonstrate another type of regulatory
mechanism. These inducers included isoniazid, pyridine, pyrazine, and
stereoisomers of pyrazine. The molecular mechanism of P450XIE1 suppression during
pregnancy and its rapid reversal after parturition were also studied.

Methods Employed :

The microsomal fractions from liver and kidney of rats with different treatment
or different stages of pregnancy were prepared by the differential
centrifugation. The washed microsomes were used for P450llEl-a3Sociated enzyme
activities and immunoblot analyses using specific antibodies following SDS-
polyacrylaunide gel electrophoresis. The total cellular RNA from the saune groups
were also prepared for the measurement of the level of P450IIE1 mRNA by Northern
blot analysis employing specific cDNA probes for either P450IIE1 or other P450s.
Nuclei from treated rats were isolated and nuclear run-off transcription analysis
was performed for P450IIE1 and actin cDNA probes to determine transcriptional
activity.

Major Findings ;

1) Translational activation of P450IIE1 by N-heterocyclic compounds.
The molecular mechanism of P450IIE1 activation by isoniazid and other N-
heterocyclic compounds such as pyridine and pyrazine was studied. Isoniazid
specifically induced P450IIE1 while pyridine non-specifically activated all three
cytochromes P450 tested: P450IA1, P450IIB1, and P450IIE1. Since the induction of
P450IIE1 by both agents could be completely blocked by the pretreatment of
cycloheximide, it was concluded that P450IIE1 was activated at the level of
translation. Similar activation of P450IIE1 by pyrazine was observed. However,
pyridazine and pyrimidine, two stereoisomers of pyrazine did not induce P450IIE1,
indicating a more inflexible structural requirement for P450IIE1 induction. In
contrast, other cytochromes P450 including P450IA1 and P450IIB1 were activated
by the same agents via pretranslational mechanisms with concurrent elevation of
their mRNA levels. Pyrrole with f ive-membered ring structure inhibited P450IIE1
activity due to its rapid degradation. A manuscript describing our results has
been published and another one was submitted for publication.

2) Pretranslational reduction of P450HE1 during pregnancy.
Gradual reduction in P450IIE1 associated enzyme activities such as acetone
monooxygenase and aniline hydroxylase was observed during pregnancy. The
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decreases in the enzyme activities were accompanied by concomitant decreases in
the levels of immunoreactive P450IIE1 and its mRNA, indicating a pretranslational
inhibition of P450IIE1 during this period. However, the reduced level of P450IIE1
rapidly returned to normal level within 1 day after delivery. The direct effects
of several exogenous steroid hormones or peptide growth factors on the inhibition
of P450IIE1 expression were also studied. The immunoreactive P450IIE1 level did
not decrease after several doses of placental lactogen, growth hormone, estriol,
progesterone, and thyroxine, since the changes in P450IIE1 during pregnancy were
only observed in liver and not in extrahepatic tissues, the potential role of
hepatocyte growth factor was proposed. A manuscript was submitted for
publication.

3) Identification of P450IIE1 in brain and its induction after chronic alcohol
drinking.
In collaboration with Dr. V. Ravindranath in India, the presence of P450IIE1 in
brain and its induction after alcohol drinking were studied. Immunohistochemical
data suggest that P450IIE1 is distributed in neuronal cell bodies in the cortex,
hippocampus, basal ganglia, hypothalamic nuclei and reticular nuclei in the
brainstem. A manuscript describing our findings has been published.

4) Phosphorylation of P450IIE1 by protein kinases.
In collaboration with Dr. J.F. Menez at the University of Colorado, the post-
translational modification of P450IIE1 was studied. In particular, P450IIE1
phosphorylation by three different protein kinases were studied in vitro with
purified P450IIE1. Limited digestion of phosphorylated P450IIE1 protein revealed
that two major sites (M^ 15,000 and 18,000) were phosphorylated by calmodulin
dependent protein kinase while one site (M^ 18,000) was phosphorylated by protein
kinase C and cAMP-dependent protein kinase. A manuscript describing our results
is in press.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Chronic alcohol drinking causes numerous changes in cellular functions. In liver,
it causes changes in cellular redox states and induces microsomal proteins
including ethanol-inducible cytochrome P450IIE1. As we previously reported, it
is regulated by many different mechanisms . The multiple types of regulation on
P450IIE1 provided a unique example for the P450s, most of which are induced by
transcriptional activation, and sets an interesting example for protein
regulation in general. Since P450IIE1 is involved in the metabolism of various
substrates including carcinogens and clinically used drugs, the induction of
P450IIE1 may predispose individuals to certain adverse reactions frequently
observed in alcoholic patients. For this reason, it is also important to
characterize P450IIE1 and determine its levels in different pathophysiological
conditions

.

Proposed Course ;

Nuclear run-on transcription assays will be performed in order to determine the
exact nature of suppression of P450IIE1 during pregnancy. If transcriptional
inhibition is the primary mechanism of inhibition of P450IIE1 expression, the
putative sites in the 5" flanking region of P450IIE1 gene and their binding
proteins which negatively influence P450IIE1 gene expression will be studied.
The physiological role(s) and primary structure of brain P450IIE1 are being
investigated. The exact amino acids of P450IIE1 which are phosphorylated by
these protein kinases are being determined. Based on our previous reports, the
biochemical characteristics of P450IIE1 in lymphocytes will be studied. The
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levels of P450IIE1 in lymphocytes from alcoholics will be examined more
extensively and compared to other state markers of alcoholism. A more sensitive
detection method for P450IIE1 in human 8i>ecimens will be developed.
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As an ongoing project, the biochemical and molecular characteristics of thiamine-
dependent enzymes involved in glucose metabolism were studied. These enzymes are
mitochondrial pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) complex and a-ketoglutarate
dehydrogenase (a-KGDH) complex, and cytosolic transketolase. These enzymes from
bovine and rat tissues were purified to apparent homogeneity on SDS polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis and used for biochemical characterizations. A hydrophobic
fluorescent probe, bis-ANS, potently inhibited the activity of PDH complex and a-

KGDH complex. The conformational changes in these enzymes were demonstrative upon
the addition of allosteric regulators such as ATP or ADP. In addition, PDH
phosphatase was purified using PDH E2 affinity column chromatography. This purified
enzyme was more sensitively inhibited by several antipsychotic drugs calmodulin
antagonists via non-competitive manner with a following potency order: fluphenazine
greater than chlorpromazine greater than thioridazine greater than perphenzine
greater than triflupromazine greater than promazine. However, the activity of PDH

complex was little or minimally affected. Near full-length cytosolic transketolase

was cloned and its nucleotide sequence was determined. Liver-specific activation of

transketolase was demonstrated using cloned cDNA probe and polyclonal anti-bodies

Based on the N-terminal amino acid sequences of the purified proteins, cDNA clones

for mitochondrial PDH phosphatase, NADP+-specific, and NAD+-specif ic isocitrate

dehydrogenases were also identified and characterized.
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Heavy and long-term alcohol consumption often lead to reduced function and damage
of the brain and other organs. These unfortunate changes are partly due to
deficiencies in important nutrients including many essential vitamins. Changes
in energy metabolism have also been suggested in chronic alcohol consumption and
in fetal alcohol syndrome. Because of the importance of thiamine-dependent
enzymes in energy metabolism especially in brain, the biochemical and molecular
mechanisms of the regulation of three thiamine-dependent enzymes (transketolase,
PDH and a-KGDH) as well as their abnormal gene expression upon ethanol drinking
were studied using specific antibodies and cDNA probes.

Methods Employed ;

The mitochondrial PDH complex, a-KGDH complex, and cytosolic transketolase were
purified from bovine or rat tissues to apparent homogeneity by conventional
purification methods employing column chromatography. The effects of
antipsychotic agents which are calmodulin antagonists on PDH and PDH-phosphatase
were examined using kinetic analyses. A fluorescent probe, bis-ANS was used to
study the biochemical properties of the purified a-KGDH and PDH complexes. The
purified proteins were used for generation of polyclonal antibodies against the
respective proteins . They were also subjected to N-terminal and internal amino
acid sequencing after proteolytic digestion and further purification of digested
peptides by HPLC . Based upon cunino acid sequence data from the purified
proteins, several oligodeoxynucleotides were synthesized using an oligonucleotide
synthesizer (ABI). These synthetic oligomers were used for screening cDNA
libraries of various tissues from several species including human. The cDNA
clones from each gene will be used to screen human genomic DNA library to
determine the gene structures. Rats were placed on alcohol diet or thiamine
deficient diet for 10 days prior to sacrifice. Major tissues were rapidly excised
and either frozen in liquid nitrogen or used immediately for the preparation of
mitochondria or cytosolic fractions by differential centrifugation. Catalytic
activities, the levels of immunoreactive proteins specifically recognized by
antibodies, and the mRNA levels were determined.

Major Findings :

1) cloning of cDNAs for mitochondrial NADP*^- and NAD*-specif ic isocitrate
dehydrogenases

.

In the process of purifying PDH-kinase from bovine kidney mitochondria, another
protein was co-purified. A synthetic oligodeoxynucleotide (45-mer, corresponding
the N-terminal 15-amino acid sequence of this protein) was used to identify cDNA
clones from bovine and human cDNA libraries. Nucleotide sequencing of the 1.8

kb cDNA insert from the bovine heart cDNA library verified that it encodes the
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mitochondrial NADP"'"-isocitrate dehydrogenase and that it is 97% similar to the
porcine enzyme. The primary structures of the isozymes of isocitrate
dehydrogenases from different species were compared to deduce the catalytic and
cofactor binding domains . It was also concluded that this protein is derived
from a single gene. Using the bovine cDNA clone as a probe, near-full length
cDNA clones from human heart and kidney cDNA libraries were isolated. The
nucleotide sequences of the two cDNAs revealed that they are 99.6% identical each
other. Furthermore, an Ncol poljonorphism was found in humans. A manuscript is
in preparation. In addition, cDNA clones for mitochondrial NAD ''"-specific
isocitrate dehydrogenase were isolated. A second manuscript was submitted for
publication.

2) Isolation and characterization of a cDNA clone for the PDH Ela isoform.
Our previous data suggested that an immunologically distinct form of PDH Ela
isoform may be present in rat testes and possibly in brain. The PDH Ela isoform
recognized by anti-peptide antibody against the major phosphorylation sites
appeared to be larger (M,. 54,000 on SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) than
the regular counterpart found in heart and kidney (My 41,000). The manuscript
describing this result is being held until the biochemical confirmation of the
purified protein is available since our finding is new, critically important, and
contrasts with the current knowledge on the mitochondrial PDH complex.

Although Dr. Gubina has, to date, been unsuccessful in purifying the PDH Ela
isoform from rat testis, our immunological data were complemented by molecular
cloning of a cDNA clone for the variant protein. Ms. Jeng, special volunteer,
isolated a near-full length cDNA clone and determined its complete DNA sequence,
which verified that this clone contained not only the entire protein coding
region of the regular PDH Ela protein but also contained an extra 103 amino acid
residues on the N-terminal end. The correct DNA sequence and the presence of the
extra region were confirmed by the identical N-terminal 18 amino acid sequences
of the over-expressed protein in E. coli from the cloned cDNA for PDH Ela
isoform. The larger form of PDH Ela thus has a Mr of 54,400 which agrees with
the data described earlier. Using two sets of synthetic oligomers as primers for
the variant and regular cDNA clones, tissue-specific expression of these two PDH
Ela mRNA was examined. Tissue specificity of expression was confirmed by direct
DNA sequencing of amplified DNAs from reverse-transcriptase PCR of total cellular
RNA from different rat tissues. Northern blot analysis using DNA probes
divergent in sequence between the two cDNAs confirms our original findings of the
presence of an immunologically distinct PDH Ela isoform. Polyclonal antibodies
against the PDH Ela isoform were also prepared. Two manuscripts describing
cloning and over-expression of cDNA clones of PDH Ela are in preparation.

(3) Cloning of cytosolic rat transketolase (TK)

.

Using polyclonal antibodies, a near-full length cDNA clone for rat liver

transketolase was identified. The complete DNA sequencing of this cDNA clone (DNA

insert 2.0 kb long) revealed that the rat TK is 83% similar in amino acid
sequence to human TK reported recently (McCool et al. (1993), J. Biol. chem.

268:1397-1404). However, rat TK appears to have an extra 31 amino acid residues
at the N-terminus. In order to confirm this finding and to perform biochemical

characterization, cytosolic transketolase from rat liver was also purified to

near homogeneity. Unfortunately, the N-terminal amino acid sequence could not be

obtained due to N-terminal blockage, using the rat TK cDNA probe and polyclonal

antibodies, a tissue-specific elevation of transketolase was demonstrated during

neonatal rat development. A manuscript is in preparation.

(4) Inhibition of mitochondrial a-KGDH complex by bis-ANS.
The regulation of a-KGDH complex was studied because of its rate limiting role

in the mitochondrial TCA cycle. The purified a-KGDH complex was inhibited (K;
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9 pM) by a hydrophobic fluorescent probe, bis-ANS. The enzyme inhibition appeared
to take place at El and E2 subunits since it did not inhibit E3 activity. The
fluorescent spectra of bis-ANS and enzyme complex was further increased by the
addition of allosteric regulators, indicating conformational changes in the
enzyme complex. A manuscript for our results was submitted for publication.

(5) Inhibition of purified PDH phosphatase by antipsychotic drugs which are
calmodulin antagonists.
Catalytically active PDH-specific phosphatase was purified from bovine kidney
using PDH E2 affinity chromatography. Unlike the plant enzyme, the mammalian PDH
phosphatase was inhibited by clinically used antipsychotic drugs with the
following potency order: fluphenazine > chlorpromazine > thioridazine >
perphenazine > trif lupromazine > promazine. Under the experimental conditions,
the activity of the PDH complex was minimally inhibited (less than 10% of
control). Kinetic analyses indicate that the purified PDH phosphatase was
inhibited non-competitively, suggesting different binding sites for substrate and
inhibitors. A manuscript was submitted for publication.

(6) Post-translational regulation of PDH and a-KGDH complex in thiamine-def icient
states

.

In thiamine deficient rats, the catalytic activities of both PDH and a-KGDH
complexes decreased while the levels of immunoreactive proteins were unaltered,
indicating post-translational suppression of these enzymes. The molecular
mechanism of the reduction in the activities of both enzymes is being studied.

(7) cloning of cDNA clones for PDH-specific phosphatase subunit.
The N-terminal amino acid sequences of the catalytic subunit (PDH-Pf, M^ of
50,000) and the regulatory subunit (PDH-Pf, Mj of 90,000) of PDH phosphatase were
determined. Internal amino acid sequences for both subunits were also determined.
Based on the N-terminal and internal sequences, several oligodeoxynucleotides
were synthesized and used to isolate cDNA clones for both subunits. We have
identified several cDNA clones (DNA insert sizes about 2.0 kb long) for both
subunits. The regulation of gene expression for the catalytic subunit is being
studied. A genomic DNA clone is also actively pursued to characterize its 5'

promoter region.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Chronic alcohol consumption often leads to malnutrition and loss of body weight
apparently due to abnormal metabolism of glucose which serves as a major energy
source for numerous cellular functions. It was suggested that these changes are
due to deficiency in one soluble vitamin, vitamin B] (thiamine), which serves as
a cofactor for key enzymes involved in glucose metabolism. It was also reported
that the activity of TK or a-KGDH appears to be reduced after prolonged
starvation and in Wernicke-Korsakoff patients. Despite numerous reports on the
biochemical properties of these enzymes in normal and pathophysiological
conditions, the detailed mechanisms of the altered activities of these enzymes
are still controversial. Because of the importance of these enzymes in energy
metabolism not only in human alcoholism but in the general field of cellular
biochemistry, we are studying the molecular regulation of the three major
thiamine-dependent enzymes: cytosolic TK, mitochondrial PDH and a-KGDH. Our study
includes various approaches of biochemical, immunological, and molecular
biological techniques. The understanding of these proteins in normal conditions
and under the influence of alcohol may also lead to a better understanding of the
mechanisms of fetal alcohol syndrome and to better strategies to prevent alcohol-
associated tissue damages.
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Proposed Course ;

1) The immunologically distinct PDH Ela present in rat testes and brain will be
purified by affinity chromatography using purified polyclonal antibodies against
the PDH Elg subunit. The regulatory mechanism of gene expression for the PDH Ela
isoform will be studied using the anti-peptide antibodies and specific cDNA
probes for the variant. The kinetic properties of the purified enzyme and over-
expressed protein derived from cDNA will be compared with those found in other
tissues and species. The differential regulation of PDH Ela isoform will be
studied under the conditions in which the regular PDH Ela is inactivated via
phosphorylation by the specific PDH-kinase. These conditions include starvation
or treatment of animals with neurotoxic agents as reported earlier.

2) The DNA sequences will be determined for the cDNA clones for PDH-kinase and
PDH-phosphatase subunits. The deduced protein sequences will be compared with
those in the protein data bank to identify any similarity to other classes of
protein kinases or protein phosphatases in order to obtain structural information
for the study of reaction mechanism. The anti-peptide polyclonal antibodies will
be also used for the study of the induction mechanism of these proteins during
changes in physiological conditions.

3) Site-specific modification will be performed on the purified proteins using
chemical reagents. Site-directed mutagenesis will also be performed with the
cloned cDNAs for PDH-kinase, PDH-phosphatase, a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, and
transketolase

.

4) The molecular regulation of purified transketolase will be studied to identify
the nature of different isozymes or covalent modifications leading to different
isoelectric points.

5) Using specific antibodies and cloned cDNAs for transketolase and a-KGDH
complex, the molecular mechanisms for the abnormal expression of these enzymes
in thiamine-deficient animals will be studied.

6) The genomic organization of the cDNA clones described above will be studied
to verify any domain necessary for the transcriptional regulation during normal
development and their changes under pathophysiological conditions. The
possibility of genetic polymorphism and differences in abnormal tissues will also
be pursued by analyzing restriction fragment length polymorphism for genomic DNAs
or specific ribonuclease digestion method in fibroblasts or lymphocytes obtained
from human subjects, including alcoholics, Wernicke-Korsakoff patients, if
possible.

7) We will collaborate with Drs P.J. Brooks and M. McCarthy (Section of
Neurobiology, LNG) to study the distribution and expression of these thiamine-
dependent enzymes in brain. These studies will utilize In situ hybridization
techniques and others, possibly to include antisense oligonucleotides, to modify
the expression of these genes.
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Publicationa ;

Huh TL, Ryu JH, Huh JW, Sung HC, Song BJ, Veech RL. Cloning of a cDNA encoding
bovine mitochondrial NADP*-sp>ecif ic isocitrate dehydrogenase and structural
comparison with its isozymes from different species, Biochem J, 1993;292:705-10.
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Family and twin studies have implicated a genetic contribution to the development
of alcoholism. Since certain types of alcoholism are associated with decreased
serotonin turnover, we have focused on the genetic determinants of serotonergic
behaviors to identify factors contributing to a predisposition to alcoholism. In

the raphe neurons, serotonin biosynthesis is governed by the activity of the
tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) enzymes, the rate-limiting enzymes in serotonin
biosynthesis. The levels of tryptophan, the precursor of serotonin, is controlled

by tryptophan 2, 3-dioxygenase (TDO) . The serotonin 5HT-1A receptor modulates, in

part, the action of serotonin. We hypothesize that the genetic regulation of TPH,

TDO and the serotonin 5-HT-lA receptor and factors controlling their gene

expression play a major role in serotonin-influenced behaviors. The cDNA and gene

coding for murine TPH were previously cloned. These sequences have been combined

with sequences from luciferase, HSV thymidine kinase and mouse metallothionein.

These are being introduced into mouse embryos to create transgenic mice to study

gene sequences controlling tissue-specific and developmental expression, to

characterize effects of high and low TPH gene activity, and to determine the

effects of ablation of TPH-expressing cells on behavior.
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The objective of the Section on Molecular Genetics is to understand the genetic
determinants of serotonin function and behaviors. These studies attempted to
identify the genetic regulatory mechanisms of genes that may be involved in the
clinical subtype of alcoholism distinguished by impulsive and aggressive
behavior. Decreased serotonin metabolism has been strongly implicated in
impulsive and aggressive behaviors in man and with alcohol preference in rodents.
We have concentrated on genes likely to play a role in serotonergic metabolism.
Since tryptophan hydroxylase codes for the rate-limiting enzyme in the production
serotonin, the serotonin B-HTj^receptor is implicated in aggressive behavior and
alcohol-preference, and tryptophan 2, 3-dioxygenase regulates tryptophan
concentrations, we have focused on determining the genetic regulation of the
genes coding for these and their role in controlling behaviors in mice.

Methods Employed :

Cloning and gene constructions were performed by standard procedures. Sequences
from mouse tryptophan hydroxylase, mouse metallothionein, firefly luciferase, HSV
thymidine kinase, and pUC sequences have been combined to form the appropriate
vectors for the studies outlined below. Methods used include restriction
endonuclease cutting, filling with Klenow enzyme, fragment isolation, ligation,
site-directed mutagenesis, dideoxy sequencing, random primer labeling, polymerase
chain reaction and in situ. Northern and Southern hybridization analysis.

DNA constructions were introduced into mice by injection into fertilized eggs by
C. Readhead at Cedars Sinai Medical Center.

Major Findings :

Serotonin is synthesized in the raphe neurons of the brain as well as mast cells,
mononuclear leukocytes, /3-cells of the islets of Langerhans, intestinal and
pancreatic enterochromaf f in cells and in the pineal gland, where it is rapidly
metabolized to melatonin. Tryptophan hydroxylase is found only in cells that
synthesize serotonin. In the raphe neurons, tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) is the
rate-limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis of serotonin. The Km of TPH is reported
to be 50-120 M. Tryptophan, the substrate of this reaction, is present in the
brain at nonsaturating levels of 30 M. The product of this hydroxylation, 5-

hydroxytryptophan, is rapidly decarboxylated to serotonin. Hence, TPH enzyme
concentration, as well as its activity, regulate serotonin production in the
brain. TPH concentration is regulated by its synthesis from mRNA that is
directly related to the level of TPH gene activity.
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TO investigate the role of TPH in regulating serotonin metabolism and role of
serotonergic neurons in behavior in whole animals, transgenic mice are being made
in collaboration with Dr. c. Readhead at Cedars Sinai Medical Center. Several
DNA constructs have been made which are being introduced into mice. These will
be assayed for function and/or behavioral effects.

In the initial set of transgenic animals the gene constructions pTL3 and pTL2 are
being introduced into mice to identify the regions of the TPH gene promoter
required for the control of developmental and tissue-specific expression. pTL2
and pTL3 have 511 bp and 7200 bp of the TPH promoter fused to the luciferase
reporter gene, respectively. pTL3 has been injected into mice, pups have been
born and are being assayed by PCR analysis for stable incorporation of the
construct. The expression of pTL3 in these transgenics will be assayed for
tissue-specific and developmental expression by in situ and Northern
hybridization analysis. Luciferase expression from pTL3 will be compared with
endogenous TPH gene expression in the same animal.

In the second set of transgenic mice, a construct will be introduced into mice
to create a mouse in which it should be possible to specifically ablate
serotonin-producing cells. The mouse genomic TPH promoter sequence has been
fused to the structural gene coding for HSV thymidine kinase (tk) . Initially,
these mice will be assayed for tissue specific expression of the TPH-tk fusion
gene, which should be expressed in tissues normally expressing TPH. If tissue
specific expression occurs, the mice will be given the antiherpetic drug.
Ganciclovir, to kill cells expressing HSV tk. This offers a novel and specific
approach for the ablation of dorsal raphe neurons . Our aim is to create a mouse
that is unable to synthesize serotonin and which will not contain any
serotonergic cells . The effects of ablation of the serotonergic neurons on
behavior will then be assessed.

Lastly, the effect of an abnormally high or low TPH content in the brain will be
investigated. The metallothionein promoter has being fused to the cDNA coding
for TPH. This fusion gene, when introduced into mice, should allow induction of
TPH production by the addition of Zn^"^ to the animals drinking water or by

injection of Cd^"*" . These mice should either have increased serotonin production,
reduced tryptophan levels or both. Next, the metallothionein promoter is being
fused to the TPH gene in an inverted orientation to yield an antisense TPH mRNA.
Expression of the antisense TPH mRNA should bind endogenous TPH mRNA. This
hybrid should be degraded by RNase H as well as interfere with TPH translation,
thereby reducing TPH production to effect a lowering of serotonin biosynthesis.
These mice may enable the switching on or off the mouse's TPH in a regulated
fashion. The effects of increasing or decreasing TPH activity on serotonergic
behaviors will be assessed.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the institute ;

Tryptophan hydroxylase is the rate-limiting enzyme in the production of
serotonin. Low turnover of serotonin is associated with impulsive and aggressive
behaviors, increased behavioral arousal and intolerance to delay. These
behaviors are prominent features of early onset alcoholism associated with
features of antisocial behavior. It is therefore likely that the level and

activity of tryptophan hydroxylase and also tryptophan hydroxylase and serotonin

receptor function play a major role in these behaviors. Our studies on the

tryptophan hydroxylase gene have improved our understanding of the structure,

function and expression of this enzyme. We now extend these to identify

developmental and tissue-specific regulatory sequences. Furthermore, the

transgenic mice may reveal the causal agents of genetic behavioral differences.
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Propoaed Course ;

To understand the effects of environmental and physiological factors, such as
stress on serotonin function, as well as genetic influence on serotonergic
behaviors, we are investigating the regulatory control of tryptophan hydroxylase
gene expression and the role of TPH activity and serotonin in behavior. These
studies in transgenic mice are to be extended to the genes coding for the
serotonin SHTj^ receptor and tryptophan 2, 3-dioxygenase (TDO) . studies to
determine regions of the promoters of these genes involved in tissue-specific and
developmental control of expression will be pursued. These transgenic mice
provide an ideal system exploitable to study the factors influencing serotonergic
behaviors. If the antisense methodology is successful, similar studies on the 5-

HTiA receptor and TDO will be conducted.

Publications ;

Nielsen DA, Dean M, Goldman, D. Genetic mapping of the human tryptophan
hydroxylase gene to chromosome 11 pl5.5 using an intronic conformational
polymorphism, Amer J Human Genet 1992;51:1366-71.

Nielsen DA, Goldman D. Gene transfer and gene therapy. Ale Health & Res World
1992;16(4) :304-ll.

Nielsen DA, Goldman D, virkkunen M, Tokola R, Rawlings R, Linnoila M. CSF 5-HIAA
and a history of suicide attempts associate with a polymorphism of the tryptophan
hydroxylase gene in impulsive, alcoholic violent offenders. Arch Gen Psychiatry,
in press.
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To identify genetic contributions to alcoholism vulnerability, we focus on
serotonergic behaviors, since a subtype of alcoholism is associated with decreased
serotonin turnover. Serotonin biosynthesis is governed by tryptophan hydroxylase
(TPH), which is rate-limiting. Levels of tryptophan, a precursor in serotonin
biosynthesis, are modulated by tryptophan 2, 3-dioxygenase (TDO) . Serotonergic
neurotransmission is influenced pre- and postsynaptically by the 5-HT,a receptor. We

hypothesize that genetic variants of TPH, TDO and 5-HT,a and factors controlling
their gene expression are determinants of alcoholism vulnerability and related

behaviors. TDO gene expression was detected for the first time in brain

Polymorphic variants of the human, mouse and macaque TPH and the human and macaque

5-HT,A receptor alleles were identified by SSCP analysis. The human TPH gene was

mapped to chromosome llpl5.5. The human TPH polymorphism associated with CSF 5-HIAA

concentration in alcoholic, impulsive, violent Finns. The TPH polymorphism

associated with suicidal behavior in alcoholic violent Finns. Polymorphic TPH and

5HT-,A alleles are being sequenced. The factors and sequences controlling the

expression of TPH and S-HT,^ are being identified. DNA constructions are being

assayed to delineate regions controlling tissue-specific and regulated TPH

expression. The mouse TPH promoter is being analyzed by mobility shift assay and

DNase I footprint analysis to identify transcription factors which regulate TPH

gene expression and their cognate binding sites.
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Objectives ;

The objective of the section on Molecular Genetics is to understand the genetic
determinants of serotonergic function and behaviors contributing to alcoholism.
These studies attempt to identify genetic loci and variants, as well as
regulatory features, involved in the clinical subtype of alcoholism distinguished
by impulsive and aggressive behavior. Decreased serotonin metabolism has been
strongly implicated in impulsive and aggressive behaviors in man and with alcohol
preference in rodents. We have concentrated on genes likely to play a role in
serotonergic metabolism. Since tryptophan hydroxylase codes for the rate-
limiting enzyme in the production serotonin, the serotonin S-HTj^receptor is
implicated in aggressive behavior and alcohol preference and tryptophan 2,3-
dioxygenase regulates tryptophan concentrations, we have focused on the genetic
regulation of the genes coding for these proteins and their role, as well as that
of their natural genetic variants, in controlling behaviors in humans, monkeys
and mice.

Methods Employed ;

Cloning and gene constructions were performed by standard procedures. Sequences
from mouse tryptophan hydroxylase, mouse and human serotonin receptor 5-HT^,
mouse tryptophan 2, 3-dioxygenase, firefly luciferase, human metallothionein, HSV
thymidine kinase, Tn5 neomycin-kanamycin resistance, /3-galactosidase as well as
SV40, RSV and MMTV promoters and regulatory elements, and pUC sequences were
combined to form the appropriate vectors for the studies outlined below.
Methods used include restriction endonuclease cutting, filling with Klenow
enzyme, fragment isolation, ligation, site-directed mutagenesis, dideoxy DNA
sequencing, random primer labeling, reverse transcription. Northern hybridization
analysis, mobility shift assay, DNase I footprint analysis and polymerase chain
reaction.
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Serotonin synthesizing and secreting, and serotonin receptor-containing cell
lines were grown in tissue culture, serotonergic cell lines include TT cells,
a human medullary thyroid carcinoma cell line, and P815 cells, a mouse
mastocytoma cell line. Serotonin receptor-containing cell lines include COLO
320DM, a human colon adenocarcinoma cell line, and OK, an opossum kidney proximal
tubule cell line that expresses serotonin receptors. Mouse 3T3 fibroblast cells
serve as a nonserotonergic control. The effects of compounds on gene expression
in the serotonergic cell lines and in mouse pineal glands cultured in vitro were
assayed by Northern hybridization. These lines have been transfected with
various DNA plasmid constructions using the lipid transfection agent, DOTAP.
Transiently transfected cells, as well as stable, G418 resistant cell lines have
been made. Promoter function is being assayed using highly sensitive enzyme
assays for the reporter genes luciferase and /3-galactosidase, as well as by
Northern hybridization analysis. mRNA was extracted from cell lines and tissues
by the guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform method. The RNA was
electrophoresed and transferred to nylon membranes and hybridized with random-
primed radiolabeled probes

.

Single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis was performed on DNA
samples of human, mouse and rhesus macaque. Regions of the tryptophan
hydroxylase gene and the serotonin 5-HTia receptor were amplified with primers
by polymerase chain reaction, denatured and electrophoresed on nondenaturing
polyacrylamide gels. Bands were analyzed by autoradiography or phosphorimaging.
Genetic mapping, using the results of the SSCP analyses of the CEPH family
database, was performed in collaboration with M. Dean using the MAPMAKER and
LINKAGE programs. Association to serotonergic traits was evaluated by standard
statistical methods

.

Major Findings ;

1) Tryptophan Hydroxylase.
Serotonin is synthesized in raphe neurons of the brain as well as mast cells,

mononuclear leukocytes, /3-cells of the islets of Langerhans, intestinal and
pancreatic enterochromaffin cells and in the pineal gland, where it is rapidly
metabolized to melatonin. Tryptophan hydroxylase is found only in cells that
synthesize serotonin. In raphe neurons, tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) is the

rate-limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis of serotonin. The Km of TPH is reported

to be 50-120 M. Tryptophan, the substrate of this reaction, is present in the

brain at nonsaturating levels of 30 M. The product of this hydroxylation, 5-

hydroxytryptophan, is rapidly decarboxylated to serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) .

Hence, TPH enzyme activity controls serotonin production in the brain. TPH

enzyme activity is regulated at various levels which include gene transcription

and perhaps mRNA stability.

TPH is a member of the family of aromatic amino acid monooxygenases. A full

length, murine TPH cDNA was previously cloned from a mastocytoma cDNA library.

The CDNA encodes a 447 amino acid protein. Northern analysis of mRNA isolated

from various mastocytoma cell lines, pineal, duodenum and midbrain, revealed two

TPH mRNA size classes: a 1900 base pair (bp)TPH mRNA and a minor (5-10%) 4000 bp

partially processed, precursor TPH mRNA.

The TPH cDNA was used to probe a mouse genomic library. Overlapping clones,

spanning 40 kb of the murine gene, were isolated. The murine TPH gene is 21 kb

in length and mapped to chromosome 7. Sequence analysis of the 5' upstream

regulatory regions reveal the presence of many putative regulatory regions.

Besides conserved TATA and CCAAT, boxes are sequences related to the consensus

binding sequences of AP-1, AP-2 and AP-3. Regulatory sites are present for

cyclic AMP regulation, glucocorticoid receptor binding, the urea cycle enzyme
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sequeince, retinoblastoma gene product control element, Spl, NF-1, NFK-B and
octomer binding sites as well as general helix-turn-helix transcription factor
binding sites.

TPH gene expression was studied in vitro to define the mechanisms controlling
its regulation. TPH gene expression initially was studied in P815 cells.
Analysis of the promoter region of the mouse TPH gene led us to analyze the
effects of several compounds on TPH gene expression. Dexamethasone, 8-
chlorophenyl-cAMP (8-CPT-cAMP, a cell membrane-permeable cAMP analog) and
serotonin were added to P815 cells growing in culture. At various time points,
RNA was isolated and TPH mRNA content was quantitated by Northern gel
hybridization analysis. Absolute TPH mRNA content was determined using in vitro
SP6-synthesized TPH mRNA. Actin mRNA was also quantitated and used to correct
for intersample variation. TPH gene expression was regulated in P815 mastocytoma
cells. In unstimulated P815 cells, TPH mRNA is present at 470 molecules per
cell. Addition of 100 M ( 8-CPT-cAMP) , increased TPH mRNA content more than
two-fold in 48 hours to 1130 transcripts per cell. After a 48 hour stimulation
with 1 M dexamethasone, TPH mRNA content increased two-fold to 950 transcripts
per cell. serotonin (100 M) elicited the opposite effect. TPH mRNA content
decreased to 90 transcripts per cell, representing more than a five-fold decrease
in TPH mRNA content in 48 hours. If serotonin caused a total cessation of TPH
mRNA transcription, the half-life of the TPH mRNA would be 22 hours under these
conditions. Hence, the expression of TPH mRNA is regulated over a twelve-fold
range in 48 hours in P815 cells. We hypothesize a negative feedback-loop
regulating serotonin production. In this model, serotonin down-regulates its own
synthesis by down-regulating TPH gene expression. This may be mediated through
the binding of serotonin to the 5-HTi,\ autoreceptor resulting in the inhibition
of adenylate cyclase and thereby reducing intracellular cAMP content. Since 8-
CPT-cAMP increases TPH gene expression, a reduction in cAMP through the binding
of serotonin to the S-HTj^ receptor may reduce TPH gene expression and,
ultimately, serotonin biosynthesis. stress, which induces glucocorticoid
release, may stimulate TPH gene expression.

To analyze the plethora of possible regulatory sites, the 5" upstream region of
the mouse TPH genomic clone was fused to the luciferase gene, when transfected
into tissue culture cells, a fusion mRNA of 2500 bp was produced containing 106
bases of the 5" untranslated region from TPH, followed by multiple cloning site
sequence, luciferase 5' untranslated region, luciferase coding sequence and
luciferase and SV40 3' untranslated regions. This transcription fusion allowed
gene expression to be easily assayed with great sensitivity. This DNA, along
with psv-/3-gal, are being introduced into tissue culture cells using the lipid
transfection agent, DOTAP, in order to provide an unregulated, internal
transfection control. DNAs are being transfected into several serotonin
synthesizing cell lines including TT, P815 and NIH 3T3. To identify regulatory
promoter sequences, several plasmid constructions were created that contain up
to 7,200 bp of the TPH promoter fused to luciferase. Fusion genes with promoter
deletions are being transfected into cells to identify promoter regions
controlling TPH tissue-specific expression. When grown in mass culture, these
will be used to local regions controlling expression by the various compounds
that regulate TPH mRNA content. Additionally, these will allow other compounds
to be assayed for their ability to regulate TPH gene expression.

Regulation of the TPH gene expression occurs through the binding of specific
factors which can either stimulate or repress transcription. Electrophoretic
mobility shift assays are being used to identify transcription factor binding.
Nuclear extracts from P815, HeLa and NIH 3T3 cells were incubated with labeled
DNA fragments from the TPH promoter to detect binding of specific transcription
factors and binding was confirmed by competition with nonlabeled DNA fragments.
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A previously unidentified TPH binding factor is being investigated. DNase I
footprinting is underway to localize the protein-nucleic interactions.

To identify a human TPH polymorphism, DNA was amplified and assayed using the
single-strand confirmation polymorphism (SSCP) technique. A polymorphism was
detected in intron 7. Allele frequencies in Caucasians were 0.40 and 0.60. In
collaboration with M. Dean (NCI), DNA samples from 24 informative CEPH families
were typed for the polymorphism. Linkage analysis with respect to eight linked
markers on chromosome 11 mapped TPH to llpl5.5 near the HBB and tyrosine
hydroxylase loci.

A collection of 50 impulsive and 83 non-impulsive, alcoholic, violent offenders
and 63 healthy volunteers were analyzed to determine their TPH genotypes in
collaboration with M. Virkkunen and R. Tokola (University of Helsinki) and Markku
Linnoila (NIAAA) . Many of the impulsive subjects had extremely low CSF 5-HIAA,
providing an ideal population to detect an association of TPH genotype to
function. We found a significant association of the polymorphism to CSF 5-HlAA
concentration in this behaviorally extreme and relatively homogeneous impulsive
group. Furthermore, the TPH polymorphism associated with a history of suicidal
behavior. TPH genotype is being determined in substance abusers in an effort to
identify additional behaviors controlled by TPH genetic variants as well as new
TPH polymorphic alleles. In collaboration with J. Gelernter (Yale University),
TPH genotype is being analyzed to ascertain if TPH is involved in the etiology
of Tourette syndrome. In collaboration with L. Traskman (Karolinska Hospital)
TPH genotype is being determined in a group of depressed, suicidal subjects and
Swedish controls

.

An SSCP polymorphism has been identified in intron 8 of murine TPH. In
collaboration with T. Johnson (U. of Colorado), genotypes of LS X SS recombinant
inbred mouse strains were determined. All but one of the alcohol sensitive (long
sleep, LS) strains had the same genotype while the alcohol insensitive (short
sleep, SS) strains varied in TPH genotype. The TPH polymorphism accounted for
some of the alcohol-induced sleep time. TPH has the greatest influence, of any
gene investigated to date, on alcohol-induced sedation in these mice. This
polymorphic region is being sequenced.

2) Serotonin S-HT^Areceptor.
The serotonin S-HTi^receptor has been implicated in alcohol preference and
aggressive behavior. In alcohol-preferring rats, density of 5 -HTl\ receptors in
frontal cerebral cortex and hippocampus was significantly higher (39% and 131%
respectively) as compared to alcohol-nonpreferring rats. This was accompanied
by a concomitant 41% decrease in the Kpof the S-HTls^ receptor in alcohol
preferring rats, with regard to the role of the 5 -HT^a receptor, in aggressive
behavior, specific S-HTi^a^ agonists, such as 8-OH-DPAT, buspirone and ipsapirone,
block isolation-induced aggression in mice and resident-intruder and maternal
aggression in rats .

The 5-HTiA receptor belongs to the family of G-protein coupled receptors.
Expression of the S-HTja gene in the brain is highest in raphe nucleus, septum,
hippocampus, entorhinal cortex and interpeduncular nucleus. The 5 -HT^a receptor
functions as a presynaptic autoreceptor on serotonergic neurons . The action of
the 5-HTla receptor is mediated through several interrelated mechanisms.
Cystolic ca^"*" levels are elevated, neuronal firing is decreased, sodium-dependent
phosphate transport is activated and adenylate cyclase is inhibited reducing
intracellular cAMP levels. Furthermore, binding of serotonin or the serotonin
agonist ALK-3 to the 5 -HTja receptor inhibits serotonin release.
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The partial genomic 5-HTia clone, G-21, kindly provided by Dr. M. Caron, was used
as a hybridization probe to screen a recombinant ^-DASH libraries. Several
overlapping human genomic clones containing the 5-HTi.x coding sequences were
isolated and characterized by restriction enzyme mapping. These were subcloned
and partially sequenced to identify the 5" untranslated and upstream promoter
regions. To determine the transcription start and termination sites, and
exon/intron structure, mouse brain cDNA libraries are being probed to obtain 5-

HTi,x receptor cDNAs. mRNA was isolated from human brain stem tissue and is being
used to map the S-HTj^^ receptor transcription start site by Sj protection assay
and primer extension analysis.

To identify an in vitro system to study the regulation of the S-HTi^ receptor
gene, we are assaying various cell lines for 5-HTi/\ content. RNA is being
isolated from P815, COLO 320DM, TT and OK cells. To quantitate the expression
of the 5-HTiA receptor gene in these cell lines. Northern hybridization analyses
are being performed.

Two kilobases of the putative promoter region of the serotonin S-HTja receptor
gene has been fused to the luciferase reporter gene. Various deletions of the
serotonin S-HTi^receptor promoter are being constructed by site-directed
mutagenesis to determine regulatory regions involved in its regulation.

In our feedback-loop model of serotonin biosynthesis regulation, we hypothesize
that serotonin, after release, binds to S-HT^a receptors . This binding decreases
intracellular cAMP levels, resulting in the down-regulation of TPH expression
resulting in decreased serotonin biosynthesis. An extension to this model is the
possibility that serotonin may also inhibit its own release. To test this
hypothesis, P815 cells have been incubated with and without 8-CPT-cAMP and are
being assayed for 5-HT and 5-HTP content and release. The abilities of the 5-

HTiA receptor-specific agonist, 8-OH-DPAT, and antagonist, WAY100135, to modulate
serotonin biosynthesis are also being tested.

3) Tryptophan 2, 3-dioxygenase.
Tryptophan availability in the brain is rate-limiting for serotonin biosynthesis.
This may be controlled, in part, by the activity of tryptophan 2 , 3-dioxygenase
(TDO) in the liver. TDO is the rate-limiting enzyme in the catabolism of
tryptophan to kynurenine. The concentration of free tryptophan in the body is
maintained relatively constant at 30 M. Dietary intake of tryptophan increases
after a high protein meal. Ingested tryptophan initially passes through the
liver via the portal vein. Since TDO has a Km of 250 M, the metabolism of
tryptophan occurs at a relatively low rate. But the concentration of tryptophan
in the brain remains constant, even after a high protein meal, and serotonin
levels remain unchanged.

To determine factors controlling brain tryptophan concentration, the expression
of TDO in brain was investigated. RNA was isolated from rat brain and liver, and
subjected to reverse transcriptase and polymerase chain reaction with primers
based on the rat TDO sequence. TDO reaction products were purified and
sequenced. Identical sequences were obtained from brain and liver. TDO gene
expression was detected in brainstem, cortex, cerebellum, and hypothalaunus . This
indicates that TDO may function in the brain to regulate tryptophan
concentration

.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Low turnover of serotonin is associated with impulsive and aggressive behaviors,
increased behavioral arousal and intolerance to delay. These behaviors are
prominent features of early onset alcoholism associated with features of
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antisocial behavior. It is therefore likely that the level and activity of
tryptophan hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the production of serotonin,
the serotonin 5 -HTl\ receptor, which responds to synaptic serotonin content, and
tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase, a regulator of tryptophan concentration, may play
major roles in the etiology of these behaviors. Our studies on these genes have
improved our understanding of their structure, function and expression. We are
presently investigating the mechanisms governing their expression. Furthermore,
the polymorphic TPH and S-HTi^ alleles may identify additional genetic
associations that will reveal the cause of genetic behavioral differences in
humans, monkeys and mice.

Proposed Course ;

To understand the effects of environmental and physiological factors, such as
stress, on serotonin function, as well as genetic influence on serotonergic
behaviors, the regulatory mechanisms of tryptophan hydroxylase, serotonin 5-HTl\
receptor and tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase gene expression are being investigated.
Using transfected tissue culture cells, factors controlling TPH and serotonin 5-

HTiA ^receptor gene expression and tissue-specific expression will be delineated.
The studies will reveal sequences in the TPH and 5-HTla promoters involved in
regulation as well as those determining tissue-specificity. Once these
controlling sites are identified we will able characterize and identify the
factors mitigating these actions. The TPH and 5 -HT^^ polymorphisms identified
in humans, monkeys and mice are being characterized and sequenced. These
polymorphic genes will be analyzed to determine how they vary in function and,
possibly, how they modify behavior.

Publications ;

Bolos AM, Goldman D, Dean M. An Alu repeat polymorphism at the 5-

hydroxytryptamine lA receptor (HTRlA) gene. Psychiatric Genetics, in press.

Haber R, Bessette D, Hulihan-Giblin B, Durcan MJ, Goldman D. Identification of

tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase in rodent brain, J Neurochemistry 1993;60:1159-62.

Nielsen DA, Dean M, Goldman D. Genetic mapping of the human tryptophan
hydroxylase gene to chromosome 11 pl5.5 using an intronic conformational
polymorphism, Amer J Human Genet 1992;51:1366-71.

Nielsen DA, Goldman D, virkkunen M, Tokola R, Rawlings R, Linnoila M. CSF 5-HlAA
and a history of suicide attempts associate with a polymorphism of the tryptophan
hydroxylase gene in impulsive, alcoholic violent offenders. Arch Gen Psychiatry,

in press.

Nielsen DA, Goldman D. Gene transfer and gene therapy. Ale Health & Res World

1992;16(4) :304-ll.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

P.I.: L. Lin visiting Fellow LNG, NIAAA
Others: D. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA

Objectives ;

Previous studies of chronic drug treatment were mainly carried out using whole
animals or primary cell cultures which contain heterogeneous cell populations.
The initial step of the present project is to investigate how GABA^ receptor
agonists regulate the expression of different GABA,\ receptor subunits in an
immortalized cell line, GT 1-7 which contains only a single cell type. GTl-7
cells are obtained from tumors of gonadotropin releasing hormone-secreting
neurons. In the future, the same cell line will be used to identify the
responsible elements in the upstream regions of GABA^ genes and to identify the
responsible transcription factors.

Methods Employed ;

Total RNA was isolated from GT 1-7 cells and, following reverse-transcription,
regions of the GABA^ receptor subunit a2, a3, (33, and ° cDNAs were amplified by
PCR. In addition, a region of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH),
a constitutively expressed house keeping gene, was also amplified by PCR. The
amplified fragments were then subcloned into pBS for generation of riboprobes for
the RNase protection assay.

GTl-7 cells were treated with various agonists for different lengths of time and
the steady-state RNA levels of the a2 , a2 , /33, and ^ subunits as well as GAPDH
are currently quantified using the RNase protection assay.

Major Findings ;

This project was initiated one year ago. Expression of the various GABA^
subunits in GT 1-7 cells was confirmed. During the last twelve months
appropriate genes were cloned to be used as templates for generations of
riboprobes for the RNase protection assay and appropriate parameters we have
established for the RNase protection assay.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Incremental consumption of alcohol to relieve craving is a major cause of death
among alcoholics. understanding the mechanisms of alcohol tolerance is needed
for better strategies to prevent and treat alcohol addiction and to prevent
physical deterioration and death of alcoholics induced by consumption of large
amounts of alcohol

.

Development of drug tolerance due to prolonged drug usage is also a major
drawback of benzodiazepines and other drugs acting at GABA^^ receptors.
Investigation of the mechanisms of drug tolerance may also enable these drugs to
be used more effectively.

Proposed Course ;

Several experiments, which will allow for the identification of responsive
elements of the GABAy^ receptor genes, are planned as follows: (1) RNase
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protection assays will be carried out to quantify the steady-state levels of
GABAa receptor mRNA. (2) Nuclear run-on assays will be carried out to assess
whether the mRNA regulation occurs at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional
level. (3) DNA deletion and transfection techniques will be used to identify the
gene sequences which are involved in the regulation.

Publications ;

None.
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Within the brain the expression of GABA-A receptor subunits is cell specific. This
phenomenon of GABA-A receptor gene expression may explain why pharmacological
properties of GABA-A receptors vary in different brain regions. However, the a6

subunit is unique in the narrowness of its cellular distribution; this subunit is

found only in cerebellar granule cells. Intriguingly, the pharmacology of the a5

subunit is highly selective; GABA-A receptor complexes containing this subunit only

display high affinity to Rol5-4513 but not to other benzodiazepines or to

carbolines. Rol5-4513, as shown by previous studies, may be a selective antagonist

for some alcohol actions, such as motor impairment. Thus, the pharmacological data

and neuroanatomic localization both point to a role for the a6 subunit in alcohol-

induced motor impairment, and the goal of this project is to understand this role

To accomplish this, we are blocking the translation of a6 mRNA using antisense

oligonucleotides injected into the cerebral ventricle and then measuring alcohol's

action to cause motor incoordination.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

P.I.: L. Lin Visiting Fellow LNG, NIAAA
others: D. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA

M. McCarthy NRC Fellow LNG, NIAAA

objectives ;

The purpose of the present project is to determine the role of the a6 GABA/\

subunit in alcohol-induced motor incoordination. This is being accomplished by
blocking the translation of the a6 subunit using antisense oligonucleotides, and
then investigating whether such blockade alters alcohol's action on motor
coordination.

Methods Employed ;

The oligonucleotides which contain sequences complementary to the start site of
the a6 subunit or control oligonucleotides which contain scrambled sequences will
be infused into the 4th ventricle of NIH Swiss mice. Effects of the
oligonucleotides on alcohol-induced motor impairment will be assessed using two
tasks: a tilting plane and the accelerating rotarod.

Major Findings ;

This project was initiated very recently and no data have been collected. During
the last several months, efforts were made to establish appropriate parauneters
such as site of administration, dose of oligonucleotide and latency of treatment.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Motor impairment due to alcohol consumption is a major cause of fatal car
accidents. Understanding how alcohol induces impairment in motor coordination
can help to reduce alcohol-induced fatalities. There is also considerable
evidence that humans who are relatively insensitive to alcohol-induced
incoordination and neuroendocrine responses and who subjectively are less
intoxicated are more likely to become alcoholics.

Proposed Course ;

To be sure that the effect of the antisense oligo is due to a selective blockade
of the a6 subunit, binding of Rol5-4513 will be assessed and/or western blotting
of the aS subunit will be performed to measure the amount of the protein present.

Publications;
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Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) is rate-limiting enzyme in serotonin synthesis of a

neurotransmitter importantly involved in numerous behaviors including aggression,
reproduction, feeding and depression. In order to further understand the role of
serotonergic neurotransmission, we attempted to block the synthesis of TPH by
administering directly into the brain, synthetic DNA oligonucleotides that were
antisense to mRNA of TPH and control. Control oligo was of the same nucleotide
composition but in a scrambled order that had no significant homology to known
mRNAs. Male NCI Swiss mice were anesthetized using pentobarbital and cannulated
into the IVth ventricle with a modified PE-20 tubing cannula. After 4-5 days of
recovery, animals were infused daily with a 4 ml volume of either vehicle (saline),
4 mg antisense oligo, 4 mg scrambled oligo, or 8 mg of parachlorophenylalanine
(PCPA), a drug which is known to inhibit TPH. In Experiment One, animals were
monitored for core body temperature for 2 days prior to infusion and then daily
until completion of the experiment. Animals were infused daily for 3 days and
sacrificed on the 4th day. The brain stem was collected and frozen at -70 degrees c

until assay. HPLC analysis of TPH activity indicated a significant (greater than
50%) reduction in enzyme activity in antisense oligo and PCPA infused animals as

compared to scrambled oligo- and saline-infused controls, which did not differ from
each other (ANOVA; p less than 0.05). Analysis of serotonin metabolites indicated
changes in the same direction but of a smaller magnitude. There were no consistent
effects on core body temperature. Experience Two involved the same procedure except
that animals were infused for 5 consecutive days and sacrificed after behavioral
testing on the 5 day. Tests of anxiety were suggestive of an effect of PCPA
inducing anxiety but there also appeared to be some degree of motor impairment as a

result of PCPA treatment. This was not evident in antisense- or scrambled oligo-

fused animals. Tissue was harvested and stored until analysis. Specific effects in

the absence of motor impairment may prove an important advantage of antisense

therapy over drug therapy to modulate serotonin synthesis.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

M. McCarthy NRC Fellow LNG, NIAAA
D. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA
C. McDonald Chemist LNG, NIAAA

Methods Employed :

Behavioral testing was conducted using an elevated plus maze and an
electronically monitored hole board. Data were collected by computer on an
observer operated activity monitor.

Synthetic DNA antisense oligonucleotides were using an ABl automated synthesizer
and purified on OPC columns. Control oligonucleotides were of the same nucleotide
composition but in a scrambled order. For intraventricular injection of
oligonucleotides, male NCI Swiss mice were anesthetized with pentobarbital and
cannulated into the ivth ventricle using modified PE-20 tubing. The brainstem
was extracted from NCI Swiss mice after treatment with antisense oligo or
controls and proteins isolated by dialysis. Tryptophan hydroxylase activity and
tissue levels of the serotonin metaibolite, 5HIAA, were measured by HPLC with
electrochemical detection.

Major Findings ;

Antisense oligonucleotide to tryptophan hydroxylase resulted in a significant
>50% reduction in enzyme activity compared to control animals (ANOVA; p<.05).
This level of reduction was very similar to that seen by direct administration
of the tryptophan hydroxylase inhibitory drug, parachlorophenylalanine (PCPA).
There was no effect of scrambled oligo control on tryptophan hydroxylase activity
in that there was no difference in level of activity between these animals and
those infused with saline. 5HIAA concentrations varied in a similar fashion to
enzyme activity but to a lesser degree. In a second experiment, we have
preliminarily observed an effect of antisense TPH oligo to induce anxiety without
motor impairment

.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Serotonin is importantly involved in numerous behaviors, including impulsive
aggressiveness and anxiety, behavioral syndromes that frequently exhibit
comorbidity with alcoholism. Developing additional methods to manipulate
serotonergic neurotransmission in the brain will help further our understanding
of these behavioral disorders. In addition, behavioral tests suggested that the
drug PCPA may induce unacceptable motor disturbances when given at a high
concentration. These motor effects were not seen in animals treated with
antisense oligonucleotides. Specific effects in the absence of motor impairment
may prove an important advantage of antisense therapy over drug therapy in some
circumstances

.

Proposed Course ;

Continue and extend study in terms of types of antisense, duration of treatment
and analysis of behavioral effects.

Publications ;

None.
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PERIOD COVERED

November 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less. Title must fit on one line between the borders.)

Modulation of Anxiety by Oxytocin
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professiortal personnel below the Principal Investigator.) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: M. McCarthy NRC Fellow LNG, NIAAA
Chemist LNG, NIAAAOther: C. McDonald

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

None

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Neurogenetics
SECTION

Section on Molecular Neurobiology
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 12501 Washington Avenue, Rockville, MP 20852
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

.5
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CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXIES)

n (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues E (c) Neither

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) is rate-limiting enzyme in serotonin synthesis of a

neurotransmitter importantly involved in numerous behaviors including aggression,

reproduction, feeding and depression. In order to further understand the role of

serotonergic neurotransmission, we attempted to block the synthesis of TPH by

administering directly into the brain, synthetic DNA oligonucleotides that were

antisense to mRNA of TPH and control. Control oligo was of the same nucleotide

composition but in a scrambled order that had no significant homology to known

mRNAs. Male NCI Swiss mice were anesthetized using pentobarbital and cannulated

into the IVth ventricle with a modified PE-20 tubing cannula. After 4-5 days of

recovery, animals were infused daily with a 4 ml volume of either vehicle (saline),

4 mg antisense oligo, 4 mg scrambled oligo, or 8 mg of parachlorophenylalanine

(PCPA), a drug which is known to inhibit TPH. In Experiment One, animals were

monitored for core body temperature for 2 days prior to infusion and then daily

until completion of the experiment. Animals were infused daily for 3 days and

sacrificed on the 4th day. The brain stem was collected and frozen at -70 degrees c

until assay. HPLC analysis of TPH activity indicated a significant (greater than

50%) reduction in enzyme activity in antisense oligo and PCPA infused animals as

compared to Scrambled oligo- and saline-infused controls, which did not differ from

each other (ANOVA; p less than 0.05). Analysis of serotonin metabolites indicated

changes in the same direction but of a smaller magnitude. There were no consistent

effects on core body temperature. Experience Two involved the same procedure except

that animals were infused for 5 consecutive days and sacrificed after behavioral

testing on the 5 day. Tests of anxiety were suggestive of an effect of PCPA

inducing anxiety but there also appeared to be some degree of motor impairment as a

result of PCPA treatment. This was not evident in antisense- or scrambled oligo-

fused animals. Tissue was harvested and stored until analysis. Specific effects in

the absence of motor impairment may prove an important advantage of antisense

therapy over drug therapy to modulate serotonin synthesis,
PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

M. McCarthy
D. Goldman
C. McDonald

NRC Fellow
Chief
Chemist

LNG, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA

Objectives :

Methods Employed ;

Experiment One ; NCI Swiss mice males were left gonadally intact and females were
ovariectomized and injected subcutaneously with either B-estradiol (5 mg) in
sesame oil or vehicle for two days prior to behavioral testing. On the day of
behavioral testing, animals were injected intraperitoneally with oxytocin or
vehicle and testing commenced 40 min later. A dose response curve indicated that
3mg/kg was the optimal dose.

Experiment Two ; Female swiss mice were cannulated into the lateral ventricle
using PE-20 tubing. After 4-5 days of recovery, females were either treated with
estrogen or vehicle as before and on the third day were infused into the
ventricle with either oxytocin (8 mg), the specific oxytocin antagonist,
ornithine vasotocin (8 mg) or vehicle (saline) in a 4 ml volume. Twenty minutes
after infusion they were tested for anxiety.

Behavioral testing was conducted using an elevated plus maze and an
electronically monitored hole board. Data were collected by computer on an
observer operated activity monitor.

Brains were collected and frozen at -70°C until they can be analysed for receptor
binding.

Major Findings :

Experiment One : In males, oxytocin induced a mild but significant increase in
parameters indicative of an anxiolytic action. In ovariectomized females,
measures of anxiety were higher in general than in males. Estrogen alone did not
change measures of anxiety but when combined with oxytocin there was a
significant anxiolytic effect, and in females without estrogen there was no
effect of oxytocin, suggesting that estrogen had facilitated the ability of
oxytocin to reduce anxiety.

Experiment Two ; There was again a significant anxiolytic effect of oxytocin but
only in the estrogen-treated females and most notably, there was an increase in
anxiety in females receiving the antagonist, but only in those treated with
estrogen. When females received no estrogen there was no difference between those
infused with oxytocin versus antagonist . There was no evidence of adverse motor
effects by any of the treatments although oxytocin frequently induced a high
level of grooming behavior which may have interfered with other behavioral
effects

.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute :

Alcoholism clusters with anxiety disorders and antisocial personality in both the
individual and in families. Alcoholism is also across cultures more abundant in
males. Sex-influenced factors for affiliative behaviors and anxiety are thus of
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interest in alcoholism. The neuropeptide oxytocin, has been implicated in the
control of numerous affillative behaviors, including maternal, sexual and social
behaviors, stress is also a stimulus for the release of oxytocin. It was
hypothesized that oxytocin acts in the brain to facilitate social interactions,
whether they be parent/offspring, mating partners or conspecifics, by reducing
anxiety during these stressful encounters. Many of these behaviors are normally
expressed under restricted endocrine conditions in rodents (i.e., recently
parturition, estrous etc.) and steroids have been shown to increase oxytocin
binding to its receptor in specific brain regions. Numerous mental disorders,
such as bipolar depression, anxiety and panic attacks, are influenced by hormonal
state and/or gender. Understanding what role hormones play in the etiology of
these diseases may aid in developing new therapies

.

Proposed Course ;

Assay brains for changes in oxytocin receptor binding after estrogen treatment
by in vitro receptor autoradiography. Based on the literature, changes are
predicted in very discrete brain areas. Further studies may involve the
manipulation of oxytocinergic neurotransmission in some brain regions but not
others

.

Publications

:
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CORRECT ABSTRACT - ZOl AA 00012-01 LNG

Modulation of Anxiety by Oxytocin

The neuropeptide oxytocin has been implicated in the control of numerous
affillative behaviors including maternal, sexual and social behaviors.
Stress is also a stimulus for the release of oxytocin. It was hypothesized
that oxytocin acts in the brain to facilitate social interactions, whether
they be parent/offspring, mating partners or conspecif ics, by reducing
anxiety during these stressful encounters. Many of these behaviors are
normally expressed under restricted endocrine conditions in rodents (i.e.,
recently parturient, estrous etc. ) and steroids have been shown to increase
oxytocin binding to its receptor in specific brain regions. Therefore, we
tested if oxytocin would act as an anxiolytic in the plus-maze and the hole-
board apparatus and if steroids would modulate this effect.



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - PUBUC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZOl AA 00013-01 LNG

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993
TITLE OF PROJECT 180 characters or less. Title must fit on one line between the borders.)

Molecular Mechanisms of Sexual Differentiation of the Rodent Brain
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR fUst other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator.} (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation}

PI: M. McCarthy NRC Fellow LNG, NIAAA
D. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Neurogenetics
SECTION

Section on Molecular Neurobiology
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 12501 Washington Avenue, Rockville, MP 20852
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

0.5

PROFESSIONAL:

0.3

OTHER:

0.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXIES)

D (a) Human subjects D (b) Human tissues E (c) Neither

D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.}

Numerous behaviors, including alcoholism and depression are strongly sex-influenced
in their prevalence and expression. In the rodent there is a critical sensitive
period that extends into postnatal life during which steroids act on the brain to

differentiate this target organ as "male" or "female". Exposure of the brain during

this critical period will permanently determine the ability of the animal to

ovulate or display sex-specific behaviors. The cellular mechanisms controlling the

sexual differentiation of the brain in rodents are poorly understood. Other than

the certainly that gonadal steroids binding to their intracellular receptors and

activating them as specific transcription factors is importantly involved, little

else is know. This project was designed to investigate what genes are being

activated during the critical period of differentiation in response to steroid

exposure and how that then leads to permanent structural alterations in the brain

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/921 30[u
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Project DeBcription ;

Investigators ;

M. McCarthy NRC Fellow LNG, NIAAA
O. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA
L. Kogan Summer IRTA Fellow LNG, NIAAA

objectives ;

To understand the role of amino acid transmitters in the control of sexual
differentiation of the brain and identify novel gene transcripts that may be
important to this process.

Methods Employed ;

To screen for candidate genes controlling sexual differentiation of the brain,
mRNA levels are assayed with in situ hybridization and/or Northern Blot
Hybridization. In situ hybridization for mRNAs coding for the two synthetic
enzymes for the inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA, and for NMDA and non-NMDA
receptors in adult brains has been established in the laboratory and is now ready
to be adapted to neonates. Brains have been collected from pups of both sexes
beginning with day one of life and extending up to day ten. Animals have been
collected from between 6-10 different litters and same-sex siblings are not used
in the same age cohort. Additional experiments will involve neonatal castration
and hormone replacement to more precisely control for steroid levels.

The second approach involves attempting to identify specific gene expression by
exploiting the increase in transcription that occurs after steroid hormone
exposure. We are currently experimenting with neuronal cell cultures to determine
if cells will take up exogenous RNA bases that have been tagged and use them
during normal translation so that recently synthesized mRNAs can be extracted.

Major Findings ;

These experiments are still in the preliminary stages.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Many neurological disorders that exhibit co-morbidity with alcoholism are
strongly affected by an individual's endocrine profile. For instance, conditions
such as depression and anxiety are rarely exhibited prior to puberty or in post-
menopausal women. Alcoholism itself is two to three times more abundant in males
as compared to females across culturally diverse populations. Understanding the
role of hormones in the brain during development will aid in our understanding
of hormonal action in the adult brain and how this may contribute to the etiology
of various neuropsychiatric disorders.

Proposed Course :

when specific gene products have been identified that appear to play a role in
the hormonally-induced differentiation of the brain, their precise role in this
process can be investigated through the combined use of pharmacological
manipulations, antisense technology and the generation of transgenic mice.

Publications;
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Genetic Studies on the Dopamine D4 Receptor
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LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Neurogenetics
SECTION

Section on Human Neurogenetics
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike; Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL STAFF YEARS:

1

PROFESSIONAL:

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXIESl

B (a) Human subjects E (b) Human tissues D (c) Neither

D (a1) Minors
B (a2) Interviews

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

A unique, highly polymorphic dopamine receptor gene, DRD4, was previously

identified, cloned, and sequenced. DRD4 has eight known alleles, each varying in

size by a repeating motif of 48 base pairs in Exon III. Each repeating motif adds

16 amino acids to the intracytoplasmic loop, which is responsible for G-protein

binding. The DRD4.7 (seven repeat) allele has altered ligand affinity and salt

sensitivity. DRD4 is an intriguing candidate for genetic variations in dopamine-

related behaviors, such as reward seeking behaviors and movement disorders.

We estimated DRD4 allele frequencies in a well-characterized population of Finnish

alcoholics and controls and in four other populations of alcoholic and ethnically

matched control subjects: Blacks, Pima Indians, Cheyenne Indians, and Jemez-Pueblo

Indians. Many of the Finnish alcoholics were of the early onset, impulsive type. No

association between a particular DRD4 allele or DRD4 genotype and alcoholism was

observed, nor was there an association with CSF homovanillic acid, an indicator of

central dopaminergic function. Interpopulation variation in frequencies of DRD4

alleles and genotypes was found. Use of SSCP to detect sequence variation within

the repeating 48 bp segments may elucidate whether the population differences in

alleles and genetypes are behaviorally significant.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/921
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

M. Adamson
D. Goldman
R. Robin
J. Kennedy

M. Dean
M. Linnoila
R. Tokola
M. virkkunen

Senior Clinical Investigator
Chief
Senior staff Fellow
chief

staff Scientist
Scientific Director
Staff Physician
Senior Lecturer

LNG, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
LNG, NIAAA
Clarke Institute of
Psychiatry, Univ. of
Toronto, Ontario
LVC, NCI
NIAAA
Univ. of Helsinki, Finland
Univ. of Helsinki, Finland

objectives ;

The advent of new techniques for molecular genetic analysis precipitated a wide
ranging search for the "gene" for alcoholism. For example, DRD2 was proclaimed
to be such a gene. Genes involved in the dopamine pathway are good candidates
for alcoholism vulnerability, as dopamine plays a crucial role in reinforcement
and reward-seeking behavior. The DRD2 population association has, overall, not
been replicated outside of the group originally reporting the finding and this
association could have arisen due to population differences in marker frequency
(See project number ZOl AA 00282-03 LNG).

Recently, the DRD4 dopamine receptor was discovered and cloned. DRD4 is the
third member of the D2 class of dopamine 02 receptors. D2 receptors are G
protein-coupled receptors which are similar in their structure and in their
sensitivity to neuroleptic drugs, with some important differences. In
particular, the DRD4 binds the atypical neuroleptic, clozapine, with 10 times the
affinity of the other D2 receptors. Furthermore, the DRD4 gene is highly
polymorphic, with eight known alleles, each varying in size by repeating motifs
of 48 base pairs within Exon III. Each repeating motif adds 16 amino acids to
the intracytoplasmic loop. The intracytoplasmic portion of the receptor is
important in the binding of G-protein, and the increase in size of the
intracytoplasmic loop influences the functioning of the receptor. The DRD4 .

7

receptor binds spiperone with greater affinity than DRD4.4 or DRD4.2 receptors
and is unaffected by the absence of salt, unlike the shorter DRD4 variants.
Several populations of schizophrenics have been investigated in the search for
an association of variation in behavior with these alleles. Thus far, the
results of these searches have been negative. This interesting gene therefore
exhibits a functional polymorphism without a corresponding phenotype.

Because of the role of dopamine in reinforcement and behavioral activation,
alcoholism is a behavioral phenotype which might be associated with a DRD4
variant. We are comparing DR04 alleles in alcoholics and ethnically matched
controls and have also sought a relationship between DRD4 genotype and HVA level.

Neuroleptic Muscular syndrome (NMS), a rare movement disorder associated with an
adverse reaction to neuroleptic drugs, was also evaluated for association to DRD4
alleles in a small patient population.

Methods employed ;

Association studies: large samples of Finns, Pima Indians, Cheyenne Indians,
Jemez-Pueblo Indians, and Blacks, family members and controls received
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comprehensive clinical psychiatric and psychological evaluations, including the
SADS-L psychiatric interview, life history of impulsive behavior, the MAST for
alcohol and drug use, a structured family history and several psychological tests
including the MMPI and EPQ (Eysenck Personality Questionnaire). Consensus
clinical diagnoses had been made for alcoholics and controls by two raters blind
to subject identities and incorporating corroborative data from relatives and
from other records. A group of Finnish alcoholics and Finnish controls had been
sampled for CSF and concentrations of homovanillic acid (HVA), a major dopamine
metabolite, and concentrations of 5-hydroxyindolacetic acid (5-HIAA), a major
serotonin metabolite, were also available. These monoamine metabolites had been
measured by HPLC with electrochemical detection.

Patients with NMS were diagnosed according to established clinical criteria.

DNA had been extracted from primary lymphoblastoid cell lines previously
established for these subjects.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to detect and amplify the highly
guanine-cytosine rich, polymorphic region of the dopamine D4 receptor gene from
genomic DNA with methods developed by Dr. Kennedy. D4 receptor gene alleles
were identified on 3.5% agarose gels.

Major Findings ;

Comparison of 113 Finnish alcoholics to 113 ethnically matched, psychiatrically
interviewed controls revealed no association of a DRD4 allele or genotype with
alcoholism. Nor was there an association with cerebrospinal fluid monoamine
metabolites, HVA or 5-HIAA, both of which previously have been shown to be lower
in these Finnish alcoholics.

DRD4 allele frequencies were similar to those found in a population of 150
Caucasians and reported by Kennedy et al. However other populations exhibited
differences in DRD4 allele frequencies. Blacks, Pima Indians, and Cheyenne
Indians showed less variability and had lower frequencies of shorter repeat
alleles. For all populations, DRD4.4 and DRD4.7 were the most abundant. DRD4.7
is the allele which exhibits altered ligand affinity and salt sensitivity.

In a pilot study on Neuroleptic Malignant syndrome (in collaboration with P.

Gejman), nine patients with this rare disorder were typed for DRD4 alleles,
seeking an association with a particular rare DRD4 allele or genotype. No such
association was observed. A report has been submitted for publication.

Significance to biomedical research and the program of the Institute ;

Dopamine has a crucial role in reward processes, in drug and alcohol
self-administration, and in the activating effects of ethanol. The DRD4 alleles
are not merely genetic markers but alter the function of this dopamine receptor.
Because it is functionally polymorphic and highly variable, the DRD4 dopamine
receptor is very important to investigate as a genetic vulnerability factor in

alcoholism.

Proposed Course ;

We will publish our DRD4 disease association and population frequency results.

The polymerase chain reaction-single stranded conformational polymorphism
(PCR-SSCP) approach, a technique that detects sequence variants in size or shape
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of th« DNA fragment, will b« used to further analyze different repeating segments
of DRJD4 alleles for sequence heterogeneity of alleles of the same repeat length.
DRD4 variants will also be typed in rodent and primate models.

Publications:

3iU
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Detection of Point Mutations Using Fluorescence-based SSCP (F-SSCP)
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

One of the simplest and most powerful tools for the detection of point mutations
and other DNA sequence variants is single strand conformation polymorphism analysis

(SSCP) of DNA amplified by PCR. However, detection efficiencies using standard

SSCP have ranged from 35% to 100% with highest detection rates most often requiring

several different SSCP conditions. We assessed the efficiency of fluorescence-based

SSCP (F-SSCP) using the 373A automated DNA sequencer with GENESCAN 672 software

from ABI. In addition to extremely sensitive laser detection of four fluorescent

dyes, this system permits a red dye-label internal standard to be run in the same

lane as DNA being examined. We examined 48 point mutations in a 191 bp stretch of

mouse beta-globin using F-SSCP. The mutations include 10 transversions and 38

transitions; both types of mutation were compared at 6 different locations in the

PCR fragment. Mobilities of the internal standard fragments were nonproportional to

size but highly reproducible and were used to normalize or correct for minor

differences in apparent electrophoretic mobility between lanes. Forty-six of 48

mutants (96%) were distinguished from wild type when run in separate lanes using

one set of conditions. Coelectrophoresis of wild type and mutant in the same lane

resolved 100% of 45 mutants from the wild type using a single set of conditions.

The magnitude of mobility shifts resulting from the globin mutations was largely

determined by position of the mutation, rather than by nature of the substitution

(transition vs. transversion) ; however, examination of paired mutations revealed

that some substitutions cause greater mobility shifts than others. This work has

demonstrated that F-SSCP increases the sensitivity of the technique enabling

detection of mutations that result in very small SSCP mobility shifts. In addition,

F-SSCP is capable of higher sample throughput at lower cost than direct DNA

sequencing. We have begun using F-SSCP to screen the tryptophan hydroxylase gene

and other candidate genes for alcoholism vulnerability will be screened similarly

Variants will be identified by sequencing.

PHS 6040 (Rev. 5/92)
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Project Description !

Investigators :

PI: J. Ellison Chemist LNG, DICBR, NIAAA
Others

:

D. Goldman Chief LNG, DICBR, NIAAA
C. McDonald Chemist LNG, DICBR, NIAAA
M. Dean Staff Scientist LVC, NCI

Obiectives

:

1) to determine whether fluorescence-detected SSCP (F-SSCP) can be performed on
the ABI automated DNA sequencer equipped with GENESCAN 672 DNA fragment analysis
software, 2) to assess the efficiency of F-SSCP using the ABI system for the
detection of point mutations, and 3) to detect functional genetic variants in
tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) and other candidate genes for alcoholism
vulnerability.

Methods Employed :

Plasmids (pMHPS) containing wild type and mutated mouse P-globin sequences were
obtained from R. M. Myers. Fluorescent dye-labeled PCR primers were synthesized
and used to amplify a 191 base pair (bp) segment of the globin promoter region.
The resulting PCR products were purified, denatured, and electrophoresed on
nondenaturing gels containing glycerol. Forty-eight single base substitutions
were examined, including 10 transversions and 38 transitions; both mutation types
were examined at six different positions. Mutant and wild type mobility
comparisons were made following electrophoresis in different lanes as well as
coelectrophoresis in the same lane. A red dye-labeled internal standard was run
along with DNA being examined and used to normalize or correct for minor
differences in electrophoretic conditions from lane to lane in each gel.

Major Findings ;

F-SSCP was used to detect point mutations in a 191 bp PCR segment from the
promoter region of mouse beta-globin. Optimum results were obtained by examining
PCR products in which the two DNA strands were labeled with different dyes (blue
and green dyes were best) to facilitate comparison of both strands. Using a
single set of conditions, 46 out of 48 mutations (96%) were detected when mutated
and wild type DNAs were run in separate lanes and mobilities of the two DNA
strands were compared following normalization of the gel using an internal
standard to correct for slight variations from lane to lane. By
coelectrophoresing wild type and mutated globin segments in the same lane, we
resolved 100% of the mutants from wild type by comparing only one DNA strand (the
purine-rich strand) using a single set of conditions. These results can be
compared with those from two recent studies of standard SSCP which utilized the
same globin mutations in similar sized target fragments. Sheffield et al

.

detected 97% of the globin mutations in a 155 bp target fragment, but only 86%
and 70% were detected when fragment length was 175 bp and 212 bp, respectively.
Glavac and Dean detected 100% of 86 mouse beta-globin mutations in the identical
191 bp fragment using more than one set of SSCP conditions.

More than one stable SSCP conformation was observed for wild type and most
mutants in coelectrophoresis experiments. The significance of the secondary
conformations is not clear at this point. However, they have been reported by
several other investigators, which suggests that they are not artifacts. In this
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study, they appeared to be as distinctive for each mutant as the major
conformation. If this observation holds up to further scrutiny, it may provide
an additional basis for distinguishing DNA sequence variants.

Measurements of mobility differences between wild type and mutated DNA segments
were obtained by coelectrophoresis and comparison of the major SSCP conformation
only. The beta-globin mobility shifts were of two types: small but detectable
variations possibly caused by minor conformational changes, and large mobility
shifts (>50 scan units), apparently due to the ability of the DNA strand to
undergo a major conformational change. Under the conditions used in this study,
position of the mutation was more influential in determining the degree of
mobility shift than the nature of the single base substitution, although
substitution effects were observed. A possible explanation for these
observations may be that a substitution falling within a loop structure might
perturb secondary structure minimally, whereas the identical substitution
occurring within a duplex or stem region might destabilize the single strand
conformation sufficiently to cause a different conformation to be favored.

F-SSCP on the ABI 373a using laser detection of fluorescent dyes and the GENESCAN
672 software offers many advantages over standard SSCP with autoradiographic
detection. Normalization of mobility between lanes and the ability to
coelectrophorese wild type and mutated segments labeled with different dyes
permits precise measurement of sequence-dependent mobility differences and helps
to resolve difficult mutations as well by permitting detection of mutants that
produce very small mobility shifts. In addition, this system has the capacity
to resolve mutations from each other and offers the possibility of quantitative
detection of products. Other advantages include long term stability of dye-
labeled primers, availability of results soon after completion of the run, lack

of need for special handling procedures, and creation of minimal waste requiring
expensive treatment or disposal.

F-SSCP must be performed on short DNA segments, as is the case with standard
SSCP, in order to be confident that all mutations are detected. We can extend
the size of the DNA segment that can be analyzed by digesting approximately 1000

bp DNA segments with restriction enzymes, then labeling by blunt end ligation of

a short dye-labeled double stranded DNA to each restriction fragment. For known

sequences, restriction enzymes can be chosen by computer so that fragment sizes

are sufficiently different in size to prevent overlapping bands, and this may

permit somewhat larger segments to be analyzed.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

The sensitivity of the SSCP technique for detection of point mutations and other

DNA sequence variants is enhanced by the use of fluorescence detection and the

GENESCAN DNA fragment analysis software on the ABI 373A DNA sequencer. The

capacity to normalize gels, using an internal standard, and to compare normalized

mobilities across an entire gel in a more objective manner than eyeballing bands

on an autoradiograph represent substantial improvements in the methodology. The

simplicity of the SSCP technique is maintained, and the procedure is amenable to

high sample throughput, compared to direct DNA sequencing for the detection of

mutations and polymorphisms, screening with F-SSCP should be comparable in

reliability, but substantially less costly in terms of reagents and operator time

than direct sequencing. Thus, F-SSCP has become the method of choice for

screening candidate genes for mutations or polymorphisms, with direct sequencing

being used to provide the sequence data needed to design F-SSCP primers in

noncoding regions and to identify sequence variants detected. Once primers for

F-SSCP have been designed, very large numbers of individuals can be screened

rapidly. As with standard SSCP, DNA must be screened in short segments.
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Proposed Course;

Although it is possible to use F-SSCP for screening genes without further
developmental work, exploration of the following would enhance the usefulness
of the technique and the efficiency with which it can be performed:

1) adapting the ABI 373A sequencer for positive temperature control permitting
gel temperature to be maintained at 20C instead of being determined by ambient
conditions

.

2) making a custom internal lane standard with DNA fragments labeled on one
strand which do not overlap on F-SSCP gels. This would improve and speed up
analysis considerably.

3) determining the significance of secondary SSCP conformations, the conditions
that contribute to their formation, and their usefulness in distinguishing DNA
sequence variants.

4) examining the effect of PCR fragment size, both upper and lower limits, on the
efficiency of mutation detection using F-SSCP. The size limitations of F-SSCP
may or may not be similar to those for standard SSCP.

5) comparing the effectiveness of dideoxy fingerprinting, a cross between Sanger
dideoxy sequencing and SSCP, for detecting DNA sequence variants to that of F-
SSCP. Dideoxy fingerprinting offers several advantages including the ability to
analyze larger PCR fragments (several kilobases) by "primer walking". It
eliminates the need for preparing dye-labeled primers, and provides information
on the position of the variant within the fragment being analyzed.

Publications ;

Ellison J, Dean M, Goldman D. Efficacy of fluorescence-based PCR-SSCP for
detection of point mutations, Biotechniques, in press.
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The goal is to use genes determining genetic variants of the electroencephalogram
(EEG) and evoked responses of the EEG and to identify vulnerability genes for

alcoholism and related behaviors with genetic components. This initiative is being

pursued by: 1) family transmission and association studies on families identified

by a population-based survey for probands with EEG variants. 2) a genetic linkage

study to map the genes determining the variants. In the genetic epidemiological

study, the low voltage alpha (LVA) , EEG variant was confirmed to be transmitted in

autosomal dominant fashion at least in some families. Alcoholism and anxiety

disorders were more frequent in individuals with the LVA trait, identifying a more

homogeneous subgroup of alcoholics with a genetic vulnerability. Families with the

LVA variant and alcoholism have been collected and families are being analyzed for

genetic linkage to dispersed and candidate gene DNA and protein markers.
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Objectives ;

The main objective is to locate using "reverse genetics" genes responsible for
alcoholism and associated behaviors. Genetic vulnerability is an important
determinant of alcoholism and other psychopathologies . Application of large
numbers of available candidate and dispersed DNA probes as markers for genetic
linkage analyses offers the clear possibility of identifying risk genes for these
disorders. However to identify genes for complex, heterogeneous psychiatric
diseases, it would be highly advantageous to define genetic psychiatric
phenotypes with greater precision and to find phenotypes which correlate more
precisely with genotype. One approach to refining the genetic behavioral
phenotype is to type neurophysiologic variants relevant to behavior. In
alcoholism and other psychopathologies, there is a diminished amplitude of the
P300 evoked potential. Variants of the EEG, such as the low voltage a variant,
have been shown to be transmitted in Mendelian fashion. Evidence indicates that
alcoholics have an increased frequency of the low voltage a variant. We
therefore wish to define the prevalence, interrelationships, significance to
behavior including alcoholism, genetic transmission, and genetic linkage of
variants of the EEG and variants of event-related potentials (ERPs).

Methods Employed ;

Psychiatric assessment

Subjects are clinically assessed in collaboration with Dr. Gerald L. Brown
(Section on Family Studies, LCS, NIAAA) and Ms. V. Moore (Section on Family
Studies, LCS, NIAAA). Family members receive a comprehensive clinical
psychiatric and psychological evaluation, including the SCID psychiatric
interview, life history of impulsive behavior, the MAST for alcohol and drug use,
a structured family history and several psychological tests including the MMPI
and EPQ (Eysenck Personality Questionnaire). Consensus clinical diagnoses were
made using Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC) by two raters blind to subject
identities and incorporating corroborative data from family interviews and from
other records

.
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Ascertainment of EEG families

For EEG genetic studies, we identified probands with genetic variants of the EEG
and studied their families in detail. Subjects were screened for medical
conditions or drug use which would interfere with analyses and derived from
families with two parents and at least two adult siblings available for analysis.
Probands were objectively identified using methods for power spectrum and time
series signal analyses developed by Dr. John Rohrbaugh (Washington Univ., St.
Louis), and others within LCS, NIAAA and EEGs were also blind-rated
impressionistically by an expert in clinical electroencephalography.

EEG and ERP measures

The EEG genetic analyses are performed in collaboration with Drs. Rohrbaugh,
Hommer and Eckardt. The EEG and ERP measures were derived from multiple sites
with separate channels for the electrooculogram and heart rate. The resting EEG
was obtained for 10 minutes with eyes open, eyes closed and with the subject
hyperventilating. The EEG was subjected to power spectral analysis and was also
impressionistically classified using the criteria of Vogel. In the ERP paradigm,
subjects experienced two simultaneous trains of stimuli: auditory stimuli
consisting of simple tones of varying pitch and visual stimuli derived from the
heads' task developed by Begleiter et al. ERP's were recorded in two
situations: in one, the subject identified occasional target visual stimuli
whilst ignoring the simultaneous auditory stimuli, conversely in the second, the
rare auditory target was the focus of attention. The paradigm therefore yielded
P300s for both auditory and visual stimuli as well as a variety of additional ERP
measures related to attention and cognition.

For DNA and protein genetic markers

A blood sample was obtained and a lymphoblastoid cell line established. Cells
were cultivated to provide sufficient DNA and protein for marker studies and to
cryopreserve cells. For genetic linkage, we are testing for nonrandom assortment
of marker and EEG phenotype in families, linkage being detected if the two are
transmitted as if coupled together or as if in repulsion. Because the likelihood
of establishing linkage depends in part on the number of genetic markers typed,
a large number of polymorphisms are used. The DNA polymorphisms are primarily
variants in the length of cut fragments due to a variable number of copies of
short sequences repeated many times in a tandem array ( STRs ) . The STRs are
detected by PCR amplification of the DNA with fluorescent primers followed by
electrophoresis and fluorescent detection of DNA fragments using an ABI 373A
sequencer. On two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE) protein gels of serum and
of lymphoblasts, 25 markers can also be typed and the chromosomal location of the
majority of these markers is now known. These polymorphisms, for the most part
originally described by us, are variants in isoelectric point.

Major Findings ;

Genetic Linkage in Families with EEG and ERP variants

This study was designed to determine genetic transmission of hereditary EEG and
event-related potential (ERP) traits which have been related to alcoholism, to
further define their behavioral significance and ultimately to map genes
determining these trait differences. Three phenotypes which we studied were the
low voltage (LV) a domain of the resting EEG in which a (8-12 Hz) activity is

absent or greatly diminished, the monomorphic a (M) resting EEG trait and the

diminished amplitude P300 component of the ERP. Vogel had presented evidence
that the LV and M traits had prevalences of approximately 4% and were transmitted
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in autosomal dominant fashion. Vogel proposed that individuals with the LV
phenotype are more likely to become alcoholics. Vogel et al have also reported
psychometric differences between LV and M individuals. However, these results
as well as the population and genetic transmission results were unconfirmed.
ERPs are at least in part genetically determined. Begleiter et al and others have
found that adult alcoholics and children at risk for alcoholism have a diminished
amplitude of the P300 component occurring after stimuli that engage certain types
of cognitive activity. The diminished P300 may reflect an impairment in
cognitive processing. Little was known about the relationship between P300 and
personality traits or to resting EEG traits.

This study differed from previous ones in that it combined population genetic
analysis with current methods of EEG spectral analysis to objectify and more
accurately define EEG traits and in that we were able to operationally define
psychiatric diagnosis for all subjects. Our results so far indicate that the LV
variant is a discrete trait occurring in 12.5% of the population. The M variant
was found in 9%. As postulated, the LV trait was increased in frequency in
alcoholics and individuals with anxiety disorders. Neither trait was
age-dependent. The LVA variant was found in only approximately 5% of individuals
who were nonalcoholic and without an anxiety disorder. However LVA was observed
in more than 20% of individuals with alcoholism, drug abuse or anxiety disorders.

Transmission analysis on a set of eight families indicated that the LV trait was
transmitted as an autosomal dominant trait, at least in a subset of the families.
The relative likelihood for autosomal dominant transmission versus no genetic
transmission was >1017 assuming a genetic penetrance of 0.9 and a population
prevalence of the trait of 4%. However a missed genetic/environmental mode of
transmission could not be ruled out, perhaps due to the limited power of our
dataset at present.

Molecular probes for genetic linkage

The goal of identifying genes whose variants underlie vulnerability towards
alcoholism is being pursued in part through hypothesis driven, candidate locus
studies (forward genetic approaches) but also by genetic linkage studies in
families and well-defined populations (reverse genetic approaches). There is
considerable interplay between the two approaches, for example genetic variation
at candidate loci involving serotonin and GABA- benzodiazepine function is being
sought in families also suitable for genetic linkage using random probes.

For candidate gene analyses, we have identified polymorphisms in the human 5HT1A
receptor and, collaboratively with Drs . Claire Eraser and Ewen Kirkness (NIAAA)

,

in the GABAB receptor gene. The GABAB polymorphism is detected by polymerase
chain reaction of a region of the gene containing a tetranucleotide repeat. This
GABAB receptor polymorphism was used to map that gene to the centromeric region
of chromosome 4. As described in other project annual reports, we have also
discovered DNA polymorphisms for human tryptophan hydroxylase, ADH5, and
transketolase

.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Genetically transmitted variants of the EEG are not uncommon. For example, the
low voltage a variant is estimated to be present in 4% of the population and we
found a higher frequency of the trait in subjects with alcoholism or with anxiety
disorders. The genetically complex psychopathologies which can be addressed
using these EEG markers are also relatively common and have a profound impact on
population mortality, productivity and quality of life.
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Linkage studies in humans: Familial linkage studies offer a direct method of
identifying genetic determinants and markers for vulnerability to alcoholism,
bridging the gap between behavioral phenotypes and molecular mechanisms . They
also offer a definitive method for testing specific hypotheses regarding the
effects of variants at candidate genetic loci including neurotransmitter
biosynthetic, receptor and alcohol metabolic loci.

EEG: The clinical and electrophysiological phenotyping of families has allowed
us to identify a subgroup of alcoholics with anxiety disorders and an EEG
phenotype which is often transmitted in autosomal dominant Mendelian fashion.
The cell lines we have prepared from the members of these families offer a
permanent source of DNA for the linkage analyses which can help us to identify
a gene for this trait.

Proposed Course ;

We will continue to type candidate and random dispersed genetic markers in
families with the low voltage a variant of the EEG in order to identify a gene
or genes determining this trait.

Collection of families with EEG variants which have been related to alcoholism
will continue to provide additional material for linkage analyses and for studies
on genetic transmission and quantitative gene effects on EEG parameters.

We will further assess the interrelationship between different variants of the
EEG and ERP and the relationships of these variants to behavioral traits
including alcoholism.

Publications ;

Crabbe JC, Goldman D. Alcoholism, a complex genetic disease. Ale Health &

Research World 1993;16:297-303.

Dean M, Lucas-Derse S, Bolos A, O'Brien SJ, Kirkness EF, Eraser CM and Goldman
D. A highly informative 4bp microsatellite locus in the GABARBl receptor gene
and its localization on chromosome 4p, Am J Hum Genet 1991;49:621-36.

Durcan MJ, Goldman D. Genomic imprinting: implications for behavioral genetics,
J Behavioral Genetics, in press.

Goldman D. Alcoholism: genetic transmission. In: Galanter M, ed. Recent dev
alcoholism. New York: Plenum Press, 1993;231-48.

Goldman D, O'Brien S. Comparative studies of proteins employing two-dimensional
electrophoresis. Methods in Enzymology 1993;224:113-21.
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To identify alcoholism risk genes, we are collecting and testing for linkage

families from three different American Indian populations which are relatively

homogeneous and in which alcoholism is highly prevalent. This study also addresses

the genetic epidemiology and psychiatry comorbidity of alcoholism in American

Indians using structured psychiatric diagnostic interviews of subjects in large

families. Studies of Cheyenne and Pima Indians are currently in progress. Two

hundred Cheyenne Indian and 350 Pima Indian subjects from single families have

clinically evaluated and their cell lines immortalized with a target family size of

600 from each community. At Jemez Pueblo, data and cell lines have been collected

for 100 of 200 subjects. A large panel of random polymorphic probes has been typed

in Cheyenne alcoholics and controls and genetic linkage analysis is in progress for

this group. An analysis of psychiatric comorbidity in Cheyenne and Pima Indian

alcoholics and nonalcoholics has been completed.
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This is a study on alcoholism in families derived from three American Indian
populations. There are three primary objectives: 1) to better characterize the
clinical phenotype of alcoholism, including psychiatric comorbidity; 2) to
ascertain the extent to which alcoholism in these Indian groups is familial; and
3) in large faunilies, to locate using dispersed and candidate genetic markers the
genes responsible for alcoholism vulnerability. The candidate loci include genes
connected to serotonin function and ethanol metabolism as well as markers for
alcoholism defined in other populations.

Methods employed ;

All subjects are psychiatrically interviewed by a psychologist (R. Robin) or
psychiatrically trained social worker (B. Albaugh). Clinical assessment is in
collaboration with G. Brown (LCS, NIAAA), and J. Jaranson (Reimsey Medical
Center) . Family members receive a comprehensive clinical, sociocultural and
psychological evaluation, including the SADS-L structured psychiatric interview,
the MAST for alcohol and drug use, a structured family history, and several
psychological tests including the MMPI . A consensus clinical diagnosis is made
by two raters blind to subject identities and incorporating data from
corroborative family interviews, the MAST and other records.

For DNA and protein genetic markers, a blood sample is obtained and a
lymphoblastoid cell line is established. Cells are cultivated to provide
sufficient DNA and protein for marker studies and to cryopreserve cells.

For genetic linkage, we test for nonrandom assortment of marker and phenotype in
families, linkage existing if the two are transmitted as if coupled together or
as if in repulsion. (See Project #; Gene Mapping and Linkage Studies with Short
Tandem Repeat (STR) Markers). Population associations are also sought.
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Major Findings ;

DRD2 dopamine receptor genotype ; The frequency of the DRD2 dopamine receptor
Taql/Al marker, reported to be associated with alcoholism, was four times higher
in Cheyenne Indians as compared to Caucasians and it was also several times as
abundant in Jemez Pueblo Indians . Despite the high frequency of the marker in
Cheyenne Indians, DRD2 was not associated with alcoholism in this population.
However, linkage disequilibrium between the Taql polymorphism located >10 kb
downstream from DRD2 to a marker in the immediate 3 • region of DRD2 was
significantly higher in Cheyenne Indians as compared to two Caucasian
populations . These results indicate the increased power of performing linkage
and association studies in genetically more homogeneous populations (and large
families) in which ethnic stratification of patients and controls will not be a
problem and in which marker associations may often be stronger.

Psychiatric comorbidity in American Indian alcoholics ; A population of 159
Cheyenne Indians was assessed for comorbidity of psychiatric disorders using the
SADS-L psychiatric interview. This sample, consisting of community volunteers
and their relatives, included 60 males, of whom 68% were alcoholic and 99
females, of whom 38% were alcoholic. Although this was not an epidemiologic
survey, the lifetime prevalence of alcoholism found in the present study sample
(49%) is consistent with the high reported prevalence of alcoholism among the
Cheyenne. Furthermore, these community-identified alcoholics can be evaluated for
prevalence of other problems

.

No significant differences were found when results were compared between related
(first degree relatives) and an unrelated subsample of subjects, so we focus on
the level of psychiatric comorbidity in the whole sample. Most striking were the
high rates of major psychiatric disorder (56%) and multiple psychiatric disorders
(20%) among these community alcoholics. Conversely, only 18% of nonalcoholics
had a major lifetime psychiatric disorder and the vast majority of these were
women with depression. Only 4% of nonalcoholics had multiple psychiatric
disorders. Alcoholics were more than five times as likely to develop a

psychiatric disorder than nonalcoholics (odds ratio analysis). They also had
more than twice the risk of developing depression and ten times the risk of drug
abuse. Analysis of prevalence rates of depression for males .and females and
alcoholics and nonalcoholics suggests that the etiology and strength of
association between alcoholism and depression may differ between males and
females. The Cheyenne sample had a substantial number of subjects with drug
abuse (14%) compared to most American Indian and non-Indian populations. The
finding that 27% of Cheyenne alcoholics have abused drugs and that 20/22 (91%)

of the drug abusers were alcoholics suggests a strong association between the two
disorders. Female alcoholics were as likely to have drug abuse (29%) as were
male alcoholics (22%). All Cheyenne subjects in this sample with antisocial
personality (N=7) were also alcoholic and all were male, indicating that there
may be a subgroup of Cheyenne alcoholics with antisocial personality and male

limited expression, as postulated for other populations. Overall, there appears
to be a clustering of depression, drug abuse, and antisocial personality with
alcoholism. It is clear that this clustering is not entirely due to

psychopathology occurring in the context of drinking.

The literature contains frequent reference to American Indian drinking styles

characterized by binge or episodic drinking (defined by Research Diagnostic

Criteria as >3 consecutive days of heavy drinking on >3 separate occasions).

Cheyenne subjects were assessed according to four patterns of drinking: 1) Binge

drinking only; 2) binge, and heavy, consistent drinking (intoxicated each week

>4 consecutive weeks; 3) heavy, consistent drinking and no binge; and 4) no

heavy, consistent drinking and no hinging. Preliminary results indicate that
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approximately 40% of the Cheyenne subjects engaged in binge drinking. All of the
binge drinkers also had periods of more consistent, heavy drinking; there were
no "pure" binge drinkers. Only 10% of the subjects had patterns of consistent,
heavy drinking without binge episodes. Thirty-eight percent (38%) of the
subjects had no evidence of either binge or consistent, heavy drinking patterns.
A comparison of Cheyenne subjects who met criteria for these different patterns
of drinking provided some interesting results. Binge/heavy drinkers were
significantly more likely to be divorced or separated, to have few close social
or familial relationships, to develop physical symptoms of alcohol abuse and to
experience withdrawal symptoms, to have conflicts with the police and to act
aggressively, to develop alcoholism at an early age, and to engage in heavy
drinking over a longer p>eriod of time as compared to subjects who drank heavy and
consistently but who did not binge and as compared to subjects who did not drink
heavily. These findings suggest that the associated phenomenology and, perhaps,
the etiology of alcoholism may be different for individuals with substantially
different drinking patterns. Alcoholism is most likely a complex behavior having
different etiologies.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Familial linkage studies offer a direct method for bridging the gap between
fundamental molecular mechanisms and behavioral phenotypes related to the
vulnerability to alcoholism. Genes for alcoholism will be difficult to map in
Caucasian families because alcoholism is clinically (and probably genetically)
heterogeneous, environmentally influenced, highly prevalent and marked by
assortative mating. The greater environmental and genetic homogeneity of these
Indian communities greatly increases the likelihood of mapping genetic loci or
identifying factors predisposing individuals to alcoholism. The fcimilies and
populations detected here will also provide useful datasets for testing the
generalizability of genetic linkages found in other populations.

For many American Indian communities, alcohol has a tragic impact. Alcoholism
accounts for more than 50% of deaths in the three communities in our study, and
alcoholism also degrades the quality of family and social relationships at
multiple levels. Careful, structured, and in depth evaluations will enable us
to accurately compare the clinical phenomenology of alcoholism in these American
Indian populations with each other and to Caucasians. By defining age of onset
and severity, by accurately defining psychiatric comorbidity, and by following
the transmission of pathologies in families, we can gain a better understanding
as to the causes of alcoholism and derive more effective assessment, treatment,
and prevention approaches.

Proposed course :

An additional 200 Pima Indian clinical interviews from the same large family will
be blind-rated and diagnoses and DNA available early in 1994, for a total of 400.
By the end of 1994, we will have studied approximately 600 Pima Indians in a

large family. The Cheyenne Indian family will be expanded incorporating
neuropsychological measures (see Genetics of EEG, report). However, we have
completed the blind-ratings for psychiatric diagnoses from 200 Cheyenne and 200
Pima Indians, enabling us to conduct analyses for genetic linkage and clinical
genetic associations to alcoholism.
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Publications ;

Goldman D, Brown GL, Albaugh B, Robin R, Goodson S, Trunzo M, Akhtar L, Wynne DK,
Lucas-Derse S, Bolos A, Tokola R, Virkkunen M, Dean M. D2 dopamine receptor
genotype, linkage, disequilibrium and dopamine function in Finnish, American
Indian and U.S. Caucasian alcoholics and the population association approach in
psychogenetics. In: Gershon E, Cloninger C, eds. Genetic approaches to mental
disorders. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Press, in press.

Brovm GL, Albaugh B, Robin RW, Goodson SG, Trunzo M, Wynne DK, Goldman D.

Alcoholism and substance abuse among selected Southern Cheyenne Indians,
Transcultural Psychiatry, 1993;16:531-42.

Goldman D, Brown GL, Albaugh B, Robin R, Goodson S, Trunzo M, Akhtar L, Lucas-
Derse S, Long J, Linnoila M, Dean M. DRD2 dopamine receptor genotype, linkage
disequilibrium, and alcoholism in American Indians and other populations.
Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental Research 1993;17:199-204.
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Goldman D. Genetic heterogeneity etiologies for alcoholism and substance abuse,

Ann Rev Drug Abuse and Addictions, in press.

Goldman D, Dean M, Brown GL, Bolos AM, Tokola R, Virkkunen M, Linnoila M. D2

dopamine receptor genotype and cerebrospinal fluid homovanillic acid, 5-

hydroxyindoleacetic acid and 3-methyl-4-hydroxyphenylglycol in Finnish and American

alcoholics. Acta Psych Scand, in press.

Goldman D, Brown GL, Albaugh B, Robin R, Goodson S, Trunzo M, Akhtar L, Wynne DK,

Lucas-Derse S, Bolos AM, Tokola R, virkkunen N, Linnoila M, Dean M. D2 dopamine

receptor genotype, linkage disequilibrium, and dopamine function in Finnish,

American Indian, and U.S. Caucasian alcoholics and the population association

approach in psychogenetics. In: Gershon E, Cloninger C, eds. Genetic approaches

to mental disorders. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Press, in press.
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studies on individuals and animals with genetic defects in serotonin function can

shed light on the role of this neurotransmitter in behavior and on the role of

milder functional variants in serotonin genes in predisposing individuals to

psychopathologies and to alcoholism. We are identifying probands for family

studies who have several behavioral disorders and by measuring the serotonin

metabolite 5HIAA in cerebrospinal fluid. Probands and family members receive

detailed neurologic and psychiatric assessment and familial transmission and

comorbidity is concurrently assessed. Subjects with aberrant serotonin function

and their families will be the focus for genetic linkage analyses using dispersed

probes and direct studies (for example, sequencing) of candidate genes such as

tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) . We are also studying animal behavioral genetic

models in which serotonin function may be perturbed. A TPH polymorphism was found

to be associated with low CSF 5HIAA and suicidality in impulsive alcoholic Finns

Coding sequence polymorphisms of 5HT1A, BHTlDa and 5HT1DP were identified by SSCP

analysis. In mice, TPH was identified as a quantitative trait locus (QTL) for

sleep time following ethanol injection.
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The role serotonin plays in developing and controlling behavior has not been
completely defined, although the importance of this neurotransmitter in
alcoholics and other psychopathologies is clear. In this study, we are
attempting to gain insights into the normal serotonin gene function and the
effects of milder gene defects by identifying and studying individuals with
severe defects in serotonin genes. Although serotonin modulates a number of
important behaviors including sleep, impulsivity, appetite, and body temperature
as well as ethanol intake, no human or animal behavioral mutants in serotonin
function have been identified. It is therefore logical that abnormalities of
serotonin function may cause unknown effects in adult tissues and during
development. In this study, we will 1) identify patients with biochemical
genetic deficits in serotonin function and assess the neurochemical, behavioral,
neurophysiological, and medical manifestations of genetic serotonin dysfunction
in patients and faimily members, 2) evaluate serotonin candidate genes for genetic
variation using SSCP (single-strand conformational polymorphism) analysis, and
3) characterize genetic transmission in the families.

Methods Employed :

Selection of probands: Children and adults with evidence of a serotonergic
genetic disorder either by family history or the presence of significant
dysmorphology are screened. Candidate serotonergic genetic disorders being
screened include 1) idiopathic mental retardation (IO<50), 2) pervasive
developmental disorder, 3) infantile autism, 4) obsessive-compulsive disorder,
5) disruptive behavioral disorder, and 6) other serotonin-associated behavioral
disorders (impulsivity or severe eating disorders). A complete medical,
neuropsychiatric and genetic evaluation is performed on these subjects.
Electrophysiological assessment of baseline EKG and event related potentials
(ERPs) are performed according to the patient's functional level. Monoamine and
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monoamine metabolite levels are obtained from cerebrospinal fluid. Magnetic
resonance imaging of the brain and cognitive testing will be performed if
clinically indicated.

Psychiatric assessment is being performed in collaboration with G. L. Brown,
(LCS). This assessment process includes the Structured Clinical Interview for
DSMIII-R (SCID) for adults, the Diagnostic Interview for Child Assessment (DICA)
for children greater than 5-years of age, and the Denver Developmental Assessment
for younger children, children less than 5-years of age or not suitable for the
DICA receive an age-appropriate interview conducted by a psychiatrist. Tests of
personality, mood and affect include the Child Behavior checklist, the
Spielberger State Anxiety Scale, the Child Depression Inventory (for age <16
yrs), the Beck Depression Inventory (for age >16 yrs) and the Brown-Goodwin scale
(Brown, 1979). If appropriate, cognitive assessment is performed in
collaboration with Michael Eckardt (LCS, NIAAA) . Age appropriate tests for
intelligence, cognition and memory include wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(WAIS-R) , the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for children (WISC-R) , the Bailey
Infant Scale and the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) . Memory and cognition
are assessed with the Matching Familiar Figures Test and Porteus Mazes. Motor
tests include the Draw-a-line-slowly and Draw-a-line-fast tasks and various
reaction time tests. For collaborative studies, clinical assessment is performed
offsite and as appropriate.

CSF measures of monoamines, monoamine metabolites, and neuropeptides are obtained
after a standard 3 day low monoamine diet and lumbar puncture under carefully
controlled conditions.

For DNA and protein genetic marker studies, venipuncture is performed and a
lymphoblastoid cell line is established. Genetic linkage studies will be
performed with dispersed markers chosen for informativeness and on candidate
genes involved in serotonin function, such as tryptophan hydroxylase and
serotonin receptor genes

.

For direct analysis of genes involved in serotonin function, DNA is amplified by
PCR using primers that are fluorescently or radioisotopically tagged. DNA is
then either direct sequenced using an automated sequencer or is evaluated for
sequence variation using the single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP)
method in which the single-stranded DNA is electrophoresed under nondementing
conditions

.

Major Findings ;

Although behavior is ultimately controlled by numerous genes and other causative
factors, better clinical subtyping and the study of highly abnormal individuals
can result in the identification of discrete genetic entities, our approach to
find genetic phenotypes due to serotonin dysfunction has been to study
individuals with abnormal behavioral traits or neurochemical abnormalities
related to serotonin function. Our large collection of cell lines and DNA
samples from alcoholics includes large numbers of individuals with low and high
levels of CSF 5HIAA. These subjects are obviously very useful for mutation
screening studies. In a recently initiated research protocol, we have thus far

studied two families with hereditary abnormalities which may be lined to

serotonin function, including a family with two obligate carriers for Wolfram's
syndrome, a syndrome marked by juvenile optic atrophy, diabetes mellitus, and

diabetes insipidus, and by the behavioral problems of depression, psychosis and

suicide and a second family with a high prevalence of psychosis (six female

family members) as well as alcoholism, gambling and criminality (four male family
members). Two of the females in this family have a syndrome including juvenile
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macular degeneration, pseudoxanthoma elasticum, demyelinating neuropathy, and
generalized neurodegenerative disease of unknown origin. Due to the death of Dr.
Filling-Katz, this family study was halted for approximately ten months, but will
be resumed this year.

Through collaborations and for the purpose of direct mutation scanning, we have
also collected DNA samples and cell lines from patients with eating disorders,
hereditary myoclonus and obsessive-compulsive disease.

Polymorphisms of the TPH gene in humans, mice and rhesus macaques described by
D. Nielsen in the lab are being used in a number of genetic association and
linkage studies. The human TPH variant was shown to be due to a point mutation
within an intron. We have also detected novel polymorphisms within the coding
sequence of three serotonin receptor genes, all of which are presynaptically
expressed. Using SSCP analysis, J. Lappalainen discovered a common polymorphism
(rare allele = 0.40) within the coding sequence of SHTioh- ^^ ^^ ^ synonymous
mutation but has already been useful in precision linkage mapping of this locus,
which is located on chromosome 6. Rarer (approximately 0.10) coding sequence
variants of SHTi^ and SHTiogWere discovered by B. Giblin and by N. ozaki and J.

Lappalainen, respectively. Sequencing of the SHTidq variant has revealed it to
also be nonfunctional. Rapid assays have been developed for both SHTjd variants
by N. Ozaki and J. Lappalainen. These serotonin receptor variants are being used
in association and linkage studies while we continue to search for functional
variants

.

A collection of impulsive and nonimpulsive alcoholic, violent offenders and
healthy volunteers was analyzed by D. Nielsen in collaboration with M. Virkkunen
and R. Tokola (Univ. Helsinki). A significant association was found between TPH
genotype and both suicidality and CSF 5HIAA levels. Genomic DNA samples from
impulsive individuals are currently being analyzed by J. Ellison for functional
variants of TPH by direct sequencing and by SSCP analysis of coding sequence.

In the area of animal studies, collaboratively with D. Higley (LCS, NIAAA), we
are performing genetic association studies, in collaboration with B. Giblin (LCS,
NIAAA) SSCP variants we have identified at the TPH and SHTl^^ (serotonin receptor)
loci, with T. Johnson (Institute for Behavioral Genetics, Boulder, CO) we have
performed a linkage study using the LS/SS recombinant inbred lines. This study
revealed that TPH was a quantitative trait locus (QTL) accounting for 6% of the
variance in sleep time following the injection of ethanol. This is the largest
OTL thus far discovered for this trait.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

Diminished turnover of serotonin is associated with impulsive behavior and
appears to be related to alcoholism risk. Because of the diverse functions of
serotonin in regulating sleep, appetite, mood and body temperature, it is highly
likely that genetic variants of serotonin genes may be important in a variety of
disorders such as obesity, affective illness and alcohol and drug abuse. We have
chosen to study highly abnormal individuals and their families because the
molecular pathology of extreme genetic phenotypes is more likely to be clear,
leading to a better understanding of the relationship between serotonin function
and behavior and increasing the likelihood that we can map the relevant genes.
The association we have found between TPH genotype and suicidality and 5HIAA
levels in the impulsive Finns may indicate that a functional variant of TPH is
relatively common in this relatively homogeneous and extreme subgroup of
alcoholics

.
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Proposed Course ;

We will directly analyze genes involved in serotonin function (tryptophan
hydroxylase and the serotonin receptors ) in DNAs from individuals who appear to
be genetically abnormal in serotonin function. Using a comprehensive approach
including neurobehavioral, anatomical and physiological analyses, we will
characterize the phenomenology of these familial neurogenetic disorders and seek
a relationship between the clinical features and the CSF neurochemical findings

.

In appropriate families, we will perform genetic transmission and linkage
analysis.

Publications ;

Bolos AM, Goldman D, Dean M. An Alu repeat polymorphism at the 5-
hydroxytryptamine lA receptor (HTRIA) gene. Psychiatric Genetics, in press.

Ellison J, Dean M, Goldman D. Efficacy of fluorescence-based PCR-SSCP for
detection of point mutations, Biotechniques, in press.

Haber R, Bessette D, Hulihan-Giblin B, Durcan MJ, Goldman D. Identification of
tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase in rodent brain, J Neurochemistry 1993;60:1159-62.

Nielsen DA, Dean M, Goldman D. Genetic mapping of the human tryptophan
hydroxylase gene to chromosome 11 pl5.5 using an intronic conformational
polymorphism, Amer J Human Genet 1992;51:1366-71.

Nielsen DA, Goldman D, Virkkunen M, Tokola R, Rawlings R, Linnoila M. CSF 5-HIAA
and a history of suicide attempts associate with a polymorphism of the tryptophan
hydroxylase gene in impulsive, alcoholic violent offenders. Arch Gen Psychiatry,
in press.

Nielsen DA, Goldman D. Gene transfer and gene therapy. Ale Health & Res World
1992;16(4) :304-ll.
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We are searching for genetic linkage between short tandem repeat (STR) markers and

genes that contribute to the predisposition to alcoholism and related behaviors.

This involves development of a battery of 200 highly polymorphic marker loci that

span the human genome at approximately 10-15 centimorgan intervals. We are using

florescent dye technology and constructing panels of 10-20 loci that can be run

simultaneously in one gel lane. This will facilitate fast and accurate data

collection. Computer programs are being written to interface between the gel

analysis machinery and a statistical database. In addition, we are developing

methods for PCR-STR optimization and for precise STR allele determinations. As more

genotypes are collected in the next year, we will begin linkage analyses using

sequential likelihood and affected relative pair methods. The informativeness of

STR markers bestows new and heretofore unattainable power for establishing, and

excluding, genetic linkage between definable chromosome segments and genetic

vulnerability to disease.
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We are searching for short tandem repeat (STR) DNA markers linked to genes
conferring vulnerability to alcoholism and related behavioral phenotypes . STR
polymorphisms have many alleles per locus and they are abundantly distributed
throughout the genome. Because of these properties, they are the most promising
class of genetic polymorphism to yield successful linkage results. Our first
major goal is to develop for linkage analysis a panel of STR marker genes that
are highly polymorphic and evenly spaced at approximately 10 centimorgan (cM)
intervals along the human chromosomes. In pursuit of this goal, we are (i)
developing multiplex procedures that enable sets of marker loci to be
simultaneously run on a single gel lane using an Applied Biosystems 373a
automated DNA sequencer, (ii) automating data collection by interfacing the
Applied Biosystems Genescan 672 software kit with the Microsoft Excel spread
sheet package and custom written Pascal programs, (iii) developing a database
management system that facilitates easy storage, retrieval, and transfer to
analytical software applications. Our second major goal is to analyze large
pedigrees for linkage between STR loci and alcoholism and related behaviors. For
this purpose, we are making computer links between our genetic marker databases
and family structure dateibases so that meaningful data subsets can be extracted
and fed into pedigree drawing and genetic linkage analysis software.

Methods Employed :

Marker Loci: we have selected an initial set of two hundred microsatellite
dinucleotide repeat loci from the larger battery developed by Genethon. The
genetic distance between adjacent markers in our set averages approximately 13
CM and heterozygosities are generally above 75%. In addition, we are
concentrating our efforts on developing protocols for tri- and tetra- nucleotide
repeat loci, since larger repeat motifs may allow easier discrimination of
alleles. Information about the marker loci is stored in a database which assigns
a 15 field record to each locus. The fields contain summary information such as
chromosomal locations, upper and lower primer sequences, annealing temperatures,
repeat unit sizes, numbers and sizes of alleles, etc.

Molecular Biology: Locus specific fragments are amplified from genomic DNA using
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with dye labeled primers. Alleles are
identified by size sorting during electrophoretic separation in denaturing PAAG
using an Applied Biosystems 373a automated DNA sequencer which employs
fluorescent dye detection and allows analysis of several loci and internal size
standards in a single lane, we have interfaced the Applied Biosystems Genescan
672 software with Microsoft Excel so that data can be transferred directly into
marker data files that link the battery of molecular typings with individuals.

Databases: The molecular genetic data records have a subject identification
field that allows computer links with our family structure files. Programs have
been written to extract pedigrees and subsets of pedigrees from the family
structure files and feed them into pedigree drawing (PedDraw) and genetic
analysis computer programs.
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Statistical Methods: As data accumulate a variety of genetic linkage analyses
will be performed. Two point and multipoint linkage analyses will be carried out
using the parametric likelihood methods contained in Lathrop's LINKAGE program
and the statistical Analysis in Genetic Epidemiology (SAGE) package. The age-of-
onset and penetrance parameters required for these programs will be estimated by
analysis of pedigree data we have collected. We will also apply robust affected
relative pair methods that are recommended for traits with uncertain transmission
modes. In addition to finding linkages to psychopathology predisposing loci, we
will be intent on excluding regions without linked genes.

Major Findings ;

We report preliminary results here because the project has begun recently. (1)
Significant variability in the band positions of the same DNA fragments run on
different gels is observed. Such variability is well known in other studies and
we are developing custom sizing ladders for particular marker panels. In
addition, we are writing computer programs for size calibration that will
facilitate comparisons across gels. The Applied Biosystems Genescan 672 software
does not accommodate cross gel calibration. (2) Since dinucleotide repeats are
potentially difficult to score, we are comparing their utility to that of tri-
and tetra-nucleotide markers. Our preliminary findings have not revealed any
particular difficulty in scoring dinucleotide systems. In addition, dinucleotide
markers facilitate multiplex electrophoresis because they use smaller portions
of the gel than tri- and tetra-nucleotide loci with similar numbers of alleles.
(3) For a tetra-nucleotide repeat closely linked to the CYP19 gene we have
found an allele that represents a single base deletion, thus complicating
interpretation of the system. The tetra-nucleotide repeat motif is TTTA,
suggesting that alleles at this locus mutate in both mono- and tetra-nucleotide
fashions. To the extent that this situation occurs, resolution of alleles in
"tetra" nucleotide polymorphism will be complicated.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the institute ;

Family twin and adoption studies have confirmed a genetic contribution to the
transmission of alcoholism vulnerability. The next step is to identify traits,
or gene products, that either directly contribute to the pathophysiology of the
disease, or are closely linked to genes that do. With the exception of the
protective effect of the ADH2 and ALDH polymorphisms, little is known about such
genes. Transmission and gene mapping studies have been difficult because
alcoholism is a common, complex and genetically heterogeneous disease.
Utilization of our battery of highly polymorphic and closely linked markers will
add enormous power to genetic linkage analyses.

Proposed Course ;

Our objectives in the next year are (1) to complete development of our marker
panels so that as many as 200 microsatellite loci can be assayed on as few as 10-

15 gels, (2) to develop more tri- and tetra-nucleotide repeat protocols so that
we have a 10 cM map, (3) to develop multiplex PCR amplification, so that reagent
costs and protocol times are reduced, (4) to type Cheyenne Indian, Pima Indian,

and Finnish alcoholics, and their families for the DNA markers, (5) to perform
linkage analyses on these data using likelihood and affected relative pair
methods

.

Publications :

None.
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The number of alleles, allele frequencies, and allele frequency differences among

Native American tribes will be ascertained for the complete battery of short tandem

repeat (STR) loci that are being employed in our linkage analyses. Approximately 30

individuals from each of 20 tribes collected primarily at the Albuquerque Indian

Hospital will be analyzed. Tests for allele frequency differences between tribal

groupings based on cultural and linguistic affinities will be performed. This

information is important to genetic linkage and disease association studies on

Native Americans because of poor estimates of allelic heterogeneity among groups

can create spurious associations with disease.
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objectives ;

Gene frequencies vary among populations and racial groups. This study will
document Native American tribal differences in short tandem repeat (STR) allele
frequencies. Samples of approximately 30 individuals from 20 American Indian
tribes will be typed for the complete battery of STR loci that are being employed
in our linkage analyses. This will estimate the numbers of alleles per locus,
allele frequencies, and allele frequency differences among groups. We will test
whether or not tribes can be meaningfully grouped into larger categories on the
basis of geographical proximity, language, or culture. Patterns of genetic
variation will be compared with demographic data concerning the tribal/racial
affiliations of the parents and grandparents of the participating subjects.

Methods Employed ;

Blood samples were collected from adult participants in generally good health at
the Albuquerque Indian Hospital between June 1991 and May 1993. The tribal
affiliations of participants, and the tribal/racial affiliations of their parents
and grand-parents were recorded. DNA extracted from the blood samples will be
typed for the same set of two hundred STR loci that are being developed for use
in our linkage analyses. Genetic typings will be carried out as part of larger
batch work on our linkage studies. An initial genetic characterization will
include allele and haplotype frequencies tabulated by tribal categories. Maximum
likelihood prograims have already been written for this purpose. Allele frequency
heterogeneity aunong populations will be tested using standard methods. A series
of hypotheses generated from Native American cultural and linguistic
classifications and population biology principles will be tested using
multivariate methods applied to genetic covariance matrices. The correspondence
between inter-tribal genetic differences and geographical locations will be
tested using extensions of Mantel's matrix regression method, computer programs
for the population structure tests have been written previously by the principal
investigator.

Major Findings ;

Forthcoming.

significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

This project will contribute valuable information on short tandem repeat gene
frequencies in a large number of Native American tribes. It will test for
significant differences among tribes, and it will establish whether or not tribes
can be meaningfully grouped on the basis of geographical proximity, language, or
culture. Gene frequencies vary aunong populations and racial groups, virtually
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nothing is known about short tandem repeat gene frequency distributions in
American Indians. This deficiency is pertinent to us. (1) Our largest pedigree
linkage studies on alcoholism are being conducted on Cheyenne, Jemez, and Pima
Indians. The success of genetic linkage analyses in large pedigrees depends on
good knowledge of gene frequencies. The common practice of arbitrarily assigning
equal allele and haplotype frequencies can lead to false-positive evidence for
linkage in the presence of untyped pedigree members. (2) Allele frequency
heterogeneity among populations can create spurious associations between diseases
and genetic markers when the ethnic composition of samples is inadequately
controlled for. We have already seen this effect with the DRD2/Taql Al allele
and alcoholism, and the disentanglement of this spurious association was possible
with knowledge of population differences for the DRD2/Taql Al allele frequency.

Proposed Course ;

The genetic typings will begin this fall and analysis will follow shortly. We
expect results by next year.

Publications ;

Long JC. Human molecular phylogenetics, Annu Rev Anthropol 1993;22:251-72.

Smouse PE, Long JC. Matrix correlation analysis in anthropological/genetic
context: An expository review. Yearbook of Physical Anthropology 1992 ; 35: 187-
213.
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D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews

SUMMARY OF W/ORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Haplotype and linkage disequilibrium analysis has contributed to studies on

recombination and human gene mapping. This project develops an algorithm to obtain

maximum likelihood estimates haplotype frequencies, and develops a set of

hypotheses that can be statistically tested in order to demonstrate pairwise and

higher order linkage disequilibrium. A computer program was written to implement

the methods. The utility of the methods and computer program is verified using

Monte Carlo simulations. This work will be applicable to the many short tandem

repeat DNA polymorphisms that our lab is typing for linkage analyses.
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Project Description ;

Investigators :

PI: J. Long Special Expert LNG, NIAAA
other: R. Williams Professor ASU

Objectives :

Haplotype frequencies and linkage disequilibrium coefficients are difficult to
estimate from population data because linkage phase cannot be deduced from
multiple locus phenotypes. Moreover, highly polymorphic systems (e.g. short
tandem repeat loci) can have many more possible haplotypes than would be
contained in a large sample; a population may not even possess all possible
haplotypes. Nonetheless, multiple locus phenotype frequencies contain
information on haplotypes frequencies, and the goal of this project is to utilize
this information. The specific objectives are (1) to develop a reliable
algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of haplotype frequencies for linked
multiallelic loci, (2) to provide an easily implemented computer program to
perform the estimation, (3) to develop a hypothesis testing strategy to test the
significance of observed linkage disequilibrium, (4) to implement computer
simulations to determine the statistical distributions of the proposed test
statistics

.

Methods Employed :

Estimation: Maximum likelihood haplotype frequency estimates are obtained from
multiple locus phenotypes using an iterative Estimation-Maximization (E-M)
algorithm. The expected number for every kind of haplotype is counted for each
individual sampled, and these expectations are averaged over the entire sample.
Our method is simplified relative other E-M methods by evaluating for each
individual only those haplotypes which could have contributed to their phenotype.
Maximum likelihood estimates of allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria are
obtained by algebra from the estimated haplotype frequencies.

statistical Tests: With our method, linkage disequilibrium is tested for
significance by comparing the likelihood of a general model including
disequilibrium to the likelihood of a reduced model that assumes multiple locus
equilibrium. The hypotheses recommended for testing are, HO: multiple locus
equilibrium, HI: pairwise linkage disequilibrium without higher order
disequilibrium (three-way), and H2 : higher order disequilibrium. The test
statistic is always twice the negative log likelihood ratio. An advantage to the
likelihood ratio approach is that it allows the global equilibrium hypothesis
(HO) to be partitioned into additive components for testing Hi and H2

.

Computer Simulations: Monte Carlo methods were used to find the true
distributions of test statistics under the various null hypotheses. Three locus
phenotypes were simulated with allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium
patterned after a histocompatibility data set. Upon comparison to actual chi-
square distributions, it was possible to identify the conditions which cause
likelihood ratio statistics to deviate from their theoretical expectations.

Major Findings ;

A PASCAL program that runs efficiently on microcomputers was written for the E-M
algorithm and statistical tests described above. The stability of the program
has been verified by analyzing scores of thousands of simulated data sets. The
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Monte Carlo simulations showed that theoretical chi-squares approximate the
likelihood ratio statistics for disequilibrivim tests only in very limited
circumstances (e.g. large samples drawn from populations with few alleles per
locus that have more-or-less even frequencies), since the chi-squares did not
generally work well with the likelihood ratio statistics, our computer
simulations were applied to "contingency table" based tests that have been
recommended in the literature. If anything, these tests performed worse than the
likelihood ratio tests. Accordingly, a resampling (statistical bootstrap)
approach was applied to obtain empirical distributions for both the likelihood
ratio and contingency table based statistics . While empirical distributions can
be applied to either sort of statistic, the likelihood ratios are preferred over
the "contingency table" measures because they additively partition the test for
global equilibrium into separate components for pairwise and higher order
disequilibrium.

Significance to biomedical research and the program of the Institute ;

Haplotype and linkage disequilibrium analysis has contributed to studies on
recombination and gene mapping. Most recently, these techniques were employed
in the identification of the Huntington's disease gene. A sound basis for
statistical estimation and hypothesis testing is fundamental to any application
of haplotype or disequilibrium analysis. Heretofore methods and computer programs
to estimate haplotype frequencies and linkage disequilibrium coefficients were
not generally available. We can now reliably use the methods and program
described here, and we are prepared to distribute the program for use in other
laboratories

.

Proposed Course ;

We plan to submit a paper for publication describing the algorithm, statistical
tests, and computer program. This paper will also illustrate the methods with
data sets. We have already analyzed histocompatibility data in Pima Indians.
We plan one further data demonstration using STR DNA polymorphisms. The
combination of applications to classical genetic markers (HLA) and new DNA
polymorphisms will illustrate the generality of the method.

Publications

:
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1
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D (a1) Minors
D (a2) Interviews
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SUMMARY OF V\/ORK lUse standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

In Orientals, genetic deficiency of ALDH2 is associated with the flushing reaction,
an adverse response to alcohol. The allele ALDH-2-2 with the transition G/C-greater
than A/T 12 bp from the 3 ' -end of exon 12 is responsible for the deficiency. Our
primer-allele-specif ic amplification assay (PASA) of exon 12 did not reveal the
existence of the same allele in South American Indians in whom the enzyme
deficiency has been reported. This negative finding prompted further search for the
possible mutations across the entire coding sequence of the ALDH-2 gene within a

sample of 35 South American Indians from seven tribes. A RT-PCR assay detected low

levels of ALDH-2 expression in human lymphoblasts. This allowed us to develop a RT-
PCR-SSCP assay to detect mutations in the coding sequence. The coding sequence of

ALDH-2 cDNA was PCR amplified as partially overlapped fragments. Each fragment was
digested with restriction endonuclease, and subfragments of 148-285 bp in length
were subjected to single-stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis. Thus
far, two rare SSCP variants have been detected in the proximal (3 '-end) part of

ALDH-2 gene that corresponds to exons 11-13. These variants are being sequenced and

the search for mutations is being continued in the middle part of the coding

sequence and in the 5'flanking (promoter) region.
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Project Description !

Investigators :

PI: A. Novoradovsky visiting Associate LNG, NIAAA
Others: D. Goldman Chief LNG, NIAAA

T. Nutman Chief LP, NIAID
J. Kidd Yale univ
K. Kidd Yale Univ

obiectives

:

In Oriental populations, the frequencies of hereditary deficiency of
mitochonjirial aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDHi) enzyme and associated alcohol
flushing have been estimated to be 25-50% and 57-80%, respectively (Agarwal,
Goedde, 1986; Goedde et al., 1986). Deficiency of mitochondrial ALDH activity
is caused by a dominant mutation in the gene, which has been mapped on 12q24.
The point mutation in the allele ALDHii. encoding l^he deficient subunit, is a

G -> A transition in the 12th base pair from the 3 -end of exon 12. It results
in the amino acid substitution Glu->Lys at the 14th position from the COOH
terminal of the ALDH2 monomer (Hsu et al, 1985).

The incidence of alcohol flushing in South American Indians is approximately 40%,
and the flushing is usually associated with deficiency of mitochondrial ALDHt,
determined by the absence of corresponding ALDHi bands in the isoelectrozymogram
of hair follicle cell extracts (Goedde et al . , 1986). Because American Indians
are derived from Mongoloids, the present study was carried out to determine
whether the ALDH22 allele occurs in the South American Indians, and if not, to
identify functional mutations within the ALDH? gene of South American Indians.

Methods Employed :

Thirty-five DNA samples and 33 lymphoblastoid cell lines from the same
individuals, belonging to 7 South American Indian tribes were kindly provided by
Dr. J. Kidd and Dr. K. Kidd.

Biochemical Genetic Methods: Isoelectric focusing (lEF) of tissue and cell
lysates with further histochemical staining of the ALDH zymogram was performed.

Molecular Genetic Methods: DNA Amplification was by Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR) and Primer Allele Specific Amplification Assa^^ (PASA) was also performed
to identify the wild type ALDH2' and Oriental ALDH2- variants. To detect novel
ALDH2 variants. Single Strand Conformational Polymorphism Analysis (SSCP) and
Reverse Transcription PCR (RT PCR) were performed and mutants were sequenced
using Cycle Sequencing.

Major Findings :

Direct SSCP analysis of exon 12, amplified by PCR from genomic DNA and labeled
with '^P-dCTP failed to detect a mobility shift for the ALDH22 allele. This was
surprising in view of the greater than 95% efficiency of SSCP for mutation
detection. However, we have recently shown that this is due to the secondary
structure in the region of the G -> A transition. We therefore used PASA to
search for the Oriental ALDH2 variant across this set of South American Indian
samples representing seven tribes. Also surprisingly, it was not present.
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Due to this negative result, we believe it is crucial to perform the DNA analyses
in samples definitely known to be deficient in ALDH2 enzyme activity. However,
very low ALDH2 enzyme activity in human lymphoblasts does not allow reliable
detection of enzyme deficiency using the direct isoelctric focusing enzyme assay.
In collaboration with T. Notman (NIAID) , we are obtaining DNA on individuals from
whom we can obtain hair roots, where there is ample expression of the enzyme from
a new population of South American Indians.

The amounts of ALDH2 mRNA in lymphoblasts, although low, were sufficient for RT
PCR-SSCP analysis of the coding sequence. The coding regions of ALDH2 were PCR-
amplified as partially overlapped fragments and subjected to SSCP analysis. Each
amplified fragment was further digested by a series of restriction endonucleases,
and subfragments of 148-285 bp in length, convenient for SSCP analysis were
obtained. In order to avoid SSCP false negatives due to location of mutations
near the ends of DNA fragments and subfragments, two amplification/digestion
procedures were performed to create a series of overlapping fragments

.

Within the South American Indian samples, two rare SSCP variants were detected
in the region of ALDH2 encoded by exons 11-13. These SSCP variants are being
sequenced and the search for mutations is being continued in the middle part of
the coding sequence, corresponding to exons 5-9.

Significance to Biomedical Research and the Program of the Institute ;

In the liver, mitochondrial ALDH plays a major role in acetaldehyde
detoxification. The evolutionary mechanisms creating and maintaining polymorphism
at ALDH2 are unclear. What is clear is that the ALDH2^ variant is associated with
a decreased risk of alcoholism. This study showed, that if South American
Indians have ALDH2 deficiency, as reported, the ALDH2 variant is likely to be an
allele different than the ALDH22 allele found in Mongoloids

.

Proposed Course ;

We will sequence the variants we have identified and will continue to search fpr
mutations in the coding and non-coding regions of ALDH2, including the 5 -

flanking (promoter) region, ALDH2 expression in the follicle of plucked hair is

sufficient for the direct enzyme assay. In collaboration with T. Nutman,
Laboratory of Parasitology, NIAID, we are obtaining hair follicles from a
population of South American Indians so that DNA samples from proven ALDH2-
deficient individuals will be available for the molecular genetic study or so

that we can establish that there is no ALDH2 deficiency in this population.

Publications ;

Novoradovsky AG, Spitsyn VA, Duggirala R, Crawford MH. Population genetics and
structure of Buryats from the Lake Baikal region of Siberia, Human Biology
1993;65(5):689-709.
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